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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Exposition of the title
(i) The groupings in Society:
Men as social beings collect themselves together in "Societies."
They are attracted to one another not only by sexual or parental
instincts, but also by the urge of keeping themselves together with
some other individuals of their kind. As a matter of fact, the
causes for attraction for social aggregation are many. They may be
some inner drive to form a bond with one another, or th^y may be some
external needs, religious, political, economic or any other kind which
actuate them to form the association, or they may be simply accidental
external causes. For various causes of attraction various kinds of
social groups are formed by men.
The primary social group formed by men in the Society is on the
generic basis and that is a "family." A family is "elementary" or
"nuclear" when it comprises the parents and their children only, it is
"expanded" or "extended" when other members of the household are
included. R. LINTON"*" gives the names "the family of orientation"
into which a person is born or adopted and "the family of procreation"
where he or she becomes a parent. A complex framework of relation¬
ships is created by the "interlocking" of these families, which
includes blood-relationships and marital relationships. "Kinship"
is the general social term for these biological ties viz. consang-
:uinal and affinal. A man or a woman is born or adopted not only
in the family but also in a wider "kingroup." Sometimes the relation¬
ship is recognised in a society with reference to a common descent,
the /...
"*"
Chamber's Encyclopaedia, London (1959) 'Social Life in Animals,
653 ff.
the line of descent being known as "lineage." The descent group is
narrower in sense than the "Kingroup" as it is generally unilineal,
being reckoned only through one parent while the Kingroup embraces
also the relations through the other parent, the collaterals and
those related by marriage even. Usually the term "clan" is used
for the descent group and is generally recognised as a collection
of families, generally having a common ancestor (and mostly subject
to one chieftain.) The term "race" and "tribe" are also used in
the sense of a collection of families but there are some different
elements of characterisation which distinguish one from the other.
Other than Kingroups are social groups on the local basis such
as "nationality" which, however, is again marked off by common
language, culture, etc. then social groups like "sect" or "party"
which is a union on the basis of religious or other views, and so on.
In addition to these kinds there are sections of the community
according to status, such as "classes", "orders" or "ranks" in the
society, which are based generally on the importance of occupation,
wealth, education etc.
(ii) Indo-Aryan words for Social groups:
A few words from the early texts in Indo-Aryan language which
have some meanings of "social groups" as exemplified above, form the
materials of the present study. They are (1) Kula, (2) gana. (3)
gotra. (4) grama. (5) .iana and (6) vis. Another word (7) vidatha
has been studied in detail and added as an Appendix.
The criteria of the choice of these words are:
(a) They essentially denote the social groups. The political
group-words /....
3
group-words, like catnin. amatya. saclva etc., or the military
group-words, like sena. sardha. etc., or the economic group-
words like Sreni etc. have not been studied. It has been shown
in the study-feat gana was neither a political group-word,"'' nor
2
a military group-word, as seme scholars opine.
(b) They have the traces of the meaning of "social groups" in
the earliest text. Thus vamsa which is in the Vedic Samhitas
• ' ♦
in the sense of "rafters" or "beams" (in the house), although
has the sense of "genealogy" in the later texts, or .iati which
in the Vedic texts denotes "birth" but in the later uses has
developed a social group-significance like "family", "caste"
etc., has not been taken into the present study.
(c) They have some notable changes of meanings in different
stages. Thus varna which has all along more or less the same
significance (although its significance as "a class of men" in
the early stage with arya and dasa was gradually replaced by
*
the so called "caste" of the 3rahmana-s, Ksatriyas, Vaisya-s
• •
and Sudra-s) is excluded from our study.
(d) The last and theifiost important criterion is the presence
of controversies among scholars regarding the semantic nature
of the terms, at least in their early occurrences.
.. the Vedic gana was primarily a tribal republic" - SHARMA,
(APIIAI., 90).
2
"In one passage of the Rigveda, the troops of the Maruts are
referred to by three different terms - Sardha, vrata. and gana" -
'Vedic Index' (ii, 34-1). But that the Maruts formed the military
"troops" is not sufficiently warranted.
In 'Vedic Index1 (i, 171) Kula meaning "family" is distin-
:guished from gotra and comparison of it with grha. grama, jana,
vis is pointed out. Then, according to Z3MMBR (AL, 159, 160)
gramawas a "clan" standing midway between a "family" and a
"tribe" (vis.) According to 'Vedic Index', again, grama was
"an aggregate of several families, not necessarily forming a
clan, but only part of a clan (vis)" (i, 24-5). HOPKINS (in
'Religions of India', 27) suggests that the word for "tribe"
is not vis but jana, which is also mentioned as grama (but
this is disputed in 'Vedic Index', i, 269.) It has been held
in 'Vedic Index' (i. 270) however, "The elements of the people
were represented by the family - either as an individual family
inhabiting one home (Kula) and consisting often, no doubt, of
a joint family of brothers, or as a patriarchal family of sons
who still lived with their father - and by the clan the later
Gotra. which included all those who chimed a common ancestor,"
then, again, "The real elements in the state are Gotra and the
Jana, .... It may be that Vis sometimes represents in the
older texts what later was known as the Gotra." (i, 271)
Not only controversies among scholars, but even contradic¬
tory statements are sometimes noticed regarding the actual
meaning of some of these terms, as in •Vedic Index' (i, 245)
grama is regarded as "an aggregate of several families" forming
"part of a clan (vis)". but in i, 269, it is said "But the sub¬
division of the Vis into several Gramas is very doubtful", and
in i, 270 "It is therefore impossible to state in what exact
relation the Grama in Vedic times stood to the Vis or to the
family /...
<s
family (Kula or Gotra)
Thus the importance of the study of the words Kula. gotra.
am '
grama, .iana and vis is quite evident. Gana as a social group
like gotra. as mentioned as the Kevalaganas of the dhrgus and
• •
Angirases in the Sutras, referred to by BROUGH ('The early his-
:tory of the Gotras' JRAS. 1946, 32-45) also deserves a careful
study to see whether any trace of the meaning of a social group
like gotra can be found in the early texts.
The word vidatha. also, which has been interpreted by
scholars like ROTH and LUDWIG as "assembly"^ but some others
interpreting quite differently deserves a careful scrutiny and
although it is not connected with the six words mentioned above
it will not be out of place to add the study of this word in
the Appendix.
(iii) The stucty- of the words:
The present study canes mainly under the linguistic domain. It
is chiefly concerned with the meaning of the selected words, - their
varied uses in the early texts of the Indo-Aryan language. Then
examining the occurrences of the words in their different meanings
in the successive texts a historical approach is made to the seman-
:tic study of these words. The meanings of a word are liable to
change in course of time and a chronological confusion in the case
of /...
"*■
JAIASWAL ('Hindu Polity', p.21) has rushed to a conclusion that
it is "a folk-assembly from which saoha samiti and sena were
developed" and SHARMA (APIIAI, pp. 63-80) supports him.
of the meanings is guarded against, i.e. by marking the meanings
of the words separately in the different periods, the blunder of
placing the later meaning for an earlier word or earlier meaning
for a later occurrence is checked. Then, attempts are made to
depict the social condition however little it may reflect, because
it is quite apparent that a study like this can hardly provide
sufficient material for the history of the social condition of
ancient India.
The actual uses of the words in the texts have been taken into
account, and all of them, especially in the early stage. Con-
:clusions are drawn on the basis of the actual findings from these
uses and are never presumptive. As there is a large number of
controversies regarding the meanings of the words as it has been
observed, and as there is no authoritative interpretation of the
early texts either by Indian or by Western scholars which could be
solely depended upon, it has been primarily essential to determine
from the varying interpretations of the East and the West the most
correct possible meaning of the words with reference to the contexts,
collocation, etcHad there been an authoritative lexicon with
different shades of meanings of the words in different contexts from
different texts of successive periods, the study would be easier and
wider.
(iv) The early texts:
The early texts comprise the Vedic literature beginning with
Rgveda, and ending with the earlier UpanisadV and the earlier
• •
Kalpasutras/...
"Even in historical semantics of the traditional kind we are review-
sing there is an enormous field of work if we follow a contextual and
sociological technique" (FIRTH, The Technique of Semantics" TPS. 1934,
p. 45.
1
Kalpasutras. Regarding the chronology, the "received theories"
have been accepted. The sequence of the texts, in general, is
RV. - (SV) - YV. - KV. - Brahmana - Iranyaka - Upanisad - Sutras,
• • •
but it is never real that one is finished before the other has
started. For example, some portions of the AV. may be as early
as the early portion of the RV.and the First and Tenth Mandala of
the RV. are definitely not earlier than the AV. But for the pres-
:ent semantic study of words, it is only sufficient if the "received"
sequence of the texts is just followed. The Khila Suktas as the
Supplementary Rgvedic hymns, according to KEITH "are somewhat later
in date than the Rgveda Samhita." (JRAS. (1907) pp. 224.-9). Accord¬
ing to KEITH (2TBIV. cl xv. ff) the chronological order is RV. -
SV. - TS (mantras) - VS. - AV. and the Brahmana portion of TS. is
later than Ait. Br. but "parallel probably with the Maitr and the
Kath (with the Kap) and perhaps also with the Fancavimsa," but it
is earlier than the Satapatha or Jaiminiya or the Kausitaki."
Among the Upanisads - Aitareya, Kausitaki, Taittiriya, Brhadaranyaka,
• • • •
_ 2
Ghandogya are the earlier ones, which mark the end of the Vedic
period roughly dating about 500 B.O. Among the Kalpasutras, the
Asvalayana, the Eatyayana, the Bandhayana, the Manava, the Gautama,
• •
and the Gobhila, - Srauta, Grhya and Dharma Sutras, form the earliest.
The /...
"k
"But even though it is certain that our version of the Atharvaveda -
Samhita is later than that of the Rgveda - Samhita. yet it by no
means follows from this that the hymns themselves are later than the
Rgveda hymns. It only follows that the latest hymns of the
•
Atharvaveda are later than the latest hymn of the Rgveda" WINTERNITZ
(HIE p. 127)
2
VISVABAKDHU - Vedic Concordance (Upanisads)- Inr~ro dactcon
«?
The Sutras of the next'Stratum are the Sankhayana, the Bharadvaja,
the Ipastamoa, the Katyayana, the Paraskara and the Kathaka.^
Of the early texts, the Samaveda which comprises mostly the
RV. verses except 75 out of 1810, has not been separately consulted,
as these 75 verses omitted provide very little additional material
for our findings.
RAMGOPAL, 'India of Vedic Kalpasutras' (pp. 34.-90) (His examin-
:ation cf the various theories on the dates of the Sutras is exhaus¬
tive and his chronology is quite acceptable.
B. Ob.iect of the Study
The ultimate object of the present stucty- is to establish a
useful process for the study of historical semantics.The
immediate object is to get a oetter knowledge of the semantic nature
of the words as thoroughly as possible, by the exhaustive study of
each occurrence of the words in the texts in chronological order.
A further object of the present study is to hint at the social con¬
dition of the early days from the semantic history of the words,
as much as possible, as there are many limitations which are
admitted.
^
At the end of the chapter on 'Semantics: vocabulary in motion' in
"The Gift of Tongues" London ( 1943), SGHIAUCH observes "No part
of language study, indeed offers better occasion for scientific




There are many important works of eminent scholars regarding the
general histories of Indian Civilisation where the significance of
the words in question have been touched upon, while narrating the
history of the social condition of the people speaking Indo-Aryan
language from the earliest period onwards. Some of these scholars
have depended on the word studies made by other scholars"'' and some-
:times stray examples of the words have been taken by them to estab¬
lish certain social and political theories. These are not the
type of works which can be referred to as the precursor of the
present study. Only 'Vedic Index1 can be called near to the type
of it. But even in this work, not all the occurrences of the
words have been dealt with. Here the views and studies of different
scholars with respect to certain words or subjects are often cora-
:piled along with the reference to a great many instances from the
texts. But the views and explanations of the Indian commentators
which are sometimes found to be more plausible than those of the
Western scholars are mostly disregarded. The reason lies in the
so-called defects of the Indian scholars who are found in general
to have the tradition of explaining almost everything in terms of
2
sacrifice and religious practices and of mostly falling upon
fanciful /...
For example, GHOSHAL depended mostly on ZIMMER, MAJUMDAR mostly on
'Vedic Index', SHARMA mostly on the translations of the Rgveda and
other works by GRIFFITH, etc. etc.
2
SSlANA in the introduction to his commentary on RV. describes how
he wants to take the help of the six Vedangas, viz. Siksa, Kalpa,
Vyakarana, Nirukta, Ghandas and Jyotis for the interpretation of RV.
The application (viniyoga) of the hymn to the ritual practices is an
important suoject to mention. They were mostly Karmakandins
(belonging /... (contd. on next page)
fanciful derivations, which on the principles of Comparative Philo-
:lology are found to be historically unwarranted. But the
etymology "based on Comparative Philology also cannot be regarded
as very useful for the determination of meaning as the meanings of
the cognates may diverge to any direction (e.g. dasvu in Indo-Aryan
language refers to the people, while dahvu in Iranian denotes "the
province'.') The European scholars are also tempted to estaolish
connection of early Indian society with the social systems of the
other nations like the Ancient Greeks, Romans and Teutons on the
a priori assumption of a primitive society in Vedic India, but their
findings are often proved baffling. The attitude of the European
scholars is materialistic and they often ignore the symbolical or
figurative meaning of the words (e.g. the word gotra is never
explained as a "cloud" by the European scholars) and sometimes the
subtle poetic touch that abounds in the early Indian texts espec-
:ially in the Rgveda. Sometimes the European scholars appear to be
on the right line when they interpret the social aspect as featuring
in the religious concept, the making of myths etc., the hero-worship
as /...
2 (contd. from previous page) (belonging to the 8<;hool o£ ritoal
interpretations.) It has been discovered now that between YlSKA the
earliest interpreter of RV. and SElAEA, there is a chain of scholiasts
viz. UDGlTHA, SKAI'TDASVAMIN, VENttATA MSDHAVA and MEfflAVA BHATTA,com-7 7
. • •
spiler of 'Anukramani' referred to by SElANA. in the commentary on
• •
RV. X, 86 (SARUP thinks the two MEffiAVA's are the same) (JGSHI, S.J. -
The problem of MEffiAVA in RV. comms. PAIOG (12th), 194.6, SARUP, L. -
"MSDHAVA, son of Sri Venkatarya and Sayanacarya' - Law Vol. Pt. II,
BORI, Poona 1946, KlSHIKAR, G. G. - 'A Comparative Study of Udgitha's
Bhasya on RV.' Siddheswar Varma Comm. Vol. 1,1950.)
it
as leading to deification and so on."*" (The Indian commentators are
not /...
"For the traditional method ROTH, the founder of Vedlc philology,
substituted the critical method of interpreting the difficult parts
of the RV. from internal evidence by the minute comparison of all
words parallel in form and matter, while taking into consideration
Context, grammar and etymology, without ignoring either the help
supplied by the historical study of the Vedic language in its con¬
nection with Sanskrit or the outside evidence derived from the Avesta
and from Comparative Philology. In the application of his method
ROTH attached too much weight to etymological considerations, while
he undervalued the evidence of native tradition " - MACDONELL
('Vedic Reader pp. XXX - XXXI).
"... ROTH insisted from the beginning that European scholars
would succeed much better than Indian theologians, having the advan¬
tage in freedom of judgment, as well as in a larger range of view
and historical faculty" - KABGI "The Rigveda" (p. 9)
On the other hand MAX MILLER holds "SSXAIJA in many cases teaches us
how the Veda ought not to be, rather than ought to be understood" -
'SBE (XXXII)' (p. XXXIV,) It would rather be wise not to be fana¬
tically inclined either to Indian traditional interpretation or to
the European school of interpretation led by ROTH, but to judge
rationally if SSXANA's interpretation is not suitable the European
scholars' views, because some of the Indian traditional explanations
possess something which the European master minds cannot think of.
MAX MILLER in the Introduction to his edition of RV. p. 139 remarks
"
.... let us try to speak and think a language which expressed the
bright and the divine, the brilliant and the beautiful, the straight
and the right, the bull and the hero, the shepherd and the king by
the same terms, and we shall see how difficult it would be to trans¬
late such terms without losing either the keynote that was still
sounding, or the harmonies which were set vibrating by it in the
minds of the poets and their listeners."
12-
not furnished with the later historical and archaeological findings
and explain, for instance aryah in RV. X, 11, 4 as "abhi-gamanTyam
vra.iantah.") Another defect in 'Vedic Index' as also in some other
works of the European scholars, is the rendering of Vedic word by
the post Vedic meaning, such as grama by "village" which meaning is
found in the post-Vedic age as opposed to nagara "the town", while
in the Vedic stage it is opposed to aranya which is again probably
not the post-vedic "forest."
After all if 'Vedic Index' would be free from the shortcomings
noticed above, it could oe depended upon and the present study
would not be needed, which is in essence similar to it in aim and
execution. Both aim at presenting some material for the social
history of ancient India by means of the study of words, both have
more or less the same chronological limit but while 'Vedic Index1 is
an extensive study of a large number of words, the present study
is an intensive one of a small number of words.
Of all the previous works on the line, mention may be made of
ZIMMER's 'Altindisches Leben', LDUWIG's 'Der Rig Veda' both of which
attempt to give a full account of the live of Vedic age (from Rgveda
to the Brahmanas.) But these works have some shortcomings viz. they
do not take into account all the instances of a word in all their
meanings and sometimes have some biased interpretations disregarding
completely the explanations of the Indian commentators. Besides
these there are certain word-studies made by scholars like HILLEBRANDT
(panca iana). RENOU (jana, etc.)3, 3W0MFIELD (vidatha)^. GELDEER
(vidatha)3 ***' which are mainly on the line of the present study but
have the shortcomings as mentioned above. RAU's "Staat und Gesell-
:schaft /..
1
ZI1I 3 ZDMG lii,
2
JAOS. XIX * ESV RV.
jschaft in Alten Indien' is also a thorough book on the sociajAife
_ 5
of India in the Brahmana period. KANE's article on Gotra is also
a commendable study but he does not go to examine critically the
interpretations of the text.
D. Methodological Basis of the present study.
(i) For the determination of the meanings of words the Indian view
is as old as 'Brhaddevata' where it is said:
_ mm * mm mm 9 mm t
"arthat prakaranallingad aucityad desa—Kalatah /
mantresvarthavavodhah syad itar"""ssvitica sthitih //
'Vakyapadiya1 in II, 316 also holds a similar view:
vakyat prakaranadarth-JLdaucityaddesakalatah /
sabdarthah pravibhajyante na rupaaeva Kevala //
The meaning of a word is thus to be determined not by "form" alone
it can be obtained from the vakya which may be "the syntactical
connection in a sentence (syntagma)", prakarana. the subject matter,
artha. the consideration of general meaning or the purpose served
by its use, aucitya\ propriety of its use according to the place or
region and the time. In the former there is linga or "indication"
which is another factor^-in the latter vakya.
In Vakyapadiya II, 317 the contextual factors are further said
to be:
The desa-aucitya and Kala-aucitya necessarily presumes the dialec-
:tal variations of a language and the differences of languages from
place to place and the change of a language through the ages although
historical study of semantics as such is not found among the Indian
scholars. JOHNSON in the Preface to his Dictionary, as noted by
FIRTH in 'The Techniques of Semantics' TPS. 193A, P-4-2, says "Words
change their meanings when they change their country."
I Mr
*
Samyogo viprayogasca sahacaryam viro dhita
1 -
arthah prakaranam lingam sabdasyanyasya sam midhih
Samarthyam auoiti desah Kalo vyaktih svaradayah
Sabdarthasthanavacchede visesasmrti hetavah //
r
These factors are respectively (1) verbal association of co-ordination
(2) of dissociation (3) of (friendly) pair (4.) of contrast (5) the
consideration of general meaning (which may be denotation) (6) the
subject matter (7) indication (which may be connotation) (8) collocation
(9) Potentiality (10) Propriety (ll) Place (12) Time (13) Person (14)
Accents. These are the useful help to find6ut the meaning of a word
when it is not determined easily.
These criteria for the determination of meaning in the words of the
European scholars are (l) context (verbal setting and environment also
non-verbal elements of situation) (prakarana and desa-. Kala-aucitya
also vyakti) (2) denotation and connotation of the word (artha and
linga. also vakya with samarthya) and (3) collocation (samyoga.
viprayoga. sahacarya. virodhita and sabdasyanyasya samnidhi)^ "The
context theory is perhaps the most influential single factor in the
growth of twentieth century semantics." (ULIMANN - 'The Principles
of Semantics' p. 65). FIRTH in TPS., 1934, 36-72 describes "Serial
contextualisation of the facts, context within context."
1 —————— _____
"arthah padam" in 'Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya' III, 2, "It is the view
of the grammarians and rhetoricians that words are related permanently
to their senses by means of samketa or convention ..." (ABHXANKARA -
A Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar (Oriental Ins. Saroda) 1961)
2
P. GUIRAUD (La Semantique) Parts, 1955 gives a long list of the types
of Verbal Association according to WOODROW and LOWELL.
3 This is in short described in Vakyapadlya, II, 253: "arthaprakaran-
abhyam va yogacchabdantarena va"
A5
(ii) Indian scholars have also noticed that the words are not usually
monosemic:
"bahavo hi saoda ekartha bhavanti /
tad yatha indrah sakrah puruhutah purandarah /
• • • •
ekasca sabdo bahvarthah / tadyatha aksah
padah madhavah iti" (Mahabhasya I, 3, 1.)
There are of course two schools of thought viz. bhedavacin and
abhedavacln.
In the words of VakyapadTya II, 252:
ekamahuranekartham sab-^dam anye pariksakah /
prasiddhibhedad gaunatvam mttknyatvaia copavarnyate //n
Bhedavacins seems to group all polysemous words as homonyous or
homophones. But the abhedavacins hold the corruption of sense of
a word remaining side by side with the primary sense. Although in
this conception of primary and secondary meanings a historical
development of meanings is probably conceived, their treatment is
always synchronic. ULIMANN notices (l) Synonymy of words i.e. one
sense of several names, (2) Polysemy and Hononymy i.e. one name
having several senses and sometimes (3) Simple words (one name, one
sense) which are either conventional or motivated ('Words and their
uses' 50 ff)
* t * f
JAGADlSA in Sabdasaktiprakasika distinguishes a meaningful word
into four types (five, according to some):
rudham ca laksakancaiva yogarudhanca yaugikam /
taccatur-^dha. parai rudhayaugikam manyate'dhikam // (I, 16)rowi. «ra-
^
(a) Yogartha. the etiological meaning of a word (b) rudhartha. the
conventional meaning (c) laksakartha. the secondary which are rudhi
laksana /....
i—r—
laksana (fixed by usage) and prayo.iana-mula laksana (occasionally
1
• • • •
and purposively conferred) and (d) yogarudhartha. the primary mean-
:ing specialised. There are various other views of the Mimamsakas,
the Naiyayikas and the Navya Naiyayikas. Accepting the view of the
rhetoricians we can distinguish the meanings of the words understood
with the help of context, etc., to be rudha (conventional) yaugika
(derivative) and laksanika (transferred or figurative.) The
yaugikartha is not always the primary meaning. The ancient Indian
poets who might be adept in etymology are believed to have used
sometimes words in a newly formed etymological meaning. This mean-
ring is as secondary as the transferred laksanika meaning. The
rudhartha can be called safely the primary meaning which is conven-
i Ft ■fSt"
stionally ascribed/to the word.anfe=«r-<jeffisfefep.p^i»dT;o^^iffle5-s^p-^a
(iii) In noting the historical development of meanings we have to
notice how the conventional meaning of a word has undergone a change,
excluding the derivational and the transferred meanings (the latter
have often been called "Secondary meanings.") It has also been
seen how one synonym has been replaced by another, how one meaning
is transferred into another and so on.
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£- LIMITATIONS OF TI13 HtESENT STUDY.
As we have already said the study is concentrated on a few words
only, and therefore it is never expected that the object of our study
would be absolutely fulfilled. There are a large number of words
which require such intensive study on which many statements that
could be made here would depend.
The Social group-sense could not be discriminated offhand, hence
all the occurrences of the respective words are studied which has been
a lengthy process yielding a result smaller than it could otherwise be.
But although the result is quantitatively small, qualitatively it is
significant.
The German, French and Sanskrit quotations unless there is a
particular interpretation given by any scholar has not been given-, as
it would add a considerable length to the work. Accent marks in RV.
are specially noted but in the other texts have been sonetimes ignored.
II. STUDX OF THE WORDS.
1. KOLA :
•
M. WILLIAMS (SEP) gives the meaning of kula thus :
"Kula.am.n. (fr. root kul ?), a herd, a troop, a flock, an assemfe
-blage, a multitude, a number etc. (of quadrupeds, birds, insects
etc. or of inanimate objects ...); a race, family, community,
tribe, caste, association, set, company (e.g. brahmana-kula. the
caste of the Brahmans); the residence of a family, seat of a com-
-munity; (in a contemptuous sense) a lot, a gang (forming a comp.
with a preceding gen. sing. e.g. caurasya-kula. a gang of thieves}
an inhabited country; a house, an abode; a noble or eminent family
or race; high station (often at the beginning of a compound
chief, principal;....); the body;the front, forepart; a blue
stone; (as), m. the chief of a corporation or guild;...."(s.v.)
Of these meanings, the sense of a"race, family, community, tribe,caste,
association, set, company" as indicating a "social group", which acc.
SW. are "Geschlechte, Familie, Gemeinde, Innung, Genossenschaft, Wohn-
-st&tte einer Familie, Sitz einer Gemeinde" as also of a"lot or gang"
(a pejorative semantic change) also of a "noble or eminent family or
race" (an elevative semantic change) is specially to be noted if
found in the early Indo-Aryan texts.
The single instance of the word kula occurs first in the
,
_ i
'Khila' of Rgveda in"the well-known Srlsukta". VI, however, notes :
*
1. "Khila II.6. is the will-known Sri-sukta. This hymn addressed to the
Goddess Sri is often read and recited in India from old times as is
clear from a large number of MSS, of the same found in all parts of
India, and a number of i™™ commentaries written on it. It is also
quoted in later Vedic literature as well as in a number of books
dealing with religious rites."— G.G.Kashikar (Preface to Khilani)p.897.
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"As an uncompounded word, kula does not occur before the period
of the Brahmanas."(s.v.)
which can not be accepted unless this 'Khila sukta' is considered
later than the 'Brahmanas.'But there is no evidence to support this
i
chronology. Besides, kula singly occurs in the Paipp. AV. in two
instances; it is, however, found to be a homonym of the word kula
to be sudied. In RV.Ik. I, occurs only mahakula, and in RV.Bk.X,
kulapah (Hom.xg.pl.), which also occurs in &he RV. verse repeated in
AV. (SATJ), where also occurs kulapa (Fem. Nom. sg.). A derivative word
kulina and a compounded word kula.ianih occur in the AV(PAIPP).
A. Kula in RV. :
Maha-kula occurs in RV.I,161,1
/ / / t t t / % / / /
kimu sraesthah kim yavistho na ajagan kim u.iate dutyam kad yad ueima./
t t t
— — mm * mm //
na nindima camasam yo mahakulo 'gne bhratar druna id bhutim udima //
GRIFFITS : "Why hath the Best, why hath the loungest come to us ?Upon
what embassy comes he ? What have we said? We have not
blamed the chalice of illustrious birth. We, Brother Agni,
praised the goodness of the Wood."
The second line of the verse is translated by Geldner thus :
"Wir haben den Becher nicht getadelt der von guter Eerkunft
ist. Nur von der Entstehung des Bolzeshaben wir gesprochen,
Bruder Agni."'
and by Hillebrandt thus :
"Den Becher haben wir nicht getadelt , der von edler Art ist;
von der Giite des Holzes sprachen wir."
SX^ANA discusses the situation in which the verse occurs. The deity of
this hymn is the Rbhus. According to him, the Rbhus who were human
beings, by dint of their virtuous deeds, attained divinity and were
'
1 li t, b «
taking Soma, when Agni, sent by the gods, took their form and was yrrg
going to take Soma along at with them. The Rbhus were bewildered and
spoke to themselves in confusion in the first line and spoke out to
Agni in the second line: We shall not speak ill of the ladle which is
mahakula. 0 brother, Agni, but shall rather speak 'goodness1of the
wooden one (4- bhutl.acc. GRIFFITH, tjhich is better thanS^SANA's mean-
— 1 —
-ing prapti) . SllANA explains mahakula referring to the camasa as
mahakulotpannah tvastra nirmitaitvat. referring to the later mention
» *
in the 4-th verse of the hymn?of "tvastagnasvantarnyana.i e".
GRASSMAM gives the meaning of the word mahakula "aus grossem, edlen
Geschlechtt( kula) stammend"' and ROTH also suggests the same meaning
following SXlANA Only MAIRHOFER suggests a new meaning of the word
— 2
mahakula. "eine grosse Hfthlung habend"(vom Becher gesagt)", although
kula. according to him, is "Geschlecht, Sippe, Menge, Herde,"
1
_
Bhuti occurs also in RV. VIII,59,7 (Vala.11,7)c:
<(he) indravaruna> (aac .comm.)
(vuvam) praiam pustim bhut.im asmaHii Hbattam
• • • •
which has been annotated : asmasu stotrsu putra-pautradi-rupam ...
tm> mm * mm mm "•
dhanadeh samrddhim bhutim gavasvadiga.i anta-sampadam ca ... ihxagcaiaa
dharayatam . GRASSMANN gives the meaning rTtichtigkeit, guter Zustand,
Wohlsein. It seems to denote : "give us progeny, wealth & welfare."
2
MAIRHOFER refers to BURROW, 3S0AS.11.p.139 & TPS (1946) p.23, where
he suggests"Skt. kula.herd.troop, flock,tribe,race etc.... is derived
from Dravidian : Ta.kulu,assembly,flock,herd,swarm,shoal,^ulumpu id.
kulumu, to collect,assemble,gather together, kuluvu id. kuluu,assembly,
crowd, kulam, herd,flock,crowd,shoal."BURROW also refers to "Dr.root
kul 'hollow, a hollow, to be hollow,to hollow out'" from which he shows
a large number of words in Tamil, Malayalam etc. -4s derived in the
sense of a hole,pit,tube etc.etc. From this latter, MAIRHQFER possibly
derives the meaning of Mahakula. He also refers to a Gothic cognate
us-holen.'aus hShlen'j but against this can be presented M.WILLIAM's
suggestion of comparing with Irish gaol which denotes 'relationship,
kindred,family'(F.S.DIN3EU,IED).
Thus mahakula as an adjective of camasa signifies "having a big hollow".
This meaning is not quite improbable with reference to the context. The
three Rbhus told Agni, the fourth Rbhu that they would not speak ill of
the camasa which was mahakula. that is to say, they would not be angry
because thBre was only one camasa for four persons to drink Soma there-
-with, because it had a big hollow, and it is found in the next verse
Agni asked them to make that one camasa four, for the four of them —
.(ekarn camasam caturah krnotana V.MJDHAVA renders mahakulam as
mahatatam. which is not very convincing and it seems to be not signi¬
fying MAXRHOFSR's suggested meaning. MAXRHOFER's meaning also finds
support from the presence of words like kulya (in RV.III,4.5,3<d> :
pra yatha hradam kulya ivasata ; in RV.X,4.3,7 <b> : samaskaxan
/ * / * t
samaksarant ♦ ♦.. somasa indram kulya iva hradam ; in RV.V,83,S <b> :
syandatam kulya visitah purastat: and also in AV, IV. etc. SlXANA
• 5 •
explains them as krtrima-saritah, nadyah. aloasaritah etc. GRASSMANN,
as 'Bach, Fluss, Strom' GRIFFITH as'water brooks,rivulets,stream etc.)
On the other hand, there is the word kulmi in IV.(TS.II,4,5,2) although
1
a hapax legomenon. in the sense of a 'herd'. Hence,though MAXRHOFER's
meaning is satisfactory, it can be laid aside, as the possibility of
the sense of mahakula tdbe 'one sprung from a high line of descent'—
a meaning of a social group cannot be ignored.
^
...yena deva amrtam
dlrgham. sravo diwairavanta / ra /asposa tvam asmabhyam gavam kulmim
jxvasa ayuvasva/ KEITH : Thou whereby the gods moved immortality
Enduring fame in the sky
0 increase of wealth vouchsafe us
A herd of kine for life.
SSlAM. explains gavam kulmim sangham ... ,i ivanartham .. .amya misraya.
0-2-
(ii) kulapa in RV. X,179,2 :
'
— ' ' ' / JL ' ' '
sratam haviro svindra pra yahi jagama suro adhvano vimadhyam /
pari tvasate nidhibhih sakhayah kulapa m -re ■uT-gj apatim carantam //
GRIFFITH : "Oblation is prepared : come to us Indra; the sun hath travell-
-ed over half jshe journey. Friends with their stores are sitting,
round thees, waiting like lords of clans for the tribe's wandering
chieftain."
The second line is thus translated by GELDNER :
"Auf dich. worten die Genossen mit ihren Auftischungen wie eine
Haushttterin auf den ausziehenden Wanderhauftling ?
mm * ^
SljfANA explains kulapa na as kulasva vamsasya raksakah putra yatha and
• • • •
vra.japatim. carantam (pari asate) as gantavyanam grhanam patim gacchantam
upasate. She The Rtvij-s (sakhayah) with nidhi-s wait for Indra's coming
and as a drstanta (a similar instance) of this a situation,it is said :
• • •
(pari asate)kulapa na vrajapatim carantam. SlIAIIA may mean to say that
the sons would wait on the Vra.japati - the lord of the houses. But it is
not very convincing as to why the sons would wait upon the lord ofthe
houses and how the situation could be similar to the waiting of the
Rtvij-s upon Indra. Hence the interpretation of SlXANA is weaker than
• •
that of the European scholars.
B. Kula in AF(SAU) :
The verse of the RV, above (X, 179,2) is exactly the same as AV.(SAU)VII,
75(72),2, which is translated by WHITNEY into :
"The oblation is cooked; hither CL Indra plese come forward; the sun
hath gone to the mid point of his way; thy companions wait upoa
(pari-as) thee with treasures (nidhi)as heads of families on a
chieftain (vra.iapati) as he goes about'J.
GRASSMANN(WRY) gives the meaning of kulipa ; "Beschiitzer (von p£) der
Gemeinde, Gemeindehaupt, Familienhaupt", and ROTH also gives the meaning
"Geschlecht-, Gemeindehaupt" and MAIRHGFEE (KEUA) does not differ from
their meanings, as he suggests "Haushiiter, Gemeindebeschiitzer".
ZIMMER (AL) translates the second line of the verse thus :
"Dich Indra umsitzen mit Darbiingungen die Freunde wie Familien-
-oberhaiipter (kulapa) den th&tigen Flihrer der Dorfschaar (vra.iapati)"
Regarding the word kulapa. KEITE & MAGDONELL (VI) observes :
"The kulapa (lit.'house protector1) or chief of the family, is
mentioned in the RV. (X,179,2) as inferior to and attendant on the
vra.iapati in war , the latter being perhaps the leader of the
village contingent of the clan, "(s.v.)
Vra.iapati in WRV (s.v) is rendered "Herr der Heerscharen", in Stf.
"Anfiihrer des oder der Haufen, etwa Herzog". Z^iER (AL,p.l71) makes
vraiaoati identical with gramani. and WHITNEX (AV.p.4-36) translates
the word by "chieftain". Besidesvra.iap&ii occurring in this verse only,
— 2 . *
vra.ia occurs only once in A7. (SAU) 1,16,1 used adverbially :
ye 'mavasyam ratrim udasthur vra.i am attrinah ("What devourers on the
1 r — —
ZIM4ER(p.l61) quoting K&: this verse with regard to kulapa and vra.ia-
-pati after discussing gavyan grama (RV.III.33.11) .bharata .iana
(RV. 111,53,12), vr.iana (RV.VII,32,27 & RV.X.A2.10)and visva iva
vrah... (RV.I.126.5) arranges in an ordef vis, vra.i a (vra) and kula
as the sizes of troops from bigger to smaller.He further notices the
three divisions of troops in gana.vrata and sardha(RV.V,53,11 & III,
26,6)as "Rotten", "Haufen","Scharen".It has,however, been criticised
in Vltp.269.vol.i)»
^
The meaning of vra.i a in RV.& AV. has to be determined from these two
occurrences. It no doubt denotes a'group of people' but its size and
function can not be said definitely,and it is not necessarily military^
Vrajaeati appears to be the supervising chief over the kulaiijfs. the
chiefs of the kulas. His position as superior to that of the kulapas
is evident,as Indra and the priests are respectively compared to
vra.i apatit and kular^s
a<+
of new moon have arisen troopwise (?)....?. ^fHITNEI.
IANMAN makes a note under the translation of WHITNEI :
"Vra.iam in b is obscure; 'troopwise1 is the conjecture of BR.
(i.e. SW); the comm. reads instead bhra.iam and absurdly explains
it as bhra.iamanam or -nam 'shining' and qualifying either
the night or the "hearty" man whom the demons have a risen
to injure 1 "
Now, if there is uncertainty about this vra.iam. from a comparison
with vra.iapati alone occurring in RV,X,179,2 & AV.VII,12,2, an idea
of kulapa can be made viz. that he was a head of a small social
unit like a 'family',either 'nuclear' or 'extended'.
(ii)kulapa in A7,I,1X,3 :
JL £ mm JL ' /
esa te kulapa ra.jan tamu te pari dadmasi /
jyok pitrsvasata a sxrsnah samopyat //
GRIFFITH. : Queen of thy race is she, 0 King; thee do vie deliver her
Long with her kinsfolk may she sit until her hair be white with age.
WHITNEI : She is thy housekeeper, 0 king; we commit her to thee, she
shall sit long with the Fathers until the covering in of her head.
BL00MFI3LD : This woman shall be the keeper of thy house, 0 king
(lama) and her do we make over to thee. May she long sit with
her relatives until(her hair) drops from her head.
Kulapa here is the feminine. In the Padapatha it is rendered kulapah
but SSj&NA explains it as kulapa.
While WHITNEI and BLOOMFIELD consider kula here as "the house"
GRIFFITH suggests it to be "the race "(kulapa even then should not be
rendered as "queen").LUDWIG: also translates kulapa by "the guardian of
the house" (schiltzerein deines hauses ist dise, o kftnig, dise wir
tibergeben dir,/ lang verweile sie bei den Slltern, schttltle segen von
ihrem haupte //).Z\ TIVTSLhTEB
ZIMMER translates the verse thus (AL.p.314)
"Sie sei bei dir familienhaupt, sie iibergeben wir dir jetzt; lange
wohne sie bei (deinen) ELtern bis zum grauwerden (?)des Hauptes."
He remarks before translating the hymn :
"Dass die junge Frau bei ahrer Verheirathung eine Aussteuer mit
erhielt wirdn nirgends direct angegeben, l&sstt sich aber aus
AV.I,14 schliessen.')
Like ZIMMER, LUDWIG and WEBER (ind. Stud. IV.4-08) also connected
pitrsu with tava,understood. While there is difference of opinion
among scholars as to the exact meaning of kula.there is also
difference of views as to who the ra.ian addressed here was and what
the occasion of the utterance of the verse was.
SlIANA thinks that Soma was addressed here as ra.ian and the
woman was called 'his' kulapa. i.e. pativratvena kulasya palayitrl
va. she being accepted at first as Soma's wife at the time of marriage
Thus he explains kula as the (chaste) line of descent and on the whole
kulapa is "the wife " which can be accepted even if his derivational
meaning is not taken in-to consideration. A better meaning, however,
is obtained if we interpret this ra.ian as addressed to Yama
According to GRIFFITH and BLOQMFIELD this hymn is not a marriage
song as considered by WEBER, LTJD5MG, and ZIMMER. But GRIFFITH, opines,
"The third stanza (i.e. the verse cited) of the hymn considered
independently would be easily explained as one uttered at the funeral
of a maiden and it seems possible that the entire hymn represents
similar material somewhat worked over for the occasion."1
BL00MFIELD also holds the same opinion (SBE XLII.p.254) but he consi-
-ders this hymn as a charm of a woman against a rival in consideration
of the practices connected with the hymn in the Kaus.S.36,15-17/.
£ to
SAXAHA also states that this hymn is to be applied for doing mis-
fortune of a woman or a man,quoting Kaus.S.36,15.
In the light of these views of BLOOMFiDELD and SlXANA, it is an incanta-
-tion of a woman against her co-wife that the latter may be the 'wife'
or 'housewife1 (kulapa) of lama, instead of remaining the knlapa of
her husband, Kulapa.then* in all probability would signify 'the female
head of the family(nuclear)' so far as the derivational meaning is eon-
-oerned.In VI also the same meaning is maintained and the use of kulapa
is considered as "ironical, because she is left without a husband in
the world, and has only lama (the god of death) for a spouse"(vol.i,p.171)
The conclusion of the VI : "The use of the term kula points clearly to
a system of individual families,each no doubt consisting of several
members under the headship of the father or eldest brother,whose kula
the dwelling is."(loc.cit.)can,on the whole, be supported, but
whether it denoted originally "the home or house of the family and by
metonymy the family itself, as connected with the home" or the reverse,
viz. that: the "family" was the original meaning and then it was changed
to "the house where the family lived together" is difficult to say.
As mahakula (RV.Bk.I) probably denoted "of a great race'J "of a respect-
-able lineage or generation'" the primary sense of kula seems to be
not "the house", but "the people primarily connected by birth" and
kulaoah and kulapa may have the meanings "the male heads" and "the
female head" respectively "of the family" rather than "of the house".
G. kula in AV.(PAIPP)
kullna in AV.(P) XVII,15,1 :
va(h) kumarlr yastvavxra yuvatxr yas sadanva(h) /
sarva yantu kurutunl(h) kulina dhenus sarpatu rayi rasibha hita //
Although the hymn is diffietL
Although the hymn is difficult,—sudurgamam. as remarked by the editor,
kullna is,however, definitely the adjective of dhenuh and is apparently
"of good birth or pedigree".
(ii)kula-ianTh in AV.(p) :
*
mm mm % / / * .
ima(h) pasca mayuryas sapta svasaro agruvah /
/ * # /
tas te visam vi jahrur udakam kumbhinTr iva
• • 1 • " " "
Kupat kula.ianxr iva //
This verse agrees with RV.I,191,14- which has some variations, such as
f /
trih. sapta for the first two words and the second line .slarAjt terminates
♦
before kupat kula.ianlr iva which is a new addition in A?. (P). The
meaning of the verse may be : These peahens... and the seven sisters
.... they have taken away or carried away thy venom as the maidens
with pitchers take away water—as the (young) (married) women of the
houses (or women of chaste families) carry water from a well.
kula in this latter instance may have either of the meanings,
'respectable line of descent or generation' or 'family/house', but
the former instance definitely suggests 'respectable line of descent
or generation'.
There are two instances of kulam in AY.(p) which appear to be
unconnected with the word under discussion.
(i')in VII.f9,3 : athahus tistham ? katukamavagudham pale kulam /" ' ' '
• • • »
tasvai hiranyakesyai namah krnmo arataye //
(ii') in IX,11,7 : gandharvas te mulam aslcchakhapsarasas tava /
marlcir asan parnani sinxvalT kulam tava //
• •
kula in these instances have not the sense of either 'family' or
'line of descent' or'generation1 or 'house' and which appears to be
a "homonym"of roc the kula we discuss.
D. Kula in the XV".
(i) Toil a.—fnpah in TS. VT,2,5,5 :
/ /
— / / / / ^ / / * *
esavai vyaghrah kulagopo yad agnis tasmad yad diksitah pravaset sa
^ ' mm. JL ' ' ^ / /
enam lsvaro 'nutthaya hantor na pravastavyam atmano guptyai ....
KEITH : "This Agni is tigerlike to those who are residing outside the
native places and kulagona of those who are residents of the native
places...
SI.XANA : esa evahavaniyo 'gnih pravasato vyaghravaddhimsakah. tasmat
so 'gnih pravasantamenam anuvarttya utthSya hantum samarthah
pravasabhavas tvatmano raksanava bhavati.
The nature of kulagopa must be the reverse of vyaghra. a ferocious
animal with whom Agni is compared in repect of his attitude towards one
who goes to live outside one's settlement. Kulagopa must be the pro-
-tector of a kula. We may compare this word with kulapa in RV. & AV.
But while the latter seems to be a technical name of the head (male &
female),i.e. the master and mistress of the house, kulagopa seems to
be the functional name, as depicted here, kula therefore in kulagopa
here may denote 'the people constituting the kula or family' or'the
people of houses'.
E. Kula in the RV,Khilas :
(i$ kule in KHI. 11,6,11 :
*
mm * * * ' /
kardamena pra.ia bhuta mayi sam bhava kardama /
/ /
_ / 'mm ' mm ' mf. ft
srivam vasaya me kule mataram padmamalinim //
HALL :"Excellent progeny has been botn to thee in Kardama. Do thou,
*
Kardama, inhabit with me my abode;and cause Sri thy mother,lotos
1
garlanded,shall dwell with my family."(sic.)
1 The Sri sukta or Litany M to Fortune—-Fits-Edward Hall(Saugor,1858)
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S8HKFTEL0WITZ :"Von Kardama ("Dilnger") sind die GeschBpfe erzeugt ;
darum sei bei mir, o Kardama, lass deine Mutter, die Sri, die
1
lotus-bekr&nzte, in meinem Hause weilen."
-' 2Kaslkar probably follows VTDYaRANTA1 s commentary as he explains :
"kardamakhyena putrena .... saputra ... abhavat/ atah he kardama
0
srlputra tvam mayi madlyagrhe sambhava samyasa/ kamalamaladharinlm
• * » • •
0 /
mataram tava jananlm sriyam me mama kale vamse vasaya nivasaya/ f'
2 —PRTHVlDHARA explains : "mayo sambhaya mayi prasadam kuru/
0 0
__
tava ,iananim.... sriyam laksmim mama vamse pratisthapaya tvatpara satx
— mm 2
vasam karotv ityarthah/" In the Mantra-kalyanarnava the Dhyana is :
savatsa gauriva prlta kardamena tathendira kalyanl madgrhe nityam
nivaset padmamalinx// and it is said thereafter, "mantrasiddhau tu
ciravicchinnavamsaparamparabhivrddhirakhanditaisvaryalabhasca bhavati/.
• • ' • » 1 ■ 1
0 0
The interpreters generally use both vamsa and grha where Sri or LaksmI
0
may dwell. In the next verse also the same expression sriyam vasaya
me kuls occurs, but as here Kardama is requested "mayi sam bhava kardama"
0
in the next verse another son of Sri, Gikllta is requested, "eikllta vasa
me grhe"> So grhe there stands against kule in the next line.
(ii) kule in KTTT.11,6,12 :
"A ' — ' t- ' /
apah sravantu snigdhani ciklita vasa me grhe /
ni ca devlm mataram sriyam vasaya me kule//
"
i • •*" a~* 1 '
HALL :"May water perform its humid offices. Tarry in my domicile, Ghiklltaj
and make that Sri, thy divine mother., remain in my household."
SGHEFTELOWITZ : "Die Wasser sollen im Strome zufttHren Feuchtigkeiten,
o Gikllta ("Schlamm"), wohne in meinem Gehbfte, auch deine gftttliche
1
Mutter, die Sri, lass in meinem Hause weilen."
1
SGHEFTELOWITZ- "Srlsukta" (ZDMG. 75 .Band,Leipzig, 1921)p. 4.8
2 QHiiKfitllRlJA SlSTRl ■—(Ed.)"SrIsuktam"(KasI Sanskrit series No.4,194-9)
• • •
KJiSlKAR following VIDXKfiANlA explains: "apah ababhimaninyo devatak /
snigdhani snehayuktani karyani sr.ianta utpadayantu / . .he ciklita
ciklntakhya sriputra me mama grhe gehe vasa nivasa / ca api ca devxm
mataram sriyam me kule yarnse nivasaya samvasaya //
SGHEFTELOWITZ (loc.cit.p.39) says"Die Sri ist also als Vegetationsgftttin
wasserreich."and (p.38)"Ihre zwei Kinder heissen "Diinger"(kardama)und
"Schlamm" (ciklita) and(p.40)"Der 2hS; Dttnger ist das Symbol der Frucht-
-barkeit."and about ciklTta makes a footnote (p.3S)"Klitaka Gobh.Gr.
2,1,10 "zu Brei aufgeweicht" .Gerade im 7.12, wo ciklita vorkommt, ist vom
Wasser die Rede."Besides these two sons, according to Hall,Sri, the
»
Goddessof Fortune had two more Ananda and Srida as found in ifes one of
the additional verses : "anandak karaamai sridas cikllta iti visrutah /
* ' '
— . .
rsayah sriyaputrasca (mayi) srirdevi devata //
(DHHKDHI. adds mayi) "Shrms this,HALL thinks that Sri-da may be Kuvera,
• • •
Inanda is nowhere found except in Jain theology(loc.cit.). But SCHEFTE-
— ' .. __
LOWTIZ translates the verse thus:"Jnanda,Kardama,SrIta,Giklita,ebenso
/ # /
Visrita sind die Rsis und Sbhne der Sri. Die GBttin Sri ist die Haupt-gott-
• •
-heit."where instead of'srT-da* he reads Srita, and considers another
son'Visrita*.
In any case'Kardama* and 'Giklita' are the names of the two sons
of the Goddess Sri (the naming may be allegorical) who is no other than
the Goddess of Fortune. Hence in the verses quoted from the KHIIA, it is
prayed for that the Goddess may live for long in the'family*or better in
"(lower) line of descent"
F, Kula in the Brahmanas:7 —
«
In the Brahmanas there are several instances of the use of kula.
In SB kula occurs in 1,1,2,22$II,1,4,4-JII,4,1,14-»XI,5,3,11 ;XI,8,1,3j
XIII,4,2,17;XIV,4,3,32. In PVB.7,6,9 $ in Gop.B twice,in 1,12,4- &
11,4,12jin JB- thrice, in II,266&286 &III,3 and in JUB. twice in III,28,4
"3 i
Kulya as a derivative of kula is found in JUB.III,31,9.
(i) kulamin SB.I,1,2,22 :
f mm 0
"athavarohati /... grha vai duryas te heta lsvaro grha ya.iamanasya yo
0
'svaiso 'dhvaryur ya.inena carati tarn pratyantam anu pracyotos tasyesvarah
kulam viksobdhos tan evaitad asaam prthivyim driahati ..
It has been annotated thus :
" tam sakatasthanat pragacchantam anusrtya ito 'smgd bhulokifi praogavayi-
-tum tasva ca yaiamanasya kulam viksobhavitum samarthah xsvara iti(Pa.3.A.13)
• o # • •
tosun-pratyayah / 11
EGGELING : "He then descends (from the cart) with £he text
Those provided with the doors are the houses; for the houses of the
sacrificer might indeed be capable of breaking down behind the back
of his Adhvaryu. When he walks forward (from the cart) with the
sacrifice and might crush his (the sacrificer's) family.By this (text)
however he causes them to stand firmly on this earth..."
In the next instance also "kulam viksobdhoh" is found.tfr
, ; J
(ii) kulaiflin SB.II.A.1 .1A :
athato grhanamevopacarah /. tasmad grhah pratrasanti tasyesvarah
kulam viksobdhoratha yo ha tatra na vadati na kirn cana karoti tam




Annot.: evam pravasadagatasya ya.iamanasygnivisayam kartavyam upadisya
• • •
0
grhavisayamapi vaktum prati.ianxte.,.. /tasya ya.iamanasya kulam vamsam
0
mm . r
viksobdhoh vinastam kartum lsvarah a ....grhah. samarthah bhavanti.
"-1" 'i 9 ~ 3 ^ 5
EGGELING : Then as to the observances in regard to (the entering of)
his house It is therefore for fear of him that speaks or does
anything on this occasion that the house trembles and is ±±k®±y
liablB to crush his family; but him who neither speaks nor does any
thing his house recceives with confidence thinking "He has not spoken
he
32-
here, he has not done anything here."
In these two instances, it appears that "_grhah" standing for "houses"
are said to be liable to break down under certain circumstances,
crushing the kula which denotes "the members of the houses" and they
are in all likelihood'relatives making familiies'
(iii) kulam in SB.XI,5,3,11 :
saucayo .Inaptah/ hovaca pura cirad asyadayadam kulam syad yasyaitad
avihitam syad vidyabhistvevaham. atarisam iti /
Annot.:..purvasmin agamini kale acirat ksipram bhasmasamaropanapurvam
agnim mathitva...»/
EGGELING' : "Saucaya thus instructed..... he replied, 'before long the
family would be without heirs in the case of him who would not know this1
but by dint of knowledge I myself have prevailed."
Here kula apparently denotes 'a group of people staying together,probably
in the same house, who may not beesb related as to become common successors
of one's property! This example shows that kula was notnecessarily the
family of the nuclear type. It might denote*the members of the household'
or the 'family of the extended type'.
(iv) kule in SB.11,1,4,4 :
yadva asya brahmanah kule vasanty rtviiascanrtvi.jasca tenaiva tarn
• • • •
kamamapnoti tasmadntan tannadriyeta /
EGGELING: "...for indeed that same wish (which he entertains in so
doing) he obtainsby the very fact that Brahmans be they sacrificial pxi
priests or not are residing in his family (kula') "(The fulfilment of
that wish he obtains through Brahmans whether officiating priests
or not , staying in his house (kula) and taking food there"-Kanva text)
he need therefore take no notice of that(practice)."
"3^5
From this passage it is seen that the Brahman guests also were the members
'family'(extended).
of a kukak kula/ But here kula may also signify the 'house1.
(v)kule in SB. XI,8,1,3:
sa maha itl vyaharat /paaavo vai mahastasmad vasvaite bahavo bhavanti
bhuyistham asya kule/ mahiyante bahavo ha va '■ asyaite bhavanti. bhuyistham.
• • • • •
hasya kule mahiyante...
Annot.: enam agnim ayatanasthanat badheran kimcid upadravam kuryuh pra
va/ yapayeyuh ya.i amanadanyatra gamayeyurva/
EGGELING :"He then exclaimed "wealth'] now,wealth (F.N.-or 'joy') means
'cattle'whence they (cattle) thrive (mahiyante)«or perhaps they enjoy
themselves, gambol(St.Ptbg.D) Differently again SlXANA ; yata ebhih
pasubhir mahxyate (he thrives ?) ata ete mahah. » exceedingly in the
homestead of one who possesses many of them and in his homestead they
do thrive exceedingly." Sere also kule may signify 'in the house'.
But the sense of 'in the family(extended)' hx holds good quite well.
(vi)kulam &kule in SB XIV.A,3,32 :
# <• / / / / t f / / / /
tena ha vava tat kulam akhyayate yasmin kule bhavati ya evam veda
By him- who knows in this way the kula where he is born is
renowned after him.
Here the sense of kula appears to be 'the race' or 'the line of descent'.
(vii)kule kule in PVB'.V.6,9 :
kule kule 'nnam kriyate tadyafl prccheyuh kim idam kurvantlti me
ya.jamana annamatsyantlti bruyuh ...
SlXANA explains: anyesv ahahsu grhapatipradhanah eva sarve brahmanan
bho.iayitum ya.i amananam. grhe grhe annam kriyate prthak prthak brahmanan
bhojayitum annam kattavyam ....
Here it is said that the food is prepared separately in every kula. i.e.
in every 'house' or 'family (establishment)'
(vii) kule in GopB. 1.12,4 :
panca ha va ete brahmacarinyagnaye dhiyante sa yad aharahar
acaryaya kule 'nutisthate so 'nusthaya bruyad dharmagupto ma gopayeti,
(viii) Eulassca in Gop.B.II.4,12 :
pra.iapatir hyetebhyah pancabhyah pranibhyo devan sasrlie/ sa ha sattv-
amakhyayabhyupatisthate yadi ha va api nirniktasyeva kulasya sandhuksena
va.iate sattvam hevakhygyabhyupatisthate/
The former is clearer than the latter. Kula here stands for acaryakula.
that is the 'house'or 'household'or 'family(extended)'
(ix)kulaya in JB.II,266:
api ha saaiko vrxhipatrah pakvah kulayalam bhavati
This shows that one vessel of vrihi cooked was enough for a kula.which
was probably 'a groupof people residing together , may be relatives or not,.
3.5
G. Kula in Sranyaka and Upanisads :
• •
(i)kulesu in Sanlr. XII.5(23):"
nasya pra.ia dusyatl jayamana/
na sailago bhavati na papakrtya /
nanyan mithas tasya kulesu ,iayate /
iramanim bailvam yo blbharti/
Because of the singular of tasya. and plural of kulesu.kula here does
not denote the 'family1 or 'race or line of descent 'hut rather signifies
'his following generations'or 'the members of his family (extended)'
(ii) kulam in BrUp. 1,5,21 :
tena ha vava tat kulam aoaksate yasmin kule bhavati ya evan veda/
which is already found in SB.XI1F,K,3,32(where it Is akhyayate for
acaksate). Here kula is the 'race' or'line of descent'.
(iii) acarya-kulam in GhUp.IV,9,1 :
...prana ha acaryakulam i.e. Satyakama went to the acarva-kula.
which may be the'house' or the 'family' of the preceptor.
(iv) acarya-kule and acarya-kula-vasin in GhUp.11,23,1 :
trayo dharmaskandha ya.ino 'dhyayanam danamiti prathamas tapa eva
dvitlyo brahmacaryacaryakulavasl trtlyo 'tyantamatmnam acaryakule
avasadayan sarva ete punyaloka bhavanti brahmasamstho 'mrtatvam iti/
'
— —•
The commentary explains : "darsanadyastanga-maithuna-viralo brahma-
• •
carl acaryakulavasx/niyamato yavajjlvam atmanam acaryakule 'vasadayan
... ayam trtiyo dharmaskandhah /"
• • •
The Brahmacarin used to live in the'X 'family of the preceptor' as
a family-member.
(v) kule in GhUp.Ill,13,6 :
te va ete panca brahmapurusah svargasya lokasya dvarapah sa ya _etan
evam panca brahmapurusan svargasya lokasva dvarapan veda asya kule.
viro .jayate pratipadyate svargam lokam ya... .veda/
Here lcula denotes the 'race1or 'line of descent1 rather than 'family '
or ,!house'.
(vi)kule in GhUp.V.12.1:etc.:
aupamangava. kam tvam atmananam upassa iti. divameva bhagavo ra.ianniti
mm mm mm ' mm —
hovacaiaa vai sute.ia. atma vaisvanaro 'yam tvamatmanaia upasse. tasmat
tava sutam prasutam asutam kule drsyate //
MITRA: "0 Aupamanyava, to which soul do you offer your adorations?"
"So the heaven (diva), 0 King, 0 Lord."(replied he) "The soul" returned
the first, "whom you adore is verily the glory (suteja) of the Universal
Soul (Vaisvanara) hence it is that the juice of the moonplant is seen
to be well and fully expressed in your family,*"
She commentary explains : "aharganadisu tava kule drsvate atXva karminas
tvatkulina itvarthah"
kule here denotes, 'in the race ','in the line of descent' i.e.
"among the people descending in the line belonging to that man"
(vii) kule in GhUp. V,12,2:etc.:
— _ f mm
....bhavatyasya brahmavarcasam kule ya etam evatmanam vaisvanaramupaste
MITRA:'].... and his race becomes possessed of Vedic glory."
Here also kule has the same meaning as above.
(viii)kule in ChUp.V,13,1 :
✓ f
••.tasmat tava bahu visvarupam kule drsvate
MITRA : "...hence many forms are seen in your family."
Here, of course, the meaning is not 'in your race' but'in your family'
and this family may be assumed to be rather of the extended type.
-5^
jin "the Kalpasutras :
In the Salpasutras, the occurrence of kula are numerous.
Besides kula we find a few derivatives like kaula (which occurs as
*
early as in Bau.Sr.S).kulata. kullna (found in the late Sutras like
Va.Dh.S),kulakalpa (in Jai.G.S.), then words compounded with kula.
/
such as kula-dharma. desa-kula-dharma.gotra-kulakalpa.kula-pati.
kula-samkhya. kula-daksina. kula-sattra. kula-vrddha .kula-.ia.
kulam-kulaT(found in not very late Sutras) and kula-pranasa,
kulapakarsa.kula-strl (not earlier than in Va.Dh.S.)j and words like
akula. vikula. acarya-kula.,iriati-kula etc.(not very late).
Of the earliest Sutras,Bau.G.S. has kula-dharma(i-a). Bau.Dh.S.,
kulany akulatarn yati.and kula-samkhya(ii-a). Bau.Sr.S..kulam hanyat
(ii-b) and kaulenadhyayanena (v-d).Lat.Sr,S. has kula-daksina(vii-b).
_1
» • • •
Gobk.G.§. has yatha gotra-kulakalpam (i-g), and kula-pati(viii).
Gaut.Dh.S. has kulamkula(vi-a).
Of the Sutras of the next s&age, Bha.G.S. has kula-dharma(i-c)
kulasca vikulasca(ii-c). acarya-kula(v-a). .inati-kula(vii-a) .Sp.G.S.
has kula-dharma(i-b,-d).Xp.Dh.S. has desa-kula-dharma (i-f).kulata
(ii-d),kulaya (iv) and kulat kulam(vi-b). ip.Sr.S.kulanam(i-h)kule
(i-i) .kula.ia (i-i) and Kat.Sr.S has kula-sattram(iii) and kula-daksiaah.
(vii-c) etc. etc.
(i)(a) In Bau.G.S.11,^,1^,we have the word kula-dharaa :
athainam ekasikhas trisikbah psa pancasikho va yathaivaisam kula-
dharmas syat// where the word denotes "the convention or custom attached
to the respective kula/ or race . it would be improper to give the
denotation of kula by'family*.
(b) Similar Sutra is found in. '. 'Sp.G.S. 16.7.
Cc) kula-dharma is found in Bha.G.S. 11,10:
athainam ksaitrapatyam ye sanabhyo bhavanti te prasnanti yatha vaisam
3S
Viiladharmo bhavati/
(d)Similar Sutra is found, in Ap.G.S.20,18-19: ksaitrapatyaW prasnanti
ye sariabhyo hhavanti/ yatha vaisam kuladharmas syat//
(e) Xn HirG.S.II,9,12: athaitasya ksaitrapatyasya ye sanabhayo bhavanti
te prasnanti yathaivaisam kuladharmo bhavati/
(f) Sp.Dh:,S.explains the desakuladharmas in the 14-th Kandika of the 2nd
• •
mm ' '
pzax Prasna, after which in 11,15,1 it is said ;etena desakuladharma
vyakhyatah// Like the kuladharma which is the custom of convention followed
by a particular race .desadharma maans the local customs
(g)Gobh.G.S.(11.9,24) observes :"udagner utsrpya kusalikaravanti yatha
gotrakulakalpam// The comment^ary explains:gotre yatha vasisthah panca-
cudah svus tricudah kundapayinabu.. then"kule yatha bhadradityanam
___ /
suryadyayatanasannidh.au iti". then "kalpe yatha—sasikham kauthumadinam.
vapanam samudahrtam"' and so on.
(h) "The line of descent "is the general meaning of the word kula in
Ip.Sr.S.XXIV,7,2: atha hyamusyayananam kulanamyatha sungasaisirayah//
» mm mm '• mm / mm ' '
In the next sutra it is said, "bharadva.iah sungah/ katxafcc katah saisirayah!'
Ofcourse this sutra seems to have run continued from XXIV, 5,1, wherr it is
tmt mm mm "]
said : pravaran vyakhyasyamah/
(i)lnSp.Sr.S.XXII,18,1 J again it is noted ;catvaro'sya varah kula a.iayante
suhotetyuktam/ This follows; the 11th and 12th sutras which are respectively
catvarascaturatrah and atreh prathamascaturvlrah. To take birth in a kula
shows that: ti means rthe line of descent *.
-|
Pravara is,as studied by BR0U3E (The Early Brahmanical System of Gotra
and Pravara,Cambridge,1953,p.2),a stereotyped list of names of ancient-
rsis or seers,believed to be the remote founders of the race.
*
(j) In Sp.Sr.S.XX,18,1 the word kula.ia is found :
gananamtva ganapatim havamaha ity abhimantryaham svam tvam svah
MM M M ' 'MM
suryah kula.jah syat tatremamscaturah. pado vyatisajya syavaha iti pado
vyatisi.jyate/ It denotes 'born in the line of'.
(ii)(a)There seems to be a specialisation of the meaning of kula
to denote 'eminent line of descent' which is found as early as in
the Bau.Dh.S. In 1,10,27 we have : aya.inenavivahena vedasyotsadanena ca/
Sptpi&MXM kulany akulatam yanti brahmanatikramena ca//
and again in 1,10,29-30 : gobhir asvaisca yanaisca krsya ra.i opasevaya/
kulany akulatam yatti yani hinani mantratah / mantratastu samrddhani
kulany alpadhanany api//(29) kula-samkhyam ca gacchanti karsanti ca
ftahad yasah//(30) akulani negates the concept of 'eminent kula'. The
other instances of kula however have the usual sense of'line of descent'
and kula-samkhya denotes 'the renown of a kula. i.e a race'.
(b) In Rau.Sr.S. XXVII,4 it is said : viinavate —uddhrte tu kulam
hanyad vepite nasyate/ pra.ja / bhinne samsarpane capi ya.jamanah
pramlyate // iti // Eere kula suggests 'a respectable race'.
(c) Bha.G.S in 11,7 mentions vikula by the side of kula :
* ' '
mm ' ' I
tekasca sasaramatandulah kulasca vikulas carjunas ca lohitasca/
— i~i i
utsrjemam sucimanas tyam pisangalohitah //
(d) In Sp.Dh.S. 1,19,4-, kulata is found, where kula presumably denotes
'
M ' /
, . . , . cikitsakasya mrgayos salyakrntasva pasinah /'an unblemished race'. —r ^ T
kulatayas sandakasya ca tesam annamanadyam //
(e) kulata is also found later, as'in Va.Dh.S. XlV,19 in a verse almost
similar : cikitsakasya mrgayoh salyahartus tu papinah /
• •' •
sandasya kulatayasca udyatapi na grhyeta //iti.
• • • 5 • "
(f) In Hir.G.S.II,3,7 it is stated, naktamearinl svasa sandhina preksate
kulam / ya svapatsu .jagarti yasyai vi latayam manah / svaha. /
In the .iatakarma practices, in the offering to Agni the above verse is
If®
uttered amongst others, in which it is prayed for that Agni may burn
the heart, liver etc. of such women as mentioned.
(g) The word kula-stri which is found not earlier than in Va.Dh.S.
XVI,35 presumably denotes 'a woman of unblemished kula' (The word
kula-.ianih in Pai.AV. may be a forerunner of this kula-strp :
vyavahare mrte dare prayascittam kulastriyah /
tesam purvaparicchedacchidyante trapa vadibhih //
5 • *
(h) In Va.Dh.S we also find the word kulxna in the sense of 'one of
eminent kula' (1,38) :
— — mm' mm' Jvidya ptanasta punar ahhynpHki abhyupaiti kula-pranase tviha sarvanasah/
kulapadesena hayo 'pi pu.jyas tasmat kulinam striyam udvahantlti//
■p mm' mm '
Besides kulina. we have here also kula-pranasa and kulapadesena. all of
which denote 'eminent line 6f descent
(i) InVaDh.S.XVII.80.again kulxna is mentioned : na tu khalu kulne
vidyamane paragamini svat
(.i)kulapakarsa in VaDh.S.I,27may denote 'an inferiority of the kula'
i.e.'the lowering of the prestige of the kula
ato hi dhruvah kulapakarsah pretya casvargah , which follows:
_ _ /
tisro brahmanasya bharya varnanupurvena dve ra.ianvasva ekaika vaisva-
sudrayoh//2A// sudramapyeke mantravar.iam tadvat//25// tatha na kurvat//26.
Hence,a well prestiged line of descent is the specilisation of meaning of
the word kula is found from the Baudhayana Sutras on-wards .
(iii) Another form of specialisation of the word appears not before
Kat.sr.S 1,6,23: kulasattramiti kya karsna.iinih/' that is,according to
Karsnajini, the sattra is to be performed by the people of the kula only
viz. the father, the sons,the grandsons etc. Here the meaning of kula
appears to be the people in the line —a concretisatmon of the abstract .
(iv) In Sp.Dh.S. 11,27,3 we another use of the word kula : kulaya hi
stri pradxyata ity upadisanti// i.e. a woman is given (in marriage) for
obtaining the progeny or keeping the line of descent in tact.
Thus here it has the sense of the lower line of descent rather than
the whole line; —still an abstract sense.
(y) Quite a different sense is obtained in the word acarya-kula
which is found the earliest in the Sutras in Bha,G.S. 1,9 : (a)
athasmai dandam prayacchann aha brahmacary asi samidha adhihyapo
'sano karma kuru ma diva susuptha bhiksacaryam caracaryadhxni vedam
»
_
adhisvety apa eva-caryakule 1snlyad....
where kula has the sense of 'the family (establishment) of the extended
type' or 'the house'(of the Icarya).
(b$M^ The word acarya-kula is fuEther obtained in Hir.G.S. 1,19,1
occurring at the beginning of the vivaha chapter :
samavrtta acaryakulan matapitarau bibhryat / tabhyam anu.inato bharyam
upayacchet sajatam nagmikam brahmacarinim asagotram /
(c)In 1,8,9 also at the end of the upanayana chapter it is said :
acaryakulavasy asnati ksaram lavanam samxdhanyam iti/ (Scaryakulavasin
"
• • • •
and naisthika are the two types of the Brahmacarins, and the former
denotes'one who lives in the house of the preceptor scife being one of
the members of his family(in the extended sense)
(d) In Bau.Sr.S XXIV, 12 is mentioned : athapy sxHmdhana agnvadheya eva
H3a -rtvi.iam varanam prathamam udaharamas tasya cet purvapurusair
vrtah syus taneva nativrnTtavyavacchinnascet kaulenadhvayanena
manusena sxlavrttabhyam s.yuriti // . where kaulenadhyayanena seems to
denote 'by the study made in the Scarya-kula'.
(vi) The following examples seem to have the definite sense of 'house'.
- (a) na kulamkulah syat in Gau.Dh.S. IX,53 is explained by the
• •
commentator Maskari as " grhad grham na gacchet/ kulameva va kulam
yasya sa kulamkulah/ satyapi dharmadhikare pitrkula eva na tisthatity-
-arthah/
fyX
-(b) "ihaiva sambhun.jatlti daksina kulitkulam vinasyatiti" in Ip.Dh.S.
11,17,9 also is explained by the commentator Haradatta thus:
**
mm mm * — —
sambhun.jati parsparabho.ianasya nimittabhutadaksina sraddhe danakriya
• • •
grhat grham gatva ihaiva loke nasyatltyarthah //
• • • •
(vii) The word ,inatikula in Bha.G.S. 1,13 :"satam ca 11va saradah purucir
vasuni carya/ vibha.iasi jlvatltyathafeya agrena jnatikulam agnim upa-
samadhayadharavaharya.i yabhagau juhotyagnaye j anivide svahety uttarardha-
purvardhe somaya .janiyide svahetidaksinardhapurvardhe" is not very clear.
it mm ' mm, '
-(b) But the word kula-daksina in LatSr.S. and Kat.Sr.S. seems to be/
,—r— .
go-kula-daksina i.e. a daksina of a lot of (cows) which shows that the■° '
. S —5 —
word is getting the sense of'a body or number1.
/
— —
Iat.Sr.S. IX,1,28 : kuladaksina indragnyoh kulayah , which is explained
• ' • • • V
by the commentator thus : indraanyoh kulaye gavam kulani krtva sarasvatyah
• • • •
kulamidam visvarupaya idam gangayah ityevam adisamkhyam prakrtim puravet
kuladane prayojanam kulaya iti sabdasamanyat//
-(c) Kat.Sr.S. XXII,11,12 : prajakamapasukamayor aindragnakulayah kula-
daksinah/ aindragnakulayaiti sam.ina / xakulix. gokulancasva daksina
(viii) kulapati in Gobh.G.S. III.3.30:adbhute kulapatvoh prayascittam
remains unexplained. Butkulapati in later texts signify 'a master who
has a huge number of disciples.
I.SUMMARY :
Mahakula in RV. 1.161,1 is better accepted in the sense of "V'one having
an eminent race of line of descent or generation"', as it. was quite usual
for the poetic composers of the Vedic hymns to call a camasa which owed
its origin to the skill of the Divine Maker Tvas.tr by the name of mahaikula
• • • ——————
as sprang.from a great origin thereby having a great lineage or a great,
generation. Thus, although mahakula is probably figuratively employed,the
word kula has in all likelihood the sense of a "sociil group comprising
ancestors,forming the genealogical, line" or "one comprising people coming
down from, the same ancestor".This appears to be the earliest use of the
word kula
kulapah in RV. X,179,2 and AV.VII,75(72),2 and kulapa(Fem.sg.)in
AV.1,14,3 might be the 'masters'and 'the mistress'of the houses respec¬
tively,whereby the meaning of the word khla transpires to be'thehouse'
but it does not seem to be just the synonym of grha which is already
1
widely in use in RV. in sense of 'the house'. It can on the other hand
be translated by the 'family of the nuclear or expanded type'eeaprising
1
In all occurrences in RV. grha denotes clearly *1116 house,the place
of residence" except one in X,119,13, which runs thus :
/ * f e *
grho yamvaramkrto devebhyo havyavahanah
kuvit somasyapam iti//
GRIFFITH: "I seek the worshipper"s abode; oblation-bearer to the Gods:
Have I not drunk of Soma juice ? (GRIFFITH says the stanza
is diffcult and thinks that LUEWIG's suggestion to read grhah as grham
Is better .) GRASSMANN interprets this instance of grha in RV.as
'der Diener(als der, welcher ergreift und zur Hand reicht)'.
SlYANA interprets grhah as havisam grahita. He explains that Incira taking
the form of Lava was driking Soma and eulogised himself by this hymn.
GELDNER however suggests that there is a luptopama here . The rsl compares
himself with a "fertig eingereichteten oder gut verproviantierten Hause'I
Hb translates: Xch gehe,ein reichausgestattetes Haus,denGBttern die Opfer
bringend.lch merke,dass ich Soma getrunken habe.
Mr M
The word kula-gopa occurring in IV.(TS.VI,2,5,5),we have already-
discussed, possibly denoted 'the de facto protector of the kula1 as
compared with £kgk the words kulapah and kulapa of RV.& AV. which
possibly denoted 'the titular head(s) of the kula'and in these instances
kula seems to have denoted 'the extended or expanded family'.
Kula in kulina and kula-.ianih in AV(PAIPP) .seems to have a""" ————— mg
"Specialisation of meaning,—of the elevative type" from the meaning
denoted in mahakula in RV. Kullna by virtue of its suffix has already
a meaning, similar to that of mahakula and kula-.i anxh which appears to
be a forerunner of the later kula-stri.has the meaning possibly of
'women of unblemished line of descent'as opposed ±s probably to the
meaning denoted by the later "kulata".
Kule in the Rgvedic Khilas probably denoted 'in the race or the
line of descent (posterior)'.This would be also another specialisation
of the meaning found in Bk.I of RV.
Kula in the Brahmanas generally exposes the second meaning of the
word, as found in RV.(Bk.X) & AV.(VII).The members of the kula in the
Brahmanas are found to be the Brahmin guests and also those who have no
right of succession to the property of one to whom the kula belonged.
Thus if it denoted 'family! the family was of highly expanded size and
type. The first meaning(of mahakula) is also noticed in the Brahmanas
(SB..XIV,4.,3,32). In the Brahmanas we find the second meaning taking a new
turn.Acaryakula denoting the expanded family of fche preceptor taking the
disciples as members of it gradually denoted ,;the house of the preceptor!^.
In the kulas the servants were also members at time of the Upanisads.
—— #
In the Sutra period, the meaning of the word kula has developed in
many directions. Besides keeping the first meaning,'race or line of descent'
and the specialised meaning of 'eminent lineage'which is more often used
in the later Va.Dh.S. etc.,we find the concretisation of the abstract
h-5"
sense 'line1to'members of the line,viz.the sons, the grandsons etc'.
This is found as lite as in the Kat.Sr.S. The meaning 'house'is established
in this period .Another sense of the word is developed in this period,viz.
'a body or number1.
We can sum up by drawing a table of the development, of meanings
of the kula :
RV(l)...Race, or ^
Line of descent (ancestral)
>(members bound by the common































(A3 might have been developed under the influence of B- )
(Thevdevelopment of A^ and the gradual loss of B from which there
has been many semantic "transfers" is remarkable.)
wtf-
is grafted in the RV. verse X, 18, 3 excepting the last quarter.
The last quarter of the present verse is "may we rich in heroes,
address counsel" according to WHITNEY, "may we with brave sons
speak to the assembly."
(3) In XII, 2, 30 (Sau)
' ' ' ' mi Jm '






aslna mrtvum nudata sadhasthe 'tha jivaso vidatham a
• ~"" • I'"1" 1 ■ 1 „ ' 1 ' ' ' -Ll
vadema //
the last quarter is that of the RV. verses I, 117, 25; II, 12, 15
and VIII, 4-8, 1/+ changing suvirasah to atha .iivasah - whereby
the emphasis is laid on "the longivity of the lives of the
people" instead of "their having good heroic sons." The first
line of this verse is the first line of X, 18, 2 only with
slight changes. The first half of the first line only is found
in V, 13, 9 (Pai). The prayer is as before "then, may we,
living, speak to the council" (WHITNEY), "... to the assembly."
(GRIFFITH)
(c) containing vidatha
(1) In V, 20, 12 (Sau) VI, 124, 12 (Pai) which runs thus:
acyutacyrtb samado gamistho mrdho .ieta puraeta yfolnyah /
, / # . ' t '
indrena gupto (Sau) / klpto (Pai) vidatha nicikyad
' I « '4 - «
dhrddyotano dvisatam yahi sxbham /
__ mj .. rl —L...I ...... #
where only vidatha nicikyad of RV. IV, 38, U is found in c. of
the verse.
In RV., the expression belongs to the hymn to the Dadhikras.
In AV. it is said in connection with the wardrum. WHITNEY
translates/...
4*\,sr
translates: "Stirring (cyu) the unstirred, going oftenest into
contests, conquering scorners, going in front, unsuoduable,
made safe by Indra, noting counsels burning the hearts of our
adversaries go there quickly." LA.HMAN seems to be not satis¬
fied with WHITNEY'S "counsels" and suggests "the gatherings
of our enemies." SlYAKA and V. MSDHAVA on the other hand
explain the word vidatha in RV. IV, 38, U by ;j natav.yan& and
GELDHER explains "weisen Worte verstehend" in the RV. passage.
GRIFFITH translates it by "watching our assemblies" explaining
it as "favourable regarding our gatherings for sacrificial pur¬
poses." LUDWIG translates it into "der opfer versammlungen
gedenkendi' BLOOMFIELD renders it into "attending to the hosts"
and he understands it with puraeta as "like a leader attending
to the troops" although he thinks the primary meaning of
vidatha is "family", or "house." Hence according to LANMAN
and BLOOMFIELD and GRIFFITH vidatha has the sense of gathering
and respectively denoting the military troops of the enemy, of
own side and the sacrificial assembly. But according to others
"things to know".
(iii) Of the new instances
(a) one viz. IV, 25, 1 (Sau) and IV, 3A, 1 (Pai) is common to
a verse from YV. (TS. IV, 7, 15, 3} KS. XXII, 15 and MS. Ill,
16, 5.)
(1) This verse contains vidathani
vavoh savitur vidathani manmahe
000 0




yau visvasya paribhu (KS.has adhipa) babhuvathus
(TS. has babhuvatus)
* am
tau no muncatam (bibhratah in TS., MS; bibhrathah in KS.)
amhasah (agasah in TS., MS., KS.)
"Of Vayu, of Savitar we reverence the counsels (vidatha): IE who
enter and who defend what has life (atmanvant): ye who have
become encompassers of the all - do ye free us from distress." -
WHITNEY. GRIFFITH translates "I think on Vayus and Savitars
holy rites ye twain who penetrate and guard the living world,
....." GELDNER translates in ZDMG (LII, 746) "wir gedenken
des Berndes zwischen Vayu und Savitr." Although LANMft.II says
that "the comm. is uncertain as to the sense of vidatha."
SSYAMA's meaning appears to be more sensible than WHITEEY's
©
"we reverence the counsels" of the two gods or GELDNER's "des
Jundes" or GRIFFITH1s "Vayu's and Savitar's holy rites" (which
appears slightly better as their functions may be called "holy
rites.") But SSlANA's meaning of the word vidatha gives sense
©
and logicality to the following lines in the verse. The only
thing is that SAYANA gives not one single meaning but two
"vedanani" or "veditavyani" - i.e. stutya guna-visaya-inanani
the former , and sruti vihitakarmani the latter (the "sacrifice"
being a vidatha.) According to SilANA it is said at first that
the subject of the gunas of Vayu and Savitr is thought of or
t
known, or the functions as propounded in the Sruti with regard
to them are thought of (and Vayu is jagadadharabhuta and Savitr
is Sarvaoreraka) that they enter into what are like their own
selves, who protect and oecome the all pervaders and at last it
is /.. •
is said that these gods being such they may free them from all
sins. KEITH translates TS. instance by "We venerate the
ordinances of Vayu and of Savitr, ..." etc.
«
(b) One verse I, 13, 4- (Sau) corresponding to XIX, 3, 6 (Pai)
is also found in Khila of the RV. IV, 4-, 4-, which contains
vidathe.
(1) yam tva deva asr.janta visva (Khi/ias a.ianistha dhisva)
• • " • • •
isum (dhiyam in Khi)krnvana asanaya dhrsnum




sa no mrda vidathe grnana
• • " . • 4' '
/ /
tasyai te namo astu devi
(mitrasya varunasya prasrstau , in Pai)//
The thunderbolt is referred to here. SSXANA explains vidathe
• "
grnana as ya.ine .... adhuna maya kriyamane karmani ....
stuyamana. and also as vidyante .inayante naksatrani asmin iti
vidatham antariksam tasmin ... sabdayamana. WHITii'EX translates:
1
•
"Thou whom all the gods did create the bold one, (the gods) making
an arrow for hurling - do thou, besung in the coundil (vidatha)
be merciful to us; to thee as such be homage, 0 goddess.
OR.TFFITH translates sa no mrda vidathe grnana by "3e gracious lauded
• • • •
thus to our assembly (congregation for sacrificial purposes.)
The meaning of vidatha as antariksa as given by SlIAM is veryo 1 " .1 • •
unusual and is prooablv not the actual meaning and the alternate
sense yaine stuyamana is in better words said by GRIFFITH "lauded
to our assembly (congregation for sacrificial purposes.")
WHITHEX's "council" is not clear.
(2) In/...
(2) In XVIII, 3, 19 (Sau)
' ' r *
yadvo mudrarn pitarah somvam ca terto sacadhvam. I .... _L LL
*
, * * _ ' y
sva.iasasohi bhuta /
te arvanah kavaya a srnota suvidatra vidathe
• ' ' r
*
huyamanah //
SlYANA explains vidathe as ya.jne. which GRIFFITH and WHITNEY
translate into "in our assembly" and "at the council" respec¬
tively. It is connected with huyamanah. So vidatha is the
• """ " 1 *"
place or function where the fathers are invoked. Suvidatra
as it is just before vidathe. may be connected with it in the
sense of RV. Svadhyo vidathe or vidathesu vedhasah of RV mean-
:ing "learned in vidatha" which may also denote "the function."
(c) containing vidatham
(1) XVII, 1, 15 (Sau) has the following lines, but the
first line of it is absent in XVIII, 32, 1 (Pai)
f * t / *
tvam trtarn tvam paryesy utsam Sahasradharam
t * * e 0
vidatham svarvidam taved visno bahudha viryani /
* /
tvam nah prnlhi oasubhir visvarupaih
• • • ' ' " " •
JL — ' — ' * //
sudhayam ma dnehi parame vyoman //
SilkNA explains: he indra tvam vistirnam antariksam vyapnose /
» "" * • •
athava meghairavrtam udakam ... tatrapi tvam utsam paryesi ...
vidatho ya.inah / osadhi vanaspatyabhi-vrddhidvara ya.ina
sbrihana.tvad utso vidatha ityucyate / athava vidatham jnanam /
vidathani pracodayan (RV. Ill, 27, 7) it.yadidarsanat ...
WHTTNEI translates tlie first portion of the verse thus: "Thou
goest about Trita (?); thou about the fountain of a thousand




In SW. the first meaning of the word gana suggested is:
"Schaar, Reihe (von Lebendigem und Leblosem); Gefolge, Anhang."
To all the Vedic instances, along with some non-Vedic ones, this
meaning is attributed.
Ganapati. according to Stf, is:
"Schaarfuhrer, Oberster des Haufens,"
for examples are cited VS. 16, 25; 22, 30; 23, 19.
GRASSMAJSN (WRV) gives the primary meaning Schar and categorises
the meanings of the words occurring in RV., into six groups:
(1) Schar der Maruts, die den Indra umgibt,
(2) der mit Brahmanaspati Verbunden Genien,
(3) der Flammen, die mit Agni sich scharen,
(4) der Gotter liberhaupt,
(5) der Menschen, besoaders der Opferer;
(6) Schar oder Heerde der Ganse oder Buffel.
In "Vedic Index," however, the word gana has been referred to
only in connection with the discussion of the word vrata (ii, 341).
ZIMMER also takes one instance of gana from RV. V, 53, 11 to show
that:
"die Marut, Indra's Heer und ein Volk in Waffen, sind geordnet
sardham sardham. vratam vratam. ganam ganam d.h. nach emzelnen
Schaaren, Haufen, Rotten," (AL, 162)
wherein we find him rendering g-ana into "Rotten."
ZIMMER draws a conclusion from this passage, which is, as put
forth in "Vedic Index" (ii. 342):
"a/
same thus: "Roixnd Trita, round the spring with thousand currents
thou goest round the light finding assembly (note - "The company
of the Gods who dwell in the highest sphere.")
Svarvidam vidatham may be the knowledge of getting heaven or
bliss or the sacrifice for getting the same as SSYANA explains
that it is the same as thousand streamed fountain. This is
equally apjslicable to "the heaven gaining council" of WHITNEY,
and also to "the light finding assembly" round which the god
moves according to 'GRIFFITH.
(2) In XVIII, 3, 70(Sau), in the funeral ceremony it is
said;
f t t * t
punaredhi vanaspate ya esa nihitastvayi
' ' JL mZ * '
yatha yamasva sadana asatei vidatha vadan
"Give back, 0 forest tree, him who is deposited here with thee,
that in lama's seat he may sit speaking counsels." - WHITNEY.
GRIFFITH translates the latter half thus: "... That he may
dwell in Yama's home addressing the assemblies there." SlYANA
explains vidathani as vi.inananl then as ya.i natmaxani svar.i itani
t t
karmatu object of vadan i.e. prakasayan. Here vidatha appears
to be the accusative plural and the meaning seems to be as in
vidatham a vadema or vidatham a vadasi etc. The man going to
the house of Yama will speak vidatha there, as. the bride spea.ks
vidatha till the old age of her and her husband or the people
favoured by gods may speak vidatha. The absence of a here
after vidatha may be due to the a at the end of vidatha.
(SAYANA explains vidatha differently in AV. although it occurs
in verses repeated from RV. and it is not impossible that the
meaning/....
SOO
meaning of RV. vidatha is understood and applied differently
in AV.)
(d) containing vidathasva
In VII, 77, U (Sau) corresponding to XX, 11, 8 (Pai)
' '
mm JL ' ' '
yad usriyasv ahutam ghrtam pavo 'yam
sa vim asvina bhaga a gatam /
r
madhvi dhartara vid^thasya satpatl
/ # ft
taptam gharmam pioatam rocane divah //
• • • A"
WHITNEY translates: "The offered ghee, the milk, which is in
the ruddy (Kine) that is your portion here, ye Asvinsj come;
ye sweet ones, maintainers of the council (vidatha). lords of
the good, drink ye the heated aharma in the shining space of
the sky." GRIFFITH translates dhartara vidathasva by "Guards
of Sacrifice." SlYANA as usual explains it by saying vidatha
is a name of ya.ina and its dhartara is explained.
(iv) The RV. verses which have been repeated or adapted in AV. are
mostly either (l) popular refrains occurring for more than once in
RV. e.g. (a) suvlraso vidatham a vadema of II, 12, 15 etc., which is
repeated once and grafted twice (once changing suvirasah to atha
jlvasuh) (b) brhad vadema vidathe suvlrah of II, 23, 19 etc. which
a " • •
is once grafted, or (2) occurring in the later books of RV. (The
tenth and first mandalap) e.g.
* *
(a) vasini tvam vidatham a vadasi of X, 85, 26 occurring once, and
(b) iivri vidatham a vadathah of X, 85, 27 which is once
repeated with certain changed (sprsasva for sr.jasva. ,jirvir or
cirvir for ,iivrl. a vadasi for a vadathah) and grafted in
another verse.
(c) /..
(c) yasmin deva vidathe madayante (X, 12, 7)
(d) pra te mahe vidathe samsisam hari (X, 96, 1)'
• * 1 1 111
(e) pracodayanta vidathesu karu (X, 110, 7)
(f) agnim hotaram vidathaya jl.ianan (X, 11, 3)
(g) yatra suparna .... vidathabhisvaranti (I, 164., 21) (chang¬
ing bhagam to bhaksam). all repeated once in AV.
Besides these, one Kavir na ninyampidathani sadhan of IV, 16, 3 is
once repeated, and vidathani nicikyat of IV, 33, 4- (which may not be
a case of repetition of RV. instance) only used once. Besides
yidatha vadan in (iii) (c) (2) has the similarity with vidathama
vad- which is very often used.
In the new instances, except the locative in vidathe grnana and
vidathe huyamana where vidatha probably denotes the old RV. sense of
the place or function of the holy rites where gods are invoked, in
all the instances of vidatha the abstract etymological sense of
ni.irifl.na (SlIAM - in XVIII, 3, 70 (Sau) ) etc., seems to be more
appropriate and it is not impossible that this sense being more
popular in AV., was also employed to the words in the quotations from
RV. even, where the sense was different e.g. vidatham a vad^-n RV.
might have had the locative sense of the place or function of the
holy rites, while the same in AV. seems to have been used in the
accusative with the etymological sense of the word.
G. Vidatha in the RV. Khilas
(1) Of the instances of vidatha and its derivative vidathya occurring
in the Khila Suktas which are as many as eightyone is found in AV.
(Khi /...
(Khi IV, A, A- AV. (Sau) I, 13, A and (Pai) XIX, 3, 6) and one is
found in VS. (Khi IV, 11, 2 - VS. XXXIV, 2)
' 'mm ' mm '
yena karmanv apaso manisino
. ~ ' ' ' 4- mm /
ya.ine krnvanti vidathesu dhirah /
"n j-—~——r
'mm ' ' ' mm mm
yadapurvam vaksamantah prajanam
• ' ' '
,,
tanme manah sivasamkaipamastu //
("Whereby the wise and thoughtful in assemblies, active in sacrifice
perform their duties, The peerless spirit stored in living creatures
may that, ray mind be moved by right intention." - GRIFFITH)
SiYAM explains vidathesu as .inanesu and interprets it as used in
Locative Absolute, (vidathesu .inariesu satsu ... ya.inasambandhinam
• • " •
haviradipadarthanaa .inanesu satsu ityarthah.) Thus he interprets
dhirah as not connected with vidathesu although in all likelihood
•'
it was so connected. Actually, in essence, SlXANA's meaning does
not alter much if dhirah is connected with vidathesu if vidathesu
• 11 •""" "" «
is explained as "in the congregational holy rites comprising sacri¬
fices and invocations to the gods" which seems to be the general
meaning of vidatha in RV. Vidathas as we have seen after discuss-
:ing the occurrences in RV. are different from ya;ina as they might
have included many things other than that knowledge in which was a
great qualification.
(ii) Besides these two instances above, Khila has two instances of
iri rta+.he two of vidathesu. one of vidathena and one of vidathya.
(a) vidathe
(1) In I, 9, 2
'*
mm 4 ' mm f mm
va damsamsi iarita dustara / vam
— S ~T —— J-. T
' ' ' mZ * /
va samsanti .iaritarah sutesu /
Um"~"
• mmmmmt+mmm j..,« -
5^3
yanlha pusyantu vidha janesu
'
• ' ' ' ' //
yair asautho vidathe somapeyam //
vidatha appears to be a place or function where people have
soma drink.
(2) In I, 9, 6
yabhih sacibhir vrsana dadhicam
• 1 • • ' • 1 1 ' •
JL ' — ' ' /
yabhisturam kavaseyam makhasya /
yabhirdhiyam jinvathake nipana
tabhirno'vatam vidathe gabhira //
vidathe gabhira seems to denote "unconceivable in vidatha"
and the abstract etymological sense of "wisdom" is more
applicable although with the meaning of "the function of holy
rites^tc." can not be altogether misfit.
(b) vidathesu*
«
(1) In I, 2, 2
* t * * / f /
yadasvam svetam dadhato abhighnan-
JL mm mm JL 'mm ' /
nasatva bhu.i yu sumataya perave /
'
mm ' ' mm
tarn vamratim vidathesu vipra
k 4 jr—-—c
'
— ' ' //
rebhanto dasrav agaman manasyum //
vidathesu vipra rebhanto indicates that vidatha-s were either
—U.-JUJJI. 1 1 ™"V"in
the places or functions of (congregational) religious rites.
(2) In I, 3, 7
JL ' * 'mm
eva nisaccopanisacca vipra
— ' ' /
vuvam rebhatyan sayu.i a suparnyau /
'
— ' ' ' mm
brahmany akratur vidathesu sakra
' ' ' ' '
//
dhattam tayostanayam tokamagryam //
t
brahmany akratur vidathesu sakra also indicates that vidathas
were the places or functions of religious rites like invocations
of gods by composing hymns etc.
(c) vidathena t
(1) In I, 11, U
- ' JL
pura visirsna vidathena deva
• • •■IT1
' JL
na vasiso rundhata napinakam /
' / / /
Ijana bahviru sama yadasya
' ' JL _ /7
siro dattam samadhanvaruhan svah //
—.——— —.— — ■—y
*
the reference is to the Asvins' replacing the head of Dadhyae
by a horse's head before learning from him the madhuvidya
/
prohibited by Indra. RV. I, 116, 12 cd. Satyayana's refer-
*
:ence to the story "atha cyavana uvaca - kuniksetre 'paslrsna1 "
• 4 •
ya.inena ya.iamana na kamam apnuvanti ... etc." (SARUP' s
'Rgarthadipika1 I, 612) from which it is evident that
Satyayana might have recognised vidathena as ya.i nena although
from the many instances of RV. we have seen that vidatha. was
probably a place or a function of different religious rites viz.
sacrifice, invocation etc.
(d) vidhthya
(1) In V, 12, 1
/ ' * * mm * mm JL /
yah sabhevo vidatnyah sutva ya.iva ca purusah /
/ / / / Jm JL
survam camu risadasani taddevahpragakalpayan
The man makes savana and ya.iana and is called sabheya^nd
vidathya. But from this it is not proper to infer that in
Sabha. savana was the main activity while in vidatha. it was
Ta.iana. But as the suffixes indicate sabheya is one who is
an/...
an expert in the activities of sabha and vidathya is one who
is an expert in the works of vidathe. which seems to be
connected with religious rites, in this instance.
(iii) Thus in the RV. Khila the meaning of vidatha seems to be
"the place or function of some religious rites." These rites might
be "congregational"but it is not clear in the Khila instances and in
Khi I, 9, 6 (Sxample (a) (2))vidatha may have the abstract etymol¬
ogical meaning.
D. vidatha in the Xajurveda.
(i) In the Yajurveda in many places the RV. verse is quoted for the
application in certain rites as it is found in the Brahmanas.
(a) (1) VS. XXV, 20 (Ma)j XXVII, 13, 24 (Ka)
is repeated RV. I, 89, 7.
(2) VS. XXXIV, 58 (Ma); XXXIII, 2, 46 (Ka); MS IV, 12, 1
is repeated RV. II, 23, 19 and 24, 16.
(3) VS. XXXNI, 34 (Ma),; XXXII, 3, 34 (Ka)
is repeated RV. I, 186, 1
(4) VS. XXV, 24 (Ml); XXVII,13, 28 (Ka); TS IV, 6, 8, 1;
MS. III. 16, 1 and KS. XLVI, 4
is repeated RV. I, 162, 1.
(5) KS. II. 15; MS IV, 11, 2
is repeated RV. Ill, 1, 1.
(6) MS. IV, 13, 1
is repeated RV. III. 8, 5
(7) MS. IV, 14, 12
is repeated RV. V, 63, 2.
(8) MS. IV, H, 1
is repeated RV. II, 4.0, 6.
(9) VS. XXIX, 32; MS. IV, 13, 3; KS. XVI, 20
is repeaisd RV. X, 110, 7.
(10) KS. XXXIX, 13 is repeated RV. X, 91, 8
(11) MS. IV, 11, 1 is repeated RV. VII, 93, 3
(12) KS. XXV, 1 is repeated RV. I. 89, 7
(13) VS. XXXIV, 21 (Mi); XXXIII, 1, 16 (Ka); MS. IV,14, 1
is repeated RV. I, 91, 20.
(14) TS. II, 1, 11, 5; KS. XI, 12; IV, 14, 14
is repeated RV. II. 27, 8.
(15) Besides these RV. verses repeated, we have seen how
AV. IV, 25, 1 (Sau) corresponds to TS. IV, 7, 15, 3;
KS. XXII, 15 and IB. Ill, 16, 5 (Example B (iii) (a)
(D.)
(6) In addition to the above quoted passages there are only two
occurrences which are new in IV.
(l) one found in VS. (Ma) XXII, 2 i.e. (Ka) XXIV, 1, 2;
TS. IV, 1, 2, 1 and VII, 1, 11, 1; MS. Ill, 12, 1; KS. XLI, 2
S. i ' i>\ J. ' z. /__ ,
imam agrbhnan las^anamrtasya poava (purva in Ms.)
avusi vidathesu kavya / taya devah sutama
"""l
» • • "~*
/
babhuvur rtas.ya samant sarama rapanti
("The band of order they grasped
At their assemblies in ages gone by: the sages
Therewith the gods mastered the pressed (juice)
In the Saman of order proclaiming the stream." -KEITH)




Kavyah as ya.i nah (Kavayo vidvamsah rtvi.iah tamarhantTti Kavyah
• • • • • • •
ya.j nah vidathesu kavyesu ya.inesu jyotistomadisu rtasya ayusi
„ ■■ mm * mm mm /
nimitta-bhute sati ... purve maharsaya imam rasanam svikrtavantah /
vidathesu is not explained by him but it is said that sacrifices
are held in the vidathas.
(2) The other occurrence in TV. is practically a pair of
instances occurring only in VS. (Ma) XXIII, 57, and 58-, (Ka)
XXV, 10, 5 and 6.
/ f f t t t /
katyasya visthah katyaksarani katihomasah katidha
samiddhah /
ya.inasya tva vidatha prcchamatra katihotara rtuso ya.ianti //
("How many different forms hath this (i.e. the sacrifice), how
many syllables, burnt oblations, brands for kindling. ? Here, of
the rites of sacrifice I ask thee. How many Hotars in due
season worshio." - GRIFFITH)
MAHlEHARA explains "ya.inasya vidatha vettlti vidah vidasva bhavo
vidatha vainaveditrtvena hetuna atra sthale tvamaham prcchami.
^^^^m^mmUmmmml — ' - g- ■ #
The Udgatr replies in the next verse.
' m£ ' 'mm '-T ' ' —
5&dasva visthah satamaksaranyasiti homah
• • 1 ■ ' ' • • •




_ ' ^ ' mm mm
vainasva te vidatha prabravimi sapta hotara
rtuso ya.ianti //
("Sixfold its form, its syllables a hundred eighty burnt offerings,
just three brands for kindling. To thee I tell the rites of
sacrificing. Seven Hotars worship in appointed season." -
GRIFFITH) Here va.inasya vidatha prcch- indicates the abstract
sense of the word vidatha viz. vi.jnana or things to know in res-
ipect of the sacrifice.
(ii.) In XV. the very few new uses of the word vidatha. with compara-
stively large number of repeated RV. instances, show that the word is
no more in currency except in some "fossilised" uses. In the exclus¬
ive instance of VS., the word has the abstract etymological sense and
in the other new instance also it may have the same sense although
SlXANA and the European scholars interpret it as the place or function
of the religious rites, the meaning, however, being not very clearly
determined.
E. vidatha in the 'drahmanas1
(i) In the Brahmanas there is no use of the word vidatha. All the
uses are just in repetitions from RV. either the full verses or the
portions.
(a) In A Br. II, 2, a portion of RV. Ill, 8, 5 is referred to
and in IV, 3 - a portion of RV. X, 96, 1.
(b) In SaA dr., in VIII, 5 reference is made to brhadvadema
vidathe suvirah which occurs in most of the closing verses in
I.ma, ii.i.iniiK I" ' T
the 2nd Mandala, in XXV, 7 the portion of RV. X, 96, 1 and in
XIX, 9 the portion of I, 6/+, 1 are referred to.
(c) T Br. has a large number of RV. quotations, mostly in full
in III, 6, 12, 1 - RV, VII, 93, 3; in III, 11, 6,3- RV. V,
21, 1; in II, 3, 3, 1 - RV. I. 91, 20; in II, X, 3, lO^nd
III, 7, 9, 6 - RV. X, 96, 1 (portion); in II, 8, 1, 6 - RV. II,
X0, 6; in II, 8, 5, 1 - RV. II, 23, 19 and 2X, 16; in II, 3, 6, 9
- RV. II, 33, 15; in II, 3, 7, 6 of RV. I, 151, 1; in III, 6, 1,
of RV. Ill, 8, 5, in I, 2, 1, 13; RV. I, 1X3, 7; in II, 8, 5, 3-9
- RV. /...
"a Vedic host fought according to clan (vis) village (grama)
and family,"
and is thus commented upon:
"this conclusion is hardly warranted, there being nothing to
show that there is any intention to present a distinct series
of divisions."
"Vedic Index" also points out that RV. Ill, 26, 2, with which ZIMMER
compares RV. V, 53, 11, has no sardha. although it has vratam vratam
and ganam ganam with reference to the Maruts.
f • « •
In 'Naighantuka' I, 11, gana is mentioned among the "57 van-namas."
• • •
IASKA also gives not a very satsifactory etymological meaning in
'Nirukta' VI, 36 of the iirord occurring in RV. I, 116, 8:
"gana and guna are so called because they count" (SARUP)^
• •
But at the time of PlNINI, the meaning of gana is samgha, as it is
found in the Sutra III, 3, 86 "Samghodghau ganaprasamsayoh" (The
words samgha and udgha are irregularly formed in the sense of a
"collection" and a "praise" respectively.)
"4j. SARUP 'The Wighantu and the Nirukta' (1962), Delhi - P. 112
>0C|
RV. IV, 21, U; in III, 6, 3, U - RV. X, 110, 7. Once in
III, 8, 3, A a YV. verse is repeated TS. IV, 1, 2, 1 and VII,
1, 11, lj MS . Ill, 12, 1; KS. XLI, 2 and VS. (Ma) XXII, 2.
F. vidatha in 'Aranyaka'11
e
In T Ir, X, 39, 1 is quoted RV. brhad vadema vidathe suvirah
of the 2nd Mandala.
G. It is not necessary to go beyond the stag®6f the Brahmanas
to collect the use of vidatha which is lost in the current
speech probably after the RV. stage. The later books of the
RV. of course might be contemporary to some portions of AV.
and YV. and the RV. Khilas\ where we find certain new uses of
the word mostly in the ethnological sens®.
■*"
Not all the portions of AV., YV. and Khila Suktas (which were added
as an Appendix only because they were found outside the collection of
Sakala) were late, some of thern can be called contemporaneous with the
earlier books of the RV. but for the sake of convenience AV., YV. and
Khilas can generally be called later than RV.
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A. Gana in RV:
Gana in RV is found mostly in singular - 32 out of 36. In the
compounded forms as well as reduplicated forms as ganam ganam. of
course, the plural sense of the word may be present. But ganah is
found once in V, 79,5, gananam in II, 23, 1, ganesu in 1, 112, 9,
ganaih in I, 6, 8, i.e. only 4 plural forms, - 2 in the early and 2
• • "S> '
in the later Books. There are 36 occurrences of single gana in
different cases. Besides, there are two instances of ganam ganam.
/
three examples of the word gana-sri. and some examples of compounded
forms with gana. viz. ganapati - 2, sagana - 6, marud-gana -6,
sumad-gana - 1, sarva-gana - 2. Altogether there are 58 instances
excluding one instance of vrsa-gana which is the name of a Rsi.
• • • • •
(i) - (a) In thirteen instances, gana is qualified by maruta in the
clear sense of the band comprising the Maruts, viz.,
I, H, 3; I, 38, 15; I, 64, 12; III, 32, 2; V, 52, 13;
V, 52, 14; V, 53, 10; 7, 58, 1; V, 6l, 3; VI, 16, 24;
VIII, 94, 12; X, 36, 7 and X, 77, 1.
(b) In two instances the term marutam gana i.e. the gana of
the Maruts in the same sense is found, in V, 56, 1 and X, 137, 5
(c) In six instances, the compound marud-gana occurs, viz.
I, 23, 3; II, 41, 15; VI, 52, 11; VIII, 89, 2; IX, 66, 26
and X, 66, 2.
(d) In IX, 96, 17 (b) sumbhanti vahnim maruto ganena, although
r
in the consideration of the subject of the verb sumbhanti and
also in the interpretation of vahnim there is difference of
opinion between the European scholars like GRIFFITH, GELDNER
and/
and the Indian commentator SlYANA, the/ all agree that
maruto ganena signifies 'Maruts with their troop or group.1
(e) That the gana in I, 87, U> 7, 58, 2 and VII, 58, 1 refers
to the Maruts is clear from the context.
(f) Regarding the verse VII, 56, 7 -
' ' «£ £ e —
ugram va o.iah sthira savamsy
• • •
c
— £ 1 * — /
adha marudbhir ganas tuvisman /
• •
the context does not make it clear who is meant by the gana.
SlYAEA explains the latter portion thus: "adha apica marudohir
ganah marutam samghah tuvisman vrddhiman bhavatu"
GRIFFITH: "Yea, mighty is your power and firm your strength,
so potent with the Maruts be the band."
GELDNER: "Stark ist eure starke, fest die Macht, und durch
die Marut ist die Schar Kraftvoll'I
M. MULLER: "Strong is your strength, steadfast your powers,
and thus by the Maruts is this clan mighty."
The European scholars do not generally think that the gana here
refers to the Maruts. V. MSDHAVA also explains marudbhir
arakhyah (emended by SARUP as arabdhah which also does not make
any clear sense) Sangho (emended by SARUP) (va) vrddhiman.
The Anukramanx notes that the deity of the hymn is the Maruts.
The hymn starts in a peculiar style with the description of men
unknown, who are to oe understood as the Maruts and it could be
understood by marudbhir ganas tuvisman here that a tuvisman gana
is formed by the Maruts. But in the fifth verse of the same
hymn, is found a very similar expression
JL * 4. — f
sa vit suvira marudbhirastu
•L ' mp ' t *
Sanat sahanti pusvanti nrmnam
which is explained by SlYARA as sobhana - putrayukta sa pra.ia
marutah paricaranti and as in the case of vit there, who is not
the/
Maruts, the gana here may be the band of the people who seek
the grace of the Maruts to be tuvisman by the Maruts, as the
European interpreters generally suppose. But the question
should be better unsolved as the uncertain meaning of the verse
is liable to misdirect the conclusion.
(g) ganasribhih is found an adjective of marudbhih in V, 60, 8:
/ e e t (
ague marudbhih subhayadbhir rkvabhih
• • •
somam piba mandasano ganasribhih /
Here Agni is addressed to drink soma along with the Maruts
("ganabhavamasrayadbhih" - SSYANA) ("AgniI Trink lustig Soma
mit der prunkenden lobsingenden Marut, der ausser lesenen Schar."
GELDNER) ("0 Agni, with the Maruts as they gleam and sing,
gathered in troop, rejoicing drink the Soma juice" - GRIFFITH)
Here in spite of slight differences, it is unanimously accepted
that the Maruts formed in gana or 1band.'
*
(h) In I, 6A, 9 (ab) the Maruts are also addressed as ganasriyah
r
-r — — '
rodasi a vadata ganasriyo
'
— ' -i. ,
nrsacah surah savasahi manyavah. /
• • • • •
- (a) The word ganasriyah in VIII, 23, U refers to Agni and there
is no difference of opinion regarding it, but while SAIANA
r
explains the word as "haviradanartham yajamanaganam srayati tasya"
GRASSKANN interprets gana as the flames of Agni.
(b) In VII9, 5 also GRASSMANN attributes the same meaning to
gana viz. "der Flammen die mit Agni sich scharen, but it is not
attested by any other scholar. The first line of the verse runs
thus: /
thus:
— ' _ 1 x
agne yahi dutyam ma nsanyo
deva accha brahmakrta ganena /
SlTANA explains: "he agne havirvahanadi Karma devan accha
ganena samghena sapa brahmakrto asman asmadxyamsca tava Stotrn
ma himsih
•—_
GRIFFITH: "GO on thy message to the Gods and fail not, 0 Agni,
with their hand who pray and worship."
GELDNER: "Agnii Geh deinen Botengang - versieh dich nicht -
zu den Gottern von der erbauenden (Sanger) schar
(gesandt)...
The gana here comprises the human worshippers of Agni.
(c) In another verse, viz. V, 1, 3 (ab)
£ £ £ £ £
yad lm ganasya rasana'ifa.i xgah
* * ■ • ' ' e ' »
sucirankte sucibhir gobhir agnih /
Agni is the deity of the hymn. V. MlDflAVA interprets: "yada
__ e
pranijatasya niyamanim nidram niaarati tadanlm agnih suddhaih
tejobhih jagad ankte"
SSlAKA's explanation is more or less on the same line He says
• x •
that Agni is lighted dispelling the darkness obstructing all
activities which like a rope ties the gana or the universe com¬
prising samgha-s; then the bright Agni with the brightened
rays annoints the jagat or universe. This meaning no doubt
has its context in verse 2.
GRIFFITH admitting that the exact meaning of the words of the
text is uncertain, translates:
"When he hath stirred the line of his attendants with the
pure milk, pure Agni is annointed."
GELDNER: "¥enn er das Seilder Schar erweckt hat wird der reine
Agni mit reinem Kuh (schmalz) gesalbt.
GELDNER'S translation is only too literal4nd does not explain
anything, but he and Griffith appear to suggest that gana is the
people worshipping Agni (who form a belt round Agni in the altar)
which meaning seems better than the meaning given by the Indian
commentators, because the meaning of gana as samghatmaka .iagat
was rather unusual. GRASSMANN suggests the meaning "der Flammen . .
« •
for gana.
(iii) - (a) The Maruts forming a gana is said to belong to Indra who is
addressed in III, 35, 9 (ab)
~ # * *
ya abha.io maruta indra some
' JL " / e
ye tvam avardhann abhavan ganas te
(b) In many instances Indra is mentioned as saganah marudbhih.
viz. in I, 101, 9; III, 4-7, 2 and 4; III, 52, 7; X, 157, 3.
(c) In III, 32, 3 where Indra is addressed, fiaganah occurs not
with marudbhih but with rudrebhih. SllANA explains that it is
r •
an appellative term for the Maruts. GELDNER explains rudrebhih
saganah as "mit den Rudra (Sohnen) als Gefolge." Rudras are
4 4
called the "Father of the Maruts" in a few verses such as I, 114, 6
and 9; II, 33, 1; V, 52, 16; 7, 60, 5, but in numerous
instances such as I, 39, 4 and 7; I, 64, 3; I, 85, 2; I, 100, 5;
I, 101, 7; II, 34, 9; V, 54, 4; 7, 60, 6; Till, 7, 12;
1
Till, 13, 28 etc.etc. Maruts are called by the name of RudrasT
1 * Jm * f JL
Only in Till, 54, 3 i.e. Tal. 6. 3 (cd) "7asavo rudra avasena a
~ ' * *
gamanchrnvantu maruto havarrf1 the Maruts are mentioned separately besides
the 7asus and the Rudras. The Rudras and the 7asus are mentioned in
I. 58, 3 and 711, 5, 9 and the Rudras, the 7asus and the Idityas together
in many instances such as II, 31, 1; III, 8, 8; Till, 35, 1; VIII, 101, 15;
X, 66, 12; X, 125, 1; X, 128, 9 and X, 150, 1.
(d) In I, 6, 8:
/ ' f\r
anavadyair aDh-ldyflLbhir makhaiv sahasvad arcati
i ' •* '
ganair mdrasya kamyaih //
ganaih is explained by SllANA as marutsamuhaih. sahitam. He
• • •
thinks that the Maruts are divided into seven ganas of seven
each. V. MSdHAVA, however, comments regarding the plural
form: "ganasabdah ekavacana - bahuvacane paryayena bhavatah".
GRIFFITH follows M. MULLER in the translation:
"With Indra's well-beloved hosts, the blameless,
hastening to heaven / The sacrificer cries aloud."
He adds a note that the interpretation is "conjectural and
not altogether satisfactory."
GELDNER1s translation is:
"Hit den untadeligen, himmlischen bei Indra beliebten
(Sanger) scharen singt der Freigebige das Sieghafte
(Lied)"
but he notes there: "Die Ganas sind die Angiras bez. deren
Nachkommen, die gegen wartigen Sanger ...." According to
GRIFFITH and M. MULLER the hymn seems to describe the greatness
of Indra with the Maruts serving Him. In verse 7, ®IFFITH
says, the Maruts are addressed, but according to BEHFEY, the Sun.
In Verse 6, the "worshipping" "singers" are referred to, while
r {■ * mm *
in Verse 5 they are called as "vahnibhih avinda usriya anu"
("with the Tempest-Gods," .... "Foundest the Kine even in the
cave" - GRIFFITH). But the Angirases are often said to help
Indra and Brhaspati in this matter. But as some activities
which characterise the Maruts are more often said in the verse,
we can accept the explanation of SAYANA and V. MADHAVA that the
gana refers to the band of the Maruts.
F4
(iv) - (a) The Angirases, however, are no doubt referred to in verse
IV, 50, 5 (ab), the deity of the hymn being Brhaspati.
f ' mm * ' mm *




valam ruroja phaligam ravena
This is often repeated in the various samtitas of 17. (MS.
IV, 12, 1; TS. II, 13, 14, 4; KS X, 13)
GRIFFITH: "With the loud-shouting band who sang his praises,
with thunder, he destroyed obstructive Vala."
GELDNER: "Er hat mit seiner schon singenden, er mit seiner
verskundigen Schar den Vala erorochen ...." (Note -
Die Schar sind die Angiras.')
MACDONELL: ('Vedic Reader') translates: "He with his well
praising jubilant throng burst open with roar the
enclosing cave." In the Note he remarks about
ganena: "the Angirases who in I, 62, 3 are assoc¬
iated with Indra and Brhaspati in the finding of
the cows."
(in I, 62, 3 the Angirases are mentioned as narah)
(b) To Brahmanaspati is addressed the hymn II, 23, the first
verse of which has
•im mm mm ' mm
gananam tva ganapatim havamahe
C
f — C 1 /Kavim kavmam upamasravastamam /
SXYANA explains gananam ganapatim as devadigananam sambandhinam
sviyanam patim. V. MSDHAVA interprets it as devagananam patim .
UVATA explains it as stfigananam madhve vugapad ganapatim.
MAHlDHARA explains it as gananam madhye ganarupena priyasya palakam





The verse occurs in VS. (Ma) XXIII, 19, and TS. II, 3, 14, 3. The
commentaries of MAHlDHARA, UVATA and BB on the expression has been
taken from 'Rgarthadipika1 Vol III - by L~. SARUP, 1943, Lahore p. 134•
5"5
GRIFFITH: "We call thee Lord and Leader of the Heavenly hosts,
the wise among the wise, the famousest of all."
(Regarding Brahmanaspati GRIFFITH notes that he alternates with
Brhaspati, the Deity in whom the action of the worshipper upon
the Gods is personified.) (p.17 and p.237)
GELDMER: "Wir rufen dich, den Herrn der (Sanger) Scharen an den
hoch beruhmterten, We isen der We isen, den Oberheirrn
der Segens - worte, 0 Brahmanaspati." (it is noted:
gam hier wohl vom Sanger chor vgl. 4, 50, 5; 1, 6, 8;
6, 4-0, 1; 10, 14, 3) gana in IV, 50^ has been
explained as the gana of the Angirases but the gana
in I, 6, 8 probably refers to the Maruts although
GELDNER suggests "Sangerchor" and "Angiras". VI, 40, 1
is discussed later where also the gana does not appear
to comprise the Angiras. In X, 14, 3 there is no
gana but it is mentioned that Brhaspati is praised by
the Angirases, who "appear to have been regarded as a
race of higher beings between gods and men, the
typical first sacrificers, whose ritual is the pattern
which later priests must follow." (GRIFFITH Vol. I, p.l.)
Here gananam ganapatim appears to signify manusvastotrgananam
madhye angirogananam patim orahmanaspatim.
(c) In X, 112, 9, the deity of the hymn, Indra is addressed as
ganapate ganesu. where SAIMA explains ganesu as stotrganesu.
GRIFFITH translates. "Lord of the hosts^ amid our bands ..."
and GELDNER "... du Herr der Schar, unter den (Sanger) scharen;"
So ganesu being the band of singers or invokers, Indra as ganapati
is/
5C
is the lord of the gana of the Maruts, or the Angirases.
(v) - (a) In VI, /yO, 1, Indra is requested to take a seat amidst the
gana:
uta pra dj-aya gana a nisadya
— n
- tha ya.maya grnate vayodhah //
But this gane does not signify the gana of the Angirases as in
IV, 50, 5, nor that of the Maruts, but as stotrsamghe. as
explained by SAYANA.
GRIFFITH: "Begin the songs seated in our assembly," where
"assembly" is made the synonym of gana.
GELDNER: "... und stimme den Gesang an, in der (Sanger Kraft
zum Opfer'.'
GRASSMANN also has taken this example as well as that of X, 112, 9
above, under his fifth category, viz. "der Menschen," but
gananam in II. 23, 1 has also been interpreted by him with the
meaning of the second category, viz. "der mit Brahmanaspati
verbundenen Geniaq" like the gana in IV, 50, 5 or the word ganapati
in II, 23, 1.
Besides the gana of the human invokers, referred to above,
the human gana is also mentioned in verse V, 79, 5, to Usas,
VI, 56, 5 to Pusan and I, 117, 3 to the Asvins.
(b) yacciddhi te gana ime cliadayanti maghattaye/(V. 79, 5, cd)
SllANA explains: he usah yat ye Kecana tava svabhutah purato
vartamanah ganah samghaohutah dhanadanaya dhanavattvaya va upa
cchadayanti
GRIFFITH translated te ganah by "these thy bands" and in the note
explains/......
zn
explains it as "The congregation of worshippers."
GELDNER, also interprets it as "diese (Sanger.)chore."
/ \ ' ' — ' m ' —j.
{o) imam ca no gavesanam sataye sisadho ganam arat pusannasi
srutah/(VI. 56, 5)
is explained by SlXANA thus:
"he pusan asmakam labhaya imam ca ganam martusya
— — — /mm mm *
samgham gavamesayitaram sadhaya / he pusan duradese'p"~
fpi tvam prakhyato bhavasi" /
GRIFFITH: "Lead on this company of ours, that longs for Kine,
to win the spoil ..."
GELDNER: "und fuhre diese unsere Hinder begehrende. Schar
richtig zum Gewinn ..."
Here the gana is not of the worshipping or invoking people but
of the cowseeking people. GELDNER considers such a gana as
'military' which may not necessarily be so.
(vi) - (a) rsim naravamhasah panca.janyam
rbisad atrim muncatho ganena/ (I. 117. 3 ab)
which according to SAXANA may be explained thus: he narau
'
mm mm mm mm -m *mm
asvinau pancajanyam rsim paparupat tusagneh sakasat ganena
indriyavargena putrapautradiganena va saha amocayatham. Here
then ganena does not denote stotrsamuhena. but according to
• •
SSXAEA putrapautradiganena. V. MlDHAVA explains ganena as
saputrapautram sendriyam va.
GRIFFITH: "Ye freed the sage Atfi, whom the five tribes hon¬
oured, from the strait pit, ye Heroes, with his people.
GELDNER: "Den unter den funf Stammen bekannten Rsi Atri oefreit
• •
ihr Herren aus Drangsal, mit seinem Gefolge aus dem gluhenden Ofen,
rg
In I, 116, B.atrim is qualified by sarvaganam which is
similar to ganena. and which is discussed later.
This example is important for our study because this seems
to have shown a development of the meaning of gana from "retinue"
to "the group of human beings, socially connected.'''
(vii) - (a) In ¥., 4-4-, 12 (cd)
mm * * mm 4 mm
ubha sa vara pratyeti bhati ca
yad im ganam bha.jate suprayavabhih //
the Maruts are addressed and it is said about the sage Sadaprna
• •
and others ("etesam pancanam parasparapeksaya pratyekamekavacanam")
(SlXANA) - in the words of GRIFFITH:
"He gains his wish in both the worlds and brightly
shines - when he adores the host ('of gods' - in the
footnote) with well advancing steeds." ('with well-
arranged hymns,' according to SlXANA)
Here ganam or 'the host' does not have the sense of 'followers,'
but only the sense of 'a group of beings,' - here, 'a group of
gods'; according to V. MADHAYB "indradiham ganam". GELDNER
interprets gana differently. He translates - "... Beiden
Wunschcen kornmt er entgegen und strahlt, so bald er einer Schar
mit guten Anfuhrern(l)teilhaft wird." (In the Note GELDNER
/ m
remarks "ganam entsprcchend entweder der kreis der verbundeten
Fursten (vrjanam in 1) oder die Schar der Kooperierenden Priester.")
Regarding vr.i ana in 1, hox^ever, SAXANA remarks "valanamaitad
balavati varfcate" and (31IFFITH understands it as "Agni, the
prince" and GELDNER also translates it into "einen 0|Dferbund."
GELDNER's suggestion to understand gana here as "the circle of
allied sovereigns" is too much of an assumption. The sense of
'the troop of co-operating priests' is also not very likely
here. This hymn has the first two verses with regard to Indra,
the third Sgneyi., the fourth may be Sgneyi or Sauri, the
*■" T f Tfifth is also Agney#-, the sixth Vaisvadevi, the seventh Sauri,
the eighth may be Agneyi or Sauri, the ninth and tenth Sauri,
eleventh has the Madadevata - hence in the twelfth verse Tm
ganam most probably denotes "this host of the gods mentioned
in the preceding verses."
GRASSMAHN gives the meaning "der Menschen" here but with bha.i ate
the Accusative ganam is not likely to be "men."





mm mm * * .
athaita va.ia amrtasya pantham
*
mm mm mm
ganam devanam rbhavah suhastah
1 i • F
According to SSlANA, the Rbhus are requested to go to the way
• •
of amrta. to the gana of the devas. V. H^DHAVA gives more or
less the same meaning. In any case, with the explicit mention
of devanam. there is little room for doubt about what the gana
comprises here. GRIFFITH, however, translates ganam devanam
by "to the Gods' assembly" which meaning is unusual for gana
and GELDNER translates it by "unter das Grefolge der Gotter."
<atso
But here iScfess. the sense of 'follower 'yis not probably present,
only the collective sense of it is expressed. GRASSMANN cites
only this example for his fourth category of meaning, viz. der
Gotter uoerhaupt.
IcQ
(viii) - (a) gana in IX, 32, 3 apparently denotes a collection of 'swans':
mm f ' mm / f £ mm mm * ' / £ £ { //
adim hamso yatha ganam visvasvavivasanmatiny atyo na gobhir ajyate/y
S5XANA explains: "ayam somah hamso yatha ganam visvasya
j anasamgham svagati-vises ena svanena va pravisati tadvat-
sarvasya stotr.janasya - stutim buddhim va - vasam nayati / sa ca
somah asva.uva gavyair ndakair va snigdhikriyate." //
GRIFFITH translates: "How like a swan he maketh all the company
sing each his hymn. He like a steed is bathed in milk."
GELDNER: "Dann hat er wie eine Gans ihre Schar, so eines jeden
Gebet laut werden lassen. Es wird mit Milch (Kuhen)
wie ein Rennpferd gesalbt (preisgekront)"




BHAVE thinks that GELDNER apparently took the word avivasat
as causal of rt vas 'to bellow' which ought to give the form
avavasanta or avavasanta. BHAVE explains the word as third
/
person singular causal from root vas 'to long for' and he
translates:
"Afterwards, like the Swan the group, (he, the Soma,)
attracts the prayer of all ...."
HILLE3RANDT also translates it by "liess ... ertonen".
LUDWTG remarks "wohl der wachhaltande Vogel, der bei
"A
herannahender Gefahr ein Geschrei erheot, das von aem
ganzen Schwarm beantwortet wird."
SlYANA's explanation of "avivasat" as "vasam nayati" can,
however, be justified by the derivation given by BHAVE - the




explanation of ganam as janasamgham is not convincing. It can
be easily explained as hamsasamgham and even then the swan
enters its group, evidently not by its special gait, but by its
sound. Hence, following SEXANA we can explain the line thus:
'at' apica fhamso ' lyatha' 'ganam' hamsaganam svanena (it is oetter
/ /
than svagati-visesena) vasam nayati tadvat 1m' ayam somah
• • • •
— * e
visvasya stotr.i anasya matim stutim buddhim va avivasat vasam
• • •
nayati. Except SEXANA all the interpreters are unanimous that
gana here refers to "the bevy of swans'.'
(b) VIII. 4.6. 31 again refers to the gana of ustras adha
• • •
/ street . e / / t
yaccarathe gane satam ustra acikradat / adha svitnesu vimsatim
sata //
SEXAITA: atha yada caryamane vanaya preryamana ityarthap/ tadrse
• • • •
gane ustrasamghe ustranam satam asmabhyam
• •• • » y • "
pradanayajuhava / apicasmadartham eva sveta-varnesu
mm ' e mm £ mm mm
goyuthesu vimsatimca satanica athava satanam
• • '
vimsatimacikradat. /
GRIFFITH: "And in the grazing herd he made a hundred camels
bleat for me And twenty hundred mid the white."
(Footnote: herds of cows.)
GELDEER: "Und als in der Karawane hundert Kamele brullten da
(empfingjlch) aeij&en Svitna's Zwanzig Hunderte."
SEXANA's ustrasamgha agrees with GRASSMAN's "Schaar oder Heerde
0 • • •
der Ganse oder Buffel." GRIFFITH'S "grazing herd" or GELDEER's
"Karawane" unnecessarily assumes too much. In the last two
verses, the mention is made of a number of 'bulls' (vrsan).,7 • • y
^rici 'wen' I va.flKT<-3
Q1
(ix) - (a) In X, 34-, 12 (ab),
r
mm mm * * mm mm tm * mm
yo vah senanir mahato ganasya raja vratasya prathamo babhuva /
the dices are addressed, their ganas and vratas are mentioned,
one who is the senani of the gana. the raj an of the vrata.
SlXANA explains: "he aksah yah yusmakam mahato ganasya samghasya
• • • • • • •
yah aksah senanih neta babhuva bhavati vratasya ca
mm mm ' mm mm
raja xsvarah prathamah mukhyo babhuva tasmai aksaya
• • ' .. 9
krnomi ahaman.ialim Karomi." /
GRIFFITH: "To the great captain of your mighty army, who hath
become the host's imperial leader ..."
GELDNER: "Wer der Heer fuhrer eurer grosse®) Truppe der Oberste
Konig des Heer haufens geworden ist, ...."
MACDONELL ('Vedic Reader'): "To him who is the general of your
great throng as King, has become the first of your
host, (I stretch forth my ten fingers) "
The interpreters differ in construing, but it is clear that
senanx is connected with ganasya whereby gana is a military band
• •
or army. It is allegorical and the imagery is drawn from that
gana which has military function. The Maruts who are often
called making a gana of Indra, helping him in his military
affairs might have suggested the metaphor.
(b) In X, 103, 3 (ab) also gana appears to have the sense of a
'military band' or'army':
' *- t * t f l * ^
Sa isu-hastaih sa nisangibhir vasx
samsrasta sa yudha indro ganena /
SlYANA explains that here the capability of Indra as the con-
:queror/
conqueror in oattles is shown. Indra is called vasx because
the Maruts and others are under his control. With the
isuhastas and nisangins who are his bhatas. as- explained by
SAXANA, he in the battle or for the battle comes upon the enemy-
army (sa ca indrah yudhyamanahsan. athava ;yuddhahetoh ganena
• • • •
0 t
satrusanghena saha samsrstah ekxbyavanasxlah ...)
• •••••
GRIFFITH: "He rules with those who carry shafts and quivers,
Indra who with his band brings hosts together ..."
GELDNER: "Er 1st mit seinen Pfeiltragern, er mit den Kocherge-
:wappneten, er nut seinem Gefolge der Gebieter
Indra, der in Kampfe verwickelt, ....."
GELDNER takes the gana as the followers of Indra i.e. the mili-
:tary band of his side, not of the enemy's side, as explained
by SaYANA. It is, however, certain that gana is specialised
here to the sense of "the military troop" - either of one's own
side or of the other.
In X, 34,12, we have seen gana side by side with vrata and the
senanx of the great gana with the raj an of the vrata. SlYANA
explains there "gana-vratayor alpo bhedaia." but we do not have
sufficient evidence to note the nature of the distinction. We
have already discussed how ZIMMER draws an inference from
V, 53, 11 which contains sardiia. vr^ata, gana. which has been
criticised in 'Vedic Index' (ii, 342).
(a) V, 53, 11 runs thus:
* * e
mm JL mm






SAIANA explains sardhamsardham as tattadvalam i.e. 'the res¬
pective forces.' Vrata he explains as avivaksitaganah and
ganamganam as tamtam sapta-sapta-samudayatmakam. But SaIANA
• • • • • •
does not quote any authority for his explanation and has
probably done it fancifully. GRIFFITH'S rendering is also
t
—
fanciful, sardha. the troop, vrata the band and gana. the
company, and their distinction is not also clear. GELDNER
translates the verse into: Jeden Heerhaufen von euch, jedes
Gesc'hwader, jeden Trupp woUen wir mit Loopreisungen, mit (fromrnen)
Gedanken begleiten." But he also does not explain, why sardha
is "Eeerhauf", vrata "Geschwader" and gana "Trupp."
HILLEBRANDT translates the words into "Heere", "Rotten", "Zuge"
respectively. All of them probably have.in mind ZIMMER's
conclusion.
(b) In III, 26, 6 (ab) in the Agni-hymn, mention is made of the
MM '
Maruts and the words vratam-vratam and ganam ganam:
MM ^ '
vratam vratam ganam ganam susastibhir
• • • •
r
m * mm * /
agner bhamam marutam o.ja Imahe /
SlTAKA explains vratam vratam as oratisamuham and ganam ganam
• " • • • • •
as mahati samuhe. These are connected with marutam Q..iah
lmahe. i.e. tadrsara marutam te.io yacamahe. V. KlDHAVA explains
vrata as 'a collection of wealth of various kinds' and gana as
———— a
'that of one kind.'
GRIFFITH: "We, band on band, and troop following troop entreat,
with fair lauds Agni's.splendour and the Maruts' might."
^ In the preceding verse. V. 53. 10 - the sardha of the chariots
of the Maruts, and the bright gana of the Maruts are men¬
tioned. But from that too, the semantic nature of the
words cannot be discriminated.
In the next line the Maruts seem, to have come with their spotted
horses to the sacrificial assembly in honour of Agni.
GELDNER trans la.tes vrata by "Schar" and " gana" by "Rotte."
It is only possible to say that gana in these instances
s
denote 'a band of beings,' here the 'band* is bf the Maruts1
and the later use of the Maruts' ganas, 'seven' in number, of
'seven' in each group might have had its basis at the time of
the early RV. (Bks. Ill and V) as ganamganam presupposes gana
• • • •
in plural.
SscSfiaganam is a Bahuvrihi compound and occurs in two passages:
I, 116, 8 (cd) and V, 51, 12.
/ / *
(a) rbise atrim asvinavanitam
• • ' " ii"
* f *
unninvathuh sarvaganam svasti
• • • J """ " 1
*
SlYANA explains: "he asvinau apagataprakase plda-yantragrhe
• • •
avan!tarn avanmukhataya asuraih prapitam atrim sarvaganam
■* » •
sarvesam indriyanam putradinam va ganopetam - svasti avinaso
yatha bhavati tatha tasmad grhad udgamayya vuvam svagrham
prapitavantau.
V. MlDHAVA explains unninyathuh sarva-ganam svasti as
• •
unninyathuh avikalasarvendriyaganam avinasena.
These explanations accord with that of I, 117, 3 where
Atri is said released with his gana (ganena) i.e. either with
• m
all his indriyas (organs) (intact) or putra-pautradi. SllANA
is
also gives an explanation following XASKA which^raetaphorical.
Sarvaganam is according to GRIFFITH "with all his people" and
according to GELDNER "mit ganzem Gefolge." We cannot be sure
if/...
if the sense of gana as denoting the group of people of one's
race, such as the sons, the grandsons etc., is already estab¬
lished during this period as a term of social group.
(b) The other instance of sarvaganam does not denote the same






svastaya adityaso bhavantu nah
SllANA explains: '... sarvadevaganopetam brhaspatim brhatah
• • • •
karmano mantrasya palayitaram svastaye stumah / aditeh putrah
• • • • •
sarve deva arunadayo dvadasa va / nah asmakam svastaye
bhavantu /.
But sarvaganam brhaspatim may, however, denote Brhaspati with
all his gana viz. that of the Angirases, who are his retinue.
The other gods are mentioned as adityasah and previously
mentioned by names.
(xii) Sumadganah is also a Bahuvrxhi compound occurring in verse
II. 36, 3 (cd)
f
mm ' ' '
atha mandasva ju.jusano andhasas
/ / / t ..
tvastar devebhir .janiohih sumadganah //
- And Tvashtar, well-content be joyful in the juice with
Gods and goddesses in gladsome company" - GRIFFITH.)
According to SSlANA, "he tvastar anyair devaih devapatnibhisca
sftbhanaganas tvam somalaksanasyannasya sevamanah mandasva
• • S 5 •
trpto bhava.
3y MARTdHARA sumadganah is explained as sumadah santusta gana
devah striganasca vasva sa
occurring/
sumadvanah as he explains this verse
a
occurring in VS. XXVI, 24-





tvasta devebhir .janibhih sajosa
• • • •
f * * *
dyaur devebhih prthivi samudraih
, C_- —
or in X, 64, 10 (ab)
'
mm mm mm f
uta rnata brhaddiva srnotu nas -
• • •
'
— ' ' — / /
tvasta devebhir .ianibhih pita vacah /




— > /• r t
ila yesam ganya mahina sxh
• • • • •
is explained in 'SW as ganebhavah.
• ~ T
But other interpreters including LUEWIG, GELDEER etc. and
Vl'-ffiUiAVA that the word is derived from a verb meaning " to
count'.' SSlANA explains ganya as gananeya mahina mahatlh gih
stutirupavok. In any case it seems to have no semantic con¬
nection with the gana of our study.
3. Gana in AV.
—>—
In the AV. we have only a few new instances of gana. In AV. (SAU)
there are eleven occurrences, of which one is just the repetition of
another on another occasion. Besides, the single instances there is
one use of mahagana. and another of vidagana. In AV. (Pai) there are
nearly a score of occurrences of gana. six of which agree with the
occurrences in AV. (SAU), (the repeated instance in Sau being repeated
in Pai also). Four out of the ten instances of AV. (Sau) are repeated
RV. instances, three of the later Books of the RV. (two from Book X,
one from Book I) and only one of the earlier one (Book IV.) In AV.
(Pai) the three RV. instances of the later Books - are only repeated.
In AV. (pai) besides some new compounds such as ganavardhana.
ganabhivardhana. ganapravardhana. apigana. and old compounds ganapati
* *
A *
and sagana. there are some four singular and six plural single forms
of gana. In AV. (Sau) on the other hand there are txro singular and
six plural single forms of gana.
(i) In AV. also there are many references to the gana of the Maruts.
(a) AV. (Sau) IV, 13, 4 and (Pai) V, 18, 5,^ first line
— — ' mm mm ' mm
trayantam imam devas trayantam ma.rutamganah
• • •
which is repeated, RV. X, 137, 5yhas been explained by SSlANA quite
differently from how he explained the RV. verse. In RV. the protection
was sought for all including the invoker (visvamitra) and ayam in the
second line was referred to as "our bodies etc." But here SSXANA
explains that it is desired that "this child" be protected by Indra
and other gods with the ganas of the Maruts, or by Agni and other gods
dominating over the indriyas by giving skill in the different indriya-s
(tattad-/
AV. (PAI) reads maruto ganaih for marutam ganah
(tattad-indriya-patava-pradanena.) He further explains: "... tatha
"marutam" ekonapancasat-sam.i nakanam ityadi-srutyantara-prasiddha-
sam.i nakanam ye ^nah sapta-samkhyakah santi te' pi imam trayantam.
• • • • • • •
yadva marutam prani/pana-vyanadxnam dehe avasthitanam ganah "
• • • •
As suggested by SllANA if it is the group of the pranavayu-s, a further
explanation is required for the use of plural for singular. In RV.
the word gana was used in singular but in AV. (Sau & Pai) it is
plural, and the change seems to be significant and probably the idea
of the seven gana-s of the Maruts of seven in each gana is later than
the RV. (which may be a reason for the proportionately large number of
singular use of gana in RV.)
(b) A new instance in AV. (Sau) XIII, 4, 8
* * t * & *
tasyaisa rnaruto ganah sa eti sikyakrtah
(His is the troop of Maruts, he goes sling made^-- WHITNEY) occurs in a
hymn, the deity of which is Rohita. The names of several gods,
including Mahendra, are cited in this hymn and GRIFFITH translates:
"His are these banded Maruts: they move gathered close like porter's
thongs." Both LANMAN and GRIFFITH refer to the emendation madpty
M. HERRI for sikyakrtah which LANKAN calls "venturesome and unaccept-
• •
:able."
(a) Gana without explicit mention of the Maruts may refer to the band
of the Maruts when Indra's gana is mentioned as in AV. (Sau) XX, 4L, 2
and XX, 70, 4, (Pai) V, 18, 5 and VI, 17, 10
«• * & *
anavadyair aohidyubhir makhah sahasvad arcati
ganair indrasya kamyaih //
which is RV. verse I, 6, 8 repeated.
LANKAN adds a note "as if hung in slings."
(b) AV. (Sau) XIX, 13, U, (Pai) VII, 4, 4 (first line)
' '
# / * r
sa isuhastaih sa nisangibhir vasl
'
— ' ' ' /
samsrasta sa yudha indro ganena /
which is also RV. verse X, 103, 3 repeated.
(c) In AV. (Sau) XX, S3, 5 (first line)
' f
mm r ' mm '
sa sustubha sa rkvata ganena
• • •
balam ruro.ia phajigam ravena /
which is again RV. IV, 50, 5 repeated and also found in the
different versions of the XV., the deity of the nymn being
Brhaspati, the Angirases seem to have been referred to by gana.
(iii) gana referring to all sorts of groups of men and animal are
found in AV. (Pai) XIX, 54, 3-5
ganapate ganapatim ma krnu tasman ma vayam (?) //
• » • •• i ii ii
apigana apiganam ma krnu tasman ma chitsi //
i • • • 11
Sagana saganam ma krnu tasman ma nasam //
and also in AV. (Pai) XIX 54, 6 - 8
ganavardhana ganam me vardhaya /
• •
gavam asvanam purusanam brahmacarinam bhutya annadyasya //
• • • •





ganapravardhava ganam me pravardhaya / gavam etc.
• • •
The gana of the Maruts is also mentioned as the gods among them.
The second verse,
rasmibhir nabha abhrtam mahendraety avrtah /
• • A
("To misty cloud filled with his rays Mahendra goes encompassed
round.") is repeated after the present verse shows that Rohita
is/
is compared to Mahendra so that Maruts are called his retinue.






("Apart Par.janyai let the troops of Maruts, roaring, swell the
song . " - GRIFFITH.)
("Let the troops of Maruts sing unto thee, 0 Parjanya noisy
here and therej" - WHITNEY.)
(d) AV. (Sau) XIX, 45, 10, (Pai) XV, 4, 10
maruto ma ganair avantu pranapanayayuse varcase /
1
• • •
O.jase te.jase svastaye suprabhutaye svaha //
("May the Maruts protect me with their troops for inspiration
and expiration, for strength for energy, for vigour, for weal
and prosperity, All Hail.")
This is a curative and protective charm, where the Maruts1
functions are mentioned with regard to men.
(e) AV. (Pai) VI, 17, 10 (the first line)
a yantu maruto ganai(s) stuta dadhatu norayira /
marudbhir agna a gahi /
(Let the Maruts by their ganas (ganawise) oe praised and let
• •
them place wealth to us, 0 Agni do you come with the Maruts.)




sarvebhyo 'ngirobhyo vidaaanedhyah svalia /
(To the Ganas, hail,
To/......
72-
To the great Ganas, hail.
To all the Vidaganas ("gana-knowing (?) - WHITNEI) Angirases, hail)
The hymn is in prose, only one stanza appears to be metrical.
Homage appears to be paid to the various portions of AV., the
Rsis and Brahma. The last instance is typical of AV.
• •
REKOU says about the word gana in AV.
/ /
"Le mot gana pris isolement designe les parties
constitutives du paryaya." (Etudes Vediques et
Panineenes (p.72 fn.) )
and it is elaborately said in WHITHEX's translation of the AV.
with notes'of LAEMAN (HOS, VIII, p.4-27.)
"Each paryaya has its own summing up at the end:
if a numbered division corresponding to rc is
composed of more than one divided portion, it is
called a gana. and its subdivisions avasana-rcas»n ' '» 1" 7 — '
or jjahavasana-rcas."
i
In the Dictionary of the Rituals REHOU gives the following
meaning to Gana:
"groupe de formulas, ainsi les 7 groupes
accompagnat l'oolation des gateaux aux Marut
Ap. XVII, 16, 16 (cayana) certains groupes sort
aranye 1nuyakya, q. u d'autres gramye1 nuvakya."
G. Gana in YV.:
•
(i) In the different versions of YV. also, gana seems to be mostly
used with reference to the host of the Maruts.
(a) In Vs. Ma XVIII, .45 - Xa XX, 2, 8 as also in TS. IV, 7, 12, 3
MS II, 12, 3 and III, 4, 3; Kap.S. XXIX, 3 and KS. XVIII, 14.
v / /
maruto 'si marutam ganah
GRIFFITH: "Thou art the Maruts1 own (the stormy region of
midair), the band of Maruts,....."
MAHlDHARA explains: "marutah as marutam vatanam ayam marutam
~ 5" • 9
sukrajyotih prabhrtxnam ganah tannivasatvat
• • • •
antariksaloko vai maruta iti."
1
•
SSlAIIA in TS. explains: " yo 'yam bahunam 'marutam' (vayuvisesanam
• • • • • •
ganah marutasabdavacyah tadrupastvam asi."
• • •
KEITH: "Thou art of the Maruts, the horde of the Maruts"
with notes that here "in its three parts the three
Vata oolations" accompanied by the supplementary
Mantras for the Vajaprasa-viya Homa (TS.I, 7, 10)
GRIFFITH also noted against this verse in VS. "He offers three
Wind Libations, having caught the wind'in his hollowed
hands from outside the altar."
(b) In VS. Ma XXXIII, 45 - Ka XXXII. 4, 2, the RV. I, 14, 3
verse is repeated:
mm JL ' ' mL — ' y ' /
indravayu brhaspatim mitragnim pusanam bhagam /
• • • •
adityan marutam ganam //
MAHlDHARA explains it by bringing in a verb (enan) ahvayami (I
invoke them.) In the RV. verse, SSlAWA explains it with agne
yaksi /
1/f
yaksi taken from verse 1, but in IV. the verse is quoted singly,
so it has to be explained in another way.
In XS XXXIV, 16 "... prayajesu yaddevatyas somas taddevatyah
/ /
—. . .
pasur vaisvadeva unnrya-mana aindragna unnito rudro huyamano
vagdhuto maruto sg.no 'bhyavrtto mitrah pratikhyata indra asanno
• • •
bhakso bhaksa-manas sakha jnaksitah", where among the All-gods
with the mention of Mitra, Indra, Agni, Rudra. Maruta .gana is
mentioned.
That the Maruts lived in bands is found in TS. TV, 3, 13, 4 -
"marutah uruksayah sagana manusesu "
• • • • • " • •
In MS., IV, 4, 5 " maruta eva gano bhutvo.i .1 a rati.
— v __ *
rajanyam jinaty atyantam evakramit."
(ii) That the gana of the Maruts was the retinue of Indra is said in
IIS. XIV, 14, 13:
indro havismant sagano marudbhih
and in MS. I, 3, 23 and TS. I, 4, 42, 1:
sajosa indra sagano marudbhih somam piba.
• # • •
("In unison and in fellowship with the Maruts, Indra drunk the
Soma " - KEITH)
Agni is also called sagana as we find in RV., -
yaste sivastanvo .iatavedo ya antariksedivi yah
orthivyam tablrih samblruya saganah sa.iosa .
• • • • • •
hiranyayonir vaha havyam agne in KS VII, 15 and Kap. S VI, 2
(iii) Seven appears to be the numoer of the Maruts in one gana.
/ *
(a) In TS. V, 4, 7, 7 "maruto vai devanam viso deva-visenairvasmai




saptagana vaimaruto. ganasa eva visam ava rundhe ganenaganam
anudrutya .juhoti visamevasmai anuvartmanan Karoti // "
(..."The Maruts are in seven troops; verily in troops he wins
the people for him; running over troop by troop he offers;
verily he makes the people obedient to him." - KEITH)
(b) "...Saptagana vai maruto, ganasa evasmai sajatan avarundhe ..."
(TS. II, 2, 5, 7, TS II, 2, 11, 1 )
(c) Sapta bhavanti saptagana vai maruto ganasa eva visam
• •
avagaochati. (TS II, 3, 1, 5)
(d) Sapta Kapala bhavanti. sapta sapta maruta ganas tasmat
saptakapala. ganena ganena juhoti. ganasa eva marutah prinati.
• • • • •
yo 'ranye 'nuvakyo ganas tanmadhyats .iuhuyat, ksatram va esa
marutam viditare viso va etat ksatram madhyamestam Karoti.
• • • • • •
(MS. Ill, 3, 10)
(The classes of the Maruts are seven, seven are the potsherds,
he offers by one class after another. The maruts are pleased
(if offered) by classes only, which class is to be recited as
Anuvakya in aranya is to be offered in the middle. This class
of the Maruts is Ksatra, the others are vis. The Ksatra will
• 7 •
make the vises to be sacrificed in the middle. - KEITH)
(e) Similar is a passage in KS XXI, 10 "... Saptadha gana
ganena ganam anudrutya .juhoti ganasa eva marutastarpayati /
vo' ranve' nuvakvo ganastem madhve iuhoti "
• •
In all these instances we find that the Maruts are in
seven bands^ with seven in each band.
(iv) In KS. XI, 1 ... ekavimsatirvaimaruta gana yad ekavimsatir_
nirbadhah .......
—' ' 9
These twenty-one ganas are, however, the multiple of seven.
(v) In TS I, 4? 11, 1 trimsattrayasca ganino ru.ianto divam rudrah
prthivinca sacanta.
(KEITH: "Three and thirty in troops the Rudras
Frequent the sky and earth the destructive ones)
In TS. I, 4-, 10, 1 are enumerated eleven gods in the earth,
eleven in the sky and eleven in the waters. All together they
are thirty three. They are called Rudras. In RV the Maruts
are sometimes mentioned as Rudras or sons of Rudras, we can not
identify these Rudras as Maruts because the ganas of the latter
are either seven or a multiple of seven, not eleven.
/ . \ / \ — ' — ' ' -r ' — —
Ivi; {&) praturvan nehyavakramannasastx rudrasya ganapatyan
(ganapatyam in VS.) (ganapatye in KS.) mayobhurihi (VS. Ma XI,
• •
- Ka. XII, 2, H) (TS. IV, 1, 2, 2; MS. II, 7, 2; KS XVI, 1)
MAHTDHARA explains ganapatyam as the ganapatitva of the ganas■
3SYANA explains it as "pasusamuha patitvam."
GRIFFITH (VS): "Gome, speeding on and trampling imprecations,
come gladdening to the chieftainship of Rudra." (Footnote -
Rudra: as Pasupati, lord of Beasts.)
KEITH (TS): "Hastening come hither, trampling the enemy / Gome
with wondrous skill from the leadership of Rudra."
ft ' ' «£
(b) In TS V, 1, 2, 3 "vajryasvah praturvan nehya vakramann
t t r
^ * e • / ^ t
asastTrityaha vajrenaiva papmanam bhratrvyam ava Kramati
• • •
r £ mm mm* JL ' ' ' j 'mm
rudrasya ganapatyadit.yaha raudra vai pasavo rudradeva / pasun
niryacyatmane Karma Kttrute ..."
KEITH./.. -...
n
KEITH (TS): "... the steed has a thunderbolt liastening come
hither, trampling the enemy' he says; verily he tramples with
the thunderbolt on the evil foe; from the lordship of Rubra'
he says; cattle are connected with Rubra; verily having begged
from Rubra cattle he acts for his own interest."
(c) In ICS XIX, 2 and Kap S XXIX, 3 the passage is very similar
/
"vajryasvah .... ... avakramati rudrasya ganapatye mayobhurheti
• —— m
/ /
raudra vai pasavo rudrameva pasum niryacya ..."
(d) In MS III, 1, 3 with certain additions and alterations of
the words in TS V, 1, 2, 3:
"•*• yadaha praturvan ... asastiriti vajrena va etad asastlr
— *
aratiyantam avakramati raudra vai pasavo 'gnxrudro yad rubrat
pasun aniryacyagnim cinvita ... yadaha rudrasya ganapatyan
• •
ni ayobhurehiti ..."
Thus Rubra as the ganapati is the protector of the cattle, i.e.
*
pasuganapati; and thus gana here stands for 'the class of lower
animals.'
(vii) Brhaspati also is called sagana. The gana or retinue of
• • •
Brhaspati might be the Aiigirases, as noticed in RV.
(a) Thus, in MS IV, 12, 1 it is said
' 1
_ ' '' ' f
brhaspatim havamahe visvatah saganam vayani /
• • • • •
upa no ya.mam a gamat /
(b) In MS II, 2, 3




yo bahupustastasya grhat Kstram ahare;>mh .....
• • • • •
brhaspatir gani svam va etad devatam bhuyistham
' '
• " — —• 1 1 • "" T" • •
/ *
arpayati sa.jatairenam ganinam Karoti.
(d) In TS II, 3, 3, 5 .... brahmanaspatimeva .... ganavati
yaj yanuvakye bhavatah sajatirevainam ganavantam Karoti.
In all these instances recourse is taken to Brhaspati or
Brahmanaspati and by uttering "troop" in the Yajoja and
Anuvakya he makes him possess troops of his fellows. Here the
application of the Mantras having gana in it is supposed .to
hold a command over the gana (ganin or ganavant)
• • •
(viii) In VS. XXXII. IX. devaganah is found in yam medham devaganah
• • • • " • •
'
.. f C mm ± C
pitarasc opasate / taya mamadya medhayagne medhavinam kuru svaha .
The verse is repeated in RV. Khila IV, 8, 9 without "svaha".
In AV. VI, 108, 4 a similar verse is obtained but without
devaganah:
• •
yam rsayo bhutakrto medhaim medhavino viduh /
II I —•
f _/ * / _ ^ /
taya mamadya medhayagne medhavinam Krnu
The distinction is notable. To Agni is prayed for bestowing
a talent in both the verses but in AV. instead of devaganah.
• •
the rsis are mentioned to have known that talent, but in the
• •
Yr. and Khila verse the gods who are in gana or band and the
manes adore this talent which is prayed for. 3y devaganah
apparently not all the gods are meant because/6hat would be
denoted by devah only.
(ix) The horse of the Asvamedha sacrifice is addressed in VS. (Ma
XXIII, 19, Ka XXV, 5, 2), MS III, 12, 20
mm m ' — mm mm
gananam tva ganapatim havamahe priyanam
— ' _ -r — —
tva priyapatim havamahe nidhrnam tva
nidhipatim havamahe vaso mama / x
GRIFFITH: "Thee we invoke, troop-lord, of troops. Thee we
invoke the loved one's lord. Thee, lord of treas¬
ures, we Invoke, My precious wealth."
MAHlDHARA explains: gananam madhye ganapatim ganarupena palakam
• • • •
••• etc•
(b) In KS XLIV, 1 also the horse is addressed similarly. The
reason of calling the horse gananam ganapati however is not
• • •
clear.
(c) In TS II, 3, 14, 3 and IIS X, 13, Brahmanaspati is addressed
as gananam ganapati. gana being that of the Angirases, or the
sacrificing priests, or of all gods.
(x) The Satarudriya litany has:
t
namo ganebhyah ganapatibhyasca vo namah
which is found in VS. Ma XVI, 25 - Ka XVII, 3, 4; MS II, 9, 4;
KS XVII, 13; TS IV, 5, 4, lj Kap S. XXVII, 3.
MAHlDHARA explains devanucara bhutavisesa ganas tebhyo namah / gananam
. -
j . «
palaka ganopatayastebhyo vo namah // etc.
• •
ROTH suggested the meaning of gana here to be "guild" which has been
criticised in "Vedic Index" (ii, 342.)
Similar formulas of homage paid to various gods and natural and
terrestrial objects are uttered as in VS. -Ma XXII, 30, = Ka XXIV, 17;
MS III, 12, 11; Kap S. XLVIII, 8:
asave svaha vasave svaha bibhuve svaha (MS, vibhve)
— * mm
(KS and Kap S. bibhave) vivasvate svaha ganasriye svaha
ganapataye svaha etc. ......
(In/
(in the different versions there are differences in the formulas. I
KS and KapS. ganasriye is mentioned but not ganapataye) ganasriye
is rendered by GRIFFITH as "to the trooping one." and ganapataye
as "to the Troop's Lord! " VISVAHASTDHU suggests (S.V, Samhita vol.)
that it refers to the Maruts or Agni. In VS. Ma XXXII, 14 :
f r <■ f /
yam medham devaganah pitarascopasate /
• • • •
taya mamadya medhayagne medhavinam Kuru //
The verse is repeated in RV. Khila IV, 8, 9. In AV VI, 108, 4, the
first line is different:
yam rsayabhuta'"~krto medham medhavino viduh /
• • 1 • • •
(xi) In Vs., Ma XVII, 83 = Ka XII, 7, 4; TS IV, 6, 5, 65 MS II, 6, 6,-
MS II, 11, 1 Kap S. XXVIII, 6; KS- XVIII, 6:
rr f *
rta.iicca satya.iicca sena.iic ca susenas ca
• 00
* '
"• ' ' ' //
antimitras ca dure' amitrasca ganah //
• •
®IFFITH: "Winner of Right, winner of Truth Host conquering, Lord of
Goodly Host, whose Friends are Near at Hand, whose Handed
Enemies are Far Away (He does not give the meaning of gana.
SAXAEA explains that rta.iit etc. are the names of the third gana of
• • •
the Maruts. They- are named with seven names in five ganas. The
Maruts with various epithets are welcomed in the sacrifice. While
they come to the sacrifice following Indra, their lord, the human
subjects also come to the sacrificer according to SSYANA.
/
(xii) About the performance to have a Ksatra killed 0y a vis. it is
said in KS XXI, 10 and MS. XXXIII, 10:
" yo 'ranye 'nuvakyo ganastam itarair ganair mohayet."
and/
/
and for having a vis killed by a Ksatra:
"yo 'ranve 'nuvakyo ganastenetaran ganan mohayet",
• • •
and for having a Ksatra killed by a Ksatra, it is suggested:
"yo' ranye 'nuvakyo ganastenagnistham rathavahanam
• •' • • •' •
vyangayet (viealayet in KS)
Here the gana refers to the mantragana.
• •
(xiii) The sacrificer utters to the Nighrabhya waters (i.e. the
Vasativarl waters poured into the Hotr's beaker) thus according to
TS. Ill, 1, 8, 1 and 2:
mano me tarpayata vacam me tarpayata pranan ...
caksur .... srotram .... atmanam .... pra.jam ....
pasun .... ganan .... sarvaganarn ma tarpayata ma
gana me ma vitrsan ....
• ' •
KEITH: "Delight my .... offsprings, .... my cattle, .... my troops,
delight me with all my troops, delight me, may my troops not
go thirsty."
VS, Ma VI, 31 = Ka. VI, 8, 2; Kap S. II, 17; KS III, 10, MS I, 3, 2
differ in detail but agree in suostance with the above.
/
ganan parallelly said with pasun. probably suggests the followers.
It is prayed for the delight of them, as it is prayed for the off¬
springs and the cattle. It is also prayed for that the sacrificer
along with his followers may be delighted. It is said that his
followers may not suffer thirst."'" But sarvaganam and gana me may
also stand for all the bands, viz. the band of offsprings, of the
cattle and of the followers, With the explicit mention of pra.jah,
however,/
GRIFFITH and KEITH translate viirsan in gana me ma vitrsan by "go
• • • •
thirsty" and "suffer thirst" but ganan me ma vititrsah in TS. Ill, 2,
• • • •
5, 2 is translated into "Do not distress my troops" by KEITH. This
meaning can however be given to the former instance also quite satisfactorily.
however, gana does not seem to denote the members of the family.
SSIA.NA explains gana here as manusya-samghata and regarding ma
vitrsan explains: maya dravyadanena purita api santo vigatatrsna
• • • • •
ma bhavantu.
Soma is addressed while Soma-juiee is taken in TS III, 2, 5, 2:
hinva me gatra harivo
ganan me ma vititrsah
• •
("Impel my limbs, 0 thou with tawny steeds,
Do not distress my troops ..." - KEITH)
D. Gana in the Brahmanas
• ' " •
(i) The RV. verse containing gananam tva ganapatim havamahe is very
• • • •
often referred to for uttering in the Pravargyas and in the function
of bringing forward of Agni and Soma etc. in A Br. I, 21; Sam Br. VIII,
5; IX, 6; S Br XIII, 2, 8, 4
" gananam .... iti brahmanaspatyam" AB¥^21
"enam tad ganananam .... iti brahmanaspatya abhirupa
• • •
abhistauti" Sam Br VTII. 5.
• •
"pravatim prapannaya .... gananam .... astabhnad ....
iti sannavatibhih sannamanu - stautiti" Sam Br IX. 6.
. * ;—: 1 — . . 7
mm mm — /
"gananam .... iti tadahuh" S Br XIII. 28. 4.
• • •"
(ii) (a) The IV instances of enumerating the seven groups of the
j
Maruts are often quoted in S Br. and T Br.
"Sapta sapta vai maruto ganah" S Br. V, 4. 3, 17.
• •
"sapta sapta hi maruto ganastanmaruto saptakapalo
"
•
purodaso bhavati"; S Br. II, 5, 1,13
"Sapta sapta hi maruta ganah" S Br. IX, 3, 1, 25.
'
mm * /
"Saptagana vai marutah / ganasa evasmai visam kalpayati /"
• • • •
T Br. I, 6, 2, 3.
(0) In T Br. Ill, 11, 4, 2 it is said "maruto gananam patayah /
rudrah pasunam pate / indraujasampate.
• • •
/ (
(c) The YV use of ganasah is repeated in S 3r. XIV, 4, 2, 24-
*
mm mm mm * — —
"Sa visam asr.jyata yany etani devajatani ganasa akhyayante
/
mm
vasavo rudra aditya visvedeya maruta iti"
where gana denotes band of gods such as Vasus, Rudras, Adityas,
Visvederas, Maruts.
(d) In PV Br. XIX, 14, 1, it is said: marutstomakhyam kratum
• •
vidhatte / .... yadganasahstomastena marutstomo ganaso hi
marutah.
(e) In T Br. II, B, 6, 4, it is said: deva accha/orahma-krta
ganena.
(iii) (a) That Indra is the lord of the ganas of Maruts is expressed
in T Br. II, 4, 6, 12 marutva asruganavant sa jatavan /
(b) In T Br. Ill, 7, 9, 5 and 6, it is said:
esabrahma ya rtviyah / in dro nama srutogane
and
sruto gana ajtva visantu harivatpasangirah /
which is a repetition of T Br. II, 4, 3, 10
(iv) Along with the gana of the gods the gana of Stomas is also
conceived as already said.
(a) In PV Br. XXII, 15, 3 it is said:
*
"yadganasah stoma bahureva bhavati"
• • 1
(b) In the same Brahmana XXIV, 15, 4 •
"yadganasah stomah bahava eva bhavantiisaha trivrtah
~ *
mm 1 mm ' —
sahapancadasah saha saptadasah sahaikavimsah
saviturva etah kakabhah"
mm
Thus the stomasamghas are praised as high places of Savitr
Sditya.
(c) In S Br. VIII, 1, 4, 4:
"Yat purvesu ganesv ekaikam stomam ekaikam prstham
upadadliaty atha kasmadatra dvau stomau dve prsthe
upadadhatlti ....
<&s
gana is used in the sense of the set of mantras and here laying
down of one stoma and one prstha in the first four sets. etc. is
« t t
stated.
(d) In T Br. I, 7, 7, 3 it is said about the set of the mantras
which is to be used as anuvakya:
yo1 ran.ye' nuvakyo ganah / tam madhyata upadadhati
• • • '•
(v) S BX, 3, 1, 9 used chandasam ganam for the collection of the
• •
metres.
(vi) In S B XII, 3, 1, 22 "... Sarvaganam ity angani vai sarve gana
angany evatman dhatti," by gana is signified the collection of
the different limbs.
(vii) (a) gana in the sense of the band of the human followers is,
however, noticed as in the If. utterances to the Nigrablaya
£
waters, in S Br. Ill, 9, 4, 7:





(b) In PV Br. XVIII, 7, 4 annavatyah ganavatyah pasumaty-
:astrtxyasayane bhavanti bhumanantabhiravarundhe.
• 1
(c) In Gop Br. II, 5, 3, also:
sukravatyo .iyotismatyah pratahsavane bhavanti ....
• • o
vajavatyo madhyandine savane svargasya lokasya samastysi /
annavatyo ganavatyah pasmnatyas trtiyasavane bhavanti
• • •
bhumanam tabhirapnoti. /
(d) In S 3r. XIV, 5, 1, 10
dvitiyo' napagata iti va ' abarn etam upasa 'iti sa ya
etam evam upaste dyityavan ha bhavati nasmad ganas
chidyate.
gana appears to signify "the band of men following."
E. Gana in the Upanisads
• •
(i) No instance of gana is found in the Iranyakas.
• •
(ii) (a) Among the earlier Upanisads only Brhadaranyaka Up. has• • •
one instance of gana in Br Up II, 1, 11, which is a repetition
of S Br. XIV, 5, 1, 10.




F. Gana in the Kalpasutras
•
_
(i) (a) Bau SrS XIII, 26 quotes from RV. gananam tva ganapatim
havamahe and says thereafter sa i.i ,i anenety etameva nirvaped.
Kir Gr§ I, 6, 11 also refers to this mantra. Bau QrS XIII, 26
refers to ganavatl ya.j yanuvakye bhavatah meaning the mantra with
gana in it.
(b) Saptabhir ganair in Sp Sr$ XVII, 16, 15 refers to the seven
bands of the Maruts in
"idrncanvadrneeti saptabhir ganair aslno hastena ganena
• • • '..I m
ganam amidrut.ya marutanjuhoti."
(c) Like the formulae in the Sataradriya litany of YV. in
Bau D^S II, 8, 9;"ambikayai svaha. haraye svaha. ganebhyas svaha
ganapatibhyas svaha ...." etc. gana may denote the "band" of gods
• •
and ganapati the leader of the band. Gana may also denote here
• •
the later meaning of "the group of some subdivine beings."
(d) Bau SrS XVII, 3 also repeats the T Br. III. 7, 9, 5-6 while
it refers to:
"esa brahma ya rtvxyah indro nama sruto gane//
1
. •" ' • •
and
'
— — ' /
"....Sruto gana a tva visantu / harivarpasamgira
• •
iti ...."
Ap Srs XIV, 2, 13 also quotes the same.




"... atha yatrahendraya marutvata iti sakraya
ganavata iti tatraha ...."
(f) "Ks SrS. II, 11, 8 .. also refers to Indra the leader of the
Maruts:
i t
"indrah surah prathamo visvakarma asruganavan su.jataih"
• • • •
(g) Is SrS I1/, 6, 3 also makes another reference:
"gananam tva prathasca yasya 'pas.yam tvety
etasyadyaya yajamanam Iksate dvitiyaya patnim
trtiyaya 'tmanara Karadbhyo1 trasvina vamiti na va ...
abhistavanam /
(ii) "aranye anjjvakyo ganah" is very often referred to in the Sutras.
• a •
(a) 3au SrS X, 53 states "rtasca satyascetyanudrutya yo' ranye
• •
anuvakyo ganastamariudrutya .juhoti / yo' ranye 'ruvakyo ganas tam
• • •
anudrutyedrksasa etadrksasa iti juhotldrksasa etadrksasa
• • • • • • •
ityanudrutya mitasasca saminitasca na iti .iuhoti .... tanabhito
vaisvanaram paricinoti ganena ganam anudrutya .juhoti ..."
• ————
(b) In Sp SrS.
"vyakhyata ghorastanvo 'ranye 'nuvakyo gana uttarau
• •
canuvakau / (XV, 19, 1)
"madfaye 'ranye 'nuvakyena ganena ganena .iuhotityeke"
(XVII, 16, 16), and
"evam aditastriohir ganair hutvaranye 'nuvakyena
1,11
• •
■iuhuyat / yatha purvairevam tribhiruttarair ganaih /
(XVII, 17, 2 and 3)
This aranye atfluvakya gana appears to be consisting of two anuvakas
• •
and is thus the mantra gana
(iii) (a) Bau d&S IV, 7, 5 states:
ksapa.vitram
kspavitram sahasrakso mraar' omhomucau ganau /
—r- i T —;—• s— '
pavamanyasca Kusmandyo vaisvanaryah rtasca yah /
• • • •" •'
where the two mantsa-ganas of the name of Amhomuc are mentioned.
• •
c
(b) Ap SrS. XVII, 17, 5: yatha purvairevam tribhir uttarair
ganaih also refers to the gana-s as mantra-ganas
• • • •
Not only the collection of mantras, but the multitude of many
other things are expressed by gana.
(a) In As SrS IX, 9, 16 (i.e. Ultara III, 9, 16) it is said
purvan va ganas 0 'bhyas&t //
It has been explained with reference to its context that
the daksina is to De given repeatedly in ganas or "groups" of
ten, of cows and others, as said before provided there are no
other things.
(b) cama§a-gana is very often referred to as in Sp SrS XIV,
3. 10 "... hotrcamasamukhyah prathamo ganah / maitravaruna
• • • • •
camasamukhyo dvitiyah / rahmaiiaechamsicamasamukhyastrbiyah /
•.• etc•
In XIV, 3, 14 "... prathaiaabhyam ganabhyam adlivar vuscarati /
uttara ohyam pratiprasthata /
In XIV, 2, 2 ..."yadyu vai sodasyukthyacamasanam uttamam ganam
unnayannekasmai camasaganaya ra.janam atirecayati.
But the most important are the examples of gana used in the
Sutras to denote "the band of men.1'1
(a) 3au Bh S III, 6, 10 makes an aphorism which is repeated
in the later Va Dh S XIV, 10:
ganannam/
• •
ganannam ganikannam ca sudrannam sraddhasutalcam /
• T • 1 " 1 1
corasyannam navasraddham sarvam punatha me yava iti /
To the barley grains, one prays for purifying oneself for the
sin committed for taking the food of the ganas. the ganilca-s.
sudras etc. VaDhS calls such food as abho.iyam. The food on
the occasion of certain social functions, such as birth or
death or a sacrifice to the dead, are considered impure, at the
same time the food of the socially degraded persons such as
thieves, harlots is also considered.impure. Gana in connection
with cora and ganika therefore was derogatory in meaning and
might be synonymous to "gang" of either common men or labourers,
e
but as sudra is mentioned separately, it might not necessarily
be the group of people of lower rank.
(b) In Kat SrS XXII, 11, 11:
/ ~
_
vaisyastomadaksinalingo marutstomo ganaya.jno bhratrnam
sakhlnam va // It is explained as:
vaisyastomadaksinayam yani yani lingani tanyatrapi
• •
bhavanti / marutstoma iti ca sam.ina / bhratrnam
. ———————— 9 • •
sakhinam va sa bhavati ganaya.inah /
Here the sense of gana'appears to be not derogatory. It may
denote simply a band of men either of the relatives or of the
friendly people.
(c) Ganestt. in Ip SrS XVI. 21. 9:
'
• •
pracirupadadhati praticerupadadhatlti ganesu ritivadah
appears to be denoting "among the different groups of people."
(d) In Hir GS II, IS, 9 in the "upakarana-utsarjana" chapter,
mm mm { —
it is said: saganah pracimudicim va disam upaniskramya yatrapah
sukhah /
sukhah sukhavagahas
where sagana stands for the teacher and denotes the teacher with
his pupils.
(vi) Gana as a specific social institation like gotra is found in a
very fe\j references, in the earlier sutras.
(a) In Bau SrS. pravaradhyaya 2 it is said: eka eva rsiryavat
• •
pravaresvanuvartate tavat samanagotratvam anyatra bhrgvangirasam
• • •
ganat - which signifies that there is the identity of gotra and
therefore no possibility of intermarriage when one rsi name
• •
follows the pravaras but this is applicable elsewhere than the
gana of the Bhrgns and Angirases
This is an important point for the new denotation of the word.
BROUGH in his study of "The Early History of the Gotras" (in
JRAS. 194-6, p. 34) has found from the Sutra texts (later) "Each
gotra is subdivided into several ganas or groups, each gana
• •
with its own distinctive pravara. All the ganas within one
gotra however normally have at least one pravara name in common -
that of the eponymous rsi of the major gotra." This position
might have not been fully attained in the earlier period of the
sutras.
^
ZIMMER argues that 3hrgvangirases were the oldest gotra ('Stuaien Zur
Geschichte der Gotras, Berlin, 1914) BROUGH (JRAS, 1946, pp. 32-45)
mention the Bhrgus and Angirases as having Kevalagana. Others like
• •
Jama.dagnis, Gautamas and Bharadvajas have the gotra-ganas.
G. SUMMARY;
(i) Gana in RV. is used mostly to denote the band of the Maruts
(discussed in (i).) Sometimes they are called ganasri (also in (i).)
Ganasriyah in (ii) (a), however, refers to Agni, whose gana discussed
in (ii) seems to be 'the band of worshippers.' In (iii) the gana
•
of the Maruts is discussed to be the 'retinue' of Indra. Similarly
in (iv) (b) the gana belonging to Brhaspati/Brahmanaspati seems to be
• • •
the Angirases as he is called gananam ganapati. Indra is also
• • •
addressed ganapate ganesu (in (iv) (c) ). the gana in ganapati probably
• i ( • •
refers to the Maruts and ganesu may be "among the human worshippers'
• •
bands." 'The human band of worshipped * may be the meaning of the
word as discussed in (v) (a)' (b) (c). Thus, "retinue" may be the
original meaningcf the word standing for (i) the Maruts (in case of
Indra) (2) the Angirases (in case of Brhaspati/Brahmanaspati and Indra)
• •
and (3) the human worshippers ( in case of Agni and Indra.)
The sense of "retinue" has within it the meanings of "the followers"
and of "the band" combined.
In (vii) we have seen gana denotes simply 'a band' with devanam
denoting 'a band of the gods' or without devanam also suggested to be
'the band of the gods'. In (xii), sumad-ganah refers to the gana
of the gods. Here we find the word is generalised to the sense of
•band' not necessarily to 'the band of the gods' (because it necess¬
itated the explicit mention of devanam with gana). In (viii) the
word stands for the group of 'lower animals' like the swans and the
camels. It can be presumed that the word might be used for a human
band also.
From the generalised meaning 'band' is later derived a special
sense/
53
sense of the word which is applied to the gana of Atri referred to in
(vi) (a) and (vii) (a) which is putrapautradi according to SllANA,
•Gefolge1 according to GELDNSR, 'people' according to GRIFFITH. This
may have the sense of 'followers' also and may be a semantic transfer
from 'retinue' as applied to the gods' human worshippers, to the sons,
kins and followers of a man. The gana of Indra referring to the
army is a further specialisation of the sense of 'retinue.1 The
Maruts who are chiefly called to, form a gana (of Indra) are said to be
"youthful" "strong" "terrible" (in many places) though the epithets,
"I X O
"musical11, "glorious", "wise poets" also are found and "with light-
p 3 /
:ning as his spear" "with a quoit in his hand", "holding a spear"
etc^ they are never described as actually fighting under the banner
of Indra^ (except in X, 103, 3).
In IV, 50, 5 also, Brhaspati is said to have destroyed the
obstructive Vala, with the loud shouting as well as ettlogising gana.
Hence it is not proper to translate gana by "army" "troop" "schar"
only because they have powerful bodies or are bedecked with arms.
Metaphorically the word is applied to the "army" in the play of dice.
(ii) In AV. excepting some instances which are exactly repeated
RV. verses, there are some where gana is said to be of the Maruts and
the functions of the Maruts are newly stated there. In one, the
word gana appears to have been used to denote a number of the mantras
in AV. probably as the constituent parts of' the paryaya hymns.
There are also some instances where gana denotes oands of people and
animals etc. especially in AV (PAI)
1
I, 38, 5; 2 V, 52, 13; 3 V, 58, 2; U VI, 66, 11.
(iii) In IV., there are sometimes repetitions of the RV. verses
containing the word gana. which has the Rgvedic senses, viz. the
retinue of Indra or Srhaspati. Agni is once called saganah. but
this gana is apparently not of the Maruts. Seven is the number of
the ganas of the Maruts with seven in each gana. This conception
• •
of a numoer of ganas comprising the Maruts might have been developed
later in AV. and IV. for which the use of gana in plural is so less
in number in RV. The numoer of the ganas of the Maruts once in
KS XI, 1 is twenty-one, a multiple, however, of seven.
The Rudras numbering 33, who are evidently different from the
Maruts are also said to be ganin forming ganas. probably three of
• •
'eleven' each. But as ganapati-s. they are the protectors of the
ganas of the lower animals (i.e. pasu-gana-pati) while Brhaspati is
called sagana as he is supposed to hold a command over his gana
which may be the gana of the Angirases. In calling Srahmanaspati
• •
gananam ganapati. his command over the Angirases or the sacrificing
• •
priests (as is also found in RV.) may be suggested, but it is not
f
^ —
quite clear why the horse of the Asvamedha is called gananam ganapati.
• • •
probably because he is considered the best of the ganas of all animals
/
__
In the satarudrlya litany, homage is paid to the ganas and to the
ganapati-s where gana has been explained oy Indian annotators (viz.
SlXAM and KAHlDHARA) as the group of beings who are the general
retinue of the gods. ROTH's interpretation of gana here as "guild"
criticised in 'Vedic Index', is unfounded. We can as well explain
ganebhyah as devaganebhyah in consideration of those gods who are
known in bands e.g., the Vasus, the Rudras, the Sdityas, the Visvedeva
and the Maruts and by ganapatibhyah, the leaders of these devaganas
are/....
are probably intended such as Indra the leader of the Maruts. In
the absence of any sure explanation, no conclusion can be drawn from
this example. Devaganah occurs in VS, also in Khila of RV., which
probably denotes the band of the banded gods. The general sense of
a collection of the Mantras as found in AV. is also seen in YV.
Ganan me in (xii) seems to denote the bands of followers, but as
pra.jah is separately mentioned it does not in all likelihood denote
the sons, the grandsons etc.
Thus the sense of 'retinue of the gods' which is found in RV.
is no more found in the new verses of AV. and YV. But the gana-s
—s
(plural) of the Maruts are mentioned having the sense of the bands.
This sense has been arrived at by means of "generalisation of mean¬
ing." A further generalisation of meaning to "collection" or "set"
with regard to the mantras is also found both in A0. and YV.
In YV. specially the collection sense of gana is more prominent
as we find it used in the case of the seven or twenty-one groups of
Maruts, or the groups of the thirty-three Rudras, the groups of the
lower animals and the groups of human followers ( which may be the
semantic transfer from 'the retinue') and the sets of mantras.
(iv) The irahmanas quote the flgvedifi gananam tva ganapatim havamahe
and the YV. instances of the seven ganas of the Maruts and the ganas
of the other gods. Besides the gana of the gods the gana of Stomas
and Mantras is conceived. The gana of the metres is new in the
Brahmanas. gana as 'the band of human followers' was already in
• •
*
use in the YV. As the possession of anna and pasu was desirable so
was also the authority held over the gana. which was possioly the
human retinue.
%
(v) Ho new use of the word gana is found in the period of the
Iranyakas and the earlier Upanisads.
• •
(vi) In the Kalpasutras, besides referring to the ganas of the
Maruts and of other gods, there are references to the mantraganas.
Moreover there are lots of things used to denote a collection, such
as the camasa-gana. But the word also denotes in this stage the
human retinue' iiyfche word gariannam where there is also pejoration
of the meaning^ in ganaya.j na performed by a number of people who
are the followers of the person organising the sacrifice. The
pupils of the preceptor are also called "his gana." But the most
important fact is that in the earlier sutras is hinted the estab¬
lishment of a social group called gana with at least one pravara
in each, the gana being a sub-division, generally speaking, of gotra.
(vii) Thus in the oldest use of the word gana (in RV) it seems to
signify the retinue of the gods, tsferuts being primarily intended as
the retinue of Indraj 'the Angirases also for Brhaspati, or the
human priests for Agni, Indra etc., then the meaning was generalised
to "a band" - it might be the band of gods, men or even of lower
animals. There might have been a specialisation of this sense to
"the army" also, but there is no reason to believe this word to have
been used exclusively as "troop" or "Schar." In AV. and IV. the word
continues to be used in these senses, but the sense of "retinue" as
it is attached to the Maruts and Angirases is found to be lost except
in some fossilised uses. The Rudras generally came into being as a
group of banded gods at this time and they were the lords of the
beasts. In/
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In addition to its general sense of "a band," and "the band of lower
animals" the sense of a band of subdivine beings newly conceived as
gana might have started at this stage, whose lord was Rudra Pasupati
/
who in the Pauranic days merged into the Great God Siva, but the
l
name ganesa was given to his Elephant-headed son. This presumption
however requires to be verified by archaelogical and other sources
and finds very little support from the study of the words. In AV.
specially the set of mantras in the Pattyaya hymns is known as gana.
The use continues in JV. Jrahmanas and Sutras.
As a group of human beings besides the human worshippers in RV.
we have noticed one use of the gana of Atri. If this gana does not■o__ r,
suggest the gana of senses as suggested by the Indian commentators,
this might be called the first step to the use of gana as a social
group. We can not be definite whether the followers or the rela¬
tives of Atri were referred to here by the word gana. The sense
of "human band following" appears to be attached to the word in some
instances in AV(Pai)^YV^ Brahmana and Sutras. A pejorative change
of meaning appears to have come to the word in the Sutra and the
most important change of it as a subdivision of gotra is also found




Gotra, a very important word for a particular type of social
institution in the later days, occurs in RV in nearly a score of
instances, but without any significance of a social body, as noticed
by almost all the different interpreters of the RV.
In 'Nighantu' gotra is considered the synonym of megha (megha-
narnani I. 10), its feminine form being included in the synonyms of
'the earth' ("gotra prthivlr- namadheya.-i" I, l) which is however not
found in the RV. SllANA and the other Indian commentators generally
follow "Nighantu" in ascribing the"Meaning "cloud" to the word (with
• •
the etymology " ga-udakani trayante") But sometimes they also explain
/
it as gavam samuha ("gotrani gavam samuha ityarthe 'Khalago-rathat'
ityanuvrtfeu 1ini-tra-Katyacas ca' (Pan. 4/2/57) iti samuharthe tra-
• • "
pratyayah"- SlIAllA under RV. I, 51, 3; III, 39, 4 etc.) Sometimes
they attribute to it the sense of parvata "the hill" ("gaur ohuiiiih /
tarn travanta iti gotrah oarvatah" - SAIANA under RV X, 103, 6) But
T 1» • •
the European scholars generally ignore the meaning of 'Nighantu* and
they are more or less consistent in explaining the word as either a
" herd of cattle" or a "coxypen" 'Vedic Index' (I, 235) prefers
GELDNER's suggestion of the meaning "herd" to RQTH's "cox^stall" for
gotra. "to explain best the employment which the term shows in the
later literature as denoting the 'family' or 'clan' and which is
found in the Gh. Up. 4, 4, 1.
A. Gotra in RV:
Gotram occurs four times, in RV I, 51, 3; II, 23, 13j VIII, 50, 10
(or Val. 2, 10) and IX, 86, 23; - gotra six times, in II, 17, 1;
9?
III, 30, 21j III, 43, 7; IV, 16, 8; VI, 65, 5 and X, 43, 2; -
gotrani occurs twice, in III, 39, 4, and X, 103, 7; - gotrasya
also twice in VIII, 63, 5 and X, 120, 8 and the compound gotrabhid
in VI, 17, 2 with the Acc1. Sg. of it in II, 23, 3 and X, 103, 6.




gotram is explained by SSlANA as "avyakta-sabda-vantam
• ' '' " •"
vrs tyndakasyavatarakam megham" connected with amgirobhyah and
avrnor apa respectively explained as angirasam rsXnamarthaya
and apavaranam krtavanasi. i.e. vrsteravarakam megham
vajrenodghatya. An alternative meaning is also suggested by
• •
him, "go-samuham panibhir apahrtam guhasu niliitam
mm mm*
guhadvarodghatanena prakasa/alx" GRIFFITH translates the verse
into:
"Thou has disclosed the Kine's stall for'the
Angirases, and made a way for Atri by a hundred
doors" ("disclosed" is used here obviously in the
very literal sense of avrnor ("closed" or "covered)
• •
and apa ("dis" - i.e. "take off").) A footnote
is added with "The Kine's stall" - "the dark cloud
that holds the water imprisoned."
WILSON who follows SSXANA , translates similarly:
"Thou has opened the cloud (in the footnote, it is
said: "The term is gotra. explained either a cloud
or a herd of cattle. Gotrabhid. as a name of
Indra implies in ordinary language mountain breaker,
that/....
that is with the thunderbolt; as applied to cattle
it alludes, it is said, to the recovery of the cows
stolen by Pani. in either case, the act was per¬
formed in consequence of the prayers or for the
benefit of the descendants of Angirases) for the
Angirases thou has shown the way to Atri, who vexes
his adversaries by a hundred doors .
GELDNER translates the line by:
"Du hast fur die Angiras1,.die Kuh-herde aufgedeckt
it
• • •
GELDNER's "Kuh herde" accords well with the second meaning of
SlIAKA (go-samuham) although V. M&DHAVA suggested only one
meaning and that is valam megharupam which coincides with the
first meaning suggested by SXlANA.
LUDWIG translates the line into:
"den Angiras hast due den rinderstall geoffnet auch
dem Atri forderung findend durch hundert tore, ..."
This agrees with GRIFFITH'S translation. This is also the
meaning suggested by ROTH. GRASSMAEN does not discriminate
where the word denotes "Kuh hurde" and where "Kuhstall". The
* t
hymn is addressed to Indra. Vrnorapa is repeated in the
fourth verse and there the object of it is apam apidhana ("the
prisons of the waters" - GRIFFITH, "udakanam acchadaKan meghan"
- SAIANA, "die Verschlusse der Gewasser" - GELDNER.) This
may be the repetition of the same idea in different words or
Tndra's two different achievements may be narrated in these
first lines of the two verses. GELDNER says that "Der Frtra
mythos" /
mythos" is described in Verse 4, and the Vala myth is prooably
suggested by him in the third verse. But SlYANA1s meaning of
megha can as well hold good descrioing the same Vrtra myth in
the present verse also.
(b) The occurrence of gotram in IX, 86, 23 is similar to that
in I, 51, 3:
+ r r
adribhih siitah pavase pavitra
• •
~ ' / t r / /
a imdavimdrasya jatharesvavisan /
• • • •
/ /
-i
tvam nrcaksa abhavo vicaksana
"• —• • —s——
' ' ' '
B
soma gotramamgirobhyo 'vrnorapa /
The latter half of the verse is explained by SSlAlTA thus:
"he .. vidrastah soma tvam nrnam drasta bhava /
• •• '• •••' ••
tvam angirobhyah gotram megham udakam
ksarayitum panibhirapahrtanam gavam
• • • • •
avarakam parvatam vapavrnoh /
SSXANA suggests here another meaning besides megha, i.e.
parvata. which is supposed to have confined the cows stolen
by the Panis. Regarding this meaning ROTH remarks in 'SW':
"Diese Bed, ist wohl aus gotrabhid geschlossen worden.
This meaning, however, seems to be developed later.
GRIFFITH translates this instance into:
"Farsighted Soma, now thou lookest on mankind,
thou didst unoar the cowstall for the Angirases."
In the footnote he adds: ".... didst recover the cattle stolen
by the Panis that is the rays of light that the
friends of darkness had carried offj the great deed
of Indra being ascribed to Soma his inspirer."
The/
The expression here is the same as the last instance as the
verse means to say that Soma Pavamana is vicaksana (clever) and
being nrcaksa (having an eye to (the well-being of) the mankind)
becomes responsible for drawing off the confinement of the
gotra, by going into Indra,whose military acnievement may be
the killing of either Vrtra or Vala.
In the exhiliration of Soma-drink Indra performed the heroic
deed as it is said in the previous instance, The inner meaning
of both the instances being the same, no change of meaning seems
to be necessary as done by GRIFFITH and SSlANA. GELDNER
translates the instance thus:
"Du wardst der mannlich Blickende du weit blickender;
fur die Angiras hast du Soma, die Kuhherde
aufgedeckt."
Bergaigne translates it by:
" £ toi liquide, dont 1'eclat vient des hommes, tu
es apparu, etincelant, tu as ouvert I'etable pour
les actifs (Angiras).
(c) Connected with verb root vr along with apa- occurs another
instance, the word gotra in III, 4-3, 7 (ce):
/ /
i f r f
yasya made cyavayasi pra krstlr
' '
— ' //
yasya made apa gotra vavartha //
SSlANA explains this portion: yasya somasya made harse sanjate
saptnabhutan manusyan prakarsena patayasi / gamudakam
• • • •
rasmibhiravrtam varsasv-rtusu trayante palayantiti gotrah
• • • •
meshih / tan apavavartha apavrnesi, and WILSON translates:
* • •
,f ir» /• • • • -i-ii/ • • •
"... in whose exhiliration thou castest down the
(opposing) men, in whose exhiliration thou hast set
open the clouds."
GRIFFITH: "In whose wild joy thou stirrest up the people, in
whose wild joy thou didst unbar the cowstall."
GELDNER: "... in dessen Rausch du die Volker in Bewegung
bringst, in dessen Rausch du die Kuhherden
aufgedeckt hast."
LUDWIG: "... in des rausche du in heftige bewegung setzest
die Volker, in des rausche du geoffnet has die
rinderstalle."
This instance has the same meaning as the previous one, only
there is no mention of "for the Angirases."
In I, 132, U-
J. 4. _ ' _ '
nu ittha te purvatha ca pravacyam
yad amgirobhyo 1vrnora pa
• • •
t t * t /
vrajam indra siksannapa vrajam
~
•
we find only vrajam is used for gotram in the first instance.
SSlANA although explains one vraj am as antarikse gacchantam
megham by saying "vraja iti meghanama." another he explains
as gavam samuham. meaning that Indra is prayed for to burst
open the cloud as well as for protecting the Angirases oy
distributing among them the cows snatched away from the non-
sacrificers.
VIII, 63, 3 (ab) can be quoted for comparison:
/ * Ji ' ,
sa vidva angirobhya indro ga avrnodapa /
as also VIII, 14, 3 (ab)
/ / / m ^ r / / /
udga ajad angirobhya aviskrnvan guhasatih
The two vra.ja-s in I. 132, 4 in the sense of "cloud" and "the
herd of cows" can be compared to I, 51, 3 and 4, successively
' mL J* — {
mentioning gotram vrnor apa and apam apidhana vrnorapa.
'
• • • • •
Iience, although the "herd of cows" seems to be the suitable7 o
meaning which is suggested by GELDNER, we cannot say definitely
that the word does not denote 'the cloud' in connection with
apa-vr.
(cO gotra in II. 17, 1 (cd):
f '
mm ' «i ' mm, ' mm
visva yad gotra sahasa parlvrta
made somasya drmhitanyairayat //
SlYANA explains: "... sarvani ga uciakani trayante raksantiti
gotra meghastan vrtrenakrantan somasya made harse san.jate sati
drdhikvtam meghan udaghatayat. SSIANA derives airayet from
verb root "xra gatau" - "nyantasya lanirupam."
V. MADHAVA also gives the meaning meghan to the word gotra.
®IFFITH: "...When in the rapture of the Soma, he unclosed
with strength the solid firm shut stables of the
Kine."
GSLDRER: "...(Wie Jamais) als er mit Gewalt die eingesperrten
Kuhherden die fist Verschlossenen im Soma rausch
herrschafte."
LUDWIG: "... da alle festverschoszenen rinderstalle mit
gewalt er, die festgemachten, offnete."
SSlAiTA explains sahasa parivrta as "attacked by the enemy" but
• •' "
the European interpreters construe sahasa with airayat, but they
are widely apart. Instead of the sense of "cloud" as suggested
by SAIANA, if the European interpreters' meaning "the numoer of
cows"/...
cows" Is accepted for gotra. the meaning of the line can also
be thus, following SAIAKA in certain respects ... "As all the
herds of cows were enclosed very strongly (by the enemy) (in
strong enclosures), he, i.e. Indra let them go or released
(which were) firmly shut (in the firm enclosures), in the
rapture of Soma."





na kiresam nindita martyesu
• • •
J. ' ' JL ,
ye asmakam pitaro gosu yodhah /
/ /
Indra esam drmhita mahinavan
• • • • '
' J. ' _ ,,
ud gotrani sasr.ie damsanavan //
e • •
The second half of the verse is thus explained by SllAKA:
mahimopetah vrtrahananadi 0 karmavan indrah esam angirasam
samrddlaani gotrani gavam vrndani tebhyo 'ngirobhyah dadau."
• • • • •
V. KADHAVA paraphrases: indrah esam angirasam upodbalakah
pu,javan gavam avaranan meghan va.irenotsasr.ie karmavan /
• • •




GRIFTTTH: "Not one is found among them none of mortals, to
blame our sires who fought to win the cattle.
Their strengthener was Indra the majestic; he
spread their stalls of Kine, the wonder worker."
Here GRIFFITH, with LUDWIG, understands drmhita referring to
Indra and possioly thinks it derived with the suffix -tr as
GRASSMAKN also holds with its meaning "Jefestiger."
But GELDNER translates the latter half of the verse thus:
"Der/....
fofc
"Der grossmachtige Inclra hat ihre ein geschlossenem
Kuhherden heraus gelaussen, der Keisterkunstler."
and seems to construe drmhita with gotra like SlYAKA.
• • •
LUDWIG: ".../ Inclra war ihr festiger der rna.j estatische er
leerte die rinder stalle, der wundertatige."
SSlANA gives a later meaning (dadau) to the word ut sasrje.
• •
t f — '
but in II, 23, 18 which is discussed below (gavam gotram
udasr.iah) udasr.iah is rendered niragamayat. which can be accepted
m • • •
in the present instance also whether gotra means "the herd of
cows" or "the cloud (i.e. the rainwater in the cloud.)"
(f) gotram in II. 23, 18:
/ ' c /
tava sriye vya.jihTta parvato
*
mm ' * ' /
gavam gotram udasr.jo yad amgirah /
SSYANA explains udasr.iah as niragaraayah in II. 17, 1. parvatah
is explained as gavam avarako valenadhisthitah and amgirah tava
'
^ f mm mm
sriye vyajihita as he brhaspate tava asrayanartham vivrtadvaratam
agaccnat / yad as yada, gavam gotram udasr.iah gavam samuham
niragamayah.
V. 1-ffiDHAVA also explains gavam gotram together as gavam samuham.
whereby gavam appears to be redundant. WIISON appears to be
confused as he translates:
"When, Brhaspati, descendant of Angiras, for thy
thy glory, Parvata had concealed the herd of Kine,
thou didst set them free,"
which does not agree with SaYANA1s explanation.
GRIFFITH: "The mountain, for thy glory, cleft itself apart,
when Angirasi thou openedest the stall of Kine."




LUDWIGs "deiher herlichkeit offnete der berg sich, da du
(ihn), den rinderstall leertest, 0 Angiras;"
HILLEBRAKDT: "Deiner ma.jestat wich der Berg, als du, Angiras,
den Kuhstall freiliessest..
In all these interpretations, we find no explanation of using
gavam while gotra itself contains the sense "stall or herd of
kine," except in postulating that gotra had the generalisation
of meaning at that time in the sense of "any sor^ of band or
group" besides that "of Kine" and therefore requires the
explicit mention of gavam. with it. GRASSMAKN probably has
such a presumption because besides the general meaning "Kuhstall,
Kuhhurde" he makes another category of meaning for the present
instance and also for that in VI, 65, 5, viz. 2} in der
Verbindung gotram gavam." But we are not sure about it. In
this instance neither SSlAKA nor V. MADHAVA suggests the mean-
:ing 'the cloud.'
(ii) Gotra in connection with verb "to break", "to assail" appears
to have a different sense from the word connected with the verb
meaning "to let go," "to release" etc.
*
(a) gotra in IV, 16, 8:
t t- /
apo yad adrim puruhuta dardar
__ /
avir bhuvat
JL jr f / _ •*
bhurim gotra ru.i annamgirobhir grnanah
4— a Q 1 V5 r
Indra is the deity of the hymn. V.MADKAVA paraphrases:
"atha sa tvam / neta / gavatmakam bahu / annam /
asmadartham / adaritavanasi / siloccayan tadavaranan
meghan / bhindau / angirobhih / atuyamanah /
• •
SSlANA explains: angirobhih rsibhih grnanah stuyamanah san
gotra gotrany abhrani ru.ian nah asman bhurim
prabhutam vajaia annam neta prapayita sah tvam a
dersi adaram krtavanasi.
WILSON following him translates: "... and thou, the oringer of
abundant food, hast shown us favour dividing the
clouds and glorified by the Angirases."
"Hymned by Angirases, bursting the cowstalls, much
strength thou foundest for us as leader."
"Als unser Fuhrer sollst du reiche Beute heraus
schlagen, die Kuhhohlen erbrechend von dem Angiras1
angerufen."
"..so verschaffst du uns vie kraftnarung als furer,
in dem besungen von den Angiras du die stalle auf
brachst."
GELDNER here is found to have departed from his usual trans-
rlation of gotra by "RinderhCrde," jecause with ru.i "to break"
"to burst open," it will carry no sense.
In the first line of the verse, it is said, according to the
Indian commentators, when Indra broke open thebdri (the cloud)
for the (rain) water, Sarama the divine bitch disclosed the
cows which had previously been stolen by the Panis. The
incidents appear to be not very much connected. GRIFFITH
translates/...
^
In the consideration of GBLDNER this line is the speech of Sarama




translates, "When ... the water's rock thou deftest Sarama
showed herself and went before thee." The difficulty of
connecting the ideas is still there. GELDNER however agrees
e e
with, Oluenberg's conjecture that apo (i.e. apa-u) is to be
read for apo and translates "Als du Vielgerufener den Kels
aufsprengtest, da war dir zuvor die Sarama erschienen." With
the reading of a changed accent of apo however adri can better
be explained as 'mountain' which blocked the cows; the
connection of the former part with the latter part of the first
line is then obvious. Sarama went in search of the cows
stolen by the Panis and she with the stolen cows was exposed
when the rock blocking the cows was shattered by Indra. The
connection of the first line with the second line is also clear
as here it is said to Indra, that prayed by Angirases, he has
acted like their leader and has procured for them propuse
wealth (in thefecovered cows) by breaking the gotras (a darsi.
variously interpreted can be roughly taken in the sense of you
obtain, or procure.) ^
(b) gotra in III, 30, 21 (ab):
a no gotra dardrhi gopategah
• •
' * < mL mm //
sam asmabhyam sanayo yamtu vajah //
SSTANA explains as we have already cited:
"gotrany abhrani apah pratv a dardrhi adriyasva
aohrani vidarya jalani prapayetyarthah / "
WILSON renders gotra a dardrhi into divide the clouds in follow-
:ing SAIANA. But SlYANA seems to combine the two senses of
• •
vi-dr and prap in adardrhi.
a dardrhi in a no gotra dardrhi gopate gah (III, 30, 21-a) is
explained by SlKMJA as "abhrani vidarya jalani prapayetyarthah"
GRIFFITH: "Lord of the Kine, burst the Kine's stables open; cows
shall be ours and strength that wins the booty."
But he seems to have understood gah as nominative (which would then
be gavahl
GSLDNER as usual translates gotra into "Kinderherden" in "Cchlag
uns Rinderherden heraus, du KinderbesitzerI Fur uns
sollen sich die Gewinne, die Belohnungen ansammeln."
Noticeable here in this translation is the omission of the word
Rah.
LUD11IG: "brich uns auf die rinderstalle herr du rinder (gib),
gewinnende krafte sollen uns zukommen."
which shows that he presumes an ellipes of the transitive verb like
dehi with gah as its ob.iect. while a dardrhi is only "break away."
In VIII, 39,, 14, a dardrhi is used:
JL / —m / /• _ /
a no gavyany asvya sahasra 'sura dardrhi
and according to SSlAEA is avivrnu. In the present instance, gotra
• • •
may be abhrani in connection with vidaryaprapaya as explained by
SSYANA. It is "Kine-stables" with "burst open" according to LUDWIG
and GRIFFITH. GELDNER's meaning is "Rinderherden" in connection
with "sehlag" which does not suitably have the object "Rinderherden"
especially when the subject of the verb is called "Rinderbesitzer."
"The confinement or the hindrance,behind which are confined the cows."
may be the possible meaning of gotra here, although the sense "cloud"
is not quite improbable.
(c) gotra in X, 103, 7:
/ 0 * t
abhi gotrani sahasa gahamano
* ' * * * /
'dayo virah satamanyur imdrah /
duscyavanah/......
duscyavanah prtanasalayundhyo
JL ' — ' * it
'sniakam sena avatu pra yutsu //
Besides in IV, 16, 8, gotra in this verse is translated oy
GELDNER into 'Kuhhohlen." In all other instances he usually
attributes the meaning "Rinderherde."
SEIA.NA explains: ayam indrah abhrani meghan valenabhi
pravavisan nirdayo vikrantah bahu-ya.ino bahu-krodho va
anyairacalyah tdrgindrah asmakam .sena samgramesu
• • • •" •'
prakarsena raksatu.
GRIFFITH: "Piercing the cowstails with surpassing vigour
Indra the pitiless Hero may he protect our
armies in our battles."
GELDNER: "Der mit Gewalt in die Kuhstalle enidruigt ohne
Erbarmen, der Held Indra mit hundersfachem Eifer
.... der soli in den Schlachten renseren Heeren
weiter helfen."
LUDWIG: "mit ubergewalt in die rinderstalle dvingend der
unbarmherzige held, indra mit hundertfachem grirnme
. .11
abhigahamanah here in the sense of "penetrating," along with
sahasa "by force" has its ob.ject gotrani. which in the sense
of "cowstalls" as suggested by GRIFFITH, LUDWIG and even GELDUER
here would not be convincing. It might be the rocks or hills
olocking up the cows which are penetrated oy force. This
hymn to Indra is clearly a prayer for the victory in the battle
which seems to be quite imminent and here the powers in the
regaining of the cows from the confinement made by the foes
is,/....
is probably recounted. Of course the mention of Inclra's
superhuman power of piercing the cloud as suggested iey SElANA
•
is not quite improbable while seeking his protection against
the enemies. Here gotrani may be the blocks of stone or
hills as also the cloud.
(d) In X, 120, 8 cd is used in the Genitive case in connection
with Ksayati:
maho gotrasya Ksayati svara.i o
durasca visva avrnod ana svah
SAYANA explains it thus: "ya indro mahato gotrasya parvatasya
valenasurena gavam pidhanartham nihitasya svara.i ah svayameva
raj aiaanasya / ldrsam parvatara Xsayati / apagamayati / " An .
alternative meaning is suggested by him: gotrasya gosamuhasya
mahah mahatah svara.i ah svayameva ra.iamanasye ya indrah Ksayati
iste. In the first explanation Ksaya is taken in the sense of
"waste" or "damage," and in the second it is taken in the sense
"holding sway over" (aisvaryakarma). About the genitive case




GELDKER translates: "Er verfugt uber die grosse Herde des selbst
herr lichen (Vala) und er offnete alle seine Tore."
GELDHER's meaning of Ksayati is somewhat similar to the first
meaning given by SAIAFA while GRIFFITH translates with the
second meaning suggested by SlYMA:
"He rules the great self luminous fold of cattle and
all the doors of light hath he thrown open."
GRIFFITH seems to follow LUDWIG who translates "er der
selbstherscher/
1 T-3
selbstherscher gebietct ubergroszen rinderstall und
alle seine tore hat er (diser) auf geschloszen,"
and this meaning seems better than GELDNER's because Indra is
also called gopati, and with the meaning "decays" or "ruins"
(GELDNER's "disposes of" too) the meaning of "herd of cattle"
is not suitable. SaYANA with the former meaning of Ksayati
• •
interprets gotra as parvata "hill for keeping concealed the
cows behind it."
In this instance, we find the word gotra may have either
of the two meanings - "the herd of cows" which is generally
connected with "let go" or "released" or "the block of stones
or rock behind which the cows stolen by the enemies were con¬
cealed" or "the cloud" which is connected with "breaking" or
"smashing."
(iii) The word gotra in certain instances is connected with the verb
meaning "to give" etc.
(a) In VIII, 63, 5
mm mm f { * JL mm / ' /
adu nu te anukratum svaha varasya ya.i.yavah /
'
_ ' — — ' ' _'//
svatramarka anusatemdra gotrasya davane //
The latter half is explained by SAYANA thus:
"Ksipram avca/itarah anuicramena stuvanti tava
Kratum Karmanukramena sighram atidirgham
• •
stuvanti dhanasya danaya."
Here the use of the word davane without the noun in the Dative
Case is notable, from which it is evident that the invokers
pray for giving the gotra to them.
GRIFFITH: "Now after their desires' intent the pious singers
with the ory / Of HailI have sung loud hymns to thee,
Indra, to gain a stall of Kine."
GELDNER: "Und nun mogen die Opfernden unter Svahruf dem
Abschen deines Wunsches entsprechen. Die Preislieder
haben (dir) Indra den Drang eingeschrieen, die
Rinderherde zu verschenicen."
LUDWIG translates the latter portion thus:
"lauten schall die sanger gesungen 0 Indra, um
des rinderstalles schenkung halber."
OLDENBERG ('Noten' under VIII, 63, 5) suggests that varasya in
the first line is parallel to gotrasya in the second, and doth
vara and gotra are Genitive in the sense of Accusative and he
says gotram da can be compared to varam da.
SAYANA's rendering of gotrasya into dhanasya is actually
go-samudaya-rupa-dhanasya. Hence in this instance gotra seems
to have not the meaning "stall of Kine" (unless it is"a stall-
:ful of Kine,") nor "the mountain" and even not prooably "the
cloud," because with davane it should have the meaning "rain-
:water" (of course so far as the poeticism of the Vedic poets
are concerned, such a figurative use of "cloud" for "rainwater"
would not be so unlikely.)
(b) gotra with a noun in the Dative case is found in X, 4-9, 2:
ft r / /
aham imdro rodho vakso atharvanas
• • •
~ £ ' ' f
tritaya ga ajanayam aher adhi /
aftam dasyubhyah pari nrmnam a dade
gotra siksan dadhlce matarisvane //
SSYANA explains c, the main clause in the second half of the
verse thus:
r
"aham - upaksapayitrbhyah satrubhyah
/
_
sakasat - dhanam adattavan asmi" •,
then he says:
"Kim Kurvan / gotra gavam undkanam raksakan
• • •
meghan siksan vinayan / Kimartham / matarisvane
matarisvanah putraya Jadhlce etannamakaya rsaye
• •
varsakamaya pravarsayitum icehan /
• • 1
All others interpret the line differently.
GRIFFITH: "I stripped.the Dasyus of their manly might and
gave the cattle-stalls to Matarisvan and Dadhyach.
LUDWIG: "von den Dasyu namich die mannskraft hinweg und
' »•
verlih dem Dadhyank Matarisvan die rinderstalle."
GELDNER: "Ichnakm den Dasyus die Manneskraft weg um ihre
Kuhherden dem Dadhyance dem Matarisvan Zuzuwenden.
The main point of difference with SAIANA is^iot only in the
*
meaning of gotra but also in the meaning of Siksan.
In I, 132, /+,
* / *
• " ' vad amgirobhyo 'vrnorapa
* / i e t
vra.jam indra siksannapa vrajara.
With the last vra.iam SSlMA interpreted there:
"Kimca he indra vi-a.jam gavam samuham apa ayastrbhyo
'pahrtya tebhya evangirobhyah siksan vitaran
raksitavanasi."
The present instance can be interpreted similarly. There is
besides no apparent relation between the snatching out of
nrtona/
• •
nrmna from the Dasyus and the raining for the sake of
~ f
Dadhyanc Matarisvan.
__ JL J. ' '
SAXANA interpreted tritaya ga a.janayam aheradhi also as "for
the sake of Trita Aptya, I Indra, produced water in the cloud
(in order to raise him from the well where he fell down.)"
But already in X, 8, 8 and 9, Trita urged on by Indra is men-




"Sa ... indresita aptyo abhyayndhyat
tvastrasya cinnih sasr.ie trito gah // (8)"
•" ' • V
* r C /
—
" tvastrasya cidvisvarupasya gonam
— — ' f * * * mm /. /
acakranastrini slrsa para vark // (9)
• • •
Hence in b. of the verse under discussion, Indra might have
been saying: "Fur Trita trieb ich vom Urachen die Kuhe al"
according to GELDNER or "I brought forth Kine to Trita from the
Dragon's grasp" according to GRIFFITH. This seems to have been
repeated in d. again, after saying that these wealth of cows
are snatched away from the Dasyus. Thus in all probability
"gotra" is the "herds of cows" and not "the clouds."
(c) In VIII, 50, 10 \rtiich is the second Viilakhilya hymn, we
find gotram is unconnected with any verb:
rt t
vatha Kanve maghavan medhe
f
mm * —. 'mm /
adhvare dlrghanitiie damunasi /
r t / *
tatha gosarye asisaso
9
' ' " * n
adrivo mayi gotram harisriyam /
The second line is explained in 'Valakhilya-Sukta-Ghasyam"
thus:/
thus:
"he adrivah vajrivan (?) indra .... yatha ca
r
_
gosarye ettannamake rsau megham dattavan asi tathai a j
mayi pustigan harisriyam gotram dehi /yatha
tayoranugrahadrstya meghavrstim Krtavanasi tatha
mayyapi Krpadrstya abhilasita yrstim Kurvityabhiprayah // "
• • • • • i
The name of the seer of this hymn is pustiguh. son of Kanva -
9 • * •
the deity is as in all other instances, Indra.
"Harisriyam gotram" is explained here as:
(
"harih jagattapatartrT haritavarna va Srxh
.ialalaksiiiTryasya tadrsam / gotram megham."
"asisasah" in the sense of "dattavanasi" is connected with
• • "
"yatha Kanve", as with "yatha go sarye." Adhvare, dxrghanithe
and damunasi are explained by him as adjectives of Kanve.
GRIFFITH translatesL "As, Maghavan, to Kanva at the sacred
feast to jyirghanxtha, thine homefriend, As to
Gosarya thou StoneOdarter gavest wealth, give me a
bright stall of Kine."
GELDHER translates: "Wie du fur Kanva, 0 Freigeoiger, bei
Opfer (und) Gottesdierst, fur Dirghanltha den
Hausherrn, wie du fur Gosarya, du Herr des Press-
steins, (den Preis) Zu gewinnen trachtetest, (so
gewinne) fur mich die Rinderherde, die durch falbe
Rosse verschenert wirdi"
GELDNER makes a note with the second hemistich of the second




"vie du mit Kanva. Maghavan. beim kochopfer von
langer verrichtung. bei dem hausfreundlichen. /
c
vie mit Gosarya zu gewinnen du oestrebt warst.
stein'oewerter. so (gib) mir den stall mit
derfalben hsrlichkeit."
GRIFFITH and GELDNER consider Dirghayjttha as the name of another
/
which is however not found elsewhere, but Gosarya is the name of
a seer who is protected by the Asvins as said in Fill, 8, 20:
Jm * ' — .L / f f
"yabhih kanvam medhatithim yabhirvasam dasavra.iam
'
• ■*" ' • • ' •' r" ' •
yabhir gssaryam avatam tabhirno' vatam nara / "
/ r t (
xrtiere Asvins are said to have protected Gosarya, Vasa, Dasavraja
Kanva and Medhatithi.
As in the present verse which is the concluding one of the
second Valakhilya hymn, in the concluding hymn of the first
Valakhilya hymn also, the similar idea regarding Gosarya is
found, with which we may compare the present instance.
"yatha Xanve maghavan trasadasyavi
yatha pakthe dasavra.je /
yatha gosarye asanor rjisvanl -
-nora gomaddhiranyavat // " (V, 49, 10)
The seer of this hymn is Praskanva, and here besides Kanva and
• •
Gosarya, the favoured ones are Trasadasyu, Paktha, Rjisvan and
Dasavraja (Kanva, Gosarya and Dasavraja are favoured by Asvins
also (VIII, 8, 20).)
In both these instances asanoh and asisasoh (in the sense of
__
dattavanasi) are connected with the Locative forms of Kanva,
Gosarya/
Gosarya etc. In the first Valakhilya hymn the last but one
hymn has in the first line:
etavatasta imaha mdra sumnasya gomatah /
x^hich is connected with not only the second line of that verse
but also both the lines of the concluding verse. gomatah
sumnasya imahe denotes "We pray for the happiness comprising
(i.e. derived from) (the possession of) cows" - Val 1 has
yatha. .... asanoh .... gomaddhiranyavat while Val. 2 has yatha
.... asisaso .... gotram harisriyam. The similarity between
the two is quite evident and gotram probably signifies a herd of
cattle and hansriyam may be "the wealth of gold."
(d) The only remaining instance of the occurrence of gotra in
RV. is found in a hymn to Usas in VI, 65, 5:
ida hi ta uso adrisano
— ' — /
gotra gavam amgiraso grnamti /
• • * •
/ /• r
vy aruena bibhidur brahmana ca
Satya nrnam abhavad devahutih //
• • T
SlYANA explains: "he uso adrisano adrtasano tava prasadat ida
hi sadya eva gavam gotra samghan angiraso grnanti
utsr.ianti / .... arcanxyena brahmana stotrena vi
oibhidrah tamamsi vidarayanti ca / netrnam tesam
angirasam devahutih devavisaya stutih satya satyaphala
abhavat /
The first line is translated thus by
GRIFFITH: "0 Dawn, who standest on the mountain ridges Angirases
now praise thy stalls of cattle."
by GSLDNER: "Denn zu dieser Sturde, 0 Usas, die du auf Berges
hohen/....
I2.CJ
hohen wohnst preisen die Angiras1 deine Kuh herden."
and by LUDWIG: "hier, 0 Usas, die du auf des Berges rucken
stehst, preisen die Angiras deine rinderstalle."
They are more or less alike except that GELDNER calls it
"Kuhhviden" while LUDWIG and GRIFFITH translate into "stalls of
cattle."
V. Madhava paraphrases the verse thus:
"idanim / te / usah / advamanam (suggested by SARUP adriyamanam)
• • •
ucchritadese / gavamasvabhutanam / narnani / stotrapara angirasah/1
•
grnanti / bibhiduscandhakaram / havisa / stotrena / ca tvam
• • ' • • 1»
paricarantastatha tva^/yuditayara / satyah / bhavati / manusyanam
ya.j nah /
but gotra has been explained by him as namani rather confusedly
which is decided by a later meaning of the word and on the whole
his explanation is not satisfactory. SlIANA in his explanation
considers the occurrence of gotra ;avam here similar to that of
gavam gotram in II, 23, 18 and he refers to it and explains
grnanti as utsr.ianti. the meaning of which as we have seen vary-
• • •
:ing in the annotating of SAYANA in II, 23, 18 (where it is
equivalent to nirgamayanti) and III, 39, A (where it is equiv¬
alent to dadati.) As angirasah is th(/subject of the verb here
"
•
the meaning of grnanti can not be dadati without a forced
explanation to justify it. The meaning nirgamayanti here of
course does not require a forced explanation, and with this
meaning of the verb, the word gotra its object satisfactorily
denotes SAYAIIA 1 s rendering gavam samghan. With the European
scholars' rendering of grnanti also which is generally "praise,
gotra /
gotra may denote gavam saroghan. "The stalls of the cattle" is
not a good rendering unless we understand by it "the stallfuls
of cattle." If gotra would denote "enclosure or clock up of
the Kind'as sometimes it seems to have denoted with the verb
meaning "to break, destory," the meaning would not be happy with
grnanti signifying either "praise" or "let out." The second
line would also have a good sense with gotra as gavan samghan.
• •
as it has been said that by the radiant or eulogising hymn the
cows were liberated from the clutch of the enemies i.e. by the
hymns, the god Indira specially was propitiated who liberated
the cows from their confinements. Now whether these cows in
the present instance are the same as that liberated by Indra or
different can not be said definitely. If they are different
they may oe figuratively the rays of light in the Dawn "the cows
of Usas." and in the second line it symbolically may have
signified the simultaneous action of the invocation to the
goddess and the coming out of the light of Dawn from the darkness
which are further poetically ascribed as one the cause of the
other. This meaning is quite satisfactory and we can quote for
comparison RV. IV, 1, 13 (cd)
r *
^ *
asma-vra.j ah sudulia vavre
jL — * ' , ,
antar udusra a.iannusaso huvanah //
• 1 •
"(For Usas) drove theywith loud call
Dawn's teeming milch Kine hid in the mount." - (GRIFFITH)
and VI, 17, 6 (cd)
r ' / e
aurnordura usriyabhvo vi drlho
J d d —5
durvadga asr.io angirasvan //
"With /
tai
"With Angirases he set free the cattle for the morning." - (GRIFFITH)
Another question arises as to why the word gotra if it already denotes
"the herd of cattle" should again take gavam. The question may be
evaded by adducing the cause to 'metre.' Bpt it may be said that
the Angirases sing the praise of the herd of all the cows"that belong
to Usas specially when the cows are figurative for the rays of light.
Laying emphasis on "all the cows" we can say, the mention of gavaana,
may have been necessary and it is not redundant, although we can not
ignore the possibility that gotra might have already got the general
sense of "group" from the sense of "the herd of cattle" so that an
explicit mention of gavam was necessary to signify the "groups of
cattle" as GRASSMANN probably thinks (WRV, S.V.)
(iv) (a) gotrahhid occurring in VI, 17, 2:
sa Im nahi ya r.ixsi tarutro
yah sipravarjvrsabho yo matlnam /
t / / ^
yo gotrabhid vajrabhrd yo haristhah
' ~' '
sa indra citra abhi trndhi va.jan //
• •
is explained by SlYANA as "gotranam parvatanam meghanam va" and
• •• • •
by V. MlDHAVA as "meghanam bhetta." WILSON following SEYANA
• •
translates the word here into "who are the breaker of mountains
..." GRIFFITH /...
^
The unlikelihood of praising the cows of Usas as it is generally inter¬
preted often leads- us to think that grwanti may have some different mean-
ring. But with the same meaning of the word, we can interpret construing
differently: "(he) usas adrisano ida hite gotra gavam. (iti) angiraso
grnanti". "hi" being considered a 'copula' between icla and te ... gotra
gavam and the meaning of the line is "The Angirases praise, 0 usas stand-
ring at the valley of the mountain, these gotras of cows are all yours."
GRIFFITH into "Render of Kins-stallsLUDWIG into "der spaltct
den rinderstall" and GELDNER into "der Kuhbergspatter•" All
the interpreters generally hold gotra here as a mountain, stated
or not to be an obstacle for the cows, cleft by Indra.
(b) gotrabhidam in II. 23, 3
— J. — — ' _
a vivadhya parirapastamamsi ca
' ' '
,
.lyotismantam rathamrtasya tisthasi /
• t • •
-r ' ' '
brhaspate bhimam amitradambhanam
raksohanam gotrabhidam svarvidam //
• • "
is explained by SlIAHA as raeghanam bhettaram and by V. VlKdUAVA
• •
as ffleghabh'ldam. WIISON translates into "the cleaver of the
clouds." GRIFFITH into "that ... cleaves the stall of Kine."
LUIMIG into "den erorecher des rinderstalls." HILLEBRAKDT into
"den Kuhstall spaltct" and GELDHER into: "die Kuhhole aufsprengt."
Thus SlilAMk does not consider gotra here as "the mountain" and
• ———
GELDNER also differs in his interpretation viz. Kuhhole for
Kuhberg.
(c) In X, 103, 6 (a,d)
/ / *
gotrabhidam govidam va.irabahum
imdram sakha/o anu sam rabhadhvam //
gotrabhidam is explained by SSlAEA. as
"ga udakani trayanti rneghah / yadva / gaur bhumih /
tam trayanta iti gotrah parvatah /
GRIFFITH translates the word by "cleaver of stalls," LUDWIG by
"den stall erbrecher," GELDNSR by "Der die Kuhstalle aufsprengt. "




translates into "Kine winner," GELDNER into "die binder ausfindig,"
thus having a sequential connection of gotrabhidam with govidam.
(v) The general meaning given by the Indian commentators is "the
cloud." Except once in (i - f) V. MlDHAVA invariably gives the mean-
:ing of gotra as "megha". SllAMA also gives this meaning to all
occurrences except in (i - f) (i - e) (i - 1) and (i - n), although
besides the meaning megha he suggests alternative meanings in (i - a)
(i - b) (ii - d) and (iv - a). The other meaning given by
V. IfaDHAVE and SXlAHA except in (i - o) and (iv - a) is gavam samuha.
• • 1
This meaning however agrees with GELDNER's suggestion "herd of cattle,"
which Is almost generalised by him - the exception being found in
(ii - a) and (ii - d) (iv - c) which he interprets£>y "Kuhstalle" and
the word in (iv - a) and (iv - b) he renders into "Kuhoerg" and
"Kuhhole". The conception of a hill blocking up the ways of the
cows meant for keeping them confined which is in GELDNER's "Kuhberg"
is found in SXlANA's alternative meaning suggested in (I - b):
"... paniohirapahrtanam gavam avarakamparvatam"
ii
LUDWIG and GRIFFITH almost in all instances translate the word
gotra by "cowstall" which is not satisfactory in all cases. HILLEBRANDT
and BSRGAIGNE also in certain instances translate the word into
"Kuhstall" and "l'etable" respectively. That the wordcannot be the
"cowstall" in the general sense of the term is evident from the context,
where the gotra is pierced, or broken as in (ii - c), (ii - d) the
gotra is given over, as in (iii - a), (iii - c) etc., and also from
the presence of a word gostha in the sense of "the cowstall" (to be
• •
discussed ) in Bks.I and X as also in Bks. VI and VIII of the RV.
If gotra is a cowstall it is the fold of cattle of the enemy which is
laid/....
laid open or the enclosure of which is broken, or the stall-ful of
cattle is bestowed by the gods to the favoured ones. Even if gotra
is translated into only "a cowstall of the enemy" it has to be
explained further in two more ways to fit itself with the different
contexts, viz.
(l) the enclosure or the blockings of the fold which are broken up,
and (2) the cattle the contents of the cowstall. Hence a cowstall
is not the true denotation of the word. It would be just a synonym
which leads one into confusion if it is not properly explained. In
(i) of our discussion gotra as an object of ana -vr-air- and ut-srj-
• I "
suggests "the collection of cattle confined in a place." besides
GELDNER, we have seen SllAKA alsi in some instances rendered the word
into either "gavam samuha" or "the cloud." "The cloud" brings in
the same difficulty as "the cowstall," because it has to be explained
as "the water in the cloud, i.e. "the content of the cloud." The
poetic ism of Rgveda is found so advanced that such a metonymic ex¬
pression (especially with the verb air- and utsrj~)is not unexpected.
In the case of (ii) however the meaning "cloud" as suggested by
SlIAMA and V. MSOHAVA can be taken as the proper meaning of the word
gotra. The European scholars in general disregard it as they may
have thought that it has no connection with 'go meaning "cow," and
the Indian interpreters find the etymology of the word connected with
go meaning "water" which the European scholars generally ignore. But
the meaning "cloud" might have been developed in the minds of the
Vedic poets, when Vrtra myth is conceived, the demon being killed by
Indra with his thunderbolt, letting free the oovs which are meta¬
phorical for rainwaters."'" GELDHSR's meaning of "the herd of cows"
is very much unsuitable^ with the context in the examples under (ii).
Hence he deviates from his usual translation in examples (ii -a) and
(ii - c); in (ii - b) and (ii - d) the verb he understands to be not
of the meaning of "breaking" (adardyhi and Ksayati.) These veros
are explained by some as "piercing" and "destroying." 'i'he other
verbs in (ii) are in (a) ru.jan and in (c) ablii gahamanah which have
the sense of "breaking" and "penetrating." Qotra in connection with
these verbs may also denote "the enclosure of the detained cows" as
may have been suggested by the meaning "cowstall." The examples
in (iii), except (d). although mostly rendered by SlIANA into mesha
seem to have signified "the collection of cows" as the word is con¬
nected with verbs davane (with genitive case of the word), 5iksan
(in the sense of probably "distributing) asisasah (in the sense of
• •
"gave"). The example in (iii) (d) may be the "collection of cows"
or it may be "the rays of the light freed from darkness" spoken with
metaphor. As remarked by MACDONELL (VR., p. 83) "With the release
of/...
^
PETERSON (SHR(2), 1922) argues that instead of bringing down rain,
Indra rather melted the snow on the mountains, with which the people
of the Rgveda were more concerned than with the rain, sending down
the rivers into the plain. He thinks that the identification of
parvata with megha was considerably advance of the stage at which we
find the alamkai^JLs were employed in RV. But we think that the cloud
pierced by the thunder bursting into downpours although not so
necessary for them as they were not agricultural people must have been
a great marvel to the poetic mind of the Rgvedic seers.to whom such a
metaphor was quite easy.
2
The meaning "cloud" may on the other hand be suitable as suggested
by Indian interpreters in these examples discussed under (ii)
tx /
of the waters" (of the cloud)"is connected the winning of light, sun
and dawn." 'Nighantu' gives sixty synonyms of the "beams of light"
with gau in I, 5, although gau is included in the twenty-one names of
the Earth (l, l) six common names of the sky (I, 4) fifty-seven names
of Speech (I, 11) and thirteen names of invokers (ill, 16) also. The
word gotra in gotrabhid is explained by SSXAfA generally as "cloud",
once only an alternative meaning of "the rock" is suggested.
The meaning megha (cloud) of the word gotra cannot be denied and
it was only a figurative employment of the word that may have given
this meaning. But the primary sense of the word seems to be "the
collection of the cows or cattle" which no doubt is the meaning in
the examples under (iii) and the meaning "cloud" is not suitable here.
Gotra in examples under (iii) and (i) seems to denote "the
collection of cows confined by the enemy."' The word under (ii)
appears to be "the barrier or enclosure behind which the cows were
kept confined or concealed," and these cows might be either actual
when it referred to the Valamyth, or they might be figurative when it
referred to the Vrtra-myth, the barrier might then be "the rock guard-
:ing the way out of the cows" or "the enclosure for keeping the cows
in it" or it might be "the clous." We have seen in our discussion
hoxj Valamyth might have been mostly suggested. The citations in (i)
could be justified with the meaning "the cloud" also. The examples
in (iv) also show Indra breaking the gotra which may be "the rock or
any barrier for the cows." In these cases-, gotra is used in the
sense "the barrier, rock or enclosure guarding the confined cows from
their coming out," in which case we find the etymology of the word
to be derived from _go with the verb trai (guard, protect, etc.) This
meaning/
12.8
meaning seems to be etymological and secondarily developed on account
of its apparent connection with .go and tra(i). This etymology was
conceived before the word could be employed in this sense. The
etymology of the word in the primary sense however was not clear be¬
cause the use of words in their primary meanings came earlier than
while any etymology could be thought of. Panini has to make a
special aphorism (IV, 2, 57) (already noted) for the rather unusual
suffix of -tra in the sense of samuha (gavam samuha) which was the
conventional meaning of the word at the time of RV. The secondary
meaning "the blocking of the cow," "the cow-guard" came into being
when the etymological effort of the Vedic people found out this meaning.
A third meaning also developed when "the cloud" was metaphorically
conceived as "the locked up place of the rainwaters." As "the place .of
confinement with a guarding rock or the like for the cows" was a
secondary meaning, the meaning of "cloud" seems to oe tertiary. The
meaning "hill" or "mountain" of the word, as a result of generalisation
of meaning of "the guarding rocx meant for the confined cows" seems to
be much later."'"
"'"
As the Indian etymologists did not study the historical change of
the meanings of words, they did not consider the secondary meaning of
the word as "the rock or barrier guarding the cows to come out" but
took up the first tertiary meaning "cloud" and the second tertiary
meaning "mountain" and explained etymologically. Under III, 4-3, 7
35YAKA gives th^etymology "gamudakam rasmibhiravrtam Eihrtam) varsasv
rtusu tra-fante palayantTti gotrah meghah train palane" ityas.ya" ato'
• • • •
nupasarge Kah" iti kah /" This explanation follows that of the 'Nirukta',
• •
where it is also said " gampasu.iatim trayate va vrstya paniyapradanat / "
SlYANA under I, 51, 3 gives another etymology: gun av/axta-saude (Bhvadi)
gudhrvipaoivaciyami (mani-tani) sadisksadibhyas trah (unadi 4-, 162). To
• • • •
justify the sense of "mountain" the etymology of gotra is thus sought:
"parvato'pi nirjharadipatana .janyam avyaktamsa odam Karoti. abhivrstam
udakam udakadharesu dharanad raksati ca"
• • •
Indra as gotrabhid was probably considered "the piercer of the rocky
obstruction (for the cows" or "the piercer of the cloud."j
From the primary meaning, however, there is a tendency of
generalisation viz. from the sense of "collection of cows" the sense
of "collection (in general)" davara gotram in II. 23,13 and gotra
gavam in VI, 65, 5 leads us to doubt if that meaning has beai
developed at this stage so that gavam has to be used in addition to
gotra to state explicitly that a collection of cows is meant to be
expressed, or for any other reason. In the absence of any positive
evidence about it, it is not possible to push the following assump¬
tion of KANE to a definite assertion that in RV. age gotra denoted
" a group of men" .
"From this last sense of 'an assemblage or group' the transition
to the meaning of 'a group of persons' is both easy and quick.
Though there is no positive use of the word gotra in the Rgveda
in the sense of 'descendants of a common ancestor,1 it will be
plain from the remarks to be made later on that the conception
underlying the idea of gotra was quite familiar even in the age
of the Rgveda The argument from silence cannot reasonably
be pushed so far as to assert that the word gotra had not come




We cannot accept D. D. Kosambi's article in JAOS, (73) p- 202 that
gotra means a group of human beings associated with the herd as a unit
the common owners of a herd of cattle. The novelty of the theory at
once strikes the mind, but gotra never stood clearly for the herd of
the cow as a unit in the RV. or in the later texts and the theory is
based on a large amount of assumption.
B. Gotra in AV:
In Av. gotra singly occurs in four verses in (Sau) and in three
verses in (Pai) (Two in AV, (Sau) are the same verse, .just repeated.)
All the Sau verses are wholly or partly repeated RV verses. Of the
Pai verses, two are repeated RV verses, which along with the three
•/
SAU verses have reference to Indra. The new verse in Pai is
addressed to Soma. In AV (SAU) a new compounded word formed with
gotra occurs in a new verse addressed to the wardrum. This example
is very important as it points out to the probability of a semantic
change of the word leading to its later denotation of a particular
kind of social group.
(i) (a) AV (SAU) XX, 77, 3 (cd):
sa no neta va.jama darsi bhurim
• •
r / * f
gotra ru.i annamgirobhir grnanah
• • • •
("... Hymned by Angirases, bursting the cowstalls, thou foundest
ample strength for us as leader" - GRIFFITH)
It is RV. IV, 16, 8 repeated.
(b) AV (SAU) XIX, 13, 7, (Pai) VII, A, 7 (first line):
' JL ' — JL —
abhi gotrani sahasa gahamano
__ / ' / /
'daya ugrah'satamanyur indrah
('Piercing the cowstalls, with surpassing vigour, Indra, the
pitiless hero, wild with anger ...." - GRIFFITH)
("Plunging with power into the cowstalls, Indra pitiless ...
formidable." - WHITNEY)
(LANKAN's note:"The stalls, namely in which the Kine are shut up
by the Asuras.")
\31
This verse is RV. X, 103, 7 repeated with some variations, such
as for RV. adayah, it is adayah. for vlrah it is ugrah here.
• • • •
which are insignificant.
In the explanation of the A7. verse also SlXAHA differs.
__ t
Instead of "abhrani meghan valena pravavisan" he explains the
first 'hemistich of the line here as "soh uuakasva trani
• •
trayakani yuddhaksetrani va balena abhimukhyena pravisan ..."
SSXAM's explanation of gotrani as yuddhaksetrani is however
• • • •
not convincing. As the RV. verse of prayer for aid and pro¬
jection in oattle is repeated in AV. with the same object,
the meaning of the word gotrani apparently requires no change.
As we have seen in the discussion of gotra in RV. the two
instances of gotra above appear to stand for either "cloud",
if the Vrtra myth is alluded to, or "the rock6r blocking up
of the cows made by the enemies" if the Vala myth is alluded to.
(c) AV (Sau) V. 2, 8 and XX, 107, 11, (Pai) VI, 1, 8: (second
line)
maho gotrasya Ksayati svara.ja (/svara.jo)
* * r ' /
turascid visvarn arnavat tapasvan
(/durasca visva avrnod apa svah)
The verse is repeated RV X, 120, 8. AV (Pai) keeps the RV.
line absolutely unchanged, while AV (Sau) changes^rom svara.j o
to apa svah in RV, to svara.ja turascid visvam arnavat tapasvan7 . — —
C21IFFITH: "Free lord, he rules the mighty fold of cattle,
winning aglow, even all the billowy waters."
(translation of V, 2, 8 of AV (Sau)
"He /
"He rules the great self luminous fold of cattle and
all the doors of light hath he thrown open"
(translation of XX, 107, 11 cd) (The latter is
exactly the same translation as that of the RV verse)
WHITNEY: "... he rules an autocrat, over the great stall (gotra)
may he, quick (?tura) rich in fervor, send (?) all."
(LAEMAN notes that the fourth pada is "plainly a
gross corruption of the RV. text.)
The alteration involving so many words on the other hand seems to
he deliberate with a view to express some different idea.
WHITREI's translation seems to be near to the idea of the
changed expressions but the meaning of maho gotrasva Ksayati
may be the same as in RV. "destroys the great cloud" or "destroys
the great rock preventing the cows from their coming out" or
"rules over the great herd of cows" (as Indra is often called
gopati, but in all probability gopati may be interpreted as
"lord of the earth," etc. as various meanings of go are dev¬
eloped.
From the instances of gotra gavarn etc. in RV. we have discussed
the possibility of the word gotra having a generalisation of
its primary meaning - viz. "the collection of cows" to "the
collected band" in general. If it is so, in the present
instance of AV. maho gotrasya Ksa^ati may have the sense "Indra
ruler over the great host (viz. the collection of all beings.)
f
This is not unlikely because we find the word visva gotrya in
AV. (Sau) where gotra appears to have not the sense of "the
collection of cattle" or of "the rock or obstruction for the
cows/....
cows confined by the enemy" or of "the cloud" or of "the moun¬
tain."
(a) AV, (Pai) I, 51, 3:
tvam soma divyo nrcaksas suga
• • • "
asmabhyam patho'nu gaccha /
abhi no gotram vidusiva (?) neso
• • •
accha no vacam usatim jigasi //
(0 Soma, do thou who art divine and supervisest men show to
us easy paths, mayst thou lead towards us specjch that is fond
of us.)
Although the meaning of "vidusiva neso" is obscure, the gotram
here is clearly not in the sense of "mountain," "cloud" or
"the rocky obstruction for the detained cows" etc. It may
have the denotation of "the collection of cattle," better "the
collection (op people)" especially as it is connected with nah
(no gotram. may have denoted "our host or collection.") This
verse is referred to in the Kausika Sutra (IV, 2) in connection
/
with the description of the "Sarsa Paurna - masa".
(b) AV. (Sau) V, 21, 3:
—. / ' _ 1 / /
vanaspatyah sambhrta usriyabhir visvagotryah /
pratrasam amitrebhyo vada.jyenabhidharitah //
("Made of forest tree, brought together with ruddy Kine, belong-
:ing to all the families, speak thou alarm for our enemies,
being smeared with sacrificial butter" - WHITNEY.)
This is said about the war drum. visvaa'otryah seems to denote
"belonging to gotras." WHITNEY's translatioi/is based on the
assumption/.... -
assumption that it has already attained the later meaning of
•family.' That it has not the sense of "collection of cattle,"
"the rocky block-up for the cattle confined by the enemy,"
"the cloud" or "the mountain" does not prove that gotra has
attained the sense of family. Rather if the process of
semantic change is followed step by step there is a possibility
that the primary meaning of gotra viz. "the collection of cows"
has by generalisation of meaning developed to "the collection
of all beings." Visvagotryah as a compound for visvebliyah
gotrebhyah hitah - "doing good for all the collections of all
beings, or for all who live together in groups" may be the
possible meaning. Thus we may have an intermediate stage of
the shift of meaning from "the collection of cowd' to "the col¬
lection of men related by blood etc." "The collection of
cows" generalised to "the collection of all kinds of all beings"
may have been further specialised to the meaning of "the col¬
lection of men." then "the collection of men related by blood
etc." With this we can compare RV VI, 4-7, 29 (ab) where also
it is said about the wardrum:
upa svasaya prthivxmuta dyam purutra te manutam
visthitam .iaeat
; 1—a
("Send forth thy voice aloud through earth and heaven and let
the world in all its breath regard thee." - GRIFFITH)
Where ,j agat is explained by SlYANA as sthavaram;i angamam
cobhayabidham pranijatan, by MAHIDHARA as sthavara.iangamatmakant
• • •
visvam. UVATA, ujrga and SKANDASVAmIN (in his annotation on
•Nirukta') take visthita in the sense of sthavara and jagat in
• •
the /
the sense of jangama. Thus here in AV. (Sau) visvagotrya
may stand for "good for all forming one community" (i.e. visva-
tmakaya gotraya nitam) or for "good for the whole group of men
joining or interested in the flight against a host of common
enemies" (i.e. visvasmai gotraya hitam.) On the other hand
if it is taken in the sense of what WHITNEY, suggests"*", the
wardrum belonging to all the families, a presumption is made
which is not supported by any evidence.
(iii) Hence in A?., besides a few instances in the repeated verses
of RV. there are two new uses of the word gotra which possibly sig-
:nify a collection of men ( in general) or "a collection of men for
some purpose like fight with a common enemy."
0. Gotra in YV.
' JL f — JL ~ ' /
(i) (a) ablii gotrani sahasa gahamanah etc. and gotraonidam govidam
va.irabahum etc. are RV. lines (X, 103, 7 and 6) which are quoted
in IV (TS. IV, 6, 4, 2; VS. (Ma) XVII, 39 and 33; MS II, 10, 4;
Kap S. XXVII, 5; KS XVIII, 5) with reference to Indra.
(b) RV. II, 23, 3 having:
mSm — — ' ' '
a vivadhva ... raksohanam sotrabhidam svarvidamJ.— J—o J
is repeated in KS XXVI, 11.
(c) In MS. IV, 14, 12 ".. .a te maho yo .iata evabhi gotrani /"
embodies quotations from RV. VII, 25, 1 a te maho. II, 12, 1
yo jata eva and X, 103, 7 abhi-rotrani - etc.
Bloomfield's translation, "Made of vrood, equipped with the skin of the
cow, at home with every clan, put thou with thy voice, terror into the
enemies when thou hast been anointed with ghee" appears better than
.ffiiT: El's but in respect of gotra it is not again satisfactory.
(ii) (a) In KS X, 13 also in MS IV, 12, 4, and T$tl, 13, 14, 4
(with some v.l.) we find in the second line:
__ ' ' r
sahasrakso gotrabhid va.iratsahur
• 1
asmasu devo dravinaia dadhatu /
• • ...
referring to Indra, who is praised.
(b) In KS XXXVIII, 6 which is equivalent to VS (Ma) XX, 33
in the second line we notice:
puramdaro gotraohid vajrabahur
ayatu va.jnak upa no jusanah
• • •
In both these instances which are not exact repetitions of RV.
verses, there is echo of RV. expressions as in RV. VI, 17, 2
there is:
r * /
yo gotrabhid vajrabhrd yo haristhah
Regarding purandara GRIFFITH notes:
"Splitting the cloud castles of the demons of drought,
and regarding gotrabhid he notes:
"Opener of the stores of fertilizing rain."
In any case in these instances, no new sense appears to have
been attached to the word gotra but there is one instance in
MS & KS which may have denoted "a group of people."
(iii) KS XXV, 10 and MS III, 8, 9:
"visva.ianasya chayasiti chadiraohinidadhati
gotrad gotrad dhi (etat sam - (KS) ) prasarpanti
("You are a cover for all the people' saying this he sets up a shed,
they indeed approach it from every gotra'.' Here the meaning of
gotra
gotra may be the group of people having ritual differences.
D. Gotra in Khilas.
(i) In RV. Khilas there are one or two occurrences of the word gotra.
(a) In Khi III, 2, 10,
yatha Kanve mayi gotram harisriyam //
• •
the RV. verse VIII, 50, 10 is repeated.
(b) In Khi IV, 12, 2 (SGHEFTELOWITZ•s Kashmir edition) gotre
is found in place of \ghich there is gosthe in Junagadh MS.
• •
(as in KASHIKAR's edition) ( Kashmir Sdn. rdg. within orackets)
t c '
upamaitu maypohuva (mayoohuvam) ur.j am
t t / '
/ /
cau.iasca bibhratih (pipratoh) /
r
t / / r
duhana aksitam (aksitim) payo mayi (mama)
gosthe (gotre) nivartadhvam (nivisadhvam)
yatha bhavany (bhavamy) uttamah /
The reading gosthe seems to be more acceptable as in the previous
• •
verse there is gosthe
• •
mL mm JL * ' * — ' ' /
yasam udhascaturvilam madhoh parnam ghrtasya ca /"
' 1 " *' ' i "
— ' f mm II
ta nah santu payasvater bahvirgosthe ghrtacyah /
•' ■ iii ■ « • • •
The RV. hymn X, 169 starting with "mayobhurthe deity of
which is "cow" has gostha. only and no^gotra.
E. Gotra in the Brahmanas
(i) In T Br. there are three instances of the word gotra - two of
single gotra-s and the other of gotrabhld. But all of them are
used as they were used in the Rgveda.
(a) T Br. Ill, 7, 11, 4-5:
abiair gobhir yadato na unam /
apyayaya harivo varclhamanah yada stotrbhyo
• •
mahi gotra ru.iasi bhuyisthabhajo adha te syama /
S5IANA explains it thus: "he asvayuktendra. asmadiyastutibhih
vardbamanah tvam asmat karmanah unaia aitgarn
• •" "" •
asmadartham abhivardhaya he harivan. yasmin^ale
stotranugrahartham mahi gotra mahatah parvatan
meghan va ru.jasi bhagnan karos: / atha tada vayam
• •
te tavanugriiltah praohutadliananam labdharo bhuyasma /"
Here we find with ru.iasi. gotra has got the Rgvedie meaning.
This is found repeated in Tlr I?, 5, 6 and 17, 42, 5
(b) In T Br II, 8, 3, 3 is quoted RV. verses as in MS 17, 14, 12
a te iaaho yo ,jata eva / abhi gotrani sahasa gahamana
iti purodasasya puro' nuvakya.
Here the R7. verse is quoted with R7. meaning as a sacrificial
formula.
(c) In T Br. II, 5, 8, 1:
sa Tin pahi ya l-.jisa tarutrah yah sipra - vanvrsa'oho
vo matinam yo gotrabhid vajraohrd yo haristhah sa
:—■« ^ ^" n ;
indra citra abhitrndhi va.ian
3AIAMA explains: yastvam nispld&tarasah (somavaillbhagah
• • • • • •
r.iisah) duhkhebhyas tarakah sa tvam imam savanam—I—-— d ; T
palaya parvatanam bhetta. satrunam
annar.i abhito vinasaya.
Hone/...
None of the examples here is important for the study of the
developed meaning of the word gotra.
(ii) In Kau§ Br. XXV, 15:
brahmane samanagotre vased vat samane gotre 'nnadvam
tasyopaptyai samvatsaram cared atha samvesya/.....
• • >
It is said about one who has performed Visvajit sacrifice (in which
everything of one's own is given over.) Here it is said that one
having done so should stay with a .Brahmins of the same gotra. This
shows that there were different gotras for the Brahmins at least.
(iii) In S Br III. 5, 3, 5 it is said:
brahmanah vis^ViikPtrah - which may also sig¬
nify that the Brahmins have among them all the gotras"1"
(iv) In Pv Br. XVIII, 2, 12:
sagotraya brahrrtane deyah somapithasyavyapohaya /
(Gamasa made of the udumbara is to be given as daksina to a Sagotra
• •
Brahmana in order that the drinking of Soma is not fruitless) sagotra
Bralimana denotes a Brahmin of the same gotra as his.
(v) (a) In J Br. I. 18 .... tarn hagatam prcehati
• •
"Xastvam asi" iti/ sa yo ha namna va gotrena va
pra brute tarn haha "yas te' yam mayy atmabhud
esa te sah iti /
j
(This is also found in JU Br III, IX, 1)
(He/....
_
u A \) "
RAU^/believes that in this S 3r. example as also in Kaus Br. and in
the Pv Br. also the Brahmana comprises one gotra. But the meaning
may be quite different. In Kau5 Br. - as samanagotre is an
adjective of brahmane all the Brahmins do not seem to be of the same
gotra.
(He asks him who has approached "Who are you?" Hinjfoio declares
himself with his name or gotra. he says "Here is this of yours
which was in me this of your self.") Here it is clear how one
is introduced by his own name or the name of the gotra which may
be the name of a forefather or a spiritual preceptor with which
his genealogical line is connected as it is found in the late
days.
(b) In J Br. II. 113
athaisa gosavah / ... tasya vratam / upa mataram
iyad upa svasaram upa sagotram /
The naming of the mother then of the sister then of the sagotra
shows the importance of the relation of a person by one's
gotra which is next to mother and sister.
This is also found in Ap SrS. XXII, 13, 2.
In the Brahmanas therefore we find the use of gotra in the later
sense except in T Br where the RV. use of it is found.
F. Gotra in the Arag^-kas and Upanisads
(i) In the T 5r II, 6, 2:
a rabhetham anusamrabhetham samanam pantham avatho ghrtena /
• • " ' •
yadva pur tarn parivistam yad agnau tasmai gotrayeha jayapati
• • •
sam rabhetham /
(You two keep on doing (the work) and safeguard the (virtuous) path
common (to you both) with clarified butter; whatever purta (you have
done) ("given food etc. to the fathers" - SJlIAT-A), whatever (oelation)
you have served into the sacrificial fire, 0 husband and wife, you
should/
\
should keep on doing the same for the gotra (i.e. the persons who
belong to the gotra. apparently the genealogical line) )
The latter portion is explained by SXlANA thus:
"yuvayoh yat purtam pitrbhyo dattamannadi yad aanau pari
• • •
prapitam havih tad avicehedam yatha kriyetetyevamartham
• •
samrabhetham tvaretham natu tusnimasatham tacca gotraya
- -
; a u—
upayujyate. gotrasambhavah purve pare ca ye santi tesam
sarvesam idam anusthanam upayunkte."
t ' ^TT! u—
The persons belonging to the gotra are not only the fathers but also
the descendants i.e. people upward and downward in the genealogical
line.
(ii) In Cha Up. IV, U, 1:
satyakamo ha .jayalo-.iavalam mataram amantrayancakre
brahmacaryam bhavati vivatsyami kimgotro'nvaham asmiti /
sa hainam uvaca nahametad veda tata yadgotrastvarn asi
bahvaham carante paricarinT yauvane tvamalabhe
sahametanna veda yadgotrastvamasi / jabala tu namaham asmi
satyakamo nama tvamasi sa satyakamo eva javalo bruvitha iti /
The system of mentioning the gotra name beside one's own name is
noticed in JB and JUB. From the above, Fick (Sncycl. of ftelig. &
Ethics V, p. 354-) draws an inference that the teacher could give a
gotra to a student, which KANE criticises as less reasonable and
he opines that this story in Oh. Up. is "no more than an ancient
attempt to give an etymology of the word Jabala as a gotx*a."~ We
can on the other hand infer that gotra was the name given to all
relatives on the father's side, because Jabala has given the gotra-
name to his son according to her name quite exceptionally.
1 JBBRAS (11)j 1935 p. 9.
G. Gotra in the Kalpasutras:
In the Kalpasutras, gotra is used, definitely in the sense of a
social group.~ In a few occurrences there are quotations from RV.
verse which does not have this developed meaning.
(i) (a) Sp. SrS XVII, 21, 7 quotes RV. verse II, 23, 13:
tava sriye vya.iihlta parvato gavam gotram udasr.io
yadangirah./ etc. after which it is said: brhaspate
saraa.jayadvasuni maho vra.jan gorarto deva esah / a pah
• • •
sisasant suvaraprateto orhaspatir hanty amitram
• •
arkairiti tisro brahmasadane /
(b) Sp SrS III, 12, 1 again repeats T 3r. Ill, 7, 11, 4-5
where gotra ru.iasi is employed in the Rgvedic sense.
(ii) For some ritualistic practices the mention of one's gotra-
name was as essential as that of one's name.
(a) ASvGrS IV, 4, 10 states:
yatrodakam avahad ohavati tat prapya sakrd unma.i-
yaikanj alim utsy.jya tasya gotram nama ca




(b) In MSrs II, 1, 2, 23 in the Giksitavratam section under
Agnistoma and in IX, 1, 2, 24 under Rajasiua chapter - it is
• •
said that the name is first mentioned, then the gotra is men¬
tioned by saying "amusyayana."
• •
"'""The Brahmanical gotra which persists with little modification to
the present day, may be defined as an exogamous patrilineal sibship,
whose members trace their descent back to a common ancestor" - BROUGH
("The Early Brhamanical System of Gotra and Pravara, Gam. U. Press
1953 p.7)
(c) In the anahitagnih pramitah-section under anugrahika chap-
• •
:ter therule of pinaanidhana by taking the name4nd _gotra-name
of the dead is stated in MSr& VIII, 20, 8. In the same Sratt-ta
Sutra in XI, 9, 1, 6 it is said:
pavitre panau pradaya namagotre samuccarya "mama
oitar esa te1 rghyah pitamaha prapitamaheti /"1
• •
.... iti .juhoti /
alsi in XI, 9, 3, 14.:
/ r
"pitrbhyah" iti dattesu upavesya kusesu tan
gotranamani var.janti pitrbhyo' rghyam pradapayet//
and in XI, 9, 3, 28:
trayanam udaaam karyam trisu pindah pravartate /
urdhvam nandxmukharn proktam namagotrapaharakam //
• ' " • ' ' 4" .
(d) In 3-ooh GrS 11,3, 11, - the bride is said to be showrffche
pole star after which she bows the guru (the husband) with
(the mention of) her gotra.
(iii) The words sania-fl&gotra, nanagotra and sagotra, asagotra are
found in these Sutras in large number.
(a) liSVSrS, uttarastaka, VI, 10 makes the following aphorisms:
• •
(1) sarve samanagotrah sv~ur iti ganagarih katham
• •
hyaprTsuktani bliave.iuh katham praya.ja iti //
(2) api nanagotrah s/uriti saunakastantranam v.yapitvlt /
(3) grhapati - gotranvaya visesah / etc.
• •
In course of explaining the first, Gar;y/anarayana, the commentator




"gotrasabdo 'patyam pautra prabhrti gotram ityevam
mm , mm / mm
paribhasiko' sti" and again "visvamitro .iamadagnir
• '
bharadva.jo' tha gautamah atrir vasisthah kas;yapa
• • • •
ity eta- saptarsayo 1gastyastamanam yadapatyam tad
gotram ityucyate."
The commentator explains that in this Sutra no distinction is
made for the term gotra - it may denote the descendants from the
grandson onwards or the group of people descending from anyone
of the seven rsis or Agastya.
»' •
(b) nana—gotra in Bha GrS II, 25:
athasma annara samskrtya bhutamiti vedayate / tata
'
• • •
aha brahmanamscaturo nanagotran bho.iayati / tesu
• • •
bhuktavatsvannam aparanti/...
appears to have the use of gotra in the sense of rsi-gotra.
the descendants of the eight rsi's mentioned.o
-*-5
(c) In M SrS III, 8, 3 in the dlksitadahanam section under
prayascittani:
.... catvaro brahmana nanagotra uuakamsyena
diksitamabhisinceyur na punah kuryat.
'
• •
where nanagotra has the same sense as the preceding instance.
/
__ mm mm mm.
(d) In Ap SrS XXI, 3, A nanagotravyavayad eva samanagotranam
arseyavaranam abhyavartetetyekam also gotra appears to have the
• •
the same sense.
(iv) As samanagotra and nanagotra are found to be used with a wide
sense of gotra. sagotra and asagotra ana have their uses mostly with
the/...
\ l+T
the sense of gotra as the social group of persons related by the same
line of descent.
(a) In Gobh GrS. Ill, 4-, 3 asagotran darankurvita which has
been said again in ApDhS II. 5, 11, 5 sagotraya duhitaram na
prayacehet. HirGrS. also I, 19, 2 says tabhyamanu.inato bharyam
upayacchet sa.iatam nagnikam brahmacarinim asagotram.
In M GrS. I, 7, 3 it is said similarly about asamana-pravaram
instead of asamanagotram. ^
Gau DhS III, 2 also says asamanapravarair vivahah. The
exogamous nature of _gotra-group is evident here.
(b) In connection with the paradara subject ApDhS in II. 27, 2
says: sagotrasthanoyan ca parebhyas samacaksati.
Gommentator Haradatta Misra explains:
"bharta tu saksat sagotrah tam sagotrasthanlyam na
parcbhyo 'sagotrebhyas samacaksTta - iyam anapatya
asyam apatyam utpadayatam iti sa,;otrayaiva tu sana-
caksxta. tatrapi devaraya, tadabhave sapindebhyah /
(v) Sagotra and sagotra are found in some Kalpasutra instances
which are already found in the Brahmanas.
(a) In Ap DhS XX, 13, 2 as it has already been noted:
upa matavam iyad ups. svasarara upa sago train
which has already occurred in JB.
t * '
(b) In Sp SrS. XXII, 9, 13: auduabaras camasas catuhsaktih
somasya purnah sagotraya priyayabrahmane deyah
"" '
• • : . • *
^
"A pravara is a stereotyped list of names of ancient rsis or seers
who are believed to be the remote founders of the family" - BROUGH (EBSGP)
(c) In Saii SrS XIV, 16, 8 also, it is said:
Sagotraya brahmane dadyat /'
• "
It is said about somacamasa in XIV, 16, 5-6 (soma-camaso
daksinabhisutasya / rtam satyam vadanto bhaksayeyuh /
• • • • 5 5 •*
(vi) (a) In Ap SrS XXI, 2, 5: ajuhotetltaresam gotranam following
tvam varuna iti vasistha rajanyanam paridhaniya and in Ap SrS
XXI, 2, 6 - 7: narasamsp dtftti/ah praya.io vasistha sunakanam /
• • • •
tanunapad itaresam gotranam. Here gotra seems to denote the
• • • '
rsi-gotra.
• •
(b) San SrS I, X, 16 has the term dvigotra.
Sat tu dvigotrasya. In the preceding verse (I, X, 15) amutro'
rvanci ya.iamanasya trxnyarseyany abhi vyahrtya. 'arseya" is
• • • •
found which is distinguished from the term gotra.
(vii) Regarding 'inheritance" Gau DhS. XXVIII, 21 - 22 gives the
aphorism: pindagotrarsisamoandha riktiiam oha.jeran / strl canapatyasya/7
The commentary Maskari dhasya explains the distinction of sapinda.
sagotra and samana-pravara. Here also the gotra relation is kept
distinct from the rsi relation.
• •
(viii) Gau DhS XXVIII, 3X:
"kanina-sahodha - paunarbhava - putrika - putra - svayamdatta -
' * •
kritah gotrabha.i ah" echoes what is said in Bau DhS II, 2, 32.
• •
"Kanxnam ca sapodham ca krltam paunarbhavam tatha svayamdattam
1 •' 1 • " • • •
nisadam ca gotraoha.i ah pracaksate"




to these were mentioned those who were both gotrabha.i ahwtai. rikthabha.i ah.
Thus here gotra is used in a very narrowed sense where the relation of
gotra only which does not entitle one to the riktha '(inheritance of
property) is denoted.
That the name of one's own self and the name of the gotra were equally
important to declare one's identity on some occasions is found in the
early Or Sutras like Isvalayana and Gobhila. This gotra-name might
be either that of one of the eight rsis 01- that of forefather, which
_— t
*
is also found as early as Ssvalayana.
Gotra as a social group was essentially exogamous and it is noticed in
the early Gr. Sutra of Goohila. The distinction of the gotra relation
from the rsi and sapinda relation is emphasised in Gau DhS. and as
■ • • •
early as in Baudhayana is noticed that the members of gotra do not
necessarily have the right to the property of a sagotra man deceased.
H. SUMMARY;
It has been discussed that the primary meaning of the word 'feotra"
seems to be "a collection of cows." The secondary meaning "the rock
obstructing the cows detained by the enemy" was probably conceived by
"popular etymology" by the Rgvedic poets associating the word with go
(cow) plus trlO(i) (guard). A tertiary meaning seems to have been
obtained by figurative employment of the secondary sense to "cloud,"
where rainwaters are pent up. Besides these meanings another might
have been developed, but we can not be definite about it. The use
of gavam with gotra in two instances has led some scholars to think
that gotra was used here in the sense of "group" only (the inference
that it denoted "the group of men" does not fit well with the context,
as/....
as we have already ooserved.) We cannot be definite, yet we can suggest
that from the primary meaning "the collection of cows" a general sense
of "group" can develop by the process of generalisation of meaning.
This might be "just a group" for which gavam was necessary to indicate
that the group was of cows.
In the AV. besides the two instances of repeated RV. verses, there
is one altered RV. verse in AV. (Sau) where instead of the "herd of
cows" gotra may as well be interpreted as "a collection of all beings"
with ksayati in the sense of "rules over." Then in 'Pai' version
• rK
also there is one instance of "abhi no gotram" which might have sig¬
nified "unto our herd of cows" but better "unto our host
or group." The word visvagobrya in AV (Sau) referring to the wardrum
may also have signified "belonging to all groups of men" or " good for
all groups of beings." From the general spirit of the Vedic poets,
it can be presumed that the friendly people are all considered "a comm-
:unity" while the unfriendly ones "the enemy" and the war drum calling
the people to bring in victory and consequent good for all the people
(by crushing the enemy) is called visvagotrya. The inference that
the people at this time were divided, into "clans" or ".groups" known as
gotras from this occurence only is forced and faulty, for we cannot
attribute the later meaning of gotra to justify the sense of the word.
On the other hand we can assume that the sense of gotra revealed in
this word is one step near to the later meaning viz. "a collection of
men." The Ks XXV, 10 and MS III, 8, 9 present one instance of
gotrad gotrad/....
_1 ' ——
KAKE (JBBRAS (ll), 1935, p.5) remarks "Here clearly the word
'gotra' which is seen in the form 1visvagotryah1 means."a group of men
connected together1 (by blood). But we do not find how "the
consanguineous" relation of gotra can be "clearly" inferred here.
gotrad gotrad where separate groups of people are probably referred to.
Thus the conception of "group of people" is gradually evolving side by
side with the old use of the word as found in RV. Of the Brahmanas,
in T Br. specially the old uses of the RV. are found but in the other
Brahmanas like Kaus Br, S Br., Pv Br., J Br, and JU 3r. there are
instances of gotra which shows that at least the Brahmins had different
gotras or groups' of social importance. KANE has described how the
names of the different Rsis with or without taddhita affixes reores-
:ented different Gotras. (loc. cit p.8) In T Ar. the word gotra
stands for all members of the social group known as 'gotra' which
appears to be the genealogical line. In Gli. Up. gotra-name was as
essential as one's own name for declaring ones own identity especially while
one seeking to be a brahmacarin approached the preceptor. The gotra-
name is given to all members of the genealogical line from the
father's side. (The gotra-name from the mother given to Satyakama
Jabala is only exceptional) The gotra-group in the early Sutra
period had their exogamous nature emphasised. The gotra-group was
genealogical as well as the group according to the names of the eight
rsis. Hence the modern meaning of gotra as a social group is evinced
• •
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urama in some of its occurrences in RV. and in tlie later texts
appear to have the sense of "a host of people" and it is explained as
such by the Indian and European interpreters.
A. Grama in Rgveda.
(i) Grama occurs with Its derivatives and compounded forms, sixteen
times in the RV.: - the following forms once each: gramah in III, 33, 11
gramah in 11, 12, 7; gramasah in X, 127, 5; grameohih in I, 100, 10;
grame in I, 114, 1; gramesu in I, 44, 10; gramyah in X, 90, 3;
grama.jitah in V, 54, 3; suragramah in K, 90, 3; aristagramah in
• • • • •
I, l66, 6; maha-gramah in X, 73, 6; twice, gramanlh in X, 62, 11;
& X, 107, 5 and thrice, gramam in X, 27, 19; X, 146, 1; & X, 149, 4.
It is notable, however, that most of the occurrences are in the later-.,
books of the RV. (8 instances from Bk.X and 4 from Bk.I, out of 16.)
(ii) (a) gramah in III, 33, 11:
'mm. / r *
yadamga tva bharatah samtareyur gavyan grama isita
c
__ f / / /
imdra.i utah 1 arsadaha prasavah sargatakta a vo vrne
• • 7 • • •
/
sumatim yajniyanam It
SlXANA explains: gavyan. ga udakani taritum icchannisitas-tvaya-
• •
bhyanu.jnata-indra-.iuto yusmakam pravartakenendrena ca prerito
gramo bharatanam samgho 'rsat santaret. A grammatical note
'
• •
is added: "gramah" grasatera ca" (Unadi- I. 140) iti man-
— — — ' ,
pratvayah akaradesasca / nitsvarah "
^ ■ #




WILSON: (Visvamitra speaks) "Since, rivers, (you have allowed
one to cross), so may the Bharatas pass over your united stream
may the troop desiring to cross the water, permitted (by you)
and impelled by Indra, pass."
GRIFFITH: Soon as the Bharatas have fared across thee, the
warrior band, urged on and sped by Indra, / Then let your
streams flow on in rapid motion. I crave your favour who
deserve our worship.
GELDNER: Wenn die Bharata's dich wirklich uberschritten haben
werden, der auf Kinder (beute) ausziehende Heerbann, zur Eile
getrieben Galopp pfeilschnell dahinschiessen.
LUDWIG: ... wenn dann die Bharata uber dich hinuber sind, die
beutelustige schar die Indra auszgesandt / dann gehe hin dein
im strom ergoszner laufj eure gnade verlang ich, die ihr Opfer
verdient.
HILLEBRANDT: Wenn dich die Bharater uberschreiten, der auf
Indras Geheiss nach Beute ausgezigene clan, dann moge eure
dahinjagende Stromung abfliessen. Die Gunst erbitte ich von
euch ehr xnirdigen.
Here, bharatah, the people of Bharat's line, are called gramah.
evidently b community of people',- but, while SlIANA, and
following him WILSON, explains gavyan as 'desiring to cross the
water,1 gau being taken in the figurative sense of 'water,' the
other European scholars generally explain it as 'desiring for
the booty of cows.' SlIANA seems to have taken the verb arsat
in the sense of santaret, but as all others construe, its con¬
nection with prasavah seems to be more befitting so far as the
Vedic/....
Vedic style of verse is concerned. We cannot, however, conclude
anything more from this passage than that the people of one
tribal name joined together with some common purpose (viz. going
to cross the water with a view to get the cows) (disregarding
the interpretation of SlIANA), are called to form a "grama."
0
mm JU mm
The next verse states: atarisur bharata gavyavah. i.e. they have
crossed, but the gavyan grama there is mentioned as gavyavah.
(b) gramah in II, 12, 7:-
' JL0 mm 0 0 0 mm 0 t£> mm
vasvasvasah pradisi yaaya gavo vasva grama yasya
" *
mm / 0 Jm 00 i 0 £
visve rathasah / yah suryam ya usasam ja.iana yo apam
mm 0 mm 0 //
neta sa janasa indrah //
VM explains only the first three words of the verse remarking
"sistam spastamiti."
• • • • •
• r
_ . mm mm
SSIAHA: ... yasya anusasane gramah / grasante 1treti grama
WILSON: He under whose control are horses and cattle, and vil-
:lages and all chariots .....
GRIFFITH: He tinder whose supreme control are horses, all chariots,
and the villages and cattle ....
GELDNER: Unter dessen Befehl die Rosse, die Rinder, die
Dorfmannschaften und alle Wagen stehen ••••
HILLEBRANDT: unter dessen Befehl die Rosse, die Rinder, die
Glane, alle Streitwagen stehen ....
UJDWIG: in des befel die rosse, die rinder, die bewaffneten
scharen, die kriegeswagen alle ...
As we have seen in the previous instance, grama seems to stand
here also for a 'band of people probably belonging to the same
tribe,' /
tribe,' gramah being in plural naturally including all the people
in different bands. By rendering into j^napadal^, SlIANA evid-
:ently means ,ianapadavasinah. as the European scholars also
generally interpret. But from the historical evidence, the
sense of 'village' or .iananada seems to be secondarily developed.
Notable is the mention of gramah here with asvah. aavah and
rathah. evidently as the 'wealth of the people' (ra+.Vinh may be
the general 'car', not necessarily 'kriegeswagen*.)
(c) gramasah in X. 127, 5:
ni gramaso aviksata ni nadvanto ni rales innh n-i
' i << .
syenasascid arthlnah /
SSYANAs gramasah gramah / atra grama-sabdo .ianasamuhe vartate vatha
grama agata iti / sarve iaha nvaviksata tasvam ratravaeatayam
nivisante / serate / ... tatha padvanto 3adayukta
0
mm 0 * I f m* mm —
gavasvadayasca nivisante / ... etc ... / esa ratrlfa sarvani
bhuta-.iatanl ahani samearena srantani svayamagatya sukhaya-
stxtvarthah /
GRIFFITH: The villagers have sought their homes, and all that
walks and all that flies / Even the falcons fain for prey.
GELDNER: Die Dorfer sind zur Ruhe gegangen. Zur Ruhe alles was
Fusee und Flugel hat, zur Ruhe selbst die geschaftigen
Adler.
HILL: Heim Kehrten die Dorfer, heim, was lauft und fliegt heim
Kehrten selbst die gierigen Adler.
LUDWIG: ins haus sind die scharen^" gegangen, die fusz-sowol wie
flugel benutzendenj sogar die girigen falken.
Although in glossar - he gives the meaning "dorf" - probably it is a
mistake.
I S"S"
Gramaaah also as the plural of gramah seems to indicate 'bands of
people living together', as SfiYANA might have meant by ianaoadani-
ivasinah in his explanation of the last—quoted passage, but his
interpretation here as sarve .ianah seems to be not satisfactory,
as the condition stated in the Brahmanas later, of aranva beings
(as opposed to gramya) including men living not in the localities,
viz. purusavyaghrah. parimosinah. etc. who are evidently not
included (T.Br. II, 9, 1, 3. etc.,) might also prevail in the
Rgvedic period especially when this occurrence is in the later
books of the RV. who do not sleep at night. A similar expression
is found about cows and deer in RV. I, 191, A: ni gavo gosthe
asadan ni mrgaso aviksata (The domestic cattle settled at rest in
gostha. and also the wild animals.) The mention of gramasah at
first, followed by that of the less important animals designated
by some of their distinguishing marks, e.g. padvantah. pakginah.
arthinah (the walking, the flying, the preying animals) also sug-
sgests that the superiority of men to form a social group is in
the nuclear conception of the word gramah.
(d) gramam in X, 27, 19:
f 0 A 0 mm mm JL 0 — ' • ' ... f
apasyam gramam vahamanamarad acakrava svadhaya vartamanam /
0 0 0 JL 0 mm mm 0 0 0 X mm 0
sisaktyaryah pra yuga .iananam sadyah sisna praminano
naviyan //
Explaining the first half -
SSYANA: appsyam vasukro 'ham pra.iapatixupam indram samyag-.inanena
drstavan asmi / kldrsam / gramam phutasamgham vahamananam
mmmmmmmmmmmm
• • • ' •
vahavantam / sriantamityarthah / kutah / arat durat /
prnirrtita ityarthah / acakraya cakravar.i itaya
■rot.ha—hTnaya svadhaya6vayam atmanam dharayantya senaya
vartamanam agacchantam / evambhutam apasyam ltvarthah
tF6
GRIFFITH: I saw a troop advancing from the distance, moved not by
wheels but their god-like nature *...
GELDNER: Ich sah von feme einen Glan auf der Fahrt, der sich aus
eigener Triebkraft ohne Sader bewegte ...
LUDWIG: ich sah eine schar ausz der feme sich bewegen, wandelnd
vermoge gottlicher natur nicht durch rader;
Here we find the European scholars holding vah.»Tnan«m as intransitive
(fahren ~ einherziehen" — CEtASSMANN) and gr«mam> the object of
apasyam is indra—pra.iapati understood, whose adj ective is ynhnmnnwm
and vartamanam. acakrava svadhava also occurring in IV, 26, 4,
which SSXANA explains by referring to the present verse as
cakravar.i itaya svadhaya rathena,. vartamanam connected with it may
also have its relation with gramam according ta the European
scholarsj or it may be the adjective of indram. understood, accord¬
ing to SJYANA. Both the interpretations are satisfactory. In
any case, bhutasamefaa or .ianasamaha or samgha simply may be the
meaning of grama, which accords with the common meaning-element of
the European scholars', viz. the band of people, or simply 'band'
(GELDNER is definite that gramam here denotes 'Clan' like Sat.Br.
IV, 1, 5, 2.) ( GRIFFITH - 'troop') (LUDWIG & CRASSMAHN - 'schar')
(e) gramam in X, 146, 1:
'
_ » _ ' JL. ' ' ' /
aranyanyaranvanyasau ya preva nasvasi /
katha gramam na prcchasi na tva bhxriva vindati //
SSlAHA: he ... aranyasya palayitrl (accordingio Niruktakara, the
grammarian would prefer 'a great forest') ...
aranvadhidevate kantarani prati ya asau tvam samprati
raksayati prapnosi / vadva nir.iane dese vartamanatvannasteva
■
. i ■ ■ '• -
pratlyase / sa tvam katham gramam na prcchasi / nir.iane
'ranve katham ramase / nunam tvam bhayam na labhate kirn /
V5"1/
YSSKA: ... yasavaranyani vanani paraciva nasyasi / katham gramam
na prcchasi ... (Nir. 9.29-30)
GRIFFITH: Goddess of wild and forest who seemest to vanish from
the sight, / How is it that thou seekest not the
village? Art thou not afraid?
GELDNER: Frau des Waldes, Frau des WaldesI Heda, die du fast
verschwunden iristJ Wie kommt es, dass du nicht nach
dem Dorfe fragst? Uberfallt's dich nie wie Fijucht?
(GELDNEH says that the play of words (lamaka) with two aranvani-s.
one a Vocative singular form of aranyanl, and the other the
Accusative plural of aranya is possible.)
LUEWIGs Aranyani, Aranyani, die du dort gleichsam verschwindest,/
warum fragst nach dea dorf du nicht ? komt dich denn
furcht nicht an ?
HILL: Aranyani, Aranyani, die du dort zu verschwinden scheinst,
warum fragst du nicht nach dem Dorf, Bekommst du denn
nieht Furcht ?
ZIMMER (p.142): "0 Aranyani, Aranyani, du da, du verirrsb&ichj
warum erfragst du nicht das Dorf, Kommt*s niemals
uber dich wie Furcht?"
The meaning of the word grama depends on what was actually meant
by prcchasi - whether it is 'ask' (interrogate, ascertain, or
learn by inquiry) or 'ask for', 'seek (for', or what the German
"fragst" actually mean - ask for or care for. GRAS3MANN gives
the meaning of prch in this particular instance: wonach fragen
d.h. danach verlangen. esbegehren. ROTH suggests "aufsuchen"
♦ '
for this instance. In X, 31, 10 cd. putro yat purvah
pltror.ianiste samvam gauriagara yaddha prcchan // prcchan seems
to/....
to mean 'seeks (for)' ("rtviiah gavesavanti" - SJCYANA) {verm, sie
darnach fragen soilten' - GELDNER) ("..that which men were
seeking" — GRIFFITH.) Again in IX, 89, 3 (od): suro yutsu
* fi 0 0 *
prathamah prcchate ga asya caksasa pari patyuksa // prcchate
also seems to be meaning 'seeks (for' rather than 'asks (for)'
("panln hatva ga labdhum go-margam prcchatltyarthah" - SllANA.)
('er sich nach den kuhen- GELDNER,) (".. he seeks the cattle" -
GRIFFITH.) In many more instances in RV. e.g. in I, 98, 2,
VII, 5, 2; III, 49, 4, prch is used for 'seeking (for)'. Here
also it seems that the goddess of the forest is asked why she
does not seek for a grama. The singular number is notable.
It is meant that the said goddess rots in all wildernesses, and
she should better seek a grama, a 'locality', a 'human habitation'
Here, therefore, grama stands for a place inhabited by bands of
people. This verse is repeated in AV. XII, 1, 56; VS (Ma)
III, 45; XX, 16.
(f) gramam in X, 149, 4:
£ £ £ £0 mm mm ' ' '
gava iva gramam vuvudhir ivasvan vasreva vatsam su
0
mm 0 mm mm /
ana duhana /
0
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patiriva .iayam abhi no nvetu dharta divah savita
visvavarah //
SSlANA leaves gramam without any explanation as he says: gava
mm mm *T *
iva vatharanve samcaranto gavah gramam siahram abhigacchanti.
GRIFFITH: As warriors to their steeds, kine to their village,
as fond milk-giving cows approach their youngling /
as man to wife let Savitar come downward to us,
heaven's bearer, Lord of every blessing.
GELDNER: Wie die Kuhe ins Dorf .... so soli Savitr zu uns
herkommen, des Himmels allbegehrter Trager.
HJDWIG: ...zum Dorfe ... kome...
Here also according to all the interpreters, grama is "village"
(The term "village" and the like, however, should better be
discarded to avoid confusion with its later meaning, as opposed
to that of nagara. "a city or town" which occurs later.)
grama in Vedic stage meaning 'a place of human habitation,1
is opposed to aranva. the desolate tract of land uninhabited by
people, where cattle go out to graze and come therefrom back to
grama at dusk (gramyah pasavah sayam aranyad gramamavaftti.
MS. 4, 1, 1, etc. Kath. S. 30, 10 etc. Kap.S. 31, 1 etc.)
(g) gramebhih in I, 100, 10:
0 Ji 0 wm 0 0 0 0 0 mm
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sa paumsvebhir abhlbhur asastir marutvan no
bhavatvindra utl //
SSlAHA.: sa indrah gramebhih marutsangfaaih saha sanita phalanam
• i «i in m i. . ii#.i ii i inr- r i ir i igi
pradati bhavati sah .... sarvair manusyaih indrasam-
:bandhibhih rathaih karanabhutaih vide vi.inayate /
api ca sa svakivair balaih asamsanlyan satrun abhibhavan
vartate / sah asmakam raksanava bhavatu /
V. MSDHAVA explains gramebhih as sainikaih and sanita as bha.iate
satrun.
WILSON: He along with his attendants is a benefactorj he is
quickly recognised by all men today through his chariots
by/....
! feO
by his manly energies he is victor over unruly (adversaries.)
May Indra associated with the Maruts be our protection.
GRIFFITH: With hosts on foot and cars he winneth treasures: well is
he known this day by all the people ...
GELDNER: Er gewinnt mit dem Heerbann er mit dem Streitwagen; er wird
auch haute noch von alien Volkern gekannt ...
LUDWIG: mit den scharen erbeutet er mit den Wagen, er ist heute
bekannt unter alien volkern; ...
Here, the question is about the meaning of the word sanita and whether
it is connected with both gramebhih and rathebhih. According to
SAXANA it is phalanam pradata bhavati and according to V. MSDHAVA
e
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bha.jate satrun. which are not satisfactory; but the European scholars
(except WILSON) are almost unanimous about its meaning, which is
acceptable.3" The latter consider it connected with both gramebhih
and rathebhih. both Instrumental of company; thus grama and ratha are
<r
once again mentioned in parallel. With abhibhur asastir and marutvan
• 1 1 ' 1
the military context is obtained here, otherwise grama and ratha are
not necessarily military. As ratba may not be only the battle-car,
grama also may not be the 'army* alone, which may be the meaning only
here.
^
Similar example of sanita with the instrumental is found in, say, VIII,
2, 36 (a) sanita vipro arvadbhih said about Indra, - "medhavX sa indrah
as vair vahanabhutaih gantavyam sambhakta" - SSlANA. - "The Sage who,
winning spoil with steeds" - GRIFFITH. - "Ergewinnt als Redner (und) mit
den Streit - rossen" - GELDNER. In VIII^ 19,9 (cd) in a hymn to Agni it
is said about one dasvadhvara. (" dattaya.inah" - SSYANA; "That man who
brings sacrificial gifts" - GRIFFITH; "Opferspeinder" - GELDNER) sa dhlbhih
karmabhih stotrairva sanita astu sambhajanasito bhavatu" - SlIANA. "May he
win riches by his thoughts" - GRIFFITH. "der soil mit seinen Dichtungen
gewinnen." - GELDNER. In VIII,19,10 (cd)_so arvadbhih sanita sa
vipanvabhih sa suraih sanita krtam // - "tadrso .ianah -medheuvibhih aa
suraih ca sanita bhavati" - SltANA. - "He wins with coursers and with
—
#
singers skilled in songs with herves he obtains the prize." - GRIFFITH.
- "der gewinnt mit Rennpferden, der mit seinin Barden, der gewinnt den
ersten Preis mit seinen Tapferen;" - GELDNER,
(h) grame in I, 114, Is
— * ' ' • M 0 mm
ima rudraya tavase kapardine ksayadviraya pra bharamhe
matlh /
0
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yatha samaaaddvinade catusoade visvam austam grame
asminnanaturam //
SlYANA explains that the last portion is thus: ato 'sa-in maHTyQ
grame vartamanam visvam sarvam praniiatam anaturam /
atura rugnas tai rahitam sat /
V. MSDMVA explains it as referring to the sons and grandsons
etc. of the hymn-maker.
According to Skandasvamin it may be rtvi.io prati..
WILSON:... and that all beings in this village may be (well)
nourished and exempt from disease.
GRIFFITH: .../ That it be well with all our cattle and our men,
that in this village all be healthy and well-fed.
GELDNER: ... auf dass es zweifusslern wohl ergehe und alle
Aufzucht in diesem Dorfe gesund sei.
HILL: ... dass Heil dem Zwei- und Vierfussigen Geschlecht
werde, dass in diesem Dorfe von Krankheit frei bleibe
alles, was bluht.
HJDWIG: dasz heil werde dem zwei- und dem vierfiisziegen, dasz
alles, was in unserem dorfe auf waehst, freiv von
siech turn sei.
The European scholars in translating grama by "village" in
general, mean the place inhabited by a number of men, But it
can also bedsed here for the whole body of men and beasts dwelling
together in a particular place, as at first, it is prayed that
there/...
there may be welfare among the bipeds and the quadrupeds then
all nourishment and absence of any disease 'in this grama (i.e.
among them all, as already mentioned.) In any case, it means
either 'the body of animals dwelling together', or 'the place
where they dwell together'.
(i) gramesu in I, 44, 10:
X • • ' « _ * 000
agne purva anusaso vibhavaso didetha visvadarsatah /
X X * * &■* mm It
asi gramesvavita purohito 'si ya.inesu manusah /
SlXANA explains gramesu as 1ananivasasthanesu connected with asi avita
i.e. raksako bhavasi. SKANDASVAMIN also explains grama as
-ianapadanivasasthanani. V. MlDHAVA is not very clear when he gives
the meaning thus: gramesu / asi grhesu puro-nihitah / raksitaranvesu
ca / ya.inesu purohltah / manusvahitah / ..
SKANDA further explains: va.inesu ca purvasvam disvahavanlyatmana
sthaoitah purohitasthanivo va 'sij while SSlANA explains it as "...
anustheva-karmasu vedeh purvasvam disvavasthitah ... rtvig-ya.iamananam
manusvanam hito 'si /
(HIFFITH: .../ Thou art cur help in battle strife, the friend of man,
the great High Priest in sacrifice.
WILSON: ....thou art the protector (of people) in villages, thou art
the associate of man placed on the east (of the altar.) (In
the footnote Purohita is explained as "domestic priest" also)
CrELDNSR: ... Du bist in den Dorfern der Shirmherr und vogt, du bist
der Anwalt bei den Opfern, von Mann (den Menschen) dazu
bestimmt. (In the footnote on gramesu: konnte sich auf den
Heerbann des Dorfes oder Glans beziehen.)
LUDWIG/....
LUDWIG: ..../ bei den bewaffneten scharen bist du heifer menschen—
freundlich, hauspriester bei den opfern.
With WIISON, GELDNER and also GRASSMANN, all agree regarding the mean—
:ing given by the Indian commentators (.iananivaaas^ana) GRIFFITH
translates it by "in battle strife" and LUDWIG by "bei den bewaffneten
scharen," Thafiymn being addressed to Agni, grama here is not very
likely to denote the fighting multitude or the battle strife? the
dwelling places of the people, on the other hand, may be the suitable
meaning, because the fire is the general protector of people from
fierce animals etc. in all their dwellings.
(iii) (a) gramvah in X, 90, 8:
'
•» 0 0 mm 0 /
tasmad ya jnat sarvahutah sambhrtam prsada.jyam /
0
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pasun tamscakre vavawan aranvan gramvasca ye /
SlXANA explains that from the mental sacrifice which is made to
the superman purusa comprising all, the butter and curd etc.
was made and then the animals.
SlXANA explains: aranva harinadayah tatha ye ca gramyah
• —**mmj^mmmmmmmmmmmmmrnmmmm - wmmmmmm^^^^^
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gavasvadayah tanapl cakre.
GRIFFITH: From that great general sacrifice the dripping fat was
gathered up. He formed the creatures of the air, and
animals,both wild and tame.
PETERSON: From that sacrifice fully made was produced the "butter:
it made the creatures that are in the sky, the beasts
of the forest, and that dwell in villages.
GEILDNER: Aus diesem vollstandig geopferten Opfer wurde das
Opferschmatz gewonnen. Das machte er zu den in der
Luft, im Wald und im Dorfe lebenden Tieren.
HILL: .... Es bildete die Tiere der Luft und der Wildnis,
so wie die des Dorfes.
LUEWIG: ..../ er bildete die tiere der luft, die wilden und die
zamen tiere.
It is found here that besides the creatures of the air, the
animals are distinguished into aranya and gramva. (which we find
more and more occurring in the later texts), i.e. untamed and
domesticated animals. (In GRASSMANlf's words "in Dorfen Oder
Gemeinden lebend"). gramya is derived from the word grama,
which might mean either a community of people, or a place where
a community of people dwell.
(b) grama.i itah in V, 54, 8:
'
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nivutvanto gramaiito vatha naro
' ' ' #
'ryamano na marutah kavamdhinah /
pinvamtvutsam vadinaso asvaran
vvumdanti prthivlm madhvo amdhasa //
SSlAHA explains grama.i itah as samghatmakasya padarthasya
*
^
vislesayitarah. which does not make it very clear. Of course,
he explains further; nitaram yavanavanto 'svavanto grama.iito
gramasya jetaro naro iva manusya iva tatha bhavanti. and WILSON
translates it by "overcomers of multitudes." V. MSlHAVfi, however,
explains it by samgrama.i itah.
GRIFFITH: "With harnessed team like heroes overcoming troops the
friendly Maruts laden with water casks. Let the spring
flow and^hen impetuous they roar they inundate the
earth with floods of pleasant meath."
GELDNER: "Mit Geschenken versehen wie Manner, die einen Clan
besiegen, wie die Gonner, lassen die Schlauchtrager
Marut/.. .
Marut den Brunnen uberquellen wenn die Gewaltigen
brausen. Sie durchnetzen die Srde mit dem Trank des
Metes."
hUDWIG: "mit gespannen versehn, seharen besiegend als helden,
die freundlichen Marut mit dem schlauche,
GRASSMANN translates it by "Heere besiegend".
Here grama does not denote a place, but a multitude of men, and
with the verb ji- may have a military significance.
(a) gramanih in X, 62, 11:
sahasrada eramanirma risanmanuhn 1 « i *
survenasva yatamanaitu daksina /
mm mm 0
savarner devah pra tiramtvavur
* * 0
mm mm * A //
vasminnasramta asanama va.iam //
The first part is explained by SffiTANA thus;gavadlnam sahasrasya
data gramakarta .ianapadaham avam manur ma kaiscidapi
himsito bhavatu / vadva karmanetrnasman ma hinastu
kintu dhanadidanena puiavatu.
GRIFFITH: "Blest be the hamlet's chief, most liberal Manu and may
his bounty rival that of Surya "
GELDNER: "Der Tausendschenker, der clanhauptling Manu soli nicht
zu Schaden kommen. Mit der Sonne wetteifernd sollseine
Schenkung kommen....."
LUEWIG: "der mensch, der tausend gibt, als haupt der schar




(b) gramanlh in X, 107, 5s
• * mm *
daksinavan prathamo huta eti
daksinavan gramanlr agrameti /
0 0 0 0
^
tamevamanye nrpatim iananam yah
' ' JL m
prathamo daksinamavivaya /
daksinavan is according to SXlANA. ya.iamanah who having been
rtvighbir ahutah and sarveslm mukhvah.goes everywhere. SSXANA
then says: tahta gramanih gramanam neta dhanavathvena tesam
karta daksinavan sah agrameti sarvesam prathamam gacchati.
GRIFFITH: "He who brings Guerdon comes as first invited, chief
of the hamlet comes the Guerdon-bearer. Him I account
the ruler of the people who was the first to introduce
the Guerdon."
GELDNER: "Wer die Daksina gibt, kommt als Erstergeladenj wer
die Daksina gibt, geht als Glanhaupting voran. Den
halte ich fur der volkerkonig, der zuerst die Daksina
zugefuhrt hat.
HILL: "Wer Daksinas spendet, kommt als erster geladen er
• •
wandelt an der spitze als Fuhrer des Clans den nenne .."
LUEWIG: "der die daksina bringt, komt als erster geladen, wie
• •
des dorfes vorsteher geht vor ausz, wer die daksina
hat j "
In this instance we are not sure from SlXANA's commentary whether
daksinavan and gramanx in the first line refer to the same per¬
son or to two. But in the second line and the following
verse, one fean is referred to. In that case, gramanX is called
upon at first who leads all others, with his dakaipa.. He is
thus/....
thus considered the most important personage of the locality.
In the next verse he is called variously ^si, Brahman, a Sama-
chanter, a reciter of the hymn, the leader of worship. Hence,
gramani is not a mere 'headman of the village.' He is 'the
leader of the people' (assembled in the worship.) So grama
stands for a 'multitude of the people assembled for some common
purpose' (as we have already noticed, as in (a) above) SlYANA's
•
gramanam neta as explained here, would also mean the same thing.
But in the explanation of the word in X, 62, 11 (l. above) he
suggests gramakarta .iananam or alternatively karmanetr. the
former meaning being puzzling. GRIFFITH's "chief of the hamlet",
GELDNSS's "der Glanhauptling" in both the instances, and
HILLEBRANDT' s "Fuhrer des Glans" in the latter instance conceive
a kind of the community of people which we cannot definitely say
about grama from any context. LUEWIG's translations "haupt der
schartreffe" in the former and "des dorfes vorsteher" are also
not satisfactory. GRASSMAITN, however, takes both the occurrences
in the sense "die Gemeinde leitend, vorsteher der Gemeinde."
(a) sura-gramah in IX, 90, 3:
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tismayudhah ksipradhanva samatsv asaHiah sahvan
*
— ' ' — //
prtanasu satrun //
SAYANA: he soma pavasva tvam / kldrsastvam / suranam gramah
samgho yasya sah / .. sarve vlrah yasya sa tathoktah /
sahavan sahanavan .ieta .iavasllah sanita sambhakta
dhana-ni tigmayudhah tiksnapraharanasadhanah ksiprasahana-
:sxladhanva samatsu samgramesu asodhah sahvan abhibhavan
mm 0 mm, r
brtanasu satrusenasu kan satrun.
GRIFFITH: "Great Conqueror, warrior-girt, Lord of all heroes,
flow on thy way as he who winneth richesj / With
sharpened arms, with swift bow, never vanquished in
battle, vanquishing in fight the foemen."
GELDKER; "Ein uberlegener sieger mit tapferen Clane mit lauter
Mannern, lautere dich ein Gewinner von Schatzen, mit
schnellschiessenden Bogen im Kampfe, ein unbezwungener
Bezwinger der Feinde in den Schachten."
BERGAIGHE: "Groupe de heros, pourvu de tous les males, puissant
etc.
BERGAIGHE translates grama by "groupe". SXlANA renders grama
into sangha. GELDKER into "Clane" and GRIFFITH the whole word
into "warrior-girt", not a literal meaning, of course. But here
grama definitely stands for 'a body of people.'
(b) ari|tafflamah In X, 166, 6:
TOM. na WI marqtah su=et^-rlgteffamab
sumatlm pipartana /
'mm ' ' ' . 9 9
vatra vo didvudradati krivirdati vinati pasvah
sudhiteva barhana/7
The Maruts are addressed here and SlIANA explains: he ...
udgurnabalah marutah vuyam sueetuna sobhanacetasa aristagramah
*
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ahimsita-samghah santah ... asmakam .... sobhanabuddhim purayata.
V. MSDHAVA explains aristagramah as aksataganah. and SKANDA in
his commentary on Nirukta says: gramah sanghata ucyante. vanig-
gramadi-darsanaddhe ahimsitasanghata and Durga also explains it
as anupahimsitasanahatah.
GRIFFITH: "Terrible Maruts, ye with ne'er diminished host, with
great benevolence fulfil our hearts' desire. Where'er
your lightning bites armed with its gory teeth it
crunches up the cattle like a well-aimed dart."
GELDNER: "Ihr gewaltige Marut mit unversehrter Schar, schenket
uns wohlwollend eure Gnade in Fulle! Wo eurer Geschoss
mit dem feuerfarbeuen Zahn furcht da macht es (die
Wasser) frei wie der beharrliche Eifer die Herdentiere.
WIISOn: "Fierce Maruts, free from malevolence in your kind
thoughts, fulfil towards us your good purposes; when
your missile lightning rends (the cloud), as a well-
hurled weapon wounds the deer.
WILSOIT's translation of aristagramah is not clear out GRIFFITH
translating it by "with ne'er diminished host", and GELDNER by
"mit unversehrter Schar" consider grama as host/Schar which
accords also with the Indian commentators1 meaning.
(c) mahaeramah in I, 78, 6:
JL mm 'mm ' ' mm JL JL '
gravano na suraayah sindhumatara adardiraso adrayo
na visvaha /
* 'Jm mm ' * mm ' mm mm ' ' Jm '
sisula. na krilavah sumataro mah&gramo na yamannuta
tvisa /
i *
SAIANA explains mahnprramah as mahan .ianasangha connected with
iva. The hymn is addressed to the Maruts and their achieve-
:ments andkctivities are typified by numerous similes. They
are called vamannuta tvisa like mahagrama which is explained
by SllANA as ani ca mahan .ianasangha iva gamane dlptya yukta
bhavanti♦
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GRIFFITH: "Born from the stream, like press stones are the
princes, for ever like the stones that crush in
pieces; / Sons of a bounteous Dame, like playful
children, like a great host upon the march with
splendour."
GELDNSR: "Freibig wie die sindhugeborenen Pressteine, wie
die Felsen immerdar zerschmetternd, wie kleine
Kinderspielend, von guter Mutter stammend, und mit
ihrem Funkeln wie ein grosser Glan auf dem Kriegszug."
KJEWIG: "wie steine sind die suri's ansz dem strom geborne,
immerdar wie zer schmetternde steinej spielend wie
fiillen, sie deran mutter schon wie einegrosze schar
auf dem marsche mit blendendem glanze."
Although GRIFFITH calls it "a great host", GELDNER, "ein grosser
Clan" and LUEWIG "eine grosze schar", all of them, however, mean
by mahagrama. the great troop on march for a battle with a
splendour (obviously of the weapons and armour etc.) SAIANA
on the other hand does not consider the .janasangha as partic¬
ularly military. But everyone is unanimous in calling it 'a
host of people' (whether military or not) specially when the
band of Maruts is compared with it.
(vi) MACDOMEL (in his Vedic Reader - Vocabulary, p. 231) hastily con¬
cludes from only two instances that the word in the Singular denotes
"village" and that in the Plural, "clans". But we find clear excep¬
tions to this in, for example, (a) (III.33.ll), as also in (d) (X.27.19),
where grama in the Singular definitely does not denote "village".
Again/...
Again, if the Plural form of the word denotes "clans", there is no
justification why the singular of it should not denote "one clan" or
"a group of people". ROTH makes three classifications of the mean-
sings of the word jgrama in (SVJ): (l) bewohnter Platz, Dorfschaft,
Dorf (gegens aranya und spater auch pura. nagara. pattana) - for
example, he cites from RV. instances (ii - e, f, h, i) also (ii - b,c)
(as marked above)j (2) eine zusammen gehorige Anzahl vom Menschen,
Schaar, Haufe, namentl.Heerhaufe; for instance he quotes from RV.,
passages (ii - a, d, g); (3) am ende eines Comp. - verein Schaar,
Haufe. For grima.iit. (iii - b) ROTH suggests: Dorfer gewinnend, oder
Heerhaufen besiegend. Thus practically he distinguishes two types
of usages in RV., one, "village (against aranya) and the other, "the
host of people" which is also the meaning of the word standing as the
compound-component at the end. For grama.iit.he thinks, both the
meanings may be suitable.
GRASSMANN makes three distinctions of the meanings of this word (in
his Worterbuch zum Rigveda) - (l) "Dorf", for which he cites instances
(ii - f, h, and i) and also (iii - a); (2) "Dorfschaft", "Gemeinde",
"in Wohnerschaft" - for which he cites (ii - e). For instances
(ii - b, c) and (iv - a, b) he thinks the plural forms denote "Bewohner",
"Leute"; (3) "Schar", "Heerschar", "Heer" for the rest of the in¬
stances, i.e. for (ii - a, d, g), (iii - b) and (v - a, b, c).
Thus ROTH and GRASSMANN almost agree with each other except that ROTH
does not distinguish "Dorf" from "Dorfschaft"tGemeinde)", as GRASSMANN
does.
ZIMMER in his Altindische Leben has taken all the examples given by
ROTH denoting "Dorf", "Dorfschaft" except II.12.7 to illustrate the
"Ansiedlung/....
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"Ansiedlung und Wohnung" of the Vedic Aryans. From ROTH's other set
of examples, however, he cites only 1.100,10, i.e. (ii - d), to illus-
:trate the military affairs of the Vedic period: gramebhih and
rathebhih are explained by hime as "der in Schaaren auftretenden Fuss-
kampfer" and "der Wagenkampfer" respectively. (Vedic Index remarks
that he tends to regard grama as a "clan" - a group between the "fam-
:ily" and the "tribe" vis).
We have seen in the detailed analysis of the instances above
that the European scholars, in general, translate the word in some
occurrences into "village/Dorf" - (instances (ii -b, e, f, h) and
(iii - a) according to GRIFFITH, (ii - c, d, e, f, h, i) and (iii -a)
according to GELDNER, (ii - e, f, h) ( iii - a) and (iv - b) ((v - a)
is absent in HJDWIG's translation) according to UJDWIG, (ii - c, e, h)
(iii - a) according to HILLEBRANDT (many of the instances are not
found in HILLEBRANDT's translations), of which instances (ii - e, f,
h) and (iii - a) are common, which are also considered by the Indian
annotators as the place of residence of men, as opposed to aranya.
All of these, it is notable, occur in the later Books - X, 146, lj
X, U9, W, I, 1H, 1; and X, 90, 8 respectively. HJEWIG consideres
all the instances which have not the sense of "Dorf", as denoting
"Schar", as in (ii - a, c, d, e) (iii - b) (v - c), as "bewaffneten
Scharen" in (ii - b, i), as "Schartreff" in (iv -a). On the other
hand, HILLEBRANDT explains grama which does not denote "Dorf", as
"Clan" only e.g. (ii - a, b), (iv - b). GELDNER gives two types of
meaning: "Heerbann" for (ii - a, g) and "Schar" for (v - b) on the
one hand and "Dorfmannschaften" for (ii - b) and "clan" for (ii - d),
(iii - b), (iv - a, b), (v - a, c) on the other. GRIFFITH also gives
the/...
the meaning "warrior band" for (ii - a), (v - a), "troop" for (ii - d)
and (iii - b) on the one hand and "hosts" for (ii - g), (iii - b, c),
"villagers" for (ii - c) and "hamlet" for (iv - a, b). Among the
Indian annotators, SSlANA, SKANDASVAMIN do not appear to have meant
specially "the military host" by grama anywhere and SftXANA's renderings
are sangha in (ii - a), (iii - b), (v - a, b, c), bhutasangha in (ii - d)
marutsangha in (ii - g) and .ianasamuha in (ii - c). SKANDASVSMIN
sometimes, as in (v - b) renders it as sanghata. But V. MlDHAVA
renders grama in (ii - a) as sanghata. in ( v - b) as gana and in
(ii ~ g) as sainika and in (iii - b), grama.1 itah into sangramajjitah.
GRIFFITH also has translated it in (ii - i) by "battle strife", but this
meaning is nowhere found for grama, and for samgrama too the meaning is
developed much later. Of these occurrences of grama, however, which
signify the "band of people" seme have definitely no military signif¬
icance e.g. ni gramaso aviksata (ii - c) where gramasah stands for
people in general, i.e. men in all their bands. Again, ... pradisi
.... vasva gramah .... (b) should not make the grama military in con-
:nection with rathasah because we also find with it gavah. which on no
account seems to be military. The meaning "villagers" or "Dorf (mann)
schaft" can suit in several places quite well but they should not be
called settlers of "village" or "Dorf" precisely. The meaning "clan"
as given by some scholars should also be avoided in as much as it may
lead one to confusion with the Anthropological term with which it is
difficult to equate grama in the contexts found in the RV, although in
(ii - a) we find the Bharatas are called 'a grama'. but it may be so
named because they just formed a band of people with a common purpose.
In (ii - d) we have seen the meaning may be .ianasangha or more widely
bhutasangha /....
bhutasangha and in (ii - b) and (ii - c) the plural of grama denoting
"all men". grame in (ii - h), we have seen, may signify in the band
of %.ll animals — bipeds and quadrupeds — having assembled to live to¬
gether in one place" also. The ward 'gramvahpasavah1 includes men
and tamed animals in the later texts. The word gramyah in 'j' seems
to have the same meaning. No doubt there are military contexts in
some occurrences, e.g. in (ii - g), (iii - b), (v - a, b, c).
Grama.i itah appears to have some resemblance with the word gramin in
the XV. meaning "one achieving control over one's sa.iatas andsaroanas:
in that sense grama.i itah. would not have a purely military significance,
'mm •» 'mm mm
suragramah also being a combination of sura and grama suggests that
grama might have a wide sense but only the word sura qualifying it
makes the whole^waed narrowed to the military sense. Aristagramah
and mahagramah have been explained by Indian commentators in the non-
military sense which is not unsuitable to the contexts. The word
gramanih does not seem to be "the head of the band of people having
certain common deed to perform (in the instances cited, gramanl appears
to be the leader in the function of giving daksinas and as the leader
in the function the giver of plenty.)
In the RV. grama appears to have two broad classes of meaning -
the first is a locality, as opposed to aranya^ which seems to be a
deserted /...
^
'Nirukta' gives an etymology of aranya and the explanation of RV.
X, 1^6, 1, SARUP translates: "Wilderness is the wife of desert. Desert
(aranya) is (so called because) it is far (apa-arna) from the village,
or because it is dull (a-ramana) The seer addresses her with the
words, '0 wilderness, how is it that thou who disappearest in deserts
i.e. forests, like one directed to some place onwards, dost not seek
the village? It appears as if fear does not find theel Or the word
iva is used in the sense of slight apprehension (i.e. the slightest
fear.)
deserted place, not necessarily a forest, where the cows go to graze,
which is inhabited by antisocial people (T. 3r. Ill, 9, 1, 3 etc.) and
undomesticated animals, where for its desolation etc. one is liable
to get afraid, while grama is a place where people dwell together and
therefore there is nothing to be afraid of. Agni or fire is the pro¬
jector in all gramas. The cows came back from their grazing places
eagerly to the grama. Nourishment and prosperity and absence of dis-
:ease in the grama is all that is desired. The beasts of grama are
stated parallelly with the beasts of aranva and with the vayavya pasus
i.e. the animals who fly in the sky. All these traits of grama are
found in instances (ii - e, f, h, i) (iii - a). The second meaning
which is more important for us is "the multitude of people." In
(ii - a), the cowseeking grama of the Bharatas seems to be the group
of people with some common purpose as it may also be the meaning of the
word as a component in gramanl which probably denotes the leader of
the multitude of people assembled for the purpose of a common sacrifice
and where the gramanl is the pioneer and giver of the largest amount of
daksina. The gramas go to rest as the footed winged and preying
animals do. Gramas are parallelly stated with horses, cows and rathas
all of which remain at Indra's behest. With gramas and rathas Indra
begets wealth for persons. By Indra is also borne the grama remaining
in acakra svadha.
There are heroes who are called grama.iit with whom the Maruts are corn-
spared. The Maruts are also called aristagramah whose multitude
never diminishes in number. Mahagrama. a big multitude of men while
moving has a splendid glory. Suragramah also suggests "having a
multitude of heroes." Hence grama in RV. seems to have the primary
meaning/...
meaning of a multitude of men joined together for some common purpose,
either for cowseeking on the other side of the river, or for sacrifice
where one called gramani leads (ni-j the whole grama or multitude
assembled on the occasion of the sacrifice to give the daksina. or for
the purpose of fighting, or simply for residing together. It is
possible that the last meaning has led the word to the meaning of a
settlement of the people dwelling together in the later days of the
Rgvedic period.
Thus what 'Vedic Index' (Vol. I, p.2AA) says: "The primitive
sense of this word which occurs frequently from RV. onwards appears
to have been 'village' - is unacceptable not only because the meaning
is given as "village'' which should have been "a settlement of people"
as opposed to aranya "the deserted place", hut also because it is
said that this is the primitive sense from which is derived the sense
of "body of men." We have noticed just the reverse of this propos¬
ition. Also the authors of 'Vedic Index' and ZIMMER have gone too
far in drawing a speculative conclusion in the words of the former.
"Zimmer tends to regard the grama as a clan, and as standing midway
between the family and the tribe (vis). The grama may however perhaps
be regarded more correctly as an aggregate of several families not
necessarily forming a clan, but only part of a clan (vis) as is often
the case at the present day." - (loc. cit)
B. Grama in AV.
(i) As in RV, in AV also grama appears to have been used in two
classes of meanings, one, a place inhabited by a number of people, and
the other, the collection of people.
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(a) One RV. verse containing grama, viz. II, 12, 7
* mm' mm 00 * *
yasyasvasah pradisi vasva gavo
' mL mm 0 ' ' . .
yasya grama yasya visve rathasah /
*
. * //
sa .ianasa indrah //
is repeated in AV (Sau) XX, 3A, 7 and AV (Pai XIII, 7, 7,
where gramah is used probably in the sense of groups of
people settling in different places.
(b) Another RV. verse X, 103, 6 (ab)
' ' 'mm
gotrabhidam govidam va.irabahum
> ' ' '
m. /
.layantam a.ima pramrnantam o.iasa /
is changed to:
mm 0 0 0 c=




in AV (Sau) VI, 97, 3 (ed) and XIX, 13, 6 (cd) and
AV (Pai) VII, A, 6 (cd) and XIX, 12, 9 (cd),
where again grama seems to have been used in the sense of
"multitude of people". This verse is discussed later,
(ii) (a) gramam in AV (Sau) IV, 36, 7:
0 'mm 0 00
na pisacaih sam saknomi
t fi fi * *
na stenair na vanargubhih /
' 'mm £ £ 0
pisaoastasman nasyantl
vam anam gramam avise /
(GRIFFITH: "Naught with PisScas can I do, with thieves with
roamers of the wood / Pisacas flee and vanish from
each village as I enter it.")
WHITNEY and BL00MFIKLD translate the verse, the last portion of
their translations mostly agree with that of GRIFFITH.
S52ANA /....
SlIftM explains the last portion thus: tatha pisaca raksakah
tasmad graman nirgotya nasvantu nasta bhavantu/ yam gramam
'
mm f mm mm * mm mmaham anuvisya vasami / tasmad madadhisthitad desat nalayantam
itvarthah /"
(b) Another instance of grama in Acc. Sg. with vig is found
in just the next verse of AV (Sau) i.e. IV, 36, 8:
'
— «. ' — ' ' » ,
yam gramam avisata idam ugram saho mama /
i i ' < _ » ' _ ..
pxsacas tasman nasvanti na papam upa .ianate //
(GRIFFITH: "Into whatever village this mine awful pcwer pene-
:trates / Thence the Pisacas flee away and plot no
further mischief there.")
SSIANA Explains: "madxvam idam tlksnam mantraprabhava.ianitam
mm mm ' r mm mm mm
balarn yam gramam avisate anupravisya vartate tasmad gramat
0
mm mm * 0 /
pisaca nasyanti tatra na pravisanti / yadi praviviksanti
nasvantvevetvarthah / ato na tadvisavam pgpam himsarupam upa
■ianate tatratva ianah / "
Both these passages show one's power which entering a grama
or a populated place makes it free from the ravage of the
pisaca-s.
(c) AV (Sau) V, 17, 4 (ab)




mm Jm ' mm mm /
ducchunam gramam avapadvamanam /
is almost similar to AV (Pai) IX, 154 (ab) where some words
appear to be corrupt.
-yamahtis tarakam vikesxdat
prag gramam avapadyamanam /
The second line in both the versions almost agree: sa
pra (Sau) vi (Pai) dunoti rastram vatra prapadi
sasa ulkusxman /
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GRIFFITH translates: "She whom they call the star with loosened
tresses descending as misfortune on the village ..."
WHITNEY, on the other hand, translates: "The misfortune des¬
cending (ava-pad) upon the village, of which they
say "this is a star with dishevelled hair" "
This is said about ulkusl (the meteor) descending on a grama,
which is more suitably a populated place, which brings in
misfortune. But in AV (Pai) XX, 27, 7:
• mm * mm
sumangalena vacasa kesin gramam tvam vada
brahma brahma tava (?) ulukaccha vadamasi.
the latter half of which seems to have some words corrupt,
we fincome connection with AV (Pai) IX, 15, 4 and AV (Sau)
V, 17, 4 and in that case, grama apparently denoting "the
grap of people residing together" here, may suggest that in
that verse also grama denotes "a population or the people"
which is not altogether unfit with reference to the context.
(d) AV (Sau) IV, 7, 5 and AV (Pai) II, 1, 4 are almost
similar. The former has:
pari gramam ivacitam vacasa sthapavamasi /
tistha vrksa iva sthamnv abhri khate na rurupah
Pai reads "pari tva" for "vacasa"
This is uttered against poison. GRIFFITH translates: "We
set around thee with the spell as 'twere a gathered
armament. Stay quiet like a rooted tree. Dug up
with mattocks, gripe not thou."
GRIFFITH'S "gathered armament" appears to be not a literal
translation and he makes it clear in a footnote: "The spell
acts like a body of soldiers encompassing the plant and pre¬
senting /....
preventing it from doing harm."
WHITNEI translates: "With a spell we cause to stand about
(thee) as it were a collected troop (grama): stand
thou like a tree in (its) station, shade-dug one
thou rackest not."
LUBWIG (p. 401)• "wie einen wall (eine aufsehuttung) urn das
dorf richten wirauf ... als wie mit einer heeres
schar umstellen wirdich mit dem wort."
BLOOMFISLD: "(Thee, o poison) that art, as it were heaped
about the village, do we cause to stand still by
(our) charm. Stand still as a tree upon its placq
do not, thou that hast been dug with the sps.de,
cause injury"
Here gramam definitely does not stand for a place. SlXANA
explains gramam iva as .ianasamuhamiva upacitam visam / grama
drstantena visasya pravalyam uktam. LUEWIG and BLOOMFIELD
take the word gramam in connection with pari, and iva is con-
:strued with acitam. whereby the extensive action of the
tke- action of
poison is suggested. The intensiveness of/the poison is
however suggested by GRIFFITH, WHITNEI and also SlIANA.
WHITNEI and GRIFFITH make a military sense of the word grama
which does not necessarily follow it. In general, the
"collection of people" seems to be the meaning of the word.
(e) In AV (Pai) XIX, 50, 12:
esaisyah puro gramam carltva so'nrmnam
nrumam hrahmanam ca /
1 * * »
(?) va.iatrapi tragncl (?) idam tadahama dadi //
gramam /....
gramam in connection with caritva seems to denote the settle¬
ment of the people rather than a "group of people."
(f) In AV (Pai) XIX, 4-1, 8 and 10 again, gramam as the
Accusative Singular occurs with amitranam:
amitranam daraya gramam indro ytjnas
*
satrur abhvetu iiehamsan /
athaisam agnT ruddhaham agnina veso (?)
anuvartavatu //
and:
amitranam gramam upavuktatfi indrena dattam
vidadhatv agnih
satvanas santv aramaiya (?) -tmam
0
vebhyas carami havisa ghrtena /
amitranam gramam seems to denote "the multitude of the foemen,
or "the population of the enemies."
(iii) grama in Norn. Sg. appears in two instances in AV (Pai) but
the meaning of the passages is not very clear.
(a) AV (Pai) I, 27, 3:
***
mm * mm mm
panca deva abhayasyesatam indras tvasta varuno
mitro'gnih /
mavam gramo duritam ena agad (?)
anvatra rajnam abhi vatu mrtyuh
With the last portion of this verse can be compared the
second half of AV (Sau) VI, 4-0, 2:
asatrv indro abhayam nah krnotv
anvatra rainam abhl yatu manyuh //
the first line of which has:
asmai /....
11%>
mm- mm ' / «,
asmal gramaya pradisas catasra ur.iam
subhutam svasti savita nah krnotu /
» t <
which is discussed later.
In the Pai verse it seems to have been said "Let the five
gods, Indra, Tvastr, Vanina, Uitra and Ami dominate the
fearlessness (probably of the grama.) Let not this grama
undergo misfortune and sin, the death decreed by kings may
go elsewhere." Thus the grama here apparently stands for
"the multitude of people" or "the population of the place."
(b) AV (Pai) VI, 12, 6 is less clear than the preceding
instance. It is:
astrto narna pra.iapatvo devapurayam (?) antah
prahagam (?) devapurat saha gramas svastave
The last portion however seems to denote " - the grama to-
:gether for the well being" which can not bear any sense
unless the correct word for prahagam is ascertained. The
word grama being in the Nominative seems to signify the
"multitude of people" rather than "the locality."
(iv) In AV (Sau) VI, 40, 2 which agrees with AV (Pai) I, 27, 4
in the first line:
' w& mm " ' ' 4
asmai gramaya pradisascatasra ur.iam
subhutam svasti savita nah krnotu /
SlIANA explains asmai gramaya as asva gramasya but GRIFFITH translates:
"May the Four Quarters give this hamlet power: Savitar
favour us and make us happy ..." and WHITNEY translates:
"For this village (let) the four directions - let Savitar
make for us sustenance, wellbeing, welfare ..."
GRIFFITH conceives a verb like dadatu for asmai gramaya. but without
any such verb WHITNEY jumbles up the sense. On the other hand,
SlYANA explains it as: " asmadavasa bhutasva pragadisarva
mm* mm I mm /
diksu annam susthu utaannam avinasinamaitat / avinasopataksitam
ksemam etat-sarvam asmakam savita karotu /" Thus SllANA not only
• ' * ' • ' •
mm mm 0 0
explains the dative gramaya as Genitive but pradisascatasrah as
Adverbial Object indicating Location, rather than as Nominative as
the European scholars understand. This explanation however keeps
away the difficulty experienced by WHITNEY as he tries to explain
it without presuming the elision of a verb like dadatu.
Pradisascatasrah does not seem to be the subject of the action of
giving power, and therefore GRIFFITH1s translation is not satis¬
factory. As explained by SSYANA however grama denotes "a locality
a particular settlement of a group of people."
(v) In AV (Sau) XVIII, 2, 27 (ab)
apemam .iiva arudhan grhebhyas
0 0 0 ^ • 0 »
tarn nlrvahata pari gramad itah /
(GRIFFITH: "Him have the living banished from their houses: remove
him to a distance from the hamlet ..." WHITNEY: "....
carry ye him out, forth from this village.")
gramat clearly has the sense of "from the locality", "from the
settlement of the people" as it is the body of the dead man is
meant by "imam" and "tarn1!
(Vi) (a) AV (Sau) IV, 22, 2 and AV (Pai) III, 21, 3 have the same
verse:
emam /
emam bha.ia grame asvesu gosu
' ' > » ,
ms tarn bha.ia yo amltro asva /
* JL. mm * Ji
varsma ksatranam avamastu ra.i-
00 ' '
endra satrum randfaaya sarvasnasmai //
(GRIFFITH! "Give him a share in village, kine and horses,
and leave his enemy without a portion. Let him
as King be head and chief of Princes. Give up to
him 0 Indra, every foeman.")
The first half of the verse is translated by WHITNEY thus:
"Portion thou this man in village, in horses, in
kine, unportion that man who is his enemy,"
by BLOOMFIELD thus: "To him apportion his share of villages,
horses and cattlej deprive of his share the one
that is his enemyJ"
Instead of the meaning of grama as "village" SlYANA. explains
grame as .ianasamuhe: he elucidates "he indra imam ra.ianam
mm 0 mm mm 0
grame .ianasamuhe asvesu gosu ca visaye a samantat samslistam
/ — m 0 mm mm
kuru / asva ra.ino yah amitrah satrurasti tarn nirbha.ia grama-
dibhvo nirbhaktam viyaktam kuru / The singular number of
"
• •
grame is to be noted, by the side of asvesu. gosu. Hence
grama is apparently a collective noun denoting "the whole
collection of the people in a particular locality" rather
than "the locality" as understood by the European scholars.
a bha.ia is also explained by SSYANA as "attach to" rather
than "apportion." In this verse where a prayer is made to
Indra to empower one man for his lordship over the people and
the wealth of a place, by withdrawing the power of his
enemy/...
enemy who seems to be lording over the people and the wealth
of that place, the meanings "attach to" and "withdraw from"
for "a bha.ia" and "nir bhaja" appear to be more suitable.
The word grame in singular suggests undivided authority to
be held by the man over the grama and the meaning "apportion"
is therefore not so suitable on this account also. With the
meaning of grama "a village" or rather "a settlement of the
people" it could be explained as the next instance in this
way also: "Do you attach this man to the horses and kine in
this settlement", but such a construing has not been done by
any interpreter and is not probably the meaning. If "the
multitude of people" is not the meaning of grama, it may
denote the wealth of a place of settlement other than the
horses and kine, which is in the word gramakama in IV. and
Brahmaaas. But instead of saying that it is the wealth of a
place of locality, we can as well say that it is the lordship
over the whole mass of people in a locality which is coveted
as gramakama is said.
(b) A contrast is presented by grame in A? (Sau) VIII, 7, 11
where grame stands for "in this settlement":
apakritah sahlvaslr virudho va abhistutah /
travantam asmin grame gam asvam nurusam pasum //
(GRIFFITH: "Let purchased Plants of mightier power, Plants
that are praised for excellence, / Here in this
village safely keep cattle and horses, men and beast."
WHITNEY: "Let the purchased, very powerful plants that are
praised save in this village cow horse, man, beast."
BLOCMFIELD:/
BLOOMFIELD: "The plants that have been bought that are right
potent and are praised shall protect in this vill¬
age cow, horse, man and cattle.")
BLOOMFIELD notes "The word village is characteristic, as
being the proper scene of Atharvanic performances." Here
the word is definitely for the place.
(c) In AV (Pai) V, 10, 9:
viso sutam plbati carrsano mastra same»stan
rudhirena mlsran /
chinnahastas earati arame
antar vTrahatani bahudha panayan //
grame with carati definitely stands for "in the settlement
of the people."
ivii) (a) AV (Sau) XII, 1, 56 agrees partly with AV (Pai) XVII, 6,4.
The former has:
'
mm mm 9 9 £ ' £ mm f
ve grama vad flranyam yah sabha adhi bhumyam /
/ • • ' 9 m, //
ve samgramah samitayastesu oaru vadema te /
The latter has vanv aranyani for yadaranyam and for tesu
caru vadema te has peculiar words apparently corrupt:
tesvaham prthivi bhyasam (?) madhumad vacah
Here grama mentioned as opposed to aranva denotes "the settle¬
ment of the people."
BLOCMFIELD translates the AV(Sau) verse thus: "In the villages
and in the wilderness in the assembly halls, that are
upon the earthj in the gatherings, and in the meet¬
ings, may we hold forth agreeably to thee!"
The/...
The meaning of samgrama is evidently not "the warfare", In
this verse as we find grama is used parallelly with aranya.
which appears to be semantically opposed, we find samgrama
and samiti as allied and probably also sabha and the etymol-
sogical relation of grama with samgrama also suggests that
collection of people may be the meaning of grama and samgrama
might be a gathering in which all the people settled in a
place assemble.
(a) graman in AV (Sau) V, 20, 3 which agrees with (Pai)
IX, 24., U except for yuthe in the former, the latter has
yutham and for abhi ruva has abhiroha.
*
mm * 0 mm mm '
vrseva vuthe sahasa vidano
11 " - ■
gavyannabhl ruva samdhana.iit /
' i ' «,
suca vldhya hrdayam paresam
mm JL mm ' " //
hitva graman pracyuba yantu satravah //
(GRIFFITH: "Like a bull marked by strength among the cattle,
roar seeking kine and gathering up the booty.
Pierce through oux&dverseries' heart with sorrow,
and let our routed foes desert their hamlets.")
The second half of the verse is thus translated by WHITNEI:
"... pierce thou with pain the heart of our
adversariesj let our foes, leaving their villages,
go urged forth (pra-cyu)". and by BLOQMFIELD:
"Pierce with fire the heart of the enemy; with
broken ranks the foe shall run and scatter."
ROTH ('SW') and LUDWIG ('DRV' 46O) translate hitva graman
as/...
as "having abandoned the villages." BLOOMFIELD's rendering
is peculiar, as he translates grama as military "rank" which
is found nowhere else, but it may signify "groups" or "bands"
(of people). Grama here can be interpreted in both ways, it
may denote "a settlement", it may also denote "the group" in
which case the meaning of the portion would be "Let the
routed enemy fly away scattered, i.e. their bands shattered."
(b) AV (Pai) XIX, 51, 10 containing graman seems to have
many corrupt words:
yatha bhasad ghatiksnasva na samohavati kardane /
eva halakalakarmava (?) nirgraman nir vise .iahi //
But graman with .iahi seems to denote "the bands of people."
(ix) In AV (Pai) I, 42, 3 occurs an instance of gramesu:
0
tm 0 0 mm 0 mm 0 /
ye gramesu malimlavas stenasas taskara vane /
00
am 0 mm 0 am mm 0
ye kaksesvaghayavas tamste'gne pari dadhamy asam
where gramesu appears to denote "in the settlements of men." This
verse is repeated in TS IV, 1, 10, 2-3 and MS II, 7, 7 and KS XVI, 7
(x) (a) A RV. verse containing gramya is repeated in AV (Sau)
XIX, 6, 14 with slight alterations:
f — # am * /
tasmad ya.inat sarvahutah sambhrtam prsadajyam /
'JL A ' «. — — J- - ' H
nasumstamscakre vavavyam aranva gramyasca ye //
The change of RV. aranyan to aranyah in AV, beside gramya]^
seems to be deliberate. WHITiEEX's translation is more satis¬
factory which runs thus: "Fran that all-sacrificing sacri¬
fice was collected the speckled butter (prsadajya);
it made those cattle belonging to Vayu, those that
are/...
are of the forest and of the village." (LANMAN in his note
remarks "That is the wild and the tame.")
This verse is also repeated in VS XXXI, 6; TA III, 12, 4.
(b) In AV (Sau) H, 34, 4:
mm mm * *
ye gramyah pasavo visvarupa
virupah santo bahudhaikarupatv /
vayustanagre pra munaokt&t devah
pra.iapatih praiava samraranah //
(WHITNEY: "The cattle that are of the village all-formed,
being of various forms manifoldly of one form -
let the divine Vayu at first release them,
Prajapati, in unison with progeny."
GRIFFITH: "Tame animals of every shape,though varied in
colour, manifold, alike in nature - To them, the
first, may Vayu God, give freedom, Prajapati
rejoicing in his creatures."
In the footnote GRIFFITH remarks against "Alike in nature" -
"all being domestic and sacrificial animals.)
mm mm * mm mm mm mm
SSlANA explains: "grlmyah pasavah" as "grame bhava gavadyah
pasavah" i.e. domestic animals like cows etc. TS. replaces
gramyah by aranyah.
(c) AV (Sau) III, 10, 6 also has ye gramvah pasavo visvarupah:
'
mm 0 0 00
idayaspadam ghrtavat sarisrpam
iatavedah prati havya grbhaya /
'
mm JL 00 ' 0 mm mm
ye gramyah pasavo visvarupas
0 « 0 0 //
tasam saptanam mavo rantirastu //
(GRIFFITH:/
(GRIFFITH: "The shrine of Ila flows with oil and fatness:
accept, 0 Jatavedas, our oblations. Tame animals
of varied form and colour — may all the seven
abide with me contented.
WHITNEY: "The track (pada) of Ida (is) full of ghee, greatly
trickling, 0 Jatavedas, accept thou the oblations,
The cattle of the village that are of all forms -
of those seven let the willing stay (ramti) be with
me (with LANMAN's note: .... The commentator reads
ifcayas in a; he renders sarisrpam by atvartham
sarpat rarntis by prltis and specifies the seven
village (i.e. domestic) animals as cow, horse, goat,
sheep, man, ass, camel"*"; but the number seven is
doubtless used only as an indefinite sacred one.)
(d) AV (Sau) III, 31, 3 has both gramya and aranya:
0
mm Jm * 0 mm ' JL mm /vi gramyah pasava aranyair vyapastrsnaya saran /
» '
mm 0 mm 0 * 0 mm mm ifvya'ham Sarvena papmana vi yaksmena samavusa //
(GRIFFITH: "Tame beasts have parted from wild beasts, water
and thirst have gone apart." etc. ... (with foot¬
note, "Tame animals have been reclaimed and thor-
joughly separated from their wild congeners;
heaven and earth, originally in close juxtaposition
have been separated and forever propped apart.)
WHITNEY: "The animals of the village (have turned) away from
those of the forest,* the waters have gone away from
thirst; etc."
1
According to 'SW1 these are so named in Apastamba. In KS VII, 7,
instead of 'camel'/_is named 'mule'.
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BLOQMFIELD: "The tame (village) animals are separate from the
wild (forest animals) the water has flowed apart
from thirst ..." etc.
SAYANA explains "grame bhava gomahisadyah pasavah aranyotpannaih
m _
svapadadibhir dustamrgaih svabhavato vigata yatha
bhavanti / yatha ca apah pjpasaya vigata bhavanti /
■ialayyatiriktasva hi prani-~iatasy^pipasa / evam aham
sarvena papmana brahma-carinam vigamayamltyarthah /
.." etc.
(e) In AV (Sau XI, 7, 21 (XI, 5, 21 in certain editions):
Jm mm mm mm mm mm JL * /
parthiva divyah pasava aranya gramyasca ye /
apaksah paksinasca ye te .iata brahmacarinah //
a few pairs of semantically opposed words^ccur such as parthiva
with divya. apaksa with paksinah and also aranva and gramya.
GRIFFITH: "All creatures of the earth and heaven tame animals
and sylvan beasts / winged and wingless creatures
from the Brahmacarl sprang to life (" - from the
Vedic student" - WHITNEY)
pasava aranya gramvasoa ye are according to WHITNEY "they
(i.e. cattle) of the forest and they that are of the
village." According to 3L00MFIELD - "the wild and
the domestic."
In all these instances gramya is derived from grama in the
sense of "the human settlement." "a place of inhabitance of
a certain band of people" where animals are domesticated as
opposed to those untamed wild animals who are left out in
aranya (an uninhabited place.)
(a) GramanI occurs in AV (Sau) XIX, 31, 12 (ab) and Pai X, 5,
12 (ab) agreeing with each other:
gramanlr asi gramanir utthayabhlsikto'bhi ma
sinca varcasa /
SXYANA explains: he audumoara tvam gramasvaml asi / sa yatha
pradhanabhutah evam tvam sarvesam maninamn * * —. « t
pradhanabhuto'si atah asmakam api gramanlr bhava /
abhi-mata-phalaprapako bhavetvarthah / athava mam api
srestham kuru / tvam varcasa abhisikto'si abhita
ft 1 "I 11 1 4
acchanno's: /mamapi varcasa abhisinca.
(WHITNEY:"Troop-leader art thou, arising a troopleaderj being
annointed (abhisic). do thou anoint me with splendorej
brilliancy art thou, brilliancy maintain thou upon me;
wealth art thou wealth assign thou to me.)
LANMAN notes "Acc. SPP the commentator's text has gramanX chaya
and Ppp strangley gives the same; what he attempts to explain is
very doubtful, ato'smakam api gramanir bhava .... atha va mamapi
srestham kuru)
n ~~
GRIFFITH'S translation appears to be confused.
(b) In AV (Sau) HI, 5, 7:
» '
— ' m. Jm — * ' '/
ve ra.iano ra.iakrtah suta gramanvasca ye /
t * * * mm 9 ' "■ #
upastin parna mahyam tvam sarvam krnvabhito janan /
(CEIFFTTH: "The kings and makers of the kings, troopleaders,
masters of the horse (Sutah charioteers) / Make all
the men on every side, Parna, obedient to my will."
WHITNEY: "They that are kings, kingmakers, that are charioteers
/
and troop leaders — subjects to me do thou, 0 Parna,
make all people round about."
BLOOMFISLQ: "The king who (themselves) make kings, the charioteers,
and leaders of hosts, and folk about me all, do thou,
0 parna make my aids!")
Gramani in these instances seem to be a "group leader" or "the
leader of hosts" as translated by 3L0CMFIELD, not necessarily
"troopleader" where "troops" are generally understood to be con¬
nected with "army".
(xii) Gramaghosi occurs in AV (Sau) V, 20, 9 and (Pai) IX, 24, 9
agreeing mostly with each other. AV (Sau) reads:
* t »
samkrandanah oravado dhrsnusenah
1 « " t—c : 4 4 * * 4
pravedakrd bahudha gramaghosx /
0 9
M ' * mm *
srevo vanvano vayunani vidvan
* * *
«■» * //
kirtim bahubhyo vihara dvira.ie //
Pai version reads for pravado in a, prastavena and for vi hara in d,
vi bha.ia.
The hymn is addressed to "the battle drum."
BL00MFISLD: "A shouting herald, followed by a bold army, spreading news
in many places, sounding through the village, eager for
success, knowing the way, do thou distribute glory to many
in the battle."
(HIFFITH: "Resonant, roaring, with thy powerful weapons, warning and
heard by troops in many places, knowing all rules and winning
us advantage deal fame to many where two kings are fighting."
WHITNEI: "A vociferating herald (? pravada) with bold army, making
procalim in many places, sounding through the villages, win¬
ding advantage, knowing the ways do thou distribute (vi-hr)
fame to many in the (battle) of two kings."
BLOQMFIELD and WHITNEY translate gramaghosi by "sounding through the
village" and GRIFFITH translates it by "heard by troops" comparing
this verse with RV VI, 47, 29 (b):
puratra te manutam visthitam .iagat
• " " 1 ■
which according to SAYANA says that the moving and non-moving beings
of the world widely know the wardrum, that is, its sound, bahudha
gramaghosi may have suggested that it sounds widely to the gramas,
the groups of all beings, or of all men, at least the group of people
who belong to the party fighting.
(xiii) Grama.iitam in AV (Sau) VI, 97, 3 and XIX, 13, 6 and AV (Pai)
VII. X, 6 and XIX, 12, 9 (cd) as referred to in (i) above is translated
by GRIFFITH into "Troop-vanquisher", by WHITNEY into "the troop-conqueror"
by BLQOMFIELD into "(the king) who conquers villages." VI, 97, is one
of the Sangramika hymns. BLOOMFIELD notes: "The stanza is primarily
addressed to Indra, but Indra and king are at this stage of Vedic liter¬
ature synonymoun." (Indra is a typicalking in AV IV, 6, 11; or VI, 98,
1. In III, 3, 2 Indra is both a god and a king.) S5YANA also explains
the word grama.i itam in XIX, 13, 6 as satrusamghasva .ietaram / athava
gramasva satrupurasva ietaram /. The verb j i- in grama.i itam meaning
"conquer" presumes the grama to be "of the enemy." Hence grama as we
have seen in other instances "host" or "group" or "collection of people."
Thus in AV, the ward grama, occurring singly and in derivations and
compounded forms like gramya. gramanT. gramaghosin. grama.i it. there is a
broad distinction of the meaning of grama. It may be either the people
collected generally dwelling together in a place or the place where such
a body of people inhabit. Grama in the accusative with verb root car
in /...
I Sh¬
in (ii (a) (b), in the locative in (vi (c) and (b) also, and (ix), in
the dative and ablative in (iv) and (v) and gramatiaranyan in all
probability denotes the place; gramya also denotes "domestic" as the
adjective of the pasu "beast." The other instances which may be
nearly 50^ of the instances in AV seem to denote "the band of people."
0. Grama in YV
(i) In the lajurveda Samhitas also the two chief types of meanings -
one, a place inhabited by a number of people and the other, the col¬
lection of people, - are found with the word grama, either occurring
singly in various cases, or in a number of derivatives and compounds
like gramya (which is numerous), gramanx. gramakama etc.
(ii) RV I, 114, 1 containing grame is quoted in all the Samhitas of
YVj
imam rudraya tavase kapardine ksayadvlrayaorabharamahe matim /
*
— * ' * * * mm * f \




(TS. IV, 5, 10, 1; MS. II, 9, 9; KS XVII, 16; Kap S XXVII, 6 and VS.
(Ma) XVI, 48).
(iii)(a)The Locative Singular form is found very often in an expression:
* ' mm mm
yad gr"tBg aranve vat sabhayam ..........
yad arya enascakrma vayam tasyava ya.ianamasi svaha //
This is found in TS. I, 8, 3, lj MS. I, 10, 2; KS IX, 4 and XXXVIII, 5;
and Kap S. VUI, 7; and VS(Ma) III, 45 and XX, 17.
This is a stock prayer pronounced by the husband and wife as yajya -
(vide Note 4, p.114 (BXV) KEITH)
(b) A variation of the same verse is found in MS. Ill, 11, 10:
0 *
mm * 9 9 —# '
yadi diva yadi naktam enamsi cakrma vavam ...
yad grame //
In these instances grame is used paired with its semantic
opposite aranye and denotes "in the place of habitation."
(c) In TS. II, 1, 10, 2 it is said about an animal gomrga:
0
— em 00
... nevaisa grame naranve vam a.iaghnivam
0 0
•
samabhisamsanti (he is neither in&rama nor in aranya
"whom men calumniate though he has slain no one."
(KEITH) )
In MS. II, 5, 5 it is said in another expression:
0
mm 0 mm JL 9 9 9 *■
neva va esa grame naranye yam abhisamsanti
(d) In MS. IV, 6, 2 and 3 we come across a new set of formulae
where grame is found opposite to bahih:
iti pratiprasthanam karoti sadayed yo bahis -
tarn grame karoti yo grame tam bahir .. (IV, 6, 2)
iti manthi-patram sadaved yo bahistam
grame karoti yo grame tam bahir ... (IV, 6, 3)
vimuktya evavagatam va adhvaryu -
patram niruddham pratiprasthanam yadi
vo bahistam grame
kurvam vo grame tam bahir iti (IV, 6, 2)
vadi kamayeta .... iti (as above) (IV, 6, 3)
In all these examples grame is used to signify in a place which
is not outside the habitation and which is not aranya the
desolate, uninhabited place, that is to say, grama is the place
where/the community lives together.
\P7
(iv) The word gramam is more abundant in use sometimes denoting clearly
the place,in connection with the verb signifying motion which takes the
Accusative case.
(a) In TS. VI, 5, 11, 2, yani punah pravu.jyante tanyanu
gramyah pasavo gramam upavavanti (which is explained by SSlANA*
•
thus: gramyastu gavadayas trnamattum aranye gattva punargramam
•• ' • mmmmmmmTP
pratyagacchantyeva. translated by KEITH ..."through those which
are used again the domestic animals come back again to the village.")
/ \ *£ ' * •
(b) In MS. II, 2, 3: banavantah paridhayo vayamsi param
||M *
gramamavisanti ....
(c) In MS. IV, 1, 1 which is the same as Kap.S XLVI, 8 and
XXXI, 1 and KS. XIX, 11 and XXX, 10, we find tasmad gramyah
0 *
^ 0 mm tm am am mm
pasavah sayam aranyad gramam ayanti (or ayanti)
(d) In Kap.S XLV, 1 as also in KS. XXVIII, 10 we find:
ukthapatram prayu.jyate / aranya eva tat pasavo
'nupra.iavante / tasmat tan dhrtan gramamagatam
ghnanti /
i.e. by the repeated use of ukthapatra the wild animals are
caught, brought to the grama and are killed.
(e) In Kap.S VII, 6 which also agrees with KS. VIII, 10, we
have:
'mm ' ma mm mm mm
sa vrksasva sakhavam agni masa.jya -
-vuna gramamabhvavait
(f) In MS. Ill, A, 7 una canvam cinvlta grama- kamo yathai
vaitamupaci noty evamasmai grampm upacinoti. In TS. V, Ay
11, 3 a similar sentence occurs although without gramam as such:
Schroeder notes that in place of canyam the Bombay MS. has cayfam,which
is remarkably near to (pari-) cayyam of TS. text and we think that upa
cawam for upa canyam would be a better reading and this would also
solve the question tyupa in den MSS ohne Accent" as noted by Schroeder.
(°) <&
paricayyam cinvlta gramakamo gramyeva bhavati which KEITH translates into:
"He should pile one in a circle, who desires a village,
verily he becomes possessed of a village." In the former
the fire is approached whereby the grSmaVama approaches the
grama also (i.e. piles it up near him.)
(g) In MS, II, 3, 1 ...
payo vai purusah pava esa icchati yo
gramam icchati payasaivasmai payo 'varundhe ...
yo gramam icchati here is another way of saying vo gramakamah.
It is so spoken of in order to have some similarity with
paya esa icchati.
(h) In MS. IV, 2, 7 gramam is connected with cyavayati:
sarasvantsam vatsarenairasmai gramam cyavayati.
/
In the same way it is said later about pasu:
/
„ 0mm0 0
pasukamam ya.iayet ... pasumscvavayati ...
(i) IN MS. II. 5, 1:
0
mm 0 mm 0 mm • 0 . . .
yadvavave vavurevasinai nasyotam visane ninayati
niyutvatl ya.jyanuvakye bhavato gramam asmin
/ '
dadhara sveto bhavati brahmanorupam
This is all spoken of a grama-kama and thus on him is held
the grama, a coveted possession.
(j) In TS. III. A, 9, 2 and 3, gramam occurs with avarundhe:
'
• mm 0 ' , — .
chandams: khafeu vai gramas chandobhirevasmai
gramam avarundhe ("•«• a village is as it were
the metresj verily by the metres he wins a village
for him - KEITH.)
The/...
The word gramam appears to have the same sense as grame
especially in connection with verbs signifying motion like
ayanti upevayanti abhyavait. The sense of the word in
connection with cvavayati is not very clear but in con-
:nection with icchati. dadhara and avarundhe and upacinoti
it might mean as in gramakama and gramin in the following
instances '
(v) gramena in the Instrumental occurs in one of the passages in
MS. In II. 3, Is
• • • yad duhyati ya.inasva goplthayatha yat punah samuhati
gramenaivainam samuhati.
The meaning of grama here seems to be the same as of that in gramakama
or gramin discussed below.
(vi) gramasya in the Genitive Singular also occurs once in TS. Ill,
4, 9, 3:
9
mm 9 * mL
... madhyato dhataram karoti madhyata evainam gramasya
dadhati. ("He puts Dhatr in the middlej (i.e; between
anumati-raka above and siniva^i-Kuhu below - according to
SlYANA) verily he places him in the middle of a village" -
KEITH.)
This is said about a gramakama. one desiring for grama, and it is said
that by metres a grama is won for him, and again by doing some special
practice he is placed in the middle of a grama. Here of course
grama seems to denote a place and we can trace the two meanings of
grama/....
grama in this passage, gramasya madhyatah signifying in the middle
of the place, but grama which one desires is more than a place as
discussed below.
(vii) gramah in the Nominative occurs in a few instances. In
TS. Ill, U, 9, 2:
_ Jt _
chandamsi khalu vai gramah
(A grama is as it were the metres.)
In KS. XXIX, 8 which almost agrees with Kap.S XL, 5 (except in the
replacement of vya.layant by abhya.iavan in the latter):
upasfclbhir vai deva imamllokan vya.iayamstan
vaisarianaivabhi-vyasr.ianta yatha gramah sam-
gramad visrjyate ....
(Regarding the Vaisarjana offerings, KEITH notes: "The name is due
to the fact that the intermediate consecration is about to be over."
BXV) Footnote 3 p. 515 (HOS X3X) )
The meaning of samgrama occurring here is uncertain but we have as
0 0
-■
in MS. II, 2, 3 brahmanaspatyam carum nirvapet samgrame ... from which
it is conjectures that here samgrama might be something other than
•battle', although the meaning "battle" is very often found in XV.
in connection with verb root -ii
(TS. II. 2, lj II, 2, 3-5J MS. II, 1, 1; II, 1, 3; II, 3, 2; II, 1, 10
KS. IX, 17; etc.)
(viii) gramak~m« is very often found in the YV. Samhitas and in
TS. gramin generally is found in the same passage.
(a) TS. II. 2, 8, 1:
/ > JL' * mm ' —




"■ JL. * «. ^ >
sa evasmai sajatan anukan karoti gramyeva bhavati
("He who desires grama ("village" - KEITH) should off®' a cake
on eleven potsherds to Indra, who goes straight forwardj with
his own share verily he makes his followers obedient to him;
he becomes possessed of grama ("village" - KEITH)" - HOS S^III)
(b) TS. II, 2, 11, 1; TS. II, 2, 11, 3 and TS. II, 2, 11, 4:
• mm mm JL '
nirvaped .... grama-kamah .... sajatan pravacchanti
grami^-eva bhavati.





gramakamah .... sa evasmai sa.iatan pravacchati
gramveva bhavati.
(d) TS. II, 3, 9, 2:
... vaisvadavlm san-grahanla nirvaped gramriano
0
^ 0 mm mm mm ' mm *
vaisva-deva vai saiata vtsvanevadevant svena
bhaga dhevenopadhavati ta evasmai sa.iatan
pravacchanti gramyeva bhavati.
(e) With nirvapet we find another example of gramakamah in
MS. II, 2, 3 and another in KS. X, 4.
t it f _ ^




(f) KS, X, A:
0 0 —
agnave vaisvanarava dvadasakapalam nirvaped
gr~Tiiak-amn bhutikamo brahmavarcasa. kamas tasya
haritam hiranyam madhye kuryat-
(g) /•••
(g) gramakamah is also found very often with alabheta and in
TS. gramyeva bhavati also occurs in that passage TS. II, 1, 1,
vayave niyutvato alabheta gramakamo vayurva imah
pra.ia nasyota nehiyate ... sa evasmai orala nasyota
nlyacchati gramyeva bhavati
SSlANA explains this portion: ... yatha loke vallvarda
nasikachidre rai.iu - vandhane sati sukhema nlyante tadvat
sarvah pra.ia gramavasialr adhlnah krtva vayus tatra tatra
/ *
^ mm mm
bhrsam nayati sa ca vayuh pasuna tustah sarvah pra.ia
ya.iamanadhlnah karoti. svadhlnapra.i o ya.iamano grama - svami
bhavatyeva.
(h) In TS. II, 1, 3, 2:
'mm * ' ' ' JL mm
indraya maimitvate prsnisakthamalabheta gramakana
' ' *
mm '' mm
indrameva marutvantam svena bhaaadheyenopadhavati
Pi
mm mm { mm %
sa evasmai sai atan prayacchati gramy-eva bhavati
(He who desires a grama (better not 'village' as
translated into by KEITH) should offer (a beast) with
dappled thighs to Indra with the Maruts he
becomes possessed of a grama."
(i) In TS. II, 1, 6, 1:
barhaspatvam srkiprstham alabheta gramakamo yah
Vflmflveta prstham saaSEamn- svamiti brhaspatim eva
svewa bhagadhevenopadhavati sa evainam prstham
sajn«riflnnm karoti gramyeva bhavati.
SSYANA explains: gramo me bhuvat anvesam gramasvami-nam madhye
*
prstha vaduparivartl syamiti yah kamayeta tasyayam pasuh and
as KEITH translates ... verily he makes him to be the back of
his peers, he becomes possessed of a village.
X°~5
(j) In TS. II, 1, 6, 4:
vaisva-devam bahu-rupamalabheta gramakamo vaisva-
an '
deva vai sajata visvaneva devant svena bhagadheyenopa
dhavati ta evasmai sa.iatan prayacchati gramyeva bhavati
SSlCANA's explanation runs thus: sa.iata bhrataro bhrtvadayes
■■ ' mm tm '
ca te ca bahutvasamyena visvesam devanam etatsvamitvat pasor
bahu devatvatvam ...
(k) TS. II, 1, 7, 5 - 6, which is almost the same as II, 1, 6, 4
*
quoted above except instead of visvadevam babin-iinam, here it is
vaisvadevTm bahurupam.......
(l) In TS. II, 2, 5, 6 gramakamah is used with adhisrayati:
' ' JL * ' mm 9
... vaisvanaram dvadasakapalam rurvanenmarutam
6
mm mm mm mm mL 'mm '
saptakapatam gramakama ahavamye vaisvanaram
^ mm *
papavasyasasva adhisrayati garhapatve marutam
(He who desires a grama should offer on twelve potsherds to
to Vaisvanara and to the Maruts on seven potsherds, (the
offering) to Vaisvanara he places6n the Shavanlya, that to
the Maruts on the Garhapatya for the avoidance of confusion.)
gramix bhavati however is not found here.
(m) With gramakama the occurrence of gramin is found in
one more instance in TS. in somewhat different formulae.
In V, 4, 11, 3i
mm ' - « *
paricavyani p.lnvita ... gramakamo gramyeva bhavati
This is already quoted in IV (f) above.
(n) MS. II, 4, 7 in IV (f) also contains gramakamah but not
gramin.
(o) In MS. there are a few instances of the expression
gramakamam ya.iayet. II, 3, 1} II, 5, lj IV, 2, 7j II, 1, 9
and II, 5, 8.
In MS. II, 3, 1 besides gramakamam ya.iayet there is also one
gramakamah:
mm mm mm mm mm mm '
gramakamam ya.iayet svameva devatam nrayascittya
una saradvaninagrhlto va esa yo gramakamo varuna
devainam tena muncati ...
• 1 * ■
(p) In MS. II, 3, 2 and IV, 3, 3 occur gramakamo yajeta of
which the previous instance gramakamam yajayeta is practically
the causative construction.
(q) In TS. Ill, 4, 8, 1 gramakamava occurs:
Jm mm mm mm mm I '%' mm JL
gramakamava hotavva ... rasttenaivasmai rastram
saiatanavarundhe graml.
SlYAHft. explains gramin as grama-svamin. KEITH translates
%
gramyeva bhavati by "he becomes possessed of a village," and
gramakamah by "he who desires a village," but he observes in a
note (Note 2 under II, 1, 1, 2 at p. 133):
"The essence of the possession of a Grama is not
ownership of land according to the text, but subord¬
ination which well accords with the theory that the
royal grant of a village was not one of ownership
but of political superiority and the receipt of dues.
It is also possible that the simple process of
becoming the chief of a village by one's own exertions
is contemplated." (cf» Vedic Index' Vol i. pp. 24.6-7,
Vol ii, 214 - 5, 254 - 6)
In the TS. is mentioned in brief the process of becoming gramin
in the different passages quoted above. A gramakama should
offer certain offerings to a particular deity or some specified
deities and by their grace, he is (2.1.1.2) "assigned of
creatures led by noses",(KEITH) — "given the sway over all
creatures living in the grama",(SAXANA) - "Sarvah pra.ia
gramavasinir adhlnah Karoti," or the deity gives the sajatas
over to him (at his control) ("he subdues his relatives to
him" - KEITH) or the deity "makes him to be the back of his
peers" (KEITH), "prstham samananam" (21.6.1). The sa.iatas
are explained by SlYANA to be the brothers and servants etc.
Grama appears to comprise these sa.iatas and samanas. and the
bhratrs (people of the same rank, not superior or inferior)
and the bhrtvas (people serving i.e. people of lower rank in
their occupation.) "One desiring for a grama" (which is the
meaning of gramakama) and "one possessing a grama" (gramin)
necessarily presumes the meaning "one desiring or possessing
the authority or superiority over the grama" so far as the
syntax of the compound and the affix is concerned and KEITH
seems to be correct in his conclusion that the essence of the
possession of a Grama is subordination and that it is not the
ownership of land, but his translation of gramakama and gramin
by "he who desires village" and "possessed of a village" is not
therefore appropriate. On the other hand the words gramakama
and gramin seem to have the word grama in them in the sense of
"a band of people - related and unrelated and people of various
rank and order in occupation."
(a) Before passing on to the discussion of the next word
grainya occurring more abundantly in YV., we quote here a word
gramavatarin from Kap.S XXXI, 21 which is found as gramaavacarin
in KS. XXI, 6;
yad gramyena .iuhuyad gramavatarinam (-carinam. KS.)
rudram Kurvat /
aranyinaivaranyamabhi rudram niravaya.iate /
• • - I
(b) In TS. V, 4-, 3, 4- ... in place of gramavata (ca) rinam
we have an antaravacarinam:
^ e




("the seasons are sixj verily with the seasons he appeases him.
If he were to offer while wandering round he would make Rudra
come within (bhe sacrifice.)" - KEITH)
gramavatarinam rudram. kuryat and gramavacarinam rudram kuryat
both are suitable in the senses that he will make Rudra come
down to grama and that he will make Rudra move on in the grama.
Here grama has the meaning of "a dwelling place of the people."
As the sense of a place is there, it is no doubt essentially
connected with people dwelling together with their own beasts
and herbs and food etc. and the development of the sense "of the
place of dwelling of a number of people collected together" from
"a number of people collected together" can still be traced out
in these passages.
As grame which is used in opposition to aranye generally, sig¬
nifies/. ..
signifies a place in YV. we find the occurrences of gramya also in
semantic opposition to aranya.
(a) gramya is very often used as an adjective of pasu. Seven
are the gramya pasu-s as frequently enumerated.
In Kath.S. VII, 7:
pasavo bhavanti ...... sapta gramyasta atropadheya
0
w ^ * mm 'mm mm mm' * '
gauscasvascaviscaia casvatarasca gardabhasca puruso
yadgam parapanti ta evaitadapadhatte'tho gavaivai-
nam cinute /
In MS. 3, 7, 6 and 4, 8, 8:
sapta chandamsi sapta hotrah sapta gramyahpasavas
(pasums) tanevavarundhe.
In KS. XXXIII, 8 again:
panca grahltawah pankto va.ino ya.i^namevava rundhate
mm 0 mm mm
sapta grahitavyas sapta gramyah pasavas taneva
rundhe ...
In KS. VII, 8 also:
mm* J mm mm mm mm
tisrah purvas cafesra etastassapta sapta gramyah
pasavastanevava- rundhe
In KS. XSIV, 4 and Kap.S III, 7, 5:
4 * mm mm
sapta gramyah pasavah tanevavarundhe
In KS. VI, 2 and Kap.S IV, 1 also:
saoteme grimyah pasavo'srjyanta
This is found in MS. I, 8, 1 also.
In the long description of the creation of these seven gramya
pasus. we find purusa. asva, gau. avi. a.ia enumerated and there-
4
after vava and vrlhi also as the sixth and seventh gramya pasus.
In/...
In TO. (Ma) XIV, 29 and TO. II, 8, 6 it is said:
-j ' ' «, «£, * *saptadasabhirastuvata gramyah pasavo 'sr.jyanta
brhaspatir adhipatir aslt.
where the number of the created domestic animals is not mentioned
(b) Only five gramya pasu-s are named in TS. II, 1, 1, 5-6:
' ' ' ' *
mm mm mm * ' *
yat smasrunastat purusanam rupam vattuparastad
f *
mm mm * ' * — ^
asvanam yad anyatodan tadgavam vad avya iva
0JLt0wmmm 00 mm mm mm '
saphastad avmam yada.iastada.ianam etavanto vai
— — " mm >/ * mm
gram.yah pasavastan // rupenaivavarundhe
("The beard is the characteristic of man, the lack of horns of
the horse, having incisors on one side only, that of cattle,
having sheeplike hooves, that of sheep, the goat nature that of
goats; so many are the domesticated animals;" - KEITH)
SSlANA comments: "yadyapl gramvesu pasusu gardabhostravapi
sapta sankhva siddhaye tatra tatra grhyete thatapi purusadayah
rm 0
^ mrn mm mm mm
pancaiva prasastah vipra ra.iadibhir atvantamadrtatvat."
In KS. XIII, 1:
_ '
pra.iapatvama.1am tuparam visvarupam alabheta ...
0
•« *
asvasyeva va etasye siro gardabhasyeva karnau
* *
mm mm mm mm mm
purusasveva smasrun; goriva purvau pada averiva-




Here also the seven gramya pasus are not mentioned. But
/ mm *
gramya pasus are seven and seven are also "the aranya paaur*s
»
(c) The number of the gramya and the aranya pasus as well as
of the metres is seven as in TS. II, U, 6, 2:
0
saotaitani havlmsi bhavanti sapta gramyih pasavah
saptaranvah sapta chandamsy ubhayasya varudahyai ..
("Seven are these offerings the tame animals are seven the wild
seven; the metres are seven for the winning of both" - KEITH)
Wm * mm mm 0
"gomahisasva.iavi gardabhostrah gramyah / dvikhnra svapada
paksisarisraahasti markata - nadayah sapta ranyah ..
TS. VI, 1, 8, 1; VI, 3, 7, 5j VII, 2, 2, 1, all have:
'
mm Jm * ' ' •
"sapta gramyah pasavah sapta ehanda msyavarudhvai
("there are seven domesticated (or tame) animals (and) seven
wild, there are seven metres (and so it serves) to win both." -
KEITH)
(d) Sometimes are found both gramya and aranya pasus said
together.
In TS. V, A, 12, 2:
0 0 0 *
—► mm mm
ete pasava alabhyante uta iva gramya uta iva aranya
("... different sets of animals are offered, both domesticated
and wild" - KEITH)
* 0 0 mm' mm mm a* mm
SAYANA: ... asvamedhepi asvapradhanake anye'nve nana .iativa
eva pasava alabhyante / tatra kecana gramya eva. decana aranya
eva, tatrapi avantara-bheda bahudha drastavva /
In MS. Ill, 2, 3:
0 0 * 0
— — 0 ' '




in KS. VII, S:
ve ca vai gramvah pasavo ye caranyasta ubhaye naktam
samsr.iyante ...
In KS. XXX, 9:
ye ca vai gramyah pasavo ye caranyasta etamalabhya-
manamamidhyavanti
In/...
In MS. Ill, 9, 7:
'mm ' ' mo mm
ubhaye va etam badhyamanam anubadhyante ye gramyah
paaavo ye caranya ye badhvamanan anubadhyamana
anvaiksanta manaseti ...
In MS. I, U, 10 and KS. XXXII, 7:
'
mm * ' 'm£, p «£ • ' M Jim »
ubhayamstena pasun avarundhe gramyamscaranyam s ca
*
„ * mm mm / 'mmyad gramyasya nasnati tena gramyan (pasun in KS)
' '
— ' mm' mm 'mm mm
avarundhe 'tha yad aranyasyasnati tenaranvan ...
In Vasordharamantra to Agni in TS. TV, 7, 5, 2:
<" * *
" me 'krstapacyanca me gramyasca me pasava
aranvasca ya.inena kalpantam ("May for me ... what
grows on unploughed land, tame and wild cattle pros-
:per through the sacrifice;)
In Kap.S. XXVIII, 10 and in KS. XVIII, 10 and in MS. II, 11, 5
the same is found. In VS. (Ma XVIII, 14- also the same words
are found among others (on which MAHlDHARA comments gramyah
» *
grime bhavlh pasavah go' sva mahisajavi gardabhostradayah
» t
aranyah aranye bhavah pasavah hastisimhasarabhamrgagavaya-
markata dayah ... etam yain&na mama sampadyantam.)
t
(e) In some passages gramya pasus are mentioned in contrast with
*
aranya pasus. as in TS. Ill, 4, 3, 5j
klkklta-karena va gramyah pasavo ramante praranyah
f
patanti vat kikkita - karamiuhati gramylnam pasunam
dhyt.yai ... (at the soundklkkita the domestic animals
stop, the wild run away. In that he offers with the
sound kikkita (it serves) to support domestic animals."
- KEITH.)
SlYANA /...
SXlANA: .iihvagrena dhvanivisesam krtva pasca.i.iuhuyat tena
flhvanina gomahisadayo gramyah pasavah kridante / aranyastu
mrgah pra-karsena palayante / atah avam dhvanir gramyapasu
dhrtyai bhavati /
In Kath. S. 13, 12 also it is said:
mm mm mm 0
tasmat kikkitakaram gramyah pasava upatisthante -
• '• • 1 4"¥' '*■' 1
kikkltakarad aranvah pra trasanti
(f) About the gomrga in TS. II, 1, 10, 2 it is said:
*■ ' mm f * mm '
••• naisa gramyah pasur naranvah
SSXANA: gobhih saharanye caritum gatad Mtrsabhat kasyiincid
*
mrgyam utoanno gomrgah ubhaya laksana darsanat ... mukhyo
gramvo na bhavati ... napi mukhya aranvah ...
(..."the Gayal is neither a domestic nor a wild animal ... KEITH.)
In MS. II. 5, 5:
/ 0 0 0 t 0 0 0 0
... neva va esa grame na~ranye yam abhisamsanti neva
* X 'mm 0 0 0 mm 0
khalu va esa gramyah pasur neva-ranyah.
(g) In TS. VI, 5, 11, 2 again:
JL mm mm mm ♦ * JL mm mm mm •£ mm
pranvani patrainvuiyante nanyani yani paracinani
' 4 mm mm 0 0
prayu.i yante tanya - anvaranyah pasavo1 ranyam
f £ ' 0 mm mm mm
apa yanti yani purah prayu.1 yante tanyanu gramyah
0 0
mm mm /
pasavo gramam upavayanti (already explained under
grainam.)
(h) In KS. XIX, 11 and XXX, 10 and in Kap.S XXXI, 1 and XLVI, 8:
tasmad gramyah pasavassayam aranyad gramamayanti ...




(i) In MS. Ill, 2, 1 about the gramya pasus it is said:
•» mm mm *
••• tasmad gramyah pasavah prerate 'tha yat punar
abhyavartate tasmat punah sama vartate.
(j) In KS. II, 1, 7 it is said about manduka (the frog) which
• f
is considered neither gramya nor aranya:
... varunamendr va esa samkueito mandukena vikarsati
• * » n *
mandukasyarusa weti na gramvan pasun hinasti
naranyan.
In MS. Ill, 3, 6 is said:
* JL ' 9 mm /
varunamenir va esa etarhva abhiddhas tisthati sa
'
« JL ' mm 9 'mm '
enam tarhyadhiyattasya pranene-viyan mandukenadhyeti
0 '
mm ' 0 mm mm ' ' '
tasyaiva pranena weti na gramyan pasun hinasti
0 0
naranyan.
In KS. XXIX, 8:
upasayam vS anygranyih pakva upa tistfaanta etSdasinlm
gramya yadekadasinya vedir mlyate tasmad gramyah
0
— 0^ ^ 0 0 .
pasava aviriva santa iva yadupasayo guheva saye /
tasmad aranyah ,pasavp_ JsAeva...nilayam iva pralayam iva
caranti.
In TS. V, 2, 9, 6 it is said about the snake how because it is
considered neither a domestic nor a wild animal, it baffles the
injury of the domestic and wild animals:
, , mm mm 'mm 0
pasuslrsair upadadhvad gramyan pasun damsukah syur
vad visuclnam aranyan /aiur eva vaded ava tam tvisim
rudhe ya sarpena gramvan pasun hinasti naranyan ("If
he were to put it down looking with the heads of the
animals (the snakes) would bite the animals of the
villagej/...
■2-\ *5
village; if turned away those of the wild; he should
speak a Yajus, he wind the brilliance that is in the
snake he injures not the animals of the village nor
those of the wild." (KEITH) )
In KS. XX, 5:
tm * 0 '
"yat samicinair itaraissirsair upadhyad gramyan pasun
# ' „
damsukas syuh ... yajureva vadet is said in the
same line.
(k) In TS. V, 5, 5, 2 :
. ' ' f mm mm ' JL * mm
brahmavattino vadanty agnau gramyan pasun pra dadhati
9 Ji JL 9 ' *
sucaranyan aroavanti ... amrtam vai hiranyam
# ' ' * * '
amrtenaiva gramyebhyah pasubhyah bhesa.iam karoti
naitan hinasti ("The theologians say "In the fire he
places the domesticated animals with pain he afflicts
the wild animals; ... gold is immortality, by immor-
:tality he makes the healing for the domesticated
animals he hurts them not" - KEITH)
In V, 2, 9, 5:
mm mm 9 mm 9 9
"... yat pasu sirsany upadadhaty amum aranyam anu
mm mm 9 9 ' * % mm
te disamltyaha gramyebha eva pasubhya aranyam pasun
chucam anutsr.iati (" ... in that he puts down the
heads of the animals - I appoint for the N.N. of the
forest he says; verily from the cattle of the village
he sends pain to those of the wild; therefore of
animals born at one time the animals of the wild are
the smaller." - KEITH)
In V, A, A, 3 also TS. says:
t ••
... esa gramvesu nasusu hito naranyesu tameva
sucarpavati.
(..."neither among the domesticated nor the wild
place has its place ..." KEITH)
SElAHA: gomahi&a.iadlnam madhve yah pasuh imam istakabhih citam
agnim prathamam adhiruhya padenakramati tam pasum santapena
pradagdhum ayam agrih prabhur bhavati / tasmat pasvantarena
vikarsanam na kuryat kintu mandukena kuryat / mandukasca
mm mm *
yagayogyesu gramyesu aranyesu ca pasusu anantar bhavalloke 'pi
mm -mm ■ * mm /
gomahisadivad upayogad arsanacca kenapynpa.ilvgo na bhavati /
In Kap. S. XXXI, 10 and KS. XX, 8 also it is said:
mm ' mm * mm
gramyebhya eva pasubhya aranyam pas unchucam utsr.iata
(1) In TS. I, 5, 8, Is
* 9
mm mm 0 mm mm & mm ■
sampasyami pra.ia aham ityaha yavanta eva gramyah
pasavastanevavarundhe
and SlXANA explains here "gavasvadayo vivaksitah". KEITH
• T • •
translates: "T gaze on offspring' he says, verily he wins all
the domesticated animals."
* *
In MS. II, 1, 3 is mentioned vatra gramyasya pasornopasrnavastad
gaccha.
(m) TS. V, 1, U, 2 speaks of the collection of the clay for
Agnicayana in a skin of- animals which are again differentiated
into gramya and aranya:
, * 0 mm JL * mm mm - mm JL
vad gramyanam pasunam carmana sam-bhared gramyan
pasun sucarpayet. krsna- .iinena sambharatyaranyaneva
pasun // ("If he were to gather with the skin of tame
animals he would afflict with pain tame animals} he
anthers with a black antelope skin} verily he afflicts
O
with pain wild animals" - KEITH;)
(n) Similarly it has been said about the milk of the gramya
and aranya animals (TS. V, A, 3, 1 and 2):
*
mm mm mm 9 ' mm ' mm mm mm aL am"
yadgramyanam pasunam payasa iuhuyad gramyan pasun
9
ra ma mm mm ' JL
chucarpayet yada ranyanam aranyan .iartila yavagva
va na gramyan pasurihinasti naranvan / atho kha^vahur
anahutirvai jartilasca gavidhukas cetva.iaksirena
•» 'mm JL 9 mm ' 'mm '
.juhstyagneyo va esa yada.iahutyaiva .iuhoti na gramyan
mm 9 mm mm
pasun hinasti naranvan.
("If he were to offer with the milk of domesticated
animals, he would afflict domestic animals with pain;
if (with that) of wild (animals); he should offer with
groats of wild sesame or with groats of Gavldhuka
grass; he harms neither domesticated nor wild animals."
- KEITH)
.iartilah is explained by SEfAHA as aranvatilah and gavidhukah
as aranvagodhumah which are not eaten by men.
(o) In TS. 16, 7, 3:
'mm mm Ja 9 ' ' ' mm mm JL 9
.. .yaiamanena gramvasca pasavo 'varudhva aranyas
'
mm mm 9 ' mm J 9
cetvahur yad gramyan upavasati tena gramyanavarundhe
*
— ^ ' mm ' mm '
yad aranya svasnati tenaranyanyad anasvan upavaset
%
pitrdevatvah syad.
(The sacrificer should win both beasts of the wild and of the
village' they say; in that he refrains from those of the village,
thereby he wins them; in that he eats of the wild thereby he
wins them of the wild. If he were to fast without eating the
Pitrs would be his divinity" — KEITH)
Here/...
Here the gramya foods comprise vrihi etc. and aranya the nivara
and others according to SElANA; but KEITH thinks that animals
are meant here as he says "The point is presumably that if he
does not eat domestic animals they increase in number" — (The
Accusative is one of reference.)
(p) In V, 2, 8, 6; V, 2, 9, 3 and V, 4-, 5, 2 TS. says about
dadhi as gramva and madhu as aranya food:
V, 2, 8, 6 - ... iti dadhna madhu misrena bhyanakti
svadayatyevainam gramyam va etadannam yad dadhva
ranyam madhu yad dadhna madhu misrenabhyanakti
(...(with these words) he annoints with curd mixed
with honey, verily he makes him ready; curd is a food
of the village honey of the wild; in that he annoints
with curds mixed with honey (it serves) to win both.)
'
• ' 'mm 0 * '
V, 2, 9, 3 - srtatankena medhyatvaya gramvam va etadannam
' * '
mm * 'mm
yaddadhyaranyam madhu yaddadhna purayatyubhayas.ya-
-vardhyai.
'
mm JL mm JL mm mL
V, 4-, 5, 2 - ... dadhnaivahutadah prinati madhusa 'outado
f / 0 f 0 /
— '
gramyam vai etadannam yaddadhe aranyam madhu ...
(q) Sometimes by food the gramya and aranya osadhis are spoken
of. Thus in T3. V, 2, 5, 5:
mm ' " * T
brahmana annamavarundhe 'rke 'rkasciyate
caturdasabhirvapati sapta gramya osadhayah saptaranya
ubhayisam avarudhvai annasya- nnasya vapati ...
("by holy powers he wins food, in the Arka, the Arka
is piled. With 14. verses he scatters; the domesticated
plants/....
plants are seven, the wild are seven; (verily they
serve) to win both sets") tila. masa. vrihi. yava.
priyangu. anu and godhuma are the gramya food while
t
m
venu, syaiaaka. nivara. ,jartila. gavodhuka. markataka
and garmuta are the aranya foods according to
simm
In ?, 4, 9, 1 and VII, 3, 4, 1 also the gramya osadhi-s are
numbered seven, as also the aranya-s:
' *
— — ' / /
sa caturdasabhir .iuhoti saota gramya osadhayah sapta //
aranya ubhaylsam avarundhyai annasyannasya .iuhoti
caturdasaratro bhavati sapta gramva osadhaysih
saptaranya ubhaylslmavarudhyai.
(The rite is of 14 nights, there are seven domesticated
plants and seven wild;(verily it serves) to win both.)
In Kap.S XXXI, 5 also:
sapta vai gramya osadhayah sapta ranyah /
In MS. If, 3, 2:
' el ■
gramya va anya osadhaya aranya anyasta
evasyaitenobhayiravesta bhavanti - we find the osadhis
are called gramya.
In MS. I, 10, 6 which is the same as KS. XXXVI, 2 and also in
MS. I, 11, 8 we find gramya adjective of annadya. In 111,2,5
of MS., ha;ever, we find yava as mentioned in one of the annadya.
MS, I, 10, 6 = Kath.S. 36, 1:
sapta hi maruto vinmaruto'tho nirava- tya eva maruto'
tho gramvam evaitena-nna-dyamavarundhe //
MS. I, 11, 8:/...
MS. I, 11, 8:
JL J0 n 9 mm * am '
annadyasyavarundya ubhayam gramyamcaranyam ca juhoti
MS. Ill, 2, 5:
'
, , ' * 0 'am JL 0
yadi sarvam na samvinded yavan madhurdvutanvaped yad
'
. — # mm JL
yava gramyam tenannadyam avarundhe
(r) Potsherds are also called gramya. in opposition not to
aranya but to arma potsherds.
In TS. V, 1, 6, 2:
0
mm JL mm ' mm mm mm mm 0 0 mm J,
yad gramyanam patranam kapalaih samsr.ied gramyani
mm mm * JL mm * mm *
patrani sucarpayed arma-kapalaih samsr.iatyetani vai
, mm J. JL ' Jm /
anupa.i lvanxyani tanyeva sucarpayati. ("If he were to
unite him with sherds of domestic pots, he would
afflict domestic pots with painj he unites (him) with
fragments of broken potsj these are not used for lifej
verily he afflicts them with pain" - KEITH)
SlXANA explains armakapala as "vikrta-grha-dadhadikrtena bhanda."
The gramyanam patranam kapala-s therefore seems to be those
which are of use to the people in the society.
In KS. XIX, 5 armakapala-s and gramya kapala-s are mentioned:
sarkarabhirdhrtya armaih kapalaih sam- sr.iatyaranyaneva
0 0
mm mm mm 'mm
pasun sucarpayati yadgramyais samsr.ied gramyam^pasun
sucarpayet.
(s) Gramya also qualifies istaka-s in MS. I, 5, 10:
santa vai bandhumateristaka agnau citya upadhxyante
, * » > 0 JL 0 mm JL ' mm am




Thus gramya standing in opposition to aranya as the adjective
of pa.su is largely found in the different recensions of the
YV. samhitas. The gramya and the aranya pasus are seven each,
their distinction is very often emphasized, the frogs and
snakes and gomrgas are neither gramya nor aranya animals.
Foods and plants are also distinguished as gramya and aranya.
the plants being seven in each group. The gramya potsherds
however have their semantic opposites in arma_potsherds which
are explained as undesirably burnt pots as by fire set on to a
house etc.
(xi) gramyavadin is a word that occurs in the IV. in MS. II, 2, 1,
KS. XI, 6 and in TS. II, 3, 1, 3.
(a) MS. II, 2, Is
p
' ml ' ' ft ' '"adite'numanyasva satvasir-iha manah // iti niruddhassra
ra.jnah padamadadita tadyah purastad gramyavadlva syat
*
mm mm m, ' mm '
tasya sabhaya abhivatam parltya vidhvamsayeyuh
(b) Kath.S. 11, 6:
mm 'mm f t> / P # mm mm
satyasxriha mana iti niruddhasya padam adadhltamanasa
f
mm * ' mm mm
evainam karotyupa preta marutas svatavasa ena
0 0
mm ' ml mm 0 0 mm '
vispatinabhyamum rajanam iti viso'bhivatam aohi-
0 '
mm ' ' mm '
dhvamsayan pariyadabhimanasa evainan karoti yah
parastrad gramya -vadl svattasya grhadvrlhinahareyus
(c) TS. II, 3, 1, 3:
f 9 fit
^ P ' ^ 0 0 am
visaivainam rastrena samardhayati ... yah parastad
pramvavadl syat tasva grhad vrxhinaharet.
(KEITH/...
£2.b
(KEITH — "Verily he unites him with the people and the realm
From the house of a village judge further on he should take
rice ...")
(in Footnote 3 on p.164 he comments: The sense is uncertain.
SAYANA distinguishes between one who speaks gramya in the sabha
and one who is a secret counsellor.)
From the note of KEITH it is not clear why he renders gramyavadl
into "a village judge". In 'SW the meaning is "m. etwa
Dorfrichter Schulze." - the basis of which cannot be understood.
(xii) (a) The occurrence of the word gramani and its derivatives is
not numerous. In VS. it is found once only in XXX, 20 (Ma):
mrmtja. puracalm tosaya ktruD yadsse aat>aly5»
mm ' ' ' * /
gramanyam ganakam abhikrosakam /
r t *
mm '
tanmahase vinavadam panighnam tunavadhmam
tannrttayanandayatalBvaa
GRIFFITH: For Pastime, a harlot;, for laughter, a jester; for
lust, a woman with spotty skin; for Might these,
the headman of a village, an astrologer, and a watchman;
a lute player; a handclapper, a flutist, these for
Dance; for Pleasure, a musician.
(Lust: an aquatic monster according to SSXANA)
MAHlDHARA explains gramanyam as gramanetaram.
(b) In TS. 2, 5, 4, 4 gramani is called to have great prosper¬
ity:
nagatasrlr mahendram ya.ieta trayo vai gatasriyah
susruvan gramani ra.ianyat tesam maheridro devata
("One/...
("One should not sacrifice to Mahendra if one is not prosperous.
The prosperous are three; a learned (Brahnan), a village headman
and a warrior. Their Deity is Mahendra." - KEITH)
S2TIANA explains: adhikari-bhedena sannawasva devatavy—avastham
P t M
vidhatte: Susruvan vedatrayabhi.inah / ... gramadhyakso gramanxh
raj no putro ra.ianyah tayoh praotasrikatvam prasiddham tasameva
trayanam mahindro devata /
What may make the gramani prosperous in line with the princes
and the erudite Brahmins? It is possible that prosperity is
■» »
attained by a Brahmen if he is well-versed in Sniti - by a
princely man if he is superior in military power and by a gramani
if he has immense riches which is generally possessed by a
*
Vaisya. But we cannot be definite about it. And a gramani
is often called a vaisya especially in the MS. (cited below)
and once in Kap.S.
VI, 9: "manostva gramanyo vratenadadha" iti vais^venadhevah /
maruto vai devanam visah. / te vaisyasya pratvenasah /
MS. I, 6, 1: bhurbhuvo 'ngiyagam tva devanam vratena dadhe
'gnestva devasva vratena dadhe indrasya tva marutvato
vratenadadhe manostva gramanyo vratena dadhe. //
Again in MS. I, 6, 5: atha vaisvasvadadhvad bhurbhuvo mano stva
9
mm •»
gramanyo vratena dadha iti pasca dvih purastad dvedha
va.inah satye pratvasthad dvedha va.inapatir gramani
thvena khalu vai vaisyo bhadro bhavati gramanxthyam asma
avarundhe.




vp i « «'
If/...
If we compare indrasya tva marutvato vratenadadhe with manostva
1
• •
gramanyo vratenadadhe. it appears that with Indra is compared
Manu, a man, who is followed by a number of vis or vaisya the
common people. Hence gramani seems to be one who is followed
by a grama, a multitude of the common people. Then again a
vaisya becomes Dhadra high in the society by gramanithya. In
the next extract the gramanl. is mentioned among a number of
people who are known as the ratnins of the king.
In MS. IV, 3, 8 it is said:
athaite ratninah ksatrasya va etanyangani
•a mm * mm
marutah saota-kapalok vaisyasya gramanyo grhaiti
sutamukha vai vitksatramupatisthati sutamukham
*
vavasma etadvisam mukhato 'nnadvayopadadhati ...
In the enumeration of the Ratnins in MS. both in 2, 6, 5 and
4, 3, 8, the order is like this (1) Brahman, (2) Rajan, (3)
MahisI, (4) Parivrkti, (5) Senanl, (6) Sam^grahltr, (7) Ksattr,
m • • • •
(8) Suta, (9) gramani, (10) Bhagadugha, (11) Taksa-rathakara,
and (12) Aksavapa. But in TS. I, 8, 9, 1: ... marutam sapta
kapalam gramanyo grhe prsnir daksina (To the Maruts (he offers)
on seven potsherds in the house of the village headman, the
sacrificial fee is a dappled (cow),) the series is the same as
in the MS. extracts up to senanl. After senani TS. mentions
(6) Suta, (7) gramani, (8) Ksattr, (9) Samgrahitr, (10) Bhagadugha,
and (11) Aksavapa.
It is therefore not clearly defined ranking that might have
been ascribed to these Ratnins. These ratnins might have their
rank on account: of their functions or posts which are different
but/...
but important in conducting a state.
Gramani seems to be the leader of the public body — the leader
of the common people. It is by the special quality of a
gramani (gramanxthya) the Vaisya might have become prosperous.
T3. VII, 4, 5, 2 has used a word gramanlyam. sarve
/
_
gramawarn prapnuvanti i.e. all the performers of the two
sattras favourite to the gods of 12 days and of 33 days have
their sins expiated and obtain a prosperity which is spoken of
by the term gramaniya which according to KEITH is the rank of
"a village chief." But it can also mean deserving to be a
chief of grama, where grama is not a place but a multitude of
people.
Gramani seems to be specialised here in IV. to denote the
leader or mouthpiece of the subjects (the body of vises).
He is not apparently a Brahmin nor a Ra.ianva (Ksatriya)
He probably belongs to the common people (vaisya).
It is remarkable that in IV. there is on the one hand a num-
:erous use of the word gramya as opposed to aranya mostly qual¬
ifying pasu (in the sense of domestic and wild) and also
plants and food"'" and on the other hand a new use of words like
gramakama and gramin (not so numerous as gramya) which in all
likelihood denote "desiring for or possessing superiority or
authority over a band of people, presumably dwelling together.
The former appears to have been derived from grama in the sense
of "a settlement of the people" and the latter from the word in
the sense of "a band of people." With the former is connected
the/..
Gramya also qualifies "pots" which are well burnt and fit for
domestic uses.
the use of grame (in Locative) paired with either aranye or
bahih and of gramam with verbs of motion and with the latter,
the use of gramena (in Instrumental) and of graman with verbs
like icchati. avarundhe etc. The word gramavatarin or
gramavacarin also seems to be connected with grama denoting
"the place of the people's settlement." On the other hand
gramani seems to be the leader of the host of people dwelling
together - somewhat like a headman who is prosperous possibly
in wealth as the princely man in power and the learned Brahmin
in knowledge, and is a king maker with senanx. samgrahltr.
ksatr. suta etc. Gramyavadin is another new word in YV. the
meaning of which is uncertain - but it may denote an officer
who possibly spoke (to the king) or represented the settlement
to speak about the settlement. Of course we cannot be definite
about this etymological meaning.
On the whole, grama as a "band of people dwelling in a
place" is less common in TJ.f the sense of "place" being more
in use.
The word samgrama is found to be used in the sense of
gathering beside the sense of "warfare."
D. Grama in the Brahmanas
" 111 •
In the Brahmanas the word grama with its derivatives and com-
:pounds is used generally in the sense of "the place of dwelling of
men." The other class of meanings, viz. the "group of people" is
found less and less.
(i) /•
Grama in ABr.
In the Altareya Brahmana grama with its derivatives occur in the
sense of a populated place only.
(a) gramam in ABr. VII, 15:
atha haiksvakam varuno .iagraha tasva hodaram .iajne
' '
— / «... «.tadu ha rohitah susrava / so'ranvad gramam eyaya.
tam indrah purusaruoena paryetyo-vaca ...
("Then Varuna seized Aiksvaka: his belly swelled up.
This Rohita heard; he went from the wild to the
village. To him Indra came in human form and said"
- KEITH)
(b) gramam. five times more in the same extract:
••• dvitlyam samvatsaram aranye cacara so'ranyad
gramam eyaya ... trtxvam samvatsaram ....
gramameyaya. caturtham samvatsaram ... gramameyaya.
pancamam samvatsaram ... gramameyava. sastham
— / '
samvatsaram aranve cacara / ... tasya ha satam
dattva sa tamadaya so'ranyad gramam eyaya
(He wandered for a second year in the forest. When
he was entering a village after having left the forest
wandered for a third year was entering
a village after having left the forest wandered
for a fourth year for a fifth year ....
wandered for a sixth year in the forest He
then gave forhim a hundred cows, left the forest,
entered the village." - KEITH\
(c) gramata in ABr. HI, U,4;
yaddha va idam purvayoh savanavor asamtvaramanascaranti/
tasmad dhedam pracyo gramata bahulavista / ...
trtlyasavane samtvaramanascaranti / ... pratyanci
dirgha-ranyani bhavanti / (This is repeated with
variations in Gop.Br. II, 4, 10)
("In that they proceed without hastening at the two
former pressings, therefore here the villages of the
east are densely populated; they proceed
hastening at the third pressing, therefore here to
the west there are long forests." - KEITH)
gramata. a new word in this Br., is translated by "villages"
only - the opposite of which is dirgharanyani. long tracts of
desolate places, as opposed to a group of the populated places,
("eine Menge von Dorfschaften" in 'SW')
(d) gramyah and gramyan in ABr. II, 17:
/ f
mm,
sapta vai gramyah pasavo.'va gramyan pasun rundhe
va evam veda.
("Seven are the tame animals; he wind the tame
animals who knows thus." -KEITH)
)
(e) gramyah in ABr. IV, 26:
/ '
mm mm
tasmad etayoreva eaisirayor masayor agatayor ye caiva
t m ,
gramyah pasavo ye caranya animanameva tatparusimanam
niyamti ....
4
("Therefore .... in these months of the cool season,
the cattle of the village and of the wild become thin
and shaggy" - KEITH)
(Haug explains why thes^two months are good for
consecration (Dxksa) )
(f) gramyena in ABr. 711, 7:
tadahur yasyagnayo gramyenagnina gam dahveran ka
tatra prayascitteritfe
(They say "If a man's fires are involved in a village
fire, what is the expiation here?" - KEITH)
RAUG's translation is more elucidating "They ask, when the fires
of an Agnihotri should burn together with the fire of a general
conflagration in the village, what is the penance for it."
S5YANA explains gramve'gnih as mahanasadigatah sa kadacit
pramadena prabrddho grama-gatani grhani dahan etc.
Similar questions regarding expiation are put forth regarding
the contamination of the sacrificial fire with divt|.enaynina
(lightning) savagnina (the funeral fire) and aranyenagnina
(the forest conflagration). The word gramya is newly applied
before agni as its adjective.
grama - its derivatives and compounds in San Br.
(a) gramyah and gramvan in San Br. XX, 1:
deyacakram va etatoariplavam yat samvatsaras tad
*
amrtatvam tasminnetat sattayam annadyam gramyasca
*
mm mm * ' '
pasava aranyas causadhayasca vanaspatayas capsu
caretm ca pariplavamca tasminnetat sattayam
annadyam apnuvanti gramyamsca pasun anyamscausadhxsca
t
vanaspatimscapsu caram ca pariplavam ca.
("The /....
("The year is a revolving wheel of the gods; that is
immortality; in it is there sixfold proper food, wild
animals, domesticated animals, plants, trees that
which goes in the waters and that which swims" —
KEITH)
(b) gramakamasva in II. 2:
dhumayantyam grama kamasya juhuva.i - .ivalantyam
'
*
brahmavarcasakamasyangaresu pasukamasya bhyadhayeti ....
("When it smokes, in it should,he offer for one who
desires a village; when it flames for one who desires
radiance; in the embers, 'for one who desires a cattle"
- KEITH)
Gramya as adjective of pasu. osadhi etc. and grama-kamasya are
used in their usual meanings as found in IV.
(iii) Grama etc. in T 3r.
(a) RV. X, 4-6, 1 containing:
katha gramam na prcchasi na tva bhlriva vindatl
is quoted in T Br. II, 5, 5, 6, and SlYAM explains katha
gramam na prcchasi as sarvo hi .ia-wo marge gacchan svanivasaya
gramah kutretyevam prcchati.
(b) AV. (Sau)IV, 22, 2, (Pai) III, 21, 3 is also repeated with
slight alteration in T Br. II, U, 7, 7:
■imam a bha.ia grame asvesujgosu niramum bha.io yo
mitro'asva





yad grame yad aranye yat sabhayam etc.
is repeated in T Br. II, 6, 6, 2 in connection with "suryo ma
tasmadenasah / visvan muncatvamhasah / ..." and also in T Br.
I» 6, 5, 3 "...yad-grame yad aranya ityaha / yathoditameva
varunamavaya.jate /
(d) gramah in T Br. I, 5, 1, 5 presents a distinction with
sena. It is said thus:
' #
/ 'mm mm mm mm
"asvinorasvayuiau / gramah parastat sena 'vastat/"
SlYAM explains the distinction between the words thus:
"ekasthana nivaso .ianasangho gramah / pararastafe gacchan
■ianasanghah sena/" The band of the people in one's own place
is called grama, while that going to another state (presumably
for battle) is sena.
(e) In T Br. Ill, 9, 1, 2 it is said:
yad aranyaih samsthapayet / vyavasyetam pitaputrau /
vyadhvanah krameyuh / viduram gramayor gramantau
syatam / - (IH, 9, 1, 3) rksikah purusave.iaghrah
-oarimosina a vyadhines taskara aranyes va .iayeran
As a contrast to this is said in III, 9, 1, 4:
gramyaih samsthapayati / ete vai pasavo ksemo nama /
sampita putra vavasyatah / samadhvano kramanti /
samantikam gramayor gramantau bhavatah / narkslkah
purusavyaghrah parimosina avyadhinistaskara
aranyesva.jayante /
where the word grama. gramanta etc. denote the place where
people settle.
2.3 O
(f) In T Br. III> 9, i, U gramya pasu is used in the usual
sense:
•••* agnista yupavyatiriktesu yupesu niyuktanlm




gramyapasunam samaptiparvantam prayogam vidhatte.
(g) gramakamasya and gramin are foundin T Br. II, 1, 5, 6 in
the usual sense as in YV.
(II, 1, 5, 5) ...payasa pasukamasva / etad vai pasunam rupam /
rupenaivasmai pasun avarundhe /
(II, 1, 5, 6) pasumaneva bhavati / dadhnendriyakamasya indriyam
vai dadhi / indriya vyeva bhavati / yavagva
gramakamasya / osadhyo vai manusyah / bhagadheyenaiva
-smai sa.jatan avarundhe / gramyeva bhavati /
(h) gramanfr occurs in T Br. II, 7, 18, 5:
vyatisaktabhih stuvate / vyatisaktam vai ksatram visa /
visaivainam ksatrena vyatisa.iati / vyatisaktabhih
stuvate / watisakto vai gramanih sa.iataih /
saiatairevainam vyatisa.iati ....
vyatisakta is mixed. Gramanl is mixed with the sa.iata-s.
SAIA.NA explains gramani as gramasya nirvahakah purusah and
sa.iataih as sahotpannair bhratradibhis tadgramanivasibhih. The
vyatisakta stotra unites the vaiamana with his sajatas (living
in the same grama) Gramanx is called mixed with his sa.iatas.
not with grama which could have possibly been used instead, had
it retained the sense of the band of the people. But the
absence of gramena for saiataih cannot prove that the word grama
no /..*
no more carried the sense of "the band of people." But as the
sense of "locality" or settlement of the people" was more and
more fixed for the word, the sense of gramanx might also have
been influenced by it.
T Br. I, 7, 3, A has another instance of gramanx in the Genitive
case:
marutam saptakapalam gramanva grhe (continued to
1,7, 3, 5) annam vai marutah / annamevavarundhe
T Br. I, 1, A, 8 repeats one IV. instance containing gramanvah
which is in Kap.S. VI, 9, where it is said "manostva gramanvo
vratenadadha iti vaisyena-dheyah. In T Br. however, it is
_ i _ f
said: "manostva gramanyo vratenadadhamxti vaisyasva" and
r
SSlANA explains: vaisvasva grama-nirvahako manudevata.
Besides gramanx where the sense of grama might be "the
band of people" still, T Br. on one occasion in (a) above holds
the primary sense of "the band of the people", which again
might be qualified by "localised", as suggested by SSlANA,
under the influence of the more prevalent later meaning of the
word grama.
(iv) Grama in S Br.
In Satapatha Br., grama and its derivatives occur in a number of
instances where the meaning of the word is not the place where the
people dwell together but is "the band of people" etc.
(a) The IV. verse (TS. I, 8, 3, 1} MS I, 10, 2; KS. IX, A;
VS. XVI, 4-8 etc.):
vadgrame yadaranve vat sabhayam ...
yad arva enascakrma vayam ... tasyava ya.ianamasi svaha //
xs/...
2. -3 0.
is repeated though not fully in S Br. II, 5, 2, 25;
yad grame ya.d aranya iti grame va hyaranye
vainah kriyate yat sabhavam yadindriya 'iti
yanmanusa 'iti tadaha
and also XII, 9, 2, 3 has the same text as above from "yad
grame ... vainah kriyate"
where grame opposite to aranye has the sense of "the locality."
(b) In IV, 1, 5, 7:
• • • ."iyam sukanya taya te' pahnuve samjanitam me
grama'iti tasya hi tata eva gramah sam.ia.ine (For the
last portion the Kanva recension reads so1 payuyuj e
gramah.)
(The king said to Rsi - "Here is Sukanya, with her I
make atonement to thee: let my tribe live at peace
together. And from that same time his tribe lived
at peace together." - EGGELING)
Here grama of the king seems to be the band of the people,
although the nature of this grama is not fully known.
Gramah occurs also in VI, 4, 7, 9:
7
tadrk tad devamam vai vidhamanu manusyas tasmadu
I" " 1 " ' "" "" """"" " ' •
hedamuta manuso gramah pvayava-tha tadamim evavasyati
("Men proceed) after the manner of the gods: hence
even now, when a troop of men have journeyed they
forthwith unyoke." - EGGELING)
manuso gramah prayava seems to signify the band of men.
Manuso gramah is also said in VI, 7, 4, 10*
tasmad u nta manuso gramo'horatre
0
vatvahoratre ksemvo bhavati ....
2,-5-3
(..."and hence even now when a troop of men have
journeyed for a day and a night they take rest for a
day and a night." - SGGELING)
In both these instances "an indefinite group of men" with the
characteristic of moving is indicated.
Another instance of gramah occurs in XII, A, 1, 3:
... sa yadi has zap /.vantarena gramo 'grun viva van
naiva me ka cana/Ttirasti na ristiriti haiva vidyat
(..."and even if a whole crowd were to pass through
between his fires, let him know that no harm and no irouhLe
will come to him.")
Here also the meaning of grama is the same as of the two other
instances above.
*
(c) gramam in S Br XI, 5, 1, 13:
so 'ranya'evagnim nidhaya kumarenaiva aramamevaya
Here grama is "a populated place" in contrast with aranve.
(d) gramena again as in (b) above stands for "a band of people"
in IV, 1, 5, 2:
*
mm mm mm mm mm f
Sarvata ha va 'idam manavo gramena cacara / sa tadeva
prativaso nivivise tasva kumarah kridanta imam jirnim
krtvatrupam anarthyam manvamana lostair vipipisuh //
("But Saryata tiie Kanava, just then wandered about
here with his tribe and settled near by that same
place. His boys while playing, setting that decrepit,
ghostlike man at nought, pelted him with clods." -
EGGELING.)
The grama mentioned in IV, 1, 5, V for whom the king prayed that
they/...
they might live at peace together is referred to here. Hence
the meaning of grama seems to be the band of the people who
accompanied the king there. The singular number of
sam.janitam me gramah and gramena here suggests that the group
is an indefinite one comprising people who quarrel with each
other. EGGELING notes under tasya kumarah as "the youths of
his clan" but grama does not suggest a sense of "clan"; - "the
boys of that party" could be the desired meaning of the
expression.
(e) gramasya in S Br. XII, 5, 1, 17:
tadu tatha na kuryad yo hainam tatra bruyan madhye
vna'ayam gramasyasasanam a.il.ianata ksipre'syasasanam
.ianisvati ... etc.
("But let him not do this; for if in that case anyone
were to say of him "Verily this one has caused a
cutting up in the middle,of the village: the cutting
up of him will speedily come about: ... etc.")
HARISVSMIN in his commentary explains grama as a set of sacrif-
:icial fires (agnisamu&a) rather than"the village" as held by
EGGELING and many other western scholars.
(f) In S BrXIII, 6, 2, 20, grame occurs in the sense of the
"place of inhabitance of the people":
vadvu grame vivatset aranvayoragni
samirohyottaranaravanenaiyaditvam upasthaya
p-rhp.su oratyavaset
(g) gramayoh and gramantau occur in S Br. XIII, 2, 1+, 2 which
agree/...
agree mostly with T Br. Ill, 9, 1, 4 and III, 9, 1, 2-3:
sa yad gramyaih samstharovet samadhvanah krameyuh
samantikam gramavor gramantau syatam ...
yadaranyair %fyadhvanah krameyur viduram gramayor
gramantau syatam ... The commentator remarks
"Kseme sati manusvah sarvan desan samcareyuh sartupe
gramayoh slmanau syatam ... pravirala grama bhavanti
tesam ca sfmanta dure bhavanti."
-* "f "4
This extract is important to show that it was desirable to have
good roads well planned and to have the gramas with their
boundaries contiguous.
In 3 Br. XIII, 2, 4, 9, it is said similarly as above
(h) gramya in S Br. as we have seen in other texts used as
e
adjective to pasu. osadhi etc. denote that pertaining to the
locality. It is very often paired with aranya.
< *
Gramya as adjective to pasu is found in S Br. XII, 7, 3, 19;
II, 3, 4, 1; III, 3, 4, 16; VIII, 4, 3, 11; IX, 3, 1, 20;
IX, 5, 2, 8; XIII, 3, 2, 2; XIII, 2, 4, 1; XII, 7, 3, 20 and
denotes domestic animals which are tamed by the people of a
locality and which serve the domestic needs of the people as
opposed to the wild untamed animals, aranya pasu-s.
In S Br. II, 2, 3, 2; II, 2, 3, 4 and 5, it is said:
sarvani (ubhayani) riipani ... yanica gramyani yani
caranvani "
In S Br. IX, 1, 1, 3 and XII, 7, 2, 9 while saying about the
foods, the variety of gramya and aranya is mentioned - but it




In S 3r. XI?, 9, 3, 2 dasa gramyani dhanyani bhavanti mentions
the ten kinds of cultivated paddies.
/
In S Br. XI, 1, 7, 2 is mentioned gramya osadhi sa yadi gramya
osadhir asnati purodasasya medham asnati.
(i) gramani is mentioned in the following extracts from S Br.
(V, 3, 1, 6) "gramanyo grhan paretva .... vaisyo vai gramani
.... asyaikam ratnam yadgramanis ..."
(he goes to the house of the gramani ... gramani
t
is in fact a vaisya ... gramani is one of his (the
king's ratna.)
(V, k, U, 19) "tarn gramanih sa.iataya prayacchati / indrasya
vajrO'si .... tena gramanih sa.jatam atmano
'ballyamsam kurute."
*'—r2—T 1 ■
(The gramani hands it to one sa.iata. (a man of his
class) with "Indra's thunderbolt thou art ...."
thereby the gramani makes the sa.i ata weaker than
himself.")
(V, X, X, 18) "tam suto va sthapatir va gramanye prayacchati /
indrasya va.iro 'si ... tena suto va sthapatir va
gramanyam atmano 'valiyasam kurute ..."
(VIII, 6, 2, 1) "na va eso 'lam sriyai dharanaya ra.jyaya va
'




("This one does not deserve sustaining the glory either
in regard to kingship or the position of a gramani.
The gods bestowed on him this distinction, these
chandasyas.)
From these instances, we find that gramani was a vaisya
by classj he was also a king's ratna: suta and sthapati the
other ratnas of the kings seem to be more powerful than the
gramani as gramani was more powerful than his sa.iata-s the
other vaisyas (probably.) Gramanithya is the position of
a -gramani which was a glorious position bestowed by divine
grace like the kingship. We cannot possioly deduce anything
more than this. It is, however, evident that the designation
of gramani becomes gradually important, being one of the ratnas
of the king, and the derivational meaning of the word from
grama is subordinated to the usage of the word to designate
the functions performed by a gramani
(V) Grama in Pancavimsa Brahmana:
1 '
• •
(i) In VI, 9, 2, naro vai devanam gramo granumevasma upakah. The
people are the sacrificers and the sacrificial priests and by grama
f
is denoted nivasasraya of the gods.
In XVIII, 5, 8, gramqva etamati pacate yo'lan gramaya san gramanna
i
vindate yattT/vra-somena ya.i ata 'pihity-a evachudratayai //where grama
seems to be the ianasamuha. the band of the people.
(ii) In VI, 8, 11 " tasmad gramam ahrtair bhunjate" is said
about the Hotrs who take food with the yava, vrihi etc. collected
which are the gramya grains. Here 'gramam ahrtaih1 seems to be
equivalent to gramyaih and grama is therefore "the place of dwelling
of men."
(iii) /•
(iii) In VI, 9, 1, upasmai gayata nara iti grama-kamaya pratipadam
kuryat where grama-kamaya appears to denote gramarthine.
In XVII, 10, 3, also, gramakamo ya.ieta seems to signify one wishing
for a superiority over the other people of one's class. This mean-
ring is still connected with the primary meaning of the word grama,
viz. the band of people.
(vi) Grama in Gop Br.
(a) In Gop Br. I, 2, 3:
0
__
sa va upayamscaturdho-paityagnim padenacargam padena
gramam padena rnrtyum padena ... sayadaharahar grSmam
pravisya bhiksameva parlpsati na maithunantena tam
padam avarundhe yo'sya grame bhavati ....,
it is found that grama here signifies the locality of people.
(b) In I, 5, 25:
*
mm mm ' mm
yamsca grame yamsca-ranye .japanti man tram
also, grame denotes a place of human residence as opposed to
aranye.
(c) gramya in II, 1, 17 and II, 3, 9 is also derived from
grama f the locality as opposed to aranya derived from aranya
the wilderness.
(vii)Grama in J Br. and J ¥p. Br.
(a) grama occurs in many places in J Br. but the meaning of it
is the locality in every place. The word grama-geya and
gr"mallpT"n 30 and 37 respectively and gramani in 95 however
probably has the word grama in the sense of "the band of men."
(b) In J Up. Br. I, 35, 7 the word gramasvantau is the two ends
of a locality.
(VimGrama in T.Ar.
(a) In II, 11, 1 pracyam disi gramat ...., in II, 12, 1
grame manasa svadhyayam. in II. 15, 1 aranye grame va
yavattarasam svadhyayan adhTte. the word grama denotes the
plaoe where one resides as opposed to bahih or aranya.
mm *
Gramya adjective to pasu is also found in a few instances of
J Up. Br. but the meaning is the same as before. Once in
V, 2, 13 gramya is found as the adjective of patra.
(b) Gramani in T Ar. V, J+, 9 is said to be sa.iataih paryudhah
(carried over by the men of his class) as raja is visa
paryudhah (carried over by his subjects.
E* Grama in the Sutras
It is not probably necessary to go into detailed discussion of
the word grama in the Sutras, for what we have seen in its previous
stages the sense of "a group of people" is either lost or fossilised
in the use of certain words and in the Sutras there is no palpable
difference. Grama singly occurs in many places in the old Srairtta
'
m * „
Sutras and Grhya Sutras (BaHdhayana, Isvalayana Sraa&ta Sutras and
Gobhila.§r. Sutra) and is used in the sense of a village as opposed to
nagara from which it is now distinguished. Janapada is also a place
of settlement distinct from grama and nagara. For instance in
Manava Sr Sutra IV, 6, k:
/...
240
vrksamaruhva graman nagaram janapadam va yam dvisyattam
dhruvor ityavekseta sa sadvo vinasyati /
The sense of a group of people remains fossilised in the use of
gramakama and gramani which have also been stereotyped in their
meaning without reference to the original use.
F. SUMMARY.
The primary meaning of the word grama seems to be "the band of
people - joined together for some common purpose." From this
meaning is derived the sense the band of people gathering in a place
to dwell together amicably - (the word samgrama also in the AV.
stage has the sense of amicable meeting of people gathering in a
place) from which the sense of*human settlement" is derived. This
meaning preponderated over the other meanings in the later texts
except in some words like gramakama, gramin newly used in YV. The
meaning "human settlement" as opposed to aranya "the desolate
uninhabited place," however, appears to be changed to "village" not
earlier than in the Sutra period when nagara and .janapada are also
used as the other types of human settlements. The sense of "band
of people" is changed to the sense of "group in general" as is found
in the Br.ahmanak"manuso grama" (S Br. VI, 7, A, 10)
2.4 I
5. JANA.
'SW1 notes the general meaning of the word: "Geschopf; Mensch;
Person; Leute (Sowohl coll ... im pi.); Geschlecht, Btamm - praja.
loka." Five different variations of the meanings have been noted
of which two are illustrated by RV. examples "(a) panca .ianah: die
"V
funf Menschen - Staimne - Volker (b) words like daivyah .ianah or
—
« —«»
divyah .ianah: das Gotter-volk, die Gotter."
• •
GRA3SMAM (WRV) makes fifteen categories with the primary mean-
:ing "das beseelte Wesen. der Hensch (als der geborene, von jan.)"
" (l) Der Singular gewohnlich collective', wobei die Begrenzung
durch Relativsatze bestimmt wird
"(2) durch Adjectiven, wie fromm, gottlos und ahnliche,"
"(3) durch Zahlad.jectiven
"(A) die Begrenzung aus dem Zusammenhange zu entnehmen ist,
indem namentlich die Schar derer darunter verstanden ist,
die an der gottesdienst - lichen Handlung, auf die sich
das Lied bezieht, theilnehmeh,"
*
"(5) der Stamm derer, die in derselben Gemeinde (vis) wohnen."
"(6) da.s Folk, im Gegensatze zum Furs ten,"
"(7) die Kreigeschar, das Kriegsvolk,"
"(8) die ganze Menschheit. die Menschen
"(9) in Verbindung mit einem Adjektiv der ABstammung (Patronymicum)
Stamm, Geschlecht. insbesondere,"
"(10) manusas janas, das Kenschengeschlecht
"(11) devias janas ..... Gottergeschlecht ;.
"(12) selten wird es von einzelnen Gottern gebraucht; in diesem
Sinne scheint auch devias junas in 879, 6 den Gotnermann,
den /....
(12)(contd.)
den Agni, zu oezeichnen "
"(13) besweilen findet es Sich, im Singular oder Plural in
Veroindung mit ursprunglichen Adjectiven, die ein Amt oder
Geschafi? bezeichnen und ausserhalb dieser Verbindung nur
oder fast nur Substantivisch vorkommen (yudhva ... ripavas
)"
"(14-) pi., Menschen. Leute"
"(15) panca ,ianas. die funf Menschen3 tamme "
Fanca.i anya a word formed from panca jana he explains as
T
"Sich auf die funf Stamme beziehend oder erstreckend."
'Nighantu1 (ill, 3) takes panca.janah as a synonym of manusyah (men)
but does not include „ianah singly.jr
Jantavah. however, is shown as its synonym.
visah. vratah are also mentioned asAKsitayah Krstayah carsanayah
• J* "" "V • • • • • • •
which are found along with manusyah. with panca like panca .ianah
also appear as the Synonyms. Moreover the five peoples who are
generally considered by the European scholars to comprise the panca
.ianah. are used in plural forms as the synonyms e.g. turvasah
druhyavah.yadavah.. anavah. puravah. But we find the mention of Xyavah
• ' V/ "J • "
also amonv them named between druhyavah and yadavah. Hence according
c _ " T •
to 'Nighantu1 panca .janlh denotes people at large not limited into 5
• ■
tribes and that the six peoples named were so prominent that their
names in plural would signify "men" in general. Me have seen nyavah
in RV. very often used as such.
SSYANA mostly interprets ,jana as ya.iamana. sometimes even as aya.iamana.
also as satru and very often as 7a,i ainanopalaksita manusya, and rarely
as/, ■ «
as pranin (RV. I, 191, A, etc.) or janmavant (RV. I, 132, 3, etc.)
and somewhere especially in the Locative as .janapada (RV. I, 95, 2
etc.) V. MlDHAVA and SKANDASVSMIN also interpret similarly but
they very often do not agree with one another in the meaning of the
word in the same occurrence. V. MADHAVA mostly interprets the word
as nianusya• Sometimes in the plural numoer, the word is explained
by them to include besides the vaiamana - the priests, the sons, the
grandsons (SK. I, 102, 5 etc.) and even servants (SK. I, 166, 1A etc.
V. MlDBAVA I, 140, 12 etc.) But the singular ,jana is also inter¬
preted by them as denoting a collective body. Thus SlIANA explains
♦
"divyo janah" in I, 122, 8 as "deva Sanghah". and V. MSDHAVA also in
I, AA, 6 "divyam .janam" as "sayvan dfcvan" . and SKANDASVSMIN in
I, 70, 1, ".janasya ..." etc. as "Krtsnasya .janasya .ianma acikitvan /
havirnayanadiKarmana manusyanam .janmano jnatetyartliah." ZIMMER
"" '
• ~~ * " » "" "
(AL, l58-9/)holds that .jana v;as "the people" which "was divided into
cantons (vis), cantons into joint families or clans or village com¬
munities (grama, vr.jana) and these again into single families" as
reviewed in Vedic Index (I, 269) which notices that the word jana
besides its meaning "man" as individual had "a tendency to the collec¬
tive sense, a 'people' or 'tribe' in the RV. and later."
Fanea janah. according to 'Vedic Index', is the five tribes and
yadva.janah being synonymous to yadvah (VIII, 6, A6, A3) denoting 'the—
.
people of fadu and raian. 'the King' being called gopa janasya
(III, A3, 5) and gonatih .ianasya (IX, 35, 5) are referred to as clear
evidence of calling ,iana, a tribe.
RENDU (EVR. 3A ff) examines the different uses of the word jana in
RV. quite elaborately but has not taxen all the examples into con—
s sideration /....
consideration and has left the discussion of panea janah by referring
to HILL3LRANDT1s articles on the subject in 'Zeitschrift fur Indologie
und Iranistik1 (Leipzig, 1923).
The importance of a thorough discussion of panea ,j ana"^" however
can never be gainsaid to trace out the possible meaning of jana as 2^
"tribe."
pancajanah is generally explained as synonymous of panea carsanayah
^ ^ .V """" ~~™ "•
panea krstayah panca ksitayah panca manusah etc. which are to be
1
• J" """"" #"
^ • •
examined, with a derivative word pancaj anya.
Lanca janah in RV.
Panca jana is found in Nominative 7 times, in Accusative twice,
in Locative twice, altogether eleven times in RV. - in Look III twice,
in Look VI twice, in Book VIII once, in Book IX twice, and in Book X
thrice and. once in Book I. Panca Krsti occurs 5 times, twice in-1"~ 1 ' "V • •
Nominative, twice in Accusative and once in Locative. Their occur¬
rences in .Book X are three and the rest in Book II and Book IV.
Panca carsani, thrice, all in Accusative in Looks V, VII and IX.
"""""" i in '' V'"~ •
Panca Ksiti has six occurrences, two in Accusative, two in Genitive
and once in Locative of which two are in Look I, the rest in Looks V,
VI and VII. Panca manusa occurs once in Accusative in Book VIII and
1 "
•
Panca .jata in Neuter once in Look VI. The word jjancajanya occurs
seven times. Zxcept one in plural (Locative) in .book III addressed
to Indra where it qualifies Krstisu, all are in singular - two in
Nominative, two in Accusative, and two in Instrumental, and occur two
in Book I and one each in Books V, VII, VIII, IX. The deities in
/
the hymns of these instances are Indra, Asvins and Soma Pavamana,
-Iks'
In Ait. Br. (iii, 31) panca.janah is explained as "tieva-raanusya
gandharvapsarasah sarpah pitarah" considering gandharvas and Apsarases
together as forming one class. YASKA in 'Kirukta1 (III, 8), explains
It.as "gandharvah pitaro deva asura rakslmsi." replacing Ait. Br's.
• ' ; ;—s 7 °
"gandharva-psaraso" by "gandharvah." "manusyah" by "asurafej and
"sarpah" by raksamsi," YXSKA also mentions the theory that this
• • ~ •
word stands for " nisada-pancamascatvaro va.rnah." SlXANA very often"""
• • •
explains by the last and either or both of the former views.
About the AUPAMA1IXAVA1s theory which is followed by almost all Indian
commentators it can be said that the caste division as such i^ould be
anachronistic for the RV. period. Although VIII, 35, 16-18 (a);
r r *
" brahma .i invatain uta j invatam dhiyah ...
• •
r t t
Ksatram .i invatam uta .i invatam nrn .....
• ' "" ' • • •
Jm ' ' '
dhenur ,i invatam uta ,j invatam visah ....
seams to have the nucleus of the later caste-divisions (more appro¬
priately class distinctions of people, viz. those holding holy offices,
those who rule and the others, the common folk.) Again in I, 113, 6:
/ err '
my, JL ' '
Ksatrava tvam sravase tvam mahiya istaye tvamarthamiva




' ' s * J. ^ ' -~
visadrsa jurtabhipracaksa usa aj igarbhuvananx visva
• ; , ... v,-? * ' ' *
the divisions of work among the people, which according to some scholars
may suggest the above class division, but on no account this verse can
represent the early RV. period. Moreover nisadas are not mentioned
in RV. and it cannot be understood why the Nisadas should oe called
the fifth varna. The interpretation in Ait Br. is also not'acceptable
~
* *
as "Serpents" as a class with the gods, men and fathers who are very
often /....
3 t+t
oiiten referred bo by jajia, does not appear very sound. Panca.janas
may have oeen used for five groups of people among the pre-Aryans, as
argued oy hlLLPBRAI DT (to be discussed,) but in some instances of
panea.] anas (along with panca carsani-s etc.) which are to be exam-
:ined below, the word appears to signify five individuals which as
explained by SlYANA in I, 7, 9, etc. stands for the four Rtvi.i-s and*
"ST""*
one ya.jamana. But the system of the four priests of different
duties, viz. Hotr. Adhvaryu. Udgatr and Brahman seem to have come
later (Udge.tr is not mentioned at all in RV., whose duty came after
Samaveda was founded on the RV. texts.) We can however accept these
five individuals as panca adhvaryus which occurs in III, 7, 7 and
SEZANA explains there that without Udgatr the priests are twelve in
number, of whom there are seven Vasat karas and the rest are the
adhvaryus. These five adhvaryus might have been referred to in some
instances where panca .iana refers to all mankind. SSYANA explains
that it is suggested by upalaksana (rtvigya,j amanopalaksitah). In
• • •
. "*"* • •
I, 176, 3 again SEYANA gives a new explanation viz. "deva manusyah
/ / ~
pitarah pasavah paksinasceti panca .ianah'' which can be accepted when
• • • » c •
all the creatures are suggested. In X, 53, 3 SSYANA interprets
panca devah also as "deva-manusya-pitry-asura-raksah-samjnakah" which
if accepted is also applicable to all the creatures.
ROTH interprets panca .ianah as "die funf Menschen Stamme" and follow¬
ing him KUHN, LUDWIG and ZIMMER also hold that Yadu^Anu jdruhyu j
Turvasa Puru were the names of the five important tribes of the Aryans.
Specially cased on RV. verse I, 108, 3 where the names of these
tribes are mentioned:
yad indragnx yadusu turvasesu yad druhyusvanusu purusu sthah
atah parivrsanava hi yatamatha somasya pioatam sutasya //
ZIMMGR says (AL, 122) "Hier habefi wir funf Arier Stamme genammt von
einem Sanger, aer offenbar nicht zu ihnen gehort. Dieselben funf
Stamme treten uns in der Schilderung der Zehn Konigeschlacht RV.
7, 18 als die Feinde der Trtsu und ihres Konigs Sudas entgegen; .
HOPKINS (m&XV, pp. 259 - 266) critices ZIMMER for his "insistence
on the five peoples so conspicuous in this poem" (viz. VII, 18) and
he points out that Turva^a was the name of a King of the Yadus; =ba£ as
a tribe as* it is found in the earlier books of the RV.
GRIFFITH (HRV. I, 10 fn) referring to BENFEY's explanation of the
word to signify the whole world, says that it "seems to mean the
Aryan settlements or trioes only, and not the indigenous inhabitants
of the country. The five tribes or settlements were probably the
confederation of the Turvasas, Yadus, Anus, Druhyus and Purus."
GELDNER recognizing by the term the five tribes as well as "mankind"
four tribes in the four directions with Aryans in the central quarter
(dbarwa dis) has been criticised by ZIMMER (AL, 119-23.) HILLEBRANDT
in an exclusive article on Pancajanah as referred to by RENOU,. has
mentioned a similar view held by LINDSNAU in 'Festschrift fur Jacooi'
(p.257.) He also quotes AG. DAS (Rgvedic Culture (p.301 and p.305)
whose view does not mainly differ from that of ZIMMGR and. KUHN and
LUDWIG who follow ROTH in identifying the five tribes with Turvasas
Yadus etc. He cannot also convince himself of any doubt in the
correctness of what HOPKINS (JAOS. XV, 260) and GELDNER (Vedische
Studien, III, 108) say. He has wanted to find out in vain, as he
says, a support of connected names of gods with panea janah, in order
to trace some sort of cult in them. At last he seus his conclusion
"(1) Vedische Bezeichnung einer bestimmten, nicht mehr de finier baren
vorhistorischen Gruppe arischer Stamrne (2) Spatvedisch: vergotolicht."
The names mentioned in I, 108, 3 are however explained by SllANA not
as Proper Nouns, but as different attributive adjectives of 'men'
understood, by saying; atra yadusu ityadini panca iaanusyanaaani /
(1) fadusu is derived from verb yam in the sense of uparama
(./'•-m 4 Ku 4 duk. anunasikalopah) and denotes niyatesu
paresam ahimsakedWaanusyesu.
? • • / #
(2) turvasesu is derived from turvi himsarthah + asa
• " • —'
(3) druhyusu from druh in the sense of jishamsa (druh 4'Kyac + u)
(4-) anusu is derived from an in the sense of pranana (an 4 u)
and signifies those who possess succesful lives because of
the knowledge and practices,
/
(5) ourusu. (= pur- 4 u) (puriapyayane - purayanti iti puravah.
• • " ' "" •*
But these words having the etymological meaning of certain attributes
of men, can nevertheless be the names of tribes also, because names
have mostly certain meanings in origin.-
1
We can also note in this connection that there are certain interestin
points suggested by some modern scholars to anive at the meaning of
panca janah such as one suggested by P.S. SUBRAHMANIA 3ASTRI in
a
"Problems in Sanskrit Literature" in the Journal of the Ganganath Jha
Research Institute, Allahabad 5 (l)? 51-54-? that pane a .lanah in RV.
denote ... inhabitants of five tracts, namely Kurinci (mountainous
tract; Murukan,) Marutam (agricultural : Indra), Palai (desert),
Mullai (forest : Visnu), Neytal (maritime : Varuna) ... these five
* * *
tracts and four presiding deities mentioned in Tolkappiyanar




(1) VI, 11, 4, (cd)
mm ' '
axvum na yam namasa ratahavya
~ / t r ~ ,
an.janti suprayasain pahca fianah /
■
•
(To Agni by Bharadvaja.)
(2) X, 53, 4 (cd)
ur.jada uta ya.iniyasa|fr panca jana
mama hotram j_usadhTam //
• • n" ""
(3) X, 53, 5 (ab)
'« / / ^




— — ' ' ' ~ — /
go.jata uta ye yajniyasah /
. s
(To Agni and other gods by Agni Saucika)
(4) VI, 51, 11
f t ft
te na indrah prthivx Ksama vardhaa,
1 ■■ -
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f t t * ~ /






bhavantu nah sutratrasah sugopah
• • •
/ »
(To Visvedevas by Rjisvan)
0
(5) T, 39, 10 (cd)
ft ft / "» /
visve deva aditih panca .ianah
aditir iataai aditir .ianitvam //
(To Visvedevas by Gotama)
(6) III, 59, 3
f f fm '
mm ' '
mitraya panca yemire .iana abhistisavase
' J* '' mm //
sa devan visvan bibharti //
(To Mitra by Visvamitra)
(7) /....
(7) X, 45, 6
' ' ✓
visvasya Keour ohuvanasya garbha




vilum cid adrim abhinat parayan
'
«. ' » * f A*
.jana yad agnim aya.ianta panca ,//
(To Agni by Vatsapri)
ap_) panca .ianan
(8) VIII, 32, 22
ihe tisrah paravata ihi panca .iana ati
'
^ re
dhena indra va cakasat //
(To Indra by Medhatithi)
(9) 3X, 92, 3 (cd)
" <• ' ^ re
bhuvadvisvesu kavyesu rantl -","J"
•' •
-nu .janan yatate panca dblrah //"
•
(To Soma Pavamana by Kasyapa )
a.3) pancasu .janesu
III, 37, 9
(10Kndriyi ni Satakrato yajte ,j anesu pancasu /
'
~ — //
indra tani ta a vrne //
'1 1111
e
(To Indra by Visvamitra)
(11) IX, 65, 23
/ ' ' ' ' 2b mm f
ya arjikesu Krtyasu ye madhye pastyanam /
"L 1 '
■
/ / ~ '
ye va .1*anesu pancasu
(To Soma Pavaraana by Bhrgu)
b) nanca carsanxhXl"
# #
(1) V, 86, 2
t r
_ ' _ _£ -i . ' — — /
ya prtanasu dustara ya va.jesu sravayya /
ya panca carsanir abblndra^ni ta hava/inahe //
(To Indra by Prabhavasu)
(2) VII, 15, 2
' * / , ,
yah panca carsanir abhi nisasada dame dame /
• • "• s - '
* t f
Kavlr grhapatir yuva //
(To Agni by Vasistha Maitravaruni)
* a ®
(3) IX, 101, 9
' JL 'mm ' '
ya ojisthastama bhava pavamana sravavvam /
' ' ~ ^ ' t r / ^
yah panca carsanirabhi rayim vena vanamahai





(1) X, 60, 4-
' / / ft f
yasyeksvakurupa vrate revan marayyecihate /
divlva panca Krstayah //
(To Indira by Gaupayanas and their mother)
(2) X, 119, 6
t t f / «• t
nahi me aksipac canacchantsuh panca Krstayah
• • « • • •
t f t
Kuvit somasyapam iti
(To Indra by Lavarupin l'ndra)
panca Krstih
• • • •
(3) X, 173, 3
/ t r f f
^
sadyascid yah savasa panca Krstih
" "V • • •' r'V
JL 'mm ' J. /
Surya-iva jyotisapas tatana /
' ' JL '
sahasrasah satasa asya ramhir
t ft* ' _
na sma varante yuvatim na saryam ,
(To Tarksya by Aristanemi)
• f 9
panca Krstisu—Zmmmmmmmmmm. J -
(4) IV, 33, 10
/
« ^ <4
a dadhikrah savasa panca Krstih
~ * • •





prnakta madhva samima vacamsiy
f r \ «i. '' ' ~ '^5} asmakam dyumnam adhi panea Krstisu—"" '
VV •
~cea svarna susuclta dustaram //





(1) VII, 75, 4
«£ -i mm JL mm. '
esasya yujana parakat
/ *» err







' J. ' ' Wf j/
divo dubita bhuvanasya patnx //
(To Usas by Vasistha)
« • •
(2) VII, 79, l(ab)
V * /
vyMsa avah pathya ,i ananaia
r ~ '
~r /
panca Ksitir manusir bodhayanti /
(To Usas by Vasistha)
* •> •
panca Ksitinam
(3) I, 7, 9
* f *
rnT S. * mm mm ' .
ya ekascarsanmam vasunam irajyatiAt. ~ I - v».
T ~ //
indrah panca Ksitinam //
( To in




' ** Jm ' /
panca Ksitlnam vasu /
re ' '
% ' mm % ff
snasayasva yo asmadhru^ divyavasanir jahi //
(To Indra by Agastya)
(5) V, 35, 2
/ '
yadindra te catasro
t e * /
yacchura santi tisrah /
yadvapanca Ksitinam
avastatsu na a bbara
(TO Indra by Prabhuvasu)
(6) VI, 46, 7
yad indra nahusxs va o.jo nrmnam ca Krstisu /
• J • "V •
yadva panca Ksitinam dyumnam
. ■* / f / ^
a bhara satra visvani paumsya /
*•
(To Indra by Samyu)
(The following verse is;
'
—, ' ' /•
yadva trksau maghavan drixhyava
' '
— • ' ' ' ,
jane yat ourau kacea vrsnyam /
asmabhyam tadririhi Sam
~ * — ' 'ft
nrsahye 'mitran prtsu turvane // )
(e) panca manusan
(1) VIII, 9, 2
/ / / t f / «m f f
yad antarikse yaddivi yat panca manusa anu /




' "Sri 1,1,1 j- ■
/ / - /
(To Asvins by Sasakarna)
(f) panca jatah
(1) VI, 61, 12
f /
tri-sadhastha saptadhatuh
_ JL ' -8- /
panca .lata bardhayanti /
va.ie-va.ie havya bhut //
(To Sarasvati by Bhardvaja)
(g) panca vratah
(1) IX, U, 2
ft ' ~ mL mm '
gira yadl sabandhavah panca vrata apasyavah
pariskrnvanti dharnasim //
(To Soma by Asita or Devala)
panea (only)




yens. birutam fianayo vena bhavyam /
'
_ ' ' '
pratnam ;iatam .jyotir yadasva
' ' c c / ,v
priyam priyah samavisanta panca //
• • """""" - '
(To Incira by Jrhaduktha)
o
panea .janya




rblsadatrim muncatho ganena /
(To Asvins by Kaksivan)
e
(2) I, 100, 12 (cd)
* r t f **
camriso na savasa pancaj anyo
i •
'mm * mm * //
marutvan no bhavatu indra ut! /'
(To Indra by Rijirasva and others)
(3) III, 53, 16 (ab)
f / '
Sasarparlr abharattuyam ebhyo'dhi
Sravah panca.ianyi.su Krstisu /
—
# ^ • • • •
(To Sasarpari vac by Visvamtra)
U) V, 32, 11 (ab)
ekam nu tvi satpatim panca.ianyam
"r
• " •
— ' * ' ' ' t
iatam srnomi yasasam janesu /
(To Indra by Gatu)
(5) VII, 72, 5 (cd)
ft* 'mm —
a visvatah paneaianyena raya
1" 1'
•
yuyam pata svastibhih sada nah //
(To Asvins by Vasistha)
x*~^
(6) VIII, 63, 7
yat panca.janyaya visend.re_ ghosa _asrksata /
'
». * ' / , ,
astrnadbarhana vipo'ryo manasva saksayah //
• • • """" • " «F
(To Indra by Pragatha)
(7) IX, 66, 20
' *
—




(a) In (a]_) (l) the five ,janas bedeck Agni with homage, they
are ratahavyah which is according to SSXAM dattahaviskah,
according to GRIFFITH "bringing gifts," according to GELDNER
"Opfer bringend," So SlYMA's meaning rtvigya.iamanalaksanah
• a • • •
panea janah seems to be suitable here.
"" "
The two verses cited at (a^)-(2) and (3) are the reply of Agni
to the 'priests. Panca.ianah called here as yajniyasah
(ya.inarhah according to SlYANA. "Who merit worship" according
• *
to GRIFFITH, "Opfer-wurdige" according to GSLDNER) refers to
devadayah. devamanusvadayah according to SlXANA. Go.iatah is
# 1 1 • • • ♦
not satisfactorily explained by GRIFFITH (cow's sons) and
GSLDNER (Kuhgeborenen/) ROTH interprets it as "born in the
starry heaven." GRIFFITH understands the Maruts, who are chil¬
dren of Prsni, but this is not satisfactory. GlIANA's
interpretation also (bhumyaia utpannah, or appearing for havis
made of cows1 milk) is not very sound. Urjadah is almost
similarly explained by all (annadah by SSIAEA, "eaters oi
strengthening food" by GRIFFITH, and "Gpeiseesser" oy GiLDn Pix.)
GELDNSR /.....
uKLDNBR notes that here 2§nsa=iaaah_ referring to the gods may be
either a transfer from the human to the divine relation or a
deification of the historical conception of the five tribes as
suggested oy HXLLEBftA' DT. There are some other instances also
where panea .janah refers to the gods, yet ZIMMSR (AL, 121)
translates X, 53, 4-(cd) thus:
"Menschen (urjadah) rend Gotter, ihr funf Geschlechter,
lasst euch meinen Opferdienst gefalien."
In (a^)-(4) GRIFFITH interprets panca.janah. as if it was
in the Accusative .. ."May ... increase the fivefold people!1
SAYANA explains panea j anah here as devamanusyadayah as said
• • * y
in Ait. Br., GELDNHR as "die funf Volker." The five gods are
mentioned., if Aditi is the name of a deity, but in the next
example Aditi appears to be an appellative term.
In (5) Aditi is explained by SSlANA as alcliandaniya deriving it
from "do avalchandane."^ GRIFFITH also notes "Aditi: the Infinite
y-g —
infinite nature." But both he and GELDNSR in their translations
leave the word as. a Proper name. Here the whole universe
encompassing everything may have been called 'jaditi." SAYANA
says "evarn sakala.jagadatmanadltih stuyate." In the first line
« • ■
the heaven, the firmament, and the mother, the Father (who is
2
her consort) and the son (who is her son) are called Aditi
and /...
In a. paper "Semantic some RV. words" 'Indian Linguisties
XV (3-4-) (offprint enclosed) I have discussed in short that the RV.
meaning of aditi is "freedom" (aostract) and "free" (concretised.)
2
This may be the implication of the special uses of Sa.
%sn
£ ~
and in the second line visve devah on the one hand and panca
.1 anah on the other and .jatam on the one hand and ;i anitvam on
the other have been called Aditi. iSSKA (1Nirukta', IV, 23)
comments " ... ityaditervibhutimacaste!' Panca.ianah being paired
• ' •
with visve devah seems to stand for all men, of course the hymn
makers being mainly concerned with Aryans may have denoted man-
:kind by their five tribes only (if the word stands for the
five tribes of the Aryans as held by some scholars.) In any
case even though panca janah gets some elevation of meaning in*~
•
connection with visvedevah.
(6) of (a^) GRIFFITH translates by "All the Five Races (i.e.
all Aryan men) have reapried to Mitra, ever strong to aid / For
he sustaineth all the Gods. Mitraya yemire is explained by
SlIANA as mitraya faavmsyudyacchanti. GELDNER translates
mitraya panca yemire janah into"Dem Mitra sind die funf Volker
ergeben,"
Here panca janah also mentioned along with visvan devan may
<T
suggest "all men," but more probably it signifies those who
approach the god Mitra, eventually for obtaining the favour of
all the gods whom Mitra represent.
In (7) of (a^) panca janah is said to worship (yaj.) Agni
and they may be the sacrificing priests and the instituter of
the sacrifice, according to MAHlDHARA, as said by GRIFFITH.
The interpretations of others are not very clear.
In (8) of (a2) (hi panca jana ati can have various meanings.
It may indicate that panca ,jana-s are the body of five viz. the
four priests and one sacrificer and that Indra may come over them.
It /...
2. irg
It may also denote that panea Jana-s may De hie five classes of
beings viz. gandharvas, pitrs, devas, asuras and raksases that
• •
Indra may come surpassing all of them. If the word panca jana-s
is for the five tribes of the Sryas it is prayed for that Indra
may come over them all holding his might felt by them as
immensely .superior to theirs.
GRIFFITH translates: "over the three great distances, past the
Five Peoples go thy way, / 0 Indra, noticing our voice."
GELDHER: "Geh uoer die drei. Sntfernungen, uber die funf Volker
hinweg, die Reden beuchtend, 0 Indra."
The sdnse of participants in the sacrifice seems to be the
weakest so far as this particular context is concerned.
In (9) panca janah according to GRIFFITH refers to the five
Aryan tribes. GELDFER translates the portion into "Der Kluge
macht die funf Volker 2u seinem Gefolge." Here the priests
and sacrificers of the Soma sacrifice may be meant or the five
tribes. If panca janah would mean "all the people" as it has
been explained by SlIANA with nisadapanamlms caturah varnan. thet
» r»" ♦ • *
judiciousness would not have been suggested by a word like
dKTrah.
5T
Example (10) is translated by GSLDNER into "Seine Kraftausser-
-ungen, die unter den funf Volkern (oekannt sind,) die
er'bitte ich mir von dir rat reicher Indra."
and by GRIFFITH II TO: "0 Satakratu, powers which thou mid the
Five races hast displayed - These Indra, do I calim of
thee."
By the five classes of people, the four varnas with lisada the
Fifth /...
Fifth or the five classes of beings viz. Gandharvas. Pitr-s
' '
•
Asura-s and ftaksas-es. SlYANA interprets panca janah
as rather too wide. On the other hand the European scholars
generally take the expression to denote either "the whole
Aryans" or "the five tribes of the Aryans which appear to be
more suitable, as indriyani explained by SAXANA as "indra~~
• '
lingam indra-drstam indra-srstam indra~:iustam indra—dattam" is
prayed for towards Indra who has favoured the pancaj ana-s with
those indriya-s.
Example (ll). The verse IX, 65, 23 is not complete by
itself. The next verse is the principal sentence:
/ / / / /
«. «i '
te no vrstim divaspari pavantama suviryam /" '
• "** —
— JL JL ' //
suvana devasa indavah // » referring to the Somas, it
is prayed that they may flow (pour) from the sky a rain of
heroic (sons) the Somas who are (or are pressed) in the Ar.iikflfs.
Krtvas or between the Sarasvatl and other rivers or among the
—r~~~
panca janas. It may be said that the panca janas lived in a
county which was not Irjika or Krtva or oetween rivers like
Saraswati or others, the fur do not represent the whole Aryan
tribes. SllANA of course explains pancasa janesu as
nisadaoanoamasoatvarah varnah panca janah among whom the Soma
— ' <T» • *
is pressed.
GRIFFITH translates: "Those pressed among Irjikas, pressed among
the action, in men's homes, / Or pressed among the Races Five -
(24th Verse: May these celestial drops, expressed pour foitii
upon us, as they flow, /Rain from the heavens and hero strength -
(Irjikas are according to GRIFFITH "apparently a non Aryan people
in the North West."
ZIMMER dwells at length on the word under Kapitel I das Land
AL, 12-13.
GELDIJER translates the 23rd verse "Die bei den JLrjika's, bei den
Krtvan's, die innerhalb des Flussgebiets oder bei den Funf
Volkern, .
(b) Regarding panea carsani in (b)we find the three instances
of them agreeing very much in pattern:
(1) ya panca carsanxrabhi ... ta havainahe (About Indra & Agni)~
• "i " ' " 1 ' -
(2) yah panca carsanxrabhi nisasada damedame (About Agni)
• • • "u"" ♦
(3) yah panca carsanxrabhi ... rayim yena vanamahai
(Abou.t Soma pavamana)
(1) GRIFFITH: "The Twain invincible in war, worthy to be
renowned in frays. Lords of the Fivefold People. these
Indra and Agni, we invoke."
(2) GRIFFITH: "Who for the Fivefold People's sake hath
seated him in every home, / Wise, youthful, Master of
the house."
(3) GRIFFITH: "0 Pavamana, bring the juice, the mightiest,
worthy to be famed, / Which the Five Tribes have over
them, whereby we may win opulence."
(1) GELDNER: "Die beide in den Schlaj^chten Kaum uberwind
-bar, die in den Karapfen rfuhmwurdig, welche die funf Volker
uber^ragen."
(2) GELDNER: "Der iiber die funf Volker (hwrscht und) sich
in .iedern Hause nieder-gelassen hat, der Weise jugend
liche Haus herr^(3rd verse 'Agni soil unser hausliches
Besitztfttm nach allele Seiten bewachen und soil uns vor
Not behuten)"
(3) GELDNER: "Bring 0 pavamana, den Reichtum der Starkste
ist unci zum Ruhme gereicht, der die funf Volker uberbietet,
durch den wir Sieger Sein werden."
SllANA explains in (1) panea carsanTh as panea manusyan and abhi
as raksatah iti sesah (V, 86, 2). But he explains it in (2) as
panea .janan manusyan. abhi as abhiffmukham and damedaiae as
grhe grhe nisxdati.
In (3) again it is explained as panea janan nisada-—
r
panoamamseaturah varnan abhi tisthati.
' '
• • " ■ » 0 *
Panea carsanirabhi is found in all the three-Instances and it is
very likely that they denote almost the same meaning. GELDNER's
meaning is more or less uniform. If the expression is trans-
:lated by 'over the five janas.' it may be summed up from the
three that:
(1) Indra and Agni are "over the five" i.e. the protectors
or the guardian deities of the five janas.
(2) Agni sitting in every home "over the five" may also
mean as a guardian deity of the five .janas in every
house. But it is also likely to denote the deity of
the five sacrificing people in every house.
(3) The Soma-juice which is "over the five" may also denote
the protector of the five. Now who are these five
janas here? They may be the five leading trioes of
the Aryan community or as in' (2) it may be the five
sacrificing people.
(c) The examples of panes ICrsti—s are thus translated by uRIU'Ilh:
(1) Him in whose service flourishes Iksvaku rich and
dazing /...
dazing bright / As the Five tribes that are in heaven.
(2) Not as a mote within the eye count the Five Tribes of
men with me: / Have I not drunk of Soma juice.
(3) He who with might the Five Lands hath pervaded, like
Surya with his lustre, and the waters .......
(/+} Dadhikras hath o'er spread the Fivefold People with
vigour, as the Sun lightens the waters .....
(5) And over the Five Haces let our glory shine high like
the realm of light and unsurpassable.
According to GELDNSR(l) is "under this vrata Iksvaku thrives.
1
•
revan marayin. and the panea Krsti-s thrive in the sky (as the'
• • *
sun)!1 In the note he explains "marayin" to be either the
second name of Iksvaku or as SllANA suggests Satrunam marakah.
• • " a""™ "■"'J1'""' '-« ■■ y
SSlANA explains "Let the panca Krsti-s, i.e. the four varnas
• » * y 9
with Nisada the fifth residing in the country of which Iksvaku
• •
the King remaining in the work of protection (vrate) thrives
, be happy as ones in heaven having obtained according to
one's desires become happy. But in this Context the meaning
of panca Krstih however does not seem to be "the four varnas_u_
with Nisadas." SSlANA presumes a verb of panca Krstayah as
( • 9 9 9 9
sukhino bhavantu but as GRIFFITH and GELJNER explain the verb
may be of similar meaning as upa sdhate the verb of iksvakuh.
Here ©anca Krsti-s may be the gods as they are connected with
* 99"
divi.
panca Krstayah in (2) is according to GSLDNER the five important
and powerful tribes of the Aryans. SSIANA besides the mean-
:ing "nisadapanoa/mascatvaro varnah " also suggests deva-inanus
yadayah for panea Krs tayali. GELDNpR and GRItillii explain
differently /....
differently from how SEYANA explains. Indra in the guise of
Lava says, according to GELDNER, "Let not the five Krsti-s
be ever once a crank of my eyes," but according to SElANA,
"Let not them cover up my sight." In any case it does not
seem to denote all the people or all the beings in general but
some particular people or peoples like the five tribes of the
Aryans or a number of ordinary men.
In (3) and (A) panca Krstis are found to get the might
from the gods and they may be the five important tribes of
the Aryans or all the Aryans or the divine beings.
In (5) adhi panca Krstisu as said about the dyurnna which
is glory (GRIFFITH) or lustre (GELDNER) may denote over the
Five tribes of the Aryans, or all the Aryans or men in general.
Hence to sum up, panca Krsti-s denotes probably,rrr"
in (i) the gods residing in heaven,
in (2) the five important tribes of the Aryans or a
number of ordinary men,
in (3) and (A) the five tribes of the Aryans or the people
in general,
in (5) the same as in (3) and (A)
(d) (!) GRIFFITH: "She Usas yokes her chariot far away, and
swiftly visits the lands where the five tribes are
settled."
GELDNER: "Dort hat sie (zur Fahrt) aus der Feme
angeshawit; sie uxa^reist am gleichen Tage die Jfunl
Lander, die Wege der Menschen beschattend, des
Himmels Tochter;die Hernir der \fofelt."
SEYANA /....
SjJMA. duresthitapi udyggam Kurvana prakasaya
m r* r
nlsadapancamas eatv'aro varnK^-stan sadyah
«, c,
parigacctmti / ,j ananam praninam vayuna pra.j nanact't
t
s&usitvenavalokayanti / divo duhita dunitrs tar>i.va
bhutajatasya paiayitrT ....
(2) GRIFFITH: "Rousing the lands where men's Five Tribes
are settled, Dawn hath disclosed the pathways of
the people." GRIFFITH means by pathya as it is in
VII, '75, 1 (But Padatext and SlYANA make it adjective
c
of Usas and means beautiful.)
GELDHER: "Die Usas hftt die Pfade der Menschen erhellt,
indem sie die funf menschlichen Volker iieckt. Mit
schonnen Rindern (fahrend) hat Sie ihre'n Glanz
verbreitet. Die Sonne hat mit ihrenrjAuge beide
Welten enthult."
SSlAMA: j ananam akarvacraniflani connected with pathya
pathi hita usa viavah vyaUcchat / or .1 ananam hitayaJ ; ;
manusyarupah panea Ksitih nisadapancamascaturo
• """ • "" # h I. ■■ ■««
varnau bodhayanti.
(3) GRIFFITH: "Indra who rules with single sway men,
riches and the fivefold races of those who dwell upon
the earth - For your sake from each side' we call
Indra away from other men."
SllANA: yah indrah svayaa eka eva manusyanaia ira.jyati
iste tatha vaSunam dhananam irajyati sa indrah panca
" *
nisadapancamanam Ksitinam nivasarhanam varnanam
anucrrahtteti sesah // This ellipsis is not satis-
fia," i.i. —— . «
: factory.
GELDNER: "Indra der alleinig uber die Volker, uber die
Scha£ze gebeut, uber die funf Stamrae,
Den Indra rufen wir fur euch von alien Stammen her;
er ,&oll uns ganz. allein gehoren."
_
# f % ' c f / ^ •/




(4-) GRIFFITH: "Within whose hands deposited all Five People's
treasures rest. Mark thou the man who injures us
and kill him like the heavenly bolt."
SAHI: yasya hastayoh.Ksitayah - Ksiyanti nivasanti
• • • » • ""
gacohanti va Ksi'tayo manu.syah / pancffluiam manusyanam
• *• ™ • '
prlnayit'rni sarvani vasimtdhrtani bhavanti / deva
# • " •" • 1 " " " '"' "" ""
manusyah pitarah pasavah palcsinasoiti panca. janah /
catvaro varnah nisada paneamah panc-a jana ityanye /-wjuia.aai.mil " ..
a * "" "
Sa tadrsendra tvam - badhasva / jo - asmabhya111
• " ~ • " """*
druhyati tam / Kena prakareneti sa ucyate / divi bhava
asanih iva asanirbhutva asmad/dvestrn jahi. //
GSLDNKR: "Du, in dessen Handen alle Outer der fiinf
Volker sind, roach du den ausfindig, der uns nachstel.lt;
erschlag ihn wie der himmlische KeilJ "
(5) GRIFFITH: "Indra-tsiiatever aids be thine, four be they,or
Oli+.ero three
or those of the Five TribeS/6f men, bring quickly all
that help to us."
(GRIFFITH (Footnote) according to SliANA, the favours or succours
given to the four castes; three similarly meaning the succours
given to the three worlds.)
SlIANA: vat ya utayah catasrah catwysu varnesu
sam sritah santi vat yasca he sura - tisrah trisu
~ *
• •" # #
lokesu vartaraanah / yasca panca .janasambandhinya utayah -
GELDN3R: "Ob du Held Indra vier oder drei (Volkern
helfen) Sollst, ou du funf Volkern (beistand bringst),
bring doch ja uns diesen 3-iistand!"
Instead of the four castes, it may denote the four directions.
(6) GELD1BR "Die Starke, 0 Indra, und die Mannes-Kraft die
in den nahusischen Stammen, oder die Herrlich-KeilJ der
funf Volker, alle Mannes-Krafte,insgesamt bring her.'"
SlYANA: nahusisu Krstisu yat o.jah nrmnam ca yadva
• • • ' '• • ' • "" » • • " • '
panca Ksitlnam svabhutam dyumnam a bhara / tatha
• ' .
saifira mahanti sarvani pawnsyanl c&smabhvam ahara. /
— . — - -- ■ -■
manusya sambandhinisu prajasu (Krstisu) panca Ksitxnaia
nisada-pancamanam caturnam varnanam o.iah oalam
""" —»-nr
# « •' e
nrmnam dhanam dyumnam dyotamanam annam patosyani
balani .../
GRIFFITH: "All strength and valour that is found,
Indra in tribes of Nahushas and all the splendid
fame that the Five Tribes enjoy,
■ / Bring yea, all manly powers at once."
(Footnote*Nahushas: people, apparently distinct from the five
Aryan tribes par excellence, and dw-ellers on or near the
the Indu-s . According to SlIANA human beings in general are
meant and Prof. ROTH explains the word as men generally, but
with the special sense of stranger or neighbour.)
VI, 4.6, 8: Or Kaghavan, what vigorous strength in Trkshi lay,
in Jruhyus or in Pwv-aSfolk / - Fully bestow on us,
that, in the conquering fray, ws may subdue our foes
in fight.
in / ...
In (1) and (2) besides panea Ksitih there/s also the use of
* "* T
•JSOSSSB* fanca nsiti—s are mentioned specially in connection
with their settlements being visited and awakened by Usas.
In (3) again panea Ksitmam is found also with carsanxnam. both
. 7
jxar|anx and Ksiti being apparently the same, but here their
derivational meanings may have some special import. As SAYANA
explains panea ksitinam may denote "of the five of those whose
dwellings is specially remarkable." Indra is lord of them and
their wealth, as it is also said in(k).
In (6) again besides parica Ksitinam there is nahuslsu Krstisu.
But both in (5) and (6) a prayer is made to Indra to bestow
to the invoker the avas (protection) and dyumna (glory or the
like) which the god grants specially to the Panea Ksitis.
(e) (l) GRIFFITH: "All manliness that is in heaven, with the
Five tribes or in midair Bestow ye Asvins, upon us."
GBUDKSR: "Was in der Luft, was im Himmel, was unter
den Funf Menschen Stammen an Manneskraft ist das
bringet Ihr Asvin."
SAYAM: gandharva^dibhih sevite madhyaaie loke yat
dhanam asti / dyuloke yat asti / panea sam-
,"1" ~ ———— " " "•
KhyiuRan manusyan aatiju/ laksane1 noh Karmapravacaniy —
1 1 " " •" "" " ' • ' * ~~ ' ' ' '
- atvam / panea -vidhah manusya nisada -paneainasea tv3.ro
""" "" '• ' • m — -
—
varna yatra vartants tatra ceha loke .yat dhanamasti
• ———■
he Asvinaiii. tat trivi^dham ililllara asmabhyam
1 11 "" 1 "' ■ 1
0
prayacchatam.
Locative antarilcse, locative divi is followed by yat panea
manusan anu nrmnam i.e. the nrrtlna which is in firmament, or
— ...—; • •
heaven, or following the human beings i.e. panea manusa-s i.e.
in the earth.
(f) uRIFSITH: "Seven sistered spring from threefold source,
the Five Tribe's prosperer, she must be /
Invoked in every deed of might." (FOOTNOTE
trisadhastha: abiding in three worlds, i.e.
pervading heaven, earth and hell according to
SlYANA like Ganga in later times.)
GELDNER: "In drei Gebieten wohnend siebenteilig, die funf
Geschlechter mehrend ward sie in jedem Wettstreit
anzurufen,"
SlYANA: trisu lokesu sahavatisthamana trilokavyapinT /
sapta dhatavo'vayava gayatradya gahgadya va
yasyah sa tathoktah / panca jatani nisada--
pancamamscatu.ro varnan gandharvadln va /
abhivrddhan Kurvatx / ldrsi sarasvati yuddhe
sarvesu hvatavya ohavati /
As the River Goddess Sarasvati is supposed to make the panca
jata-s rich and prosperous by the gift of the river, this seems
to denote some five tribes on the bank of the river Sarasvati.
(g) GRIFFITH: "When the five Kindred companies active in duty,
with the song establish him the Powerful."
GELDNER: "Wenn die versippten fleissigen funf Feroahde den
Standfesten unter hoblied zurechtmachen."
SAIANA: samanabandhanah ,.. panca.iana manusya yajamanah—
.
Karraecchavo . .. yada ... enam ,.. dnarakam
goTTiam Rt.ut.va . g^amla^verti .
—*
« ~~ •
GRASSMANN also gives the meaning "die funf Menschen geschlechter.
BHAWE (3ERV, I) opines "... in the present context the five
people possessed of the sacrificial work would
be/...
be four priests with the Saorifieer."
But ne may be conscious of the derivation of the word vrata
from vrata. The conventional sense of vrata is a "group" or
a "tribe" of men or of gods, the derivational sense of vratinah
"""
i"
is not improbable. But as GRIFFITH makes a note "five Kindred
companies: referring probably to some sacrifice instituted in
common by representatives of the five Asyan tribes" - he thus
tries to make a compromise with the meanings of the European
scholars and the Indian scholiasts. GELDNER suggests "Die
Finger oder die Adharyus. (Die funf vratah ungenau fur die schar
der funf)."
(h) GRIFFITH: "Great is the secret name and farextending where¬
by thou madest all that is and shall be / The
Five Tribes whom he loveth well have entered the
light he loveth that was made aforetime."
GELDNER: "Das uralte (von ihm) geschaffene Licht, das ihm
lieb 1st zu dem lieben gingen sebfc* funf leben
(Volker) ein. (F.N. Horthaplo—logie: Das Metrum
wird Korrekt und der Siimoesser wenn man priyam
zweimal denkt.)
SSlANA: ouranam jyotir indrasya privabhutam tattvam
« • '
utpannam priyamanah panca janah svanirvaharthan
oha.iante.
All the interpreters consider panea as panca janan
(i) (l) GELDNER: "Den unter den funf Stammen bekannten Rsi Atri
befreit ihr herren aus Drangsal, mit seinem
Gefolge aus dem gluhenden Ofen."
GRIFFITH:/
^ H ©
GRIFFITH: "Ye fresd sage Atri, whom the Five tribes
honoured from the Strait pit, ye Heroes, with
his people."
GUYANA explains pancajanyam. as panca .janah nisadapancamascatvaro
varnah tesu bhavana. / svarbhanuna grhltamamum suryamftyacayan
atrih saffiesam iaitacaranat tatrabhava ityucyate /
f
amhasah rblsat. as paoarupat satadvare yantragrhe atreh pldartham
• • " ♦ • •
asuraih praksiptat tusagnekSaxasat -
r'^ • m
ganena as indriyavargena or putrapattbradiganena va saha.
SEAHDA: paneabhyo.'pi janebhyah /(Sandharvah pitaro deva asura
raksamti - ityetibhye nisadapancamebhyo va caturbhyovarnubhyo hitam
• " « """"
pancanam hi jananam sthitikari vrstih ./ tasya hetubhuto ya.inah
. "
•. * .
tasyakerta atrir ity evamasya hitatvam /
rblsat ft agnikfSLtat / amhasah papadd.ahaka.tyat / vina' sakatvadity
• "™ •' 1 • • •
arthah.
■>
(2) GELDNSR: "... wie Gamrisa an Kraft, beiden funf Volkern
beiiebt - der Indra Soil uns in Begleitung der
Marut zu Hilfe Kommen."
Gamrisa - According to SlYANA Soma - but according to GELDNER -
t •
"hapax legomenon" von unbekannter Bedeutung, nach SSlAWA der Soma.
GRIFFITH: "In strength like Soma, guard of the 5
peoples may Indra, girt by Maruts, be our succour
(F.N. of the five classes of beings, according
to SlYANA that is Gods gandharvan Apsarisses,
«
Asures and Raksiiasas, probably the five Aryan
tribes are intended.)
SlYANA/....
3AYAM. :carariso na Oarabam camase rasatmanuvasthitah soma iva
' • ' : ——■
Sajgvasa oalena panca.jan.yah / gandharva apsaraso deva asura
raksamsi panca j_ana.h / nisadapancamascatvaro varna va / tesu
* * • —— . ... — ;—
I^kgaAatvena bhavah / evambhutah sa iaarutvan indrah. nah asmakam
• » " " " 1 *"*% " ' *
raksanaya bhavatu //
• . •
(3) GRIFFITH: "Sasarpari brought glory speedily to these,
over the generations of the Fivefolk Race;"
Sasarpari according to SaYANfi. - vak. voice or speech rof
the Sun. According to ROTH and LUIMIG - war trumpet.
According to GRASSMAN1T - the mystic cow Sabardugha. Europeans
say the 5 janya - 5 tribes of Iryan men, according to SitYANA
*
4 castes and non-Aryan.
SAIANA explains Sasarpari as sarvatra gadyapadyatmakatvena
sarpanaslla vagdevata / panca.ianya.su Krsti.su as nisadaparicava
scatvaro varnah panca.ianah / tatsaiaoandliinTsu prajasu yat
—mr r.. —. ,—uu " I r
^ • . ...
f »
sravah annam vidyati tanno'smabhyam adhi adhikam yatha bhayati
>>
^ "ni . ———I ""




GELDIER: "Die Sasarpari orachte die sen (i.e. den Kusika's) gar
bald Ruhm uber die Stamme der funf Volker,"
(4) GRIFFIfH: "I&ear that thou wast born sole Lord of
heroes of the Five Races, famed among the people."
SSYANA: he indra tvam ekam mukhyameva'janesu'sarvesu
• ' "" " '
mannsyesu madhye <ham mantra—drasta sryiorai
— " n • • ,
rsimukhebyah / Kidrsam / Satam palakam
__ —~ ■ ~ - — . ,
panca.janebhyah manus^bho hitam jatam utpannam
* / /
yasasam yasdyuktam /
GELDHSR: "Ich hore, dass du allein als der rechtmasage
Herr/....
Herr uber die funf Volker geboren bist, gechrt
unter den Volkera."
(5) GRIFFITH: "Bring wealth from all sides for the Five-
•*fold People. Preserve us evermore ye Gods,
with blessings."
SAYAHA: he nasatya asvinau - pascaddesat purvasmaddesafc-fe,
tatha adha - stanaddesat daksinatah udegdesat
*"• a
ayatam / Kim bahuna visvatah sarvasmaddesat
«— .. "" """
panca.janahitena dhanenasaha a yatam /
nisadapancamascatvaro varnah panca.janah //
» « #
GELDNER: "Von West, ihr Kasatyas und von Ost, von Sud
und von Nord Kommet, Asvin, her, von alien Seiten
mit dem Reichtum der fiinf Volker!"
(6) GRIFFITH: "When the Five Tribes witl^.11 their men to
Indra have sent out their voice, And when the
priest hath strewn much grass, this is the
Friend's own dwelling-place."
SlXAHA; yat = yada / nisadapancaitiwascatvaro varnah
• ~L" • """"" *
panca.i anah / tatra bhavayi / visa = pra.i aya/
indre / Qtkosah stutayah / asrksata srjyante
" T "J" 1' ' i • ™" 9
tadaw^unayam indrah hinastijsatrun svamahaVferena- /
•{adrsah. sah aryah indrah vipah medhavinah stotur
irn —
mama pujayah, satkarasya mfi&se bhavati.
" "" 5T*
GSLDNSR: "Als von dem &im funf Volker verband gehorigen
Stamme die Rufe zu Indra entstandt worden waren,
(7) GRIFFITH: "Agni is Pavamana, Sage, Chief Priest of all
the Races Five; ' To him whose wealth is great
we pray."
SiIMA: nisadapancamascatvaro varnah pancajanah/yadva /
gandharvah pitaro devaasura raksamsityete
/pancajanah / athava/ieva-manusya
gandharvapsarasiSteh. sax pah pitara iti brahmane'
"* "
# ' J,""
g, ~ mm. f mm. ** fbhihitah panca.janah / bhavarthe n^apratyayah /
tesam tattadaohista - pradanena svabhutah / rsiiL
sarvas.ya drasta / pavamanah tadjpapdgnih purohitah
'1 "
^ 1 ~ "*■ •' "~•*" "* •*
Karmarthara rtvlgbhih puro nihitah / tam purvo -
■Ktalaksanam / mahagayam mahadbhirdevadibhiirfia®
1 "
• • — # —— • - - — ~ |
girbhih gatavyam / mahanti prabhtifcani
ya.jna^yiaSrti va yagya^sa tathoktah / tam pavamana-*-
guna vlsistam agnira dhanadini yacaenahe /
"""
• " "
GELDNER: "Der sich lauternde (Soma) 1st Agni, der Rsi,
• 9
der uber die funf Volker gesetzte Vormund Ihn
bitten wir urn grossen Hausstand."
Agni is the guarding placed over the five.
The study of panea .jana and its synonyms in RV. shows that there
seem to be references of some important peoples by panca jana-s.
they may not be "tribes" in true sense of the term and they may
have been known as important and favoured peoples to the gods
especially to Xnura and some of tnem may have oeen Agni woisnip™
:pers also and may have loved Soma urink. The sun rises
mightily over them. Usas is mentioned to come towards them and
awaken them. The river Sarasvati nourishes them. They might
have been referred to in the examples a (3), (10), (11); c (2), d
(l), (5). (6); f and h. But sometimes it appears that panca
jana-s refer to "all mankind" - in the examples a (5), c(l),
(3), (A),(5) and also d (2), (3), (A), (5), (6) and e. This
change /...
change of meaning is due to the figurative application of the
word, and this cannot be said to have happened at the later
period of the RV. because some of the examples belong to
Mandalas XI, IV, V. VI also besides I and X. In some instances
• 9
especially to Agni the five individuals with reference to the
fire worship are referred to. These are seemingly the five
Adhvaryus or the four priests with the yajamana. The instances
are in a (l), (7), (9) and (g). In a (6) the meaning may be
so or may be allien too. In a (8) and b also the meaning may
be the five Adhvaryus or the five peoples. In a(2), (.3), (4)
and c (l), it is very likely that panca jana has a deified
reference, i.e. referring to the five individual gods, it is
not easy to discriminate them.
B. Jana in RV,
(i) Jana in some instances other than panca jana also seems to denote
'the people1 or 'the tribe.'
(a) Among those instances where jana is apparently not a term
for a social group of men, some can be cited where jana is qual¬
ified by daivya. divya etc.
(1) In VI. 52, 12; VIII, 44, 9; VI, 16, 6; V, 13, 3 and
in 1 45, 10; X, 53, 6; I, 31, 17; I, 45, 9, it is said about
Agni that he brings the daivya jana to the sacrifice so that
they can partake the sacrificial offerings. Thus daivya .jana
in singular functioning as a collective noun seems to denote
the host of heaven / das gottliche volk. It is also said about
Soma Pavamana, when in IX, 71, 8; Ia, 84, 1, daivya ,iana is
sought /.. ..
sought with food by and sounded to by Soma and in IX, 80, 5 and
IX, 0,4, 360th of which have the same reading, it is said that
Indra (and) the daivya jana are delighted by Soma. In VI, 38, 1,
where daivya ,iana found in the Genitive Case Singular, although
differently connected by the different interpreters, nevertheless
seems to denote "the gods." In IX, 71, 8 daivyam janam may
however have specifically been used for the oand of the Maruts.
In VII, 53, 2 dyava prthivl is invited with the daivya jana. To
Varuna, it is said in VII, 89, 5 if an offence has been committed
*
.
against the daivya ;|ana. he should excuse them for that . In
IV, 54, 3 again similar prayer is made to Savitr where definitely
daivya ;jana stands opposed to manusyah. In X, 57, 5, the Pitrs
are addressed so that they may give the Spirit.
The word divya with jana occurring in X, 63, 17 and X, 64, 17
which are alike is rendered as devaganah by Si&ANA, as "Heavenly
00 t
Folk" by GRIFFITH, as "himmlische Volk" by G3LDNSR. Indra is
f r r f f
called the rajan of divya jana and of parthiva jagat in VI, 22, 9«
In IX, 91, 2 the Soma drop is said the banquet of divya jana.
In all these instances jana stands as a collective noun indic¬
ating the group of the divine beings, the gods.
Dive janaya in VI, 18, 14 is also mentioned by RENOU1 among
/ / /
the examples of daivya (divya) j ana . GRIFFITH and GELDK5R
translate the two words separately connected with "and" ("to ..
Heaven .
1
"II n'ya pas 1'opposition avec deva que note le groupe manu (et
* * r t ' \ ' /
derives.) On parle au contraire du daivya (divya) .jana (une fois
devaj ana j dive janaya, literalement Vvau ciel, auxgens^R> 14-1
«le peuple des d.ieux, la gen|f du ciel>9" ~ ClYR, p. 34)
Heaven and to the people," "dera ... Himmel, dem Volke." But
SAIANA's first explanation is "stotre janaya" which is not so
satisfactory and the second is "dyuloka-nivasaya ,janaya."
In II, 4, 1 adeve jane is translated by GRIFFITH into
"among godly people" and by GELDKFR into "unter dem gotter
fr'eundlichen Volke" - but according to SllAHA it is devaparyante
.jane i.e. manusyaprabhrtidevaparyantssu. In any case jane is
• " • •
explained here as "human being" not as the class of beings, as
r ft
we have seen in the case of daivya (divya) ;jana.
(2) As opposed to daivya (divya) ,jana. we have the in-
t t
:stances of manusa jana in V, 14., 2; V, 21, 2; VI, 16, 1;
VIII, 64, 10; I, A3, 11; X, 113, 9 (manuse .jane. GRIFFITH'S
translation of which by "among mankind" seems to be suitable.)
t tt
I, 70, 1 (manusasya janasya janma -"the race of mortal man"
(GRIFFITH) "die Geschlechter des Menschen Voiles" (.GELD5SR)"
"manusya,iatasya utpattirupam (SlIANA and V. 1-SDHAVA also).)
In all these instances also jana denotes "A collection of
beings," manusa meaning "human" having delimited the connot¬
ation to "the class of human beings."
(3) jana qualified by devayM- in V, 4.8, 2 and IV, 9, 1
by adevayu in IX, 63, 24,, by adevih in VI, 49, 15, by suvratam
in VI, 49, 1, seems to denote the "class" only and not "men."
(4) dvaliana in IX, 86, 42, as quoted by RENDU to denote
"homines et dieux" cannot however be held to express the same
devinitely as stotr and yustr. lhe two clashes suggested by
SSYANA may also be the possible meaning of it and the same
expression, dvajana in I, 131, 3 is explained by S5IANA as "the
husband /...
riusband and wife in a sacrifice" which appears plausible, but
GRIFFITH gives a military significance in calling it "the two
mutual combatants." GELD1SR also supports it and refers to
i-n 7, 31, 8 which SA2A1IA also explains as paras para—
pratidvanaginau. j Along with this can be mentioned the instanc
ubhaye ,ianah in II. 21, 10 which are in plural denoting
two types or classes, maybe human and divine beings, or stotr-s""""
•
und ya.iamanas as explained by SAIANA. In any case jana here
does not appear to denote a social group of people. Visve
janasah in VII, 6, 6 denotes all men referring to those who
worship Agni. But here also janasah may not express any group
ot people, it may simply mean "all," although visva is very
often used with jana in the singular, as in IS, 35, 6 and
V, 31, 7 and sarva also with jana in X, 111, 1 (with nah mean-
:ing "all our people" or "all of us.") Here evidently jana
is considered as a combined whole of persons not the plurality
f
of the individuals which is expressed in the use of visve
,i anasah.
(5) RENOU"*"- seems to be correct when he takes the above
instance of sarvo .ianah in X, 111, 1 to illustrate the indef-" """ •*
sinite value of the word jana. Similarly can be explained
the four instances of abhitah .ianah. In VII, 55, 5:
* * 'J. * * * f
sastu mata sastu pita sastu sva sastu vispatih /
" " .JLAU.1-T.r-*—.-. J
m
4 * 1 : //
sasantu sarve .inatayah sastu ayam abhito .ianah //
1 "" "" .'"ii,—— —y - -J "x~~" •
1
"Le valeur est «iru/definie»; .jana equivaut .Soiuvent4 «quicumque»
a «on» (VIII, 17, 6), d'ou Iss formula^ yo .ianah VII, 55, 6 sarvo
.ianah X, 111, 1 sasvate .ianaya (VIII, 23, 28(au sing.) " -
(Op. cit p. 31)
where "everybody round about" seems to be the meaning of
' It cannot be said definitely what "sleep all
the people who are round about" (GRIFFITH) or "diese heute
allenthalben sollen schlafen" (GGLDHER) can mean, whether it
is "The man who sits, the man who walks and whosoever looks on
us" (GRIFFITH - VII, 55, 6) are actually meant by "abhito
janafa." whether people were on guard in the house who are
referred to here. In no case however ;jana in this instance
can be mentioned to have signified "a social group of people."
In X, 133, A:
yo na indrabhito jano vrkayur adidesati ....
—
^ """"
where abhito .janah may have signified "everybody round about"
who is designated vrkayu."""
•
The plural of J ana and abhitah is also found In the other."".j
#
two instances;
muRyantu anye abhito janasah (X, 81, 6 (c) )
where with anye the plurality of ail other individuals may
t r it
have been denoted, and adhaspada iccaidyasya Krstayas carmamna
""
« # •
abhito janah (VIII, 5, 38 (cd) ) where also abhito janah seems
to denote "all the individuals round about." In all these and
in instances where jjina Is qualified by pronominal instances
/ r
where jana is qualified by prnominal adjectives as in imam janam
(V, 65, 6), ime janah. (VIII, 7A, 6), ayam janah. (X, 26, 2),
atra janaya (VII, 65, A) - (these four instances only are quoted
by REiJOU) and ime janah (VIII, AO, 7) (VIII, A3, 29) VIII, A6,
32), (VIII, 1, 3) esam jananam (IX, 6A, 27) (IX, 52, A.) We
agree with RENOU, "Le pronom demonstratif Oriente vers les
personnes/...
personnes presentes ..." (Op cit. p. 34-). In one instance it
is quite apparent where asm in ,iane refers to a single person
ana that is a woman viz. the co-wife in X, 1X5, X na hyasya
nama grbhnami no asmin ra.mate jane. In bitter hatred she is
referred to by just a "pointer - adjective" with jana a vague
word.
sa jana in I, XI, 1,* I, 5X, 7; I, 36, 1 is qualified by
an adjective clause with yah or yasya where jana seems to carry
no additional sense. Similarly superfluous can be called the
use of janah with yah in I, 122, 8 and 9; I, 136, 5; I, 132, 3.
Jana in these examples and others substantivise the adjectives"'"
jano na yudhva in IX, 83, 5 with some other instances has been
quoted by RMOU in this connection.
(6) Not any particular "tribe," nor a "band of people" is
the meaning of jana in many instances. By j ana in some
instances not only human beings but the gods also may be
r r r
referred to. In VIII. 30, 2 Indra is called vlsvesu senyo
r ' '
_ _
janesu: in I, 177, 1 Indra is again called Nfrsabho jananam with
• "" •
r r g*
also raja Krstinam and carsanfcqra. ' Of course jana here may be
9 « • "•
denoting the human being alone also the hymn-maker being
primarily concerned with human beings and Indra is referred to
as a hero among the men.
(7) A wide sense is (Ftften obtained for jana, which some-




some of them as pranin. but the European scholars invariably
translate them by "man." In X, 40, 4; X, 156//+; I, 55, 5
it is said for the .1 anas (Dative Plural) Asvins bring food,
Agni holds the reaiance and Indra makes the battles. In
V, 80, 2, Usas wakes up the .jana (Accusative Singular) making
the pathways easy to be travelled; in VII, 79, 1 Usas is
a
pathya of the janas (Genitive Plural) and also in VII, 75, 4
she is looking over the jams (Genitive Plural); in III, 59, 1
Mitra sets jana-s (Accusative Plural) to activity, in
VII, .36, 2 also Mitra sets the .jana (Accusative Singular) to
activity and in VIII, 102, 12, mitra is called yatayaj,jana
and in V, 72, 2, Kitravaruna are called yatayaj ;i ana, in VI, 67, 3
Mitra and Varuna set the jana-s (Accusative Plural) to activity;
in VI, 36, 4 Indra is the unequal sole lord of the .janas
(Genitive Plural); in I, 35, 5 Savitr manifests light to all
,ianas (Accusative Plural); in I' 37, 12 Karuts make the janas
(Accusative Plural) move("stir the creatures to action" accord-
ling to SlIAM, but according to the European scholars, "shake
or cast the men down,"); in 50, 3 Surya watches over (accord-
:ing to SAIANA) or are seen over (according to the European
scholars) all the jana-s (Accusative Plural); in I, 50, 6 Varuna
looks upon the janas (Accusative Plural); in X, 14, 2 the two
dogs (messengers) of lama move over the janas (Accusative Plural);
in '% 2, 6 Agni is the home of the jamas (Genitive Plural); in
VII, 63, 2 and 4 (Nominative Plural and Genitive Plural) Surya
J {
.
is the inspiritor of the janas; in I 92, 17 the two Asvins
bring light from heaven for the jana (Dative Singular.) Agni
is /
is enquired as to who among the janas is his Kin in I, 75, 3
and
(3) In some instances, however, .jana may not refer to
any creature other than man, e.g. pragne tistha jana ati~
f" '<»' "
(VIII, 60, 16, d) "Agni, rise up above the men," GRIFFITH),
pra nu sa martah savasa ,jana ati tasthau va uti maruto yam
avata (I, <~>U, 13, ab) ("Maruts, the man whom ye have guarded
with your help, he verily in strength surpasseth all mankind."
GRIFFITH.) visvet sa dhibhih subhago jana ati dyumnair udga-
iva tarlsat (VIII, 19, 140 ("... Blest with his thoughts in
splendour shall exceed all men as though he overpassed the
floods." GRIFFITH.) The plural number of the word can as well
give the meaning surpassing all the tribes or the different
groups of men and the implication remains the same. But when
it is an individual who surpasses the janas, the latter seems
not to indicate "groups" (plural.) In I. 132, 5 Indra looks
at the janas with his might. In the Mitra-varuna hymn in
VII, 61, 5, guile is said to follow the dishonesty or falsehood
of the people.
gatum Krnavannusaso .janaya (IV, 51, 1 d) gatu is transla.ted by
9> 9 9 ~ ""'9
GRIFFITH by "welfare" while GSLD?TER translates it by "den '/eg"
and SlIANA explains it as gamanadi vyaparasamarthyam.
cikituse ianava in VII. 10/4, 12 and VIII, 101, 15 refers to a
wise man; janawaiusto adrulie in K, 9, 2 also may refer to a man
as such, SlYAHA explaining it as stotre while GRIFFITH and
GSLDNER translate it by "People" and "Leute."
;ianapana in H, 110, 5 referring to a well, where all men di iuc
from /....
from has the sense of jana in it as "people" in general.
&t 36, 22 also has the jana in the sense of
people in general.
f t r ,
In TOII, 93, 11 na devo nadhrigur janah makes a contrast of
jana with deva and thus jana means "mankind" opposed to "the
divine being."
(9) In a large number of instances, ,iana occurs in the
context of religious rites. Among these, .jana is very often
qualified by vrktavarhis.
In III, 2, 5 such vrktavarhisah janah. set Agni, but just after
• ' "***' 0 0 "0
this verse in III, 2, 6, vrktavarhisah narah are found the
dwelling place of Agni. wherefrom apparently janah has not the
"*
»
sense of groups of people. To Agni in X, 91, 9 is similarly
said about the vrktavarhis Manu-s who being devayantah set £he
fire. In V, 35, 6 and VIII, 6, 37 Indra is given oblation
by vrktavarhis janas. In .VIII, 97, 1 also Indra is addressed
to give prosperity to those who are vrktavarhises to him. Thus
in the sacrificial hall the sacred grass is spread over for the
gods by men who are often called jana and sometimes without it
(in VIII. 97. 1 vrktavarhisah occurs singly without janah or
* I'm
anything. In one instance i.e. in 1^ 14, 5 addressing Agni it
is said:
- ' r _ ' /
Tlate tvam avasvavah Kanvaso vrktavarhisah /
•••——— — -M~~ —• " : " • " • •
havismanto aramkrtah //
• • •
("The sons of Kanva fain for help adore thee having strewn the
*
grass, / With offerings and all/things prepared.) This example




appellative nor designatory. The • singular ,j anam occurs with
vrktavarhisam in I, 4.0, 7:
9 - - " jj— 7 7
/■ ' ' ' ' ' 'Ko devayantam a.snavaj janarn Ko vrktavashisam /
Ksayara dadhe //
And in Hi, 59, 9 ;iauaya. the Dative Singular form is qualified
vrkta varhise. where Mitra is said to be fulfilling the Law
(isah) for the ,jana who is vrktavarhis where jana may be an
individual or a number of persons, but evidently not a social
group. Then again in V, 1, 1 Agni is awakened by the samidhs
of the .janas who maybe the sacrificing individuals.
In III, 19, 4- addressing the god Agni it is said:
/ / r e / / * t
bhurxni hi tve dadhire anikagne devasya yajyavo ianasah
("Men as they worship thee, The God, 0 Agni have set on thee
full many a brilliant aspect" GRIFFITH.)
/ / / ri
In III, 58, 4 (b) visve ianaso asviha havante" men, ...
invocate the Asvins." In II, 23, 15 to Srhaspati it is prayed
/ '
that a wealth dyumat and Kratumad janesu and in IT, 39, 2
' " . 1 1 1 - r 1 ' "
damoatxva Kratuvida .ianesu - the janas seem to be not among
1 1 ' 1 1
particular groups of people but among "people" only. SlYANA
suggests the meaning .ianapadesu for .ianesu which appears to be
not necessary to presume. In VIII, 53, 3 janesu connected with
sunvire also signify "among the people, engaged in religious
rites." Janasah in VIII, 4-3/27; VIII, 74, 2 and 12 is connected
—"T
ui th indhate. hnvisnianteii and ilate i ano. also in VXXi^ 2o, 22
-——-— ~ • •
is connected with sutavantah, in /XI9 100, 4 witn Kirn^c/h (i.e.■j"
• *
stotSrah according to SllANA); in X, 104, 5 with mamhisthamntim
' 1 •* *




denote "people in religious functions." The janas place Agni
before them (3, 14.0, 6); j ananam is connected with asadvasT
(III, 23, 3) with atithi (VI, 7, 1) hotr (VIII, 103, 6)
(V, 16, 2) also refer to Agni who is addressed in X, 2, 2 a
^7 "yfei hotram uta potraffi ^ananam." Sonetimes in the Indra• • ~
hymns, J.ana, stands for "the invoker" or the persons who are
the worshippers of Indra. In VTII, 2A, 4- Indra is prayed for
bestowing riches to the janas i.e. "to us, your worshippers"
(as explained by SlXANA.) In X, 4-3, 6 and X, 96, 12 it is
prayed the hymns and the eager wishes (according to GRIFFITH;
SSYAHA's prayukta asvah for prayu.lah appears to be unsatis-
e * • ~
:factory) of the .janas i.e. worshippers would bring Indra, in
X, 27, 19 Indra attends (slsakti according to SlXANA is sevate)
• •
the time of sacrifice of the janas; in X, 33, 1 the different
gods are said to be the impeller of the .ianas. In II, 20, 2
Indra is called to protect the janas who desire Him from the
enemies; in VI, 4U, 9 Indra is entreated to check the many foes
of the janas referring to the invokers by asme.
(10) Among all these instances of jana where with reference
to the religious context people doing religious rites are gener¬
ally meant by the term, there are a few instances such as in
VII, 16, 2: sa yo;i ate arusa visvabho.jasa
'
— /
sa dudravat svahutah /
•- ■ #
t r ' ' ^' * mm
subrahma yajnah susamij vasunam
■ 1 """ " '•
devarn ridho iananam /
where ;jananam is taken with vasunam by SSXANA in the sense of
vasakanam iananam vasisthanam connected with radhah which he
-tt * »■ —— > # V •
explains /....
explains as havih with abliigaechatu presumed. An alternative
meaning is also suggested b/ him, i.e. vasunam as dhananam
connected with radiio dhanam of the ;janas i.e. yajananas.
/asistna is the Rsi of the hymn. V. MADHAVA explains jananam
as ya..j amananam. According to GRIFFITH vasunam devam radho
T"• ™"
.lananam is "heavenly gift of wealth to men," but GSLDNHt trans-
:lates "Den Vasu's gehort das Opfer rnit guten segenswort und
gutem Dienst den Kenschen die gottliche Belohnung."
In the same hymn VII, 16, 7 .*
tve agne svahuta priyasah santK/ surayah /
JL ' ' _ 9 mm mm mm Jm ' 'mm //
lantaro ye maghavano ,i ananam urvandayanta gonaia /
where ,iananam is explained by SSlAMA as asmadlyanam. GRIFFITH
» »-—■■■*•»—• " —
translates "our wealthy patrons who are governors of men."
GELDMER: "Sollen die Iiohnlierren beliebt sein die freigebigen
Lenker der Volker."
f ft
In VII, 20, 8 yasta indra priyo .ja.no .... may have the word
jana in the sense of "a tribe," but it can be simply explained
as"a group of people devoted to you, Indra."
e t <•
The question Kasmin na yatatho jane in V, 7U, 2, c, with other
questions addressed to the Asvins by Paura the Rsi and the other
questions seem to be answered later in verse U, ab:
pauram cid dhyudaprutam paura pauraya jinvathah
3° Paura's men may be the denotation of jana. But .jane is
explained by SlIANA and other Indian interpreters as yajaraane.
Of course ,jana can be an indefinite term for any body of people
and it may thus be^sed for Pauras who are the worshippers here.
All the other instances where the context is religious j_ana may
not /.. ..
not be a term for social group but may be the number of men who
are all doing the religious rites etc. (e.g. savanani jananara
f * * /
(X, 89, 6) havaman" ianah (I, 102, 5) )
(11) The use of .1 ana in the Singular can be scplained in
the ritual contexts also as a collective body of the people
who are commonly interested in the particular religious rites.
In If, 4-4-j X "to the Asvins, bestowa.l of riches is prayed for:
dadhatho ratnam vidhate .janaya (instead of a single man
arranging the Soma sacrifice, a group of persons who are in the
affairs is the likely meaning of janaya. although SllANA ex-
rplains it as aahyam.) Usas, it is said in VII, 75, 6 gives
bounty to the ;iana who serve (dadliati ratnara vidhate .janaya.)
r * r f




t r / r
(IV, 2, 4-) j svadhvaram janam (VIII, 5, 33) susravasam janam
r r r * f
(I, 4-9, 2) .janaya dasuse (I, 44-, U) (VII, 70, 3) dasurir ...
* *
.janah (VIII, 4-, 12) anuvrate .jane (I, 34-, 4-.)
(12) Jana is used in many instances for "the enemy" in
general, janan in citayema jana ati (II, 2, 10) seems to denote
"the rivals" not "the bands of enemies" (SAYANA. explains
«•
asmatsamanan atikraaya ,j nayemahi, GELDN1S: "den (anderen) Leuten
auszeichnen.")j vodhaya ca Ksayaya ca .janan (III, 4-6, 2) seems
to denote Sapatnan (SllAT'TA) prahara/sthapaya (SlYANA) (GELDN'iR
of course translates: "fuhre du die Volker zum Kampf ....");
,janau in sam yajjanau sudhanau visvas^ardhasau aved indro
ma-diava gosu subhrisu (V, 34-, 8) is explained by SllANA as
- arasparapratidvandtinau. But these seem to be two individuals
not two groups of people. janan in oadliase janan (VI, 20, 1)
XWl
or .la-nantsprdho (VI, 49, 15) appears to signify "enemies" or
"rivals," In the following examples, the same meaning is
obtained for .jana. and no group sense is apparent:- III, 30, 1:
mm * mm f / / Jf
SQ.myasah sakhayah titiksante aohisastim .iananam; IV. A. 9:
• • "" V 9 "
y ~ ' — * — mm 4 mm mmkrfrlantas tva sumanasah sapemabhi dyurnna tasthivamso .iananam;
* ' / ^
V, 3, 11: stena adrsran ripavo janasah; VIII, 13, 13:
• " ~ r
ririsxsta yur .janah ("Sa janah ... himsito bhavatu" - SEYANA):
a 9 r ~ # „ p «
VII, 56, 24: .iananam yo asuro vidharta ("jananara s&trunam"
•
vidharakah" - SlYANA);' "™" r "T •
' ' ' '
mm mm f mm mm * —
VIII, 1, 4: vipascito 'ryo vipo .iananam (j ananam satrunam
*
vepayitarah" - SEYANA);.. -——
"V «
VI, 22. 3: a .ianaya druhvane (ianaya is explained by SEYAMA
mmmmmmm m - '
•







EC, 52, 4: ni susmaia indavesam puruhuta j ananara
yo asma adidesati //
f f *
X, ISO, 3: apanudo janam amitrayant-am ...




mm mm ' ' * mm ' mm f mm
T 31 9: antarhi Khro iananam aryo vedo adasusam (havisam
f ? ^m,mm .. ~~~ # •
adatrnam iananam madliye" - SElAM.)
"TV " " •
f £ mm mm ' mp f
VI 45, 9: vi drlhani cidadrrvo .iananam saflipate /
vr'na maya ananata //
Besides the word :ianabhaksah and ianamsahah in II, 21, 3:
✓ ' "
3a t.rasaho i anaohakso J anamsahas
—— * ""
• •
r * * * ' /
c'vavano vndhmo anu .losaiauksltah / ...
satrasaha and ianamsaha prooably signify "the overcomer of a
number /...
Ac_£ofAuirvj
number, and of the enemy" but janabhaksah XsSlANA iananara
wkCtK ~ * * *
sambxiakta seems oetter than GELDt HR 1 s "Menschen vertilgend"
as the ifcing in AV. is said "to live upon the subjects." Thus
jihSa i-n ,.janabhaksah appears to be "people" "folk" in general
(°) .iana in the Locative case hap some special significance.
.1 aue mltra seems to be a special term for a person whose
nature can be seen from the following instances, the most not-
:able of which is X, 6b, 2, c:
/ > * ' ' 'd) .jane mitro na dampati-anakti"""
.. ' •
As the .jane mitra connects the husband arid wife (anakti is
to be connected with sam at the beginning of the verse which
is also connected with the verb ninaya at the end of the first
half of the verse.) Comparison is drawn with Sngiras who like
Bhaga connected the Aryaman or invokers (according'to BaYAHA)
with the Catties. Prayer is made to 3'rhaspati at the end of
*
the verse that he-may place his raj/s amongst the invokers as
the soldiers make the horses in the battle. GRIFFITH like ma'ny
others fails to notice the significance of jane mitrah and
anakti and translates the portion by: "As Friend of man, he
decks the wife and husband." But GELDNER seems to suggest
the true sense while he translates the portion by: "'lie ein
Vertrauensmann zwei Shegatten."
He also translates the portion b
ohaga ivedaryamanam ninaya by
"wie Bhaga hat zusammen gebracht den 'Jerber (Aryaman) (mit der
Brattt)." In the footnote GELDHER explains "Brhaspati fuhrt die
Angiras mit den Kuheh Zusammen wie Bhaga. den Freiersmann mit
einem Madchen." He refers to Bhagajas "She stifter" in X,85,23.c
(2) /...
(2) In X, 27, 12, cd:
ohadra vadhur bhavaj^vatsirQg^ah
' j; '
syayam sa mitram vanute jane nit.
W1-J briae ("Aalyam" - SlilANA) being well dressed seeks
• 9
for (vaaube, wnicli is generally translated by "asks for") a
■la.7:6 ..Mitra herself. GRIFFITH - "If the girl be both good and
fair of feature, she finds herself, a friend among the people"
(F.i. - "by her own worth independently of her dowry.")
CriiLD . il translates the second line into "Sie wind eine gluck—
:liche Frau, wean sie schon geschmuckt selbst ihren Gefahrten
auch unter allem Volke-gewinnt," whereby he hints at the
svayamvara system of marriage. hut with vanute meaning seeks
for, a .jane mitra may be "a matchmaker" also. It may have
been signified here in a poetic way that a bride (would-be
bride) of auspicious signs .(bhadra) and of good feature (supesah)
™
•
gets the help of the matchmaker to secure a bridegroom by her
own worth (syayam.)
(3) In X, 22, 1, ab:
f r r t r t
Kuha sruta indrah Kasmin nadya
" 11 " ' ' •'
' ' ''
mm. t
.jane mitro na sruyate /
SlYANA explains "asmin dine Kutra Sthane prakhyatah / Kasmin
.jane ya.jamana i.jyatvena stutyatvena-vasthitah prakhyayate /
surya iva. sakheva va tadvat /
The reply is in the following verse X, 22, 2:
* ' '■ ' ' ' ' "-r /
iha sruta indro asme adya stave va.i ryrc isamah /
~ ———- — J $
mitro na yo janesva yasascakre asamya //
(asami-fea in Pada Patha)
In /....
In these instances GELDNER does not translate .jane mitra. as
Eha*»stifter. "do hat .man vor Indra gehort, bei welchem
Folke lasst er heute wie ein Freund von sich horen?" - "Hier
hat man von Indra gehort, bei uns wird er heute gepriesen der
Keulentrager, der . .., der wie ein Freund bei den Leuten unge-
iteiltes Ansehen gewonnen hat." Of course in the sense of
"match-maker," we have to presume that the "matchmaker" is a
renowned man.
The sense of "matchmaker" might have come to the word mitra
with ,jane which might have had a significance of a "social
group."
(A) Besides these there are also some instances where the
meaning of .jane (Locative Singular) is important.
r t
no jane janaya visvavare (I, 113, 19)
"... make us chief among the people" (GRIFFITH)"... bring uns
unter die Leute (GELDH3R) "asmakam .jane janapade janaya pradur
bhavaya avasthapaya" (sS'iANA), " lokasya madhye dhanadibhir
vardhaya " (SKANDA), asmakam jane pradurbhayaya (V. MS.DHAVA)
.jane in this line seems to have the same meaning, as in
JL f f r
(5) a no .jane sravayatam (VII, 62, 5)
"... make us famed among the people" (GRIFFITH), "Machet uns
unter der*r> Volke bekannt" (GSLDHER) , "asmatsamane manusyasaauhe
asraan visrutam kurutam" (dSIANA) , jane = janapade (Su) (Mali)
""
"■ 1 """"— "J',m • e
(u) (3B) (VM) urakathayatam ittham adad'ithamayaksldlti (V)
(also Mah).
In these examples nah means "us"; and jane-janamadhye "among the
people" where jane does not specify any particular group oi
people in the Society.
(6) /...
*
(6) yam virya .jane prabrava (S, 39, 5)
"Ve will declare among the folk your ancient deeds heroic"
(GRIFFITH), "Sure alten Helden taten will ich vor allem Volke
Verkunden" (GEIDITER). SaIANA renders .jane into lake loosely
in the sense of "among the people" (loke is loosely used as a
synonym of ,j ane even by other commentators such as MAHl in
VII, 62, 5 - "ittharaadad ittham ayaksxditi loke mam Kathayatam
ityartliali"
Here a.lso the use of ,jane appears to be not particularly for
any section of people.
(7) .jane na seva ahuryah (I, 69, 2)
"Like a blissgiver to be drawn to men (GRIFFITH), "Beliebt wie
einer bei dern Volke, obsohl ein Durchganger (?)" (GELDNER.)
jane is explained as ianayita pita, the locative being
prathanarthe which appears to be a forced meaning. V. MlDBAVA
paraphrases sarthe eva sukha-Karam mitram a hvatavepeh.
^
Here we do not find the specification of any section of people
in the word jane.
(8) antar icchanti tam .iane rudram paro manisaya
. „■ -'- •••
# •— ~m ®
(VIII, 12, 3)
"... they seek among the race of men." (GRIFFITH), "Sie suclien
ihn in/er Frernde," (GELI2TER), "... yajamanasthane" (SSlANA) (here
the word icchanti has been translated by GRIFFITH and GELDETER
into "they seek"/"suehen" but SllANA seems to connect it farther
with parah with which the singular is purastad icchanti (but
SlYAM appears to have ignored antar)) parah is explained
in mandram paro manisaya (?, 17, 2) as parastat sthitam
in /...
paromatraya (VII, 99, 1) as parastad vartam ana.ya pariaitaya,
*n dlya para ena etc. (X, 82, 5) para iti sakarantazn
paras tadtlyasyarthe.
(j? . 'f. There might be some antithesis with a iter on the one hand
paras on the other.)
GiLDTSR thinks that ,iane is "in der Frernde" here as it refers
to the Myth of Agni's absence and flight in the foreing land
whom Matansvan brought again (3, 9, 5 and 6, 8, U) >
(9) In the Locative Plural of j ana
¥111, 53. 3 (Val 5, 3) cd
ye paravati sunvire janesva ye arvavatlndavah //
In the first line is said:
f »
a no visvesam i-asani madhvah sincantvadrayah
""" •" ~ • "" •
SJSMA explains "ye indavah somah duradese vartamana .ianesu-
•/a.iamanalaksanesii nimltteau abhiniuk.i.ena abhisyuta rtvigbhih /
r
^
ye ca samxpadese vartamanah abhisutas.te sarvipi militva
'
B B '
indrartham svarasam sincantvityarthah /"
The second line is translated by GRIFFITH thus: "Drops that
have been pressed out afar among the folk and thou that have
been pressed near us." GELD1SR: "... die in der Ferne bei
(andsren) Volkeren die im der Nahe gepresst werden."
.ianesu may be connected with oaravatl as well as with arvavatx
™
and may denote among the.people.
(10) A few instances a:^e found where .jana in the locative




^ r f * '
In IV, 51, 11 cd vayam syama yasaso .ianesu tad
dvausca dhattam prthive ca devx ff—<*■■■,,- 1 ■■ ■ 0
.ianesu /....
f
.1 anesu is explained by SSIA.NA as asraatsamanesu madhye, yasasah
* * ~ • ' •
as Kjrteh annasya va svaminah.
GRIFFITH: "May we be glorious among the people, May Heaven
vouchsafe us this, and Earth the Goddess."
LUDWIG: "mogen wir glanzend sein im volke,"
Both of them are very similar.
GELDNER: "Wir mochten bei den Leuten angeschen Seinj das sollen
uns der Hinmiel und die Gottin Srde gewahreni"
In X, 64, 11, cd:
gobhih syama yasaso .ianesva sada devasa il-aya sacemahi /
SlXANA explains .ianesu as jianaham madhye.
GRIFFITH: "May we be famed among-the folk for wealth in Kine,
and ever come to you, le Gods, with sacred food."
LUDWIG: "... durcli rinder besitz mogen .wir herlich sein unter
den leuten."
GELDNER: "Durch Rinder (besitz) wollen wir bei den Leuten
angesehn sein. Immerdar mochten wir mit der Ila
zusamiuen sein."
Here also the meaning of jana seems to be "man" in general. But
it might have come from "a group of men" also, .1 anesu thereby
means "among the groups of men."
With these we may compare the following instance of




denotes "among mankind" amidst the humanity, not among all men
or all groups of men as in IX, 61, 23:
Jl§v&gvendo vrsa sutah Krdhi no yasaso jane
visva aoa dviso jahi //
But SllANA explains .jans hare as janahadesu while GRIFFITH
translates: "Indu, flow on, a mighty .juice; glorify us among
the folk / Drive all our enemies away."
GELD BR 8.1so translates KrdhTno yasa.so ,jane by "Mach uns bei dem
Volke angesehen;"
The word .janapada is not found in the RV. and a subtle sense of
it might have been expressed in the word jana as SSlMA might
*»
have thought, yet we think that jane here can suitably be
explained as janamadhye rather than janapade, and in that case
jana has a wide meaning, viz. 'man' in general.




(1) VIII, 4-5, 23: taranim vo jananam ...
where about Indra it is said that he is "the Guardian of your




(2) Similarly in IX, 11, 3:
f f * f t *
mm r f
sa nail pavasva sam gave sam j anaya sam arvate ...
______— —. — —
sam janaya is explained by SlXANA as "asmakamp ... putradaye.
GELDNER also renders "unsere heute."
r *
w
(3) In X, 102, 3: nrmnani Kurvan oahave janaya
.... janaya is explained by SSXANA as svaputya-bhrtyadilaxsanaya
tl
(x) /• • • •
(U) In I, 55, Ui caru janesu prabruvana indriyam
Is explained by SSlANA. as atmivesu ianesu.
• « • o
(e) The indefinite use of .jana is found in 1' 7Lv, 5 (ab):
'
• ' '
tarnit suhav/aa angirah sudivam__sahas o /alio
'
mm mm '
jana ahuh subarhisam //- -. . - ~~ '
where .lana ahuh is used for .just like "they sav" in English.
c ♦, . °
(f) .iana in connection with raj an. maghayan etc. appears to
denote the King's subjects or subordinates.
( \ * mm j \ '
(1) V, 53, -4: ytt^am rajanam ijryam janaya
/
ribhvatastam janayatha yaiatrah
• • • ' ™ ' •
GRIFFITH translates thus: "Give me a King- for the folk," although
SlYANA explains :.. ."yaj amaiiaya svaainara rajamanam ya iryam
• • ' "** a
satrunam prerakaa cyavayitaram yibhva-naiaa rbhunam iaadhyamam""
• • • ' T
tena nirmitam- outran janayatha ..." GEIDNSR translates it into
"Ihr erzeugt dem Folk einen ruhrigen vollendeten Konig, ..."
(2) BVI, 53, 9 (ab) the word janarajnah is found:
/ /-W / ~ // / » r <*
tvam etan jana raj no dvirdasa bandhuna susravas pa.iagmusah
. -
• •
SEXAMA and V. MEDHAVA explain the word as janepada nam adhipatln.
GELDNER as "Stammes Konige," GRIFFITH as "Kings of man."
r / t t '
(3) ekam ca yo vimsatim ca sravasya
a •-
/ ^
mm S mm '
vavkarnayor janan raja nyastah in VII, 13, 11
where SEXANA explains thus: "... parusnyah parsvaysthayoh
r
ya.ikanna.yor j anapadayor vidyananan ekam ca viiasatim ca nanan
(which is according to V. MADHAVA adhipatlh) nyastah "
GSLD1ER explains the word as "Leute der beiden Vaikarna's hat der
Konig ..."
GRIFFITH translates the line by "The King who scattered one and
twenty people of both Vavkarna tribes through lust of glory."
(4) In VIl/, 49, 3 (ab):
~ ~ J. ' ' /
yasam raja varuno yati madhyeq^
Satyanrte avapasyan |ananam /
it. is found '/aruna is called the King and he looks over the
truth and falsehood of the janas.
GELDTER translates the word jananam 'by "der Leute," BTT.T.KKRATJi'
by "der kenschen" and GRIFFITH by "men's."
(5) In VIII, 64, 3:
t f r r r f
tvam Isise sutaham indra tvam asutanam—-r.*j I. , .n. """■ " "" " ' ' ' '
tvam raja j ananam //
Indra is called the raj an of the ,janas who are evidently all
men.
(6) In X, 107, 5 cd:
ft ' /
— / e *
tameva manye nrpatim ,i ananam yah prathanco daks in-'
• • • "*• "•
:amavivaya
the King of janas is the first giver of Daksina,. But it may
» •
be a vague word attributing just a glory to the man who
advances first with Daksina.
*. A
(7) In VI, 22, 9 ;i anasya with raj an referring to Indra:
/ / ' JL mm
bhuvo janasya divyasya raja
parthivasya j agatas tvesasamdrk /
just stands for a group of manlike beings as the gods are con¬
ceived and it has not the sense of "subject" in connection
with raj an.
(G) In X, 159, 6 cd:
> ' ' ' -r — "** /
sam ajaisam ima aham saoatnir abhi-dohuyvari /
— —
# #
vatha ham asya vlrasya vira.iani janasya ca //
SX3&H&.
SAXANA explains the second line thus: virasya indrasya tadiya
• /
paTfV.j anasya ca visesena ra.iamana bhavani.
•
GRIFFITH translates it thus: "That I may hold imperial sway over
this Hero and our Folk."
GELDNER translates it by "uber diesen Mann ... seine Leute ..."
(9) In III, A3, 5 (ab), a hymn to Indra by Visvamitra:
'■ mm mm 0 0
Kuvin ma gppam Karase .ianasya
' JL. mm mm I
Kuvid ra.janam maghavan r.iisan /
• 0 0
GRIFFITH: "Will thou not make me guardian of the people, make
me, impetuous Maghavan their ruler ...."
GELDNER: "Gewiss wirst du mich zum Hirden des Volks machen,
gewiss zu einem Konig ..."
SSXANA renders gopah as goptaram. V. MSEHAVA explains it as
putradeh gopayitaram and ra.ianam as sarvasya svaminam.
• o
(10) .ianasya gopa is found again in V, 11, 1 (ab) the hymn
being addressed to Agni by Rsi Sutambhara:
/ f jf * *
.ianasya gopa alanista lagrvir agnih sudaksah
V. MlDHAVA explains ianasya gopa as lanasya gopayita and MAHl
and WATA also while explaining VS. (Ma.) XV, 27 where the verse
is repeated. GRIFFITH translates the expression with jagrvih
by "The watchful guardian of the people," GELDNER by "Der
wachsame Hirt des Volkes."
e '
(11) In IX, 35, 5 Soma is called .ianasya gopatim.
BHAWE (SHRV, II, 67) suggests that the accent shows the meaning
would be "the peoples' (divine) lord of the cows" and may
therefore be the leader of the .iana which however may denote
the body of men interested in a Soma-oblation.
(12) /...
(12) In II, 35, 15
*
mm ' ' J,
ayamsamagne suksltim ianava-
-yamsam u maghavadbhyah suvrktim
.ianaya is explained by SaIANA as asmadiya - putradiianartham and
maghavadbhyah as havirlaksanadhana-yuktebhyah ya.i amanebhyasca.
But GRIFFITH takes these two words as "to the people" and "to
the princes." But GBLQ!ER points out that the former is "dem
Volke", the latter is "den Lohnherren."
(13) Similarly in I, 140, 12
— _ ; » '
asmakam vira utano maghono
.i anasca ya paraya ccharma
SlIANA explains vlran as putra den but .ianan as yajamanan.
GRIFFITH translates: "our wealthy princes and all the folk'and
seems to miss vlrln. GELDRER takes viran. maghonah and ianan
separately and translates them by "unsere Mannen", "unsere
Lohnherren" and "die Leute" respectively. V. M&DHAVA however
strangely renders iarian as dasan which is not very convincing.
(g) The reduplicated singular forms like ianam .ianam. .jane .jane
are important for discussion.
(1) In V, 15, U and X, 91, 2, we have .ianam .ianam.
The first line of the former verse (the hymn is to Agni) is:
/ 9 ' mm 0 ' «
mateva vad bharase oaprathano ianam ,ianam
The second example (also to Agni) illustrates ,i anam ,i anam with
visam visam:
' ' i • , ' ' ' i
sa darsatas^ir atithir grhe grhe vane vane sxsriye
takwayiriva./




which has been discussed^
This word janam janam appears to be suitable in the signif¬
icance of "all men" with emphasis on the every individuality of
them.
f
■iane ,iane is another reduplicated form found in two instances
V, 65, 2 and V, 67, 4.
In V. 65, 2 the hymn being addressed to Mitra varuna, they
JL mm f
are called rtavana .jane iane:
— I 9 ' mm JL mm mm ' '
ta hi sresthavarcasa ra.iana dlrghasruttama /
ta satpati rta vrdha rta vana .iane .jane /
• • m " ■inn
where mitra varunau is called according to SlYANA prasasta-
f r
te.iaskau. Isvarau. duradesadahvana srotrtamau. satam ya.iaman
anam svaminau. va.i nasvodakasva va vardhayitarau sarvesu stotrsu
nimittesu gamanavantau // According to GRIFFITH: "they are
Kings of noblest might, of glorious fame most widely spread;
Lords of the brave, who strengthen Law, the Holy ones with
every race," according to GELDNER: "... sie sind die Konige von
hochstem Ansehen die weithin bedanntesten. Sie sind die recht
massigen Horren, die Mehrer des Rechten, recht handelnd gegen
jedermann." In the explanation of SlIANA too much emphasis is
laid on the act of sacrifice but rta can be explained law and
order, the phenomenal law - as such rtavrdha the furtherer of
that law and order and rtavana. holder of Tightness or law
towards every man.
In 7, 67, 4, the hymn being to the same Mitravaruna:
/ 0 • JL mm ' . /
te hi satva rtasprsa rtavano .jane jane /
1,1 1
• •
Sunithasah sudanavo1 mho scid urucakrayah //
11 " ' * •
with Mitra Varuna is added Aryaman, and the three are referred
"bO / • • •
to in the plural number - they are according to SJYANA's explan-
:ation of this verses "Satvabhutah satvaphata va. sunithasah




Unlike the previous instance SlYAKA connects .jane .jane here not
with rta-Vanah but with sunithasah while GRIFFITH and others
• •
are consistent in these two instances. GRIFFITH: "For they
are true, they cleave to law, held holy among every race, /
Good leaders, bounteous in their gifts, deliverers even from
distress." GELENER: "Denn sie sind die Wahrhaften, die sich
an das Rechte halten, recht handelnd gegen jedermann, gute
Fuhrer gabenschon, auch aus Bedrangnis einen Ausweg schaffend."
Ip6.ll probability rtju-vano jane .jane is to be connected
in the same way as in the preceding examples and .iane .iane is
probably*'1towards every manl'
(ii) The discussion of the occurrence6f .iana with some other words
having the sense of a social group is important.
(a) The simultaneous occurrence of vis and .iana has been dis-
scussed along with vis in RV. ZIMMER (AL, 159, 160) refers
f
mm
only to II, 26, 3 to conclude that jam, vis, .Unman and putrah
are the four social divisions ("peuple, clan, famille, fils and
(nr) "hommes" "en fonction restraints" - RENOU, op. cit., 35),
REROU refers to three passages where vis and Una occur simultan¬
eously. But there are a few more instances which have been
examined in the Vis chapter.
(b) REJIOU also quotes a series of words in I, &A, 17 cd where
toka (offspring) ibha (domestic) raj (wealth) tanu (self) and
jana (people) are mentioned in the same case endings, and also
a line from IX, 11, 3 where in similar strain .jana is mentioned
in between go and arvant.
(1) Kas tokaya Ka ibhaya uta raye
'dhi bravattanve Ko iahava / (I, 84, 17, cd)
GRIFFITH: "Who sendeth benediction on his offspring, his house¬
hold, wealth and person, and the people?"
GELDHER: "Wer wird fur Kinder, fur Elefanten und Reichtum,
wer fur die eigene Person und fur die Leute
Fursprecher sein?"
SSfAMA explains: "yuddhesahayyartham indre agate sati kah
ya.i amanah putraya satrubhir apahriyamiinaya dhanaya
_ _ t
apica svakiyaya sariraya pari.iana.ya ca kah adhi
bravat."
REtJOU suggests the meaning of .iana here to be "«les aUtres»
s'oppose a tanu (soi)", but as .ianaya is very often used as a
substantive with an adjective to substantivise the adjective
to mean the near and dear ones (svakiyaya pari.ianaya coming
near to this meaning.)
» /' » »» 1
(2) Sa nah pavasva sam gave sam Janata sam arvate /
sam raJan nosadhi bhyah // (IX, 11, 3)
has already been discussed. The mention of janaya similarly
with and between gave and arvate seems to suggest that jana is
the serving people who are as much a wealtn as the go or arvant
or osadhi.
(c) The following examples have the word manusa by the side of
.iana.
(1) In IV, 9, 5
%
tm mm mm ' mm mm
vesi hyadhvariyatam upavakta .iananam
/ /
havya ca manusanam /
manusanam means "of men", while .1 anariam seems to serve the
function of substantivizing the adjective adhvariyatam. al-
:though SSYANA tags manusanam with .iananam. He connects
vesi with havya ca manusanam .iananam. CffilFFITH translates
• •
thus: "Thou comest as the guide of folk who celebrate a sacri¬
fice And to oblations brought by men." GELDNSR translates
it differently: "Denn du bist gern der Upavaktr der Leute,
die den Adhvaryudienst versehen, und (du besorgst) die
Opferspenden den Menschen," thus giving separate words for
,iananam and manusanam.
(2) X, 14-0, 6 has ,iana in the first line, and manusa in
the sedond:
/ 0 0 0 0
rtavanam mahisam visvadarsatam
"I T •—I
0 £ mm f
agnim snmnava dadhire puro janah /
00 ' M
srutdcarnam sap^rathastamam tva
gira da iwarn manusa yuga //
Here manusa yuea is explained to be the yajamana and his wife,
jar"h on the other hand is mentioned for the people interested
in the sacrifice.
(3) In I, 53, 6 (ab)
'
- ' — —
dndhustva bhrgavo manusesva
ravim na carum suhavam .ianebhyah /
manusesu is connected with bhrgavah. and .ianebhyah appears to
iff # *
be "for the vaiamanas". GRIFFITH translates thus: "The Bhrigus
stablished /....
stablished thee among mankind for men, like as a treasure,
beauteous, easy to invoke;" GELDHER translates it into:
"Dich brachten die Bhrgu's zu den Menschen, der teuer wie ein
• *
Schatz, fur die Volker leicht zu errufen ist."
(4-) Ksiti also occurs with manusa and .iana in VI, L 5• • """"*
'mm
tvam vardhanti Ksitayah prthivvam
— — JL mm ' mm mm /
tvam rava ubhayaso .iananam /
*
— 0
tvam trata tarane c'etyo bhuh
Ji mm Ji ' ' JL mm mm I!
pita mata sadamin manusanam ff
SlXANA explains Ksitayah as manusvah. i.e. the Rtvij-s,who
extol Agni in the earth i.e. in the altars. Rayah ubhayaso
.iananam is explained as the twofold wealth of the ya.iamanas
both beasts and non-beasts, alternative meaning of .iananam
is suggested putradinam. Then manusanam is explained as
stotrnam asmakam. Thus Ksitayah. jananam. manusanam accord-
:ing to SlIAHA stand for the sacrificial priests, the sacri-
:ficers and the invokers respectively. GRIFFITH does not
translate ,iananam. and translates Ksitayah by "the people"and
manusanam by "of mankind." GELENER translates the three
respectively by "die Volker", "der Leute" and "der Menschen."
(5) VII, 79, 1 having .iananam. Ksitlh and manusih has
been mentioned in connection with panca jana:
% ^ ' mm mm
vyusa avah pathva ,i ananam
panca Ksitir manusir oodhayante
3JyAM expiains .lana^nam as sarva praninam and manusih as
adjec'tive of panca Ksitih.
Thus manusa appears to be invariably the human being while jana
±""
may be the creature(s) sacrificer(s) or the sons etc. or the
serving men.
3otf
Ksiti with ,iana occurs in a few instances besides those
which have been mentioned above with manusa also.
(1) purudruho hi Ksitavo iananara
prati practicir dahatld arat-ih (III, 18, 1, cd)
GRIFFITH translates it thus: "The races of mankind are great
oppressors: burn up malignity that strives against us."
GELDNER probably translates Ksitavo .jananam by "die Menschen
volker." SllANA also explains Ksitavas as "the people" and
■iananam as "for the people."
f \ ' ' *' mm 9
(2) tubhvam ghette iana ime
visvah suksitayah prthak dhasim hinvantvattave //
(¥111, 43, 29)
where ime ianah is explained as drsyamanah ianah and suksitayah
as sarvah praiah. GELDN5R translates it into "Dir bringen
• •
diese Leute, alle schonen Ansiedelungen einzeln schleunig
Nahrung zum Essen." Thus GELDNER thinks that suksitayah here
means those having good dwellings and GRIFFITH also thinks
like that.
(3) ¥11, 75, 4 having panca Ksitih with iananam has already
been examined where according to SlXANA Usas goes over the
panca Ksiti-s "mankind" possibly, and looks over all the crea¬
tures (iananam).
(e) With nr which means "men, strong for fight" generally,
jana1s meaning generally remains different.
(1) In ¥1, '2, 3
sa.i osastva divo naro ya.inasya Ketum indhate /
yaddliasya manuso ianah sumnayur iuhve adhvare
Here /...
Here manuso ianah ("this race of men" (GRIFFITH) ) and the
narah seems to be the priests.
(2) In VI, 19, 2
' ' 'mm
janam vairin mahicin manvamanam
'
mm ' '
ebhyo nrbhyo randhava yesvasmi
• ' •
•ianam seems to have played the part of substantivizing the
adjective mahi manyamanam. the megalomaniac persons, while
nrbhyah with ebhyah before it seems to denote the people
pointed out.
(3) In VIII, AO, 7
'
mm ' 0 mm * 0 0 mm mL
yad indragne .iana ime vihvayante tana gira /
— 9 ' JL n
asmakebhir nrbhir vayam sasahyama //
janah is qualified by ime and mainly it is said "le ime ianah
indragni hvayanti tesu madhye vayam nabhakah asmakebhih
nrbhih satrun abhi bhavema."
4' ' i 11 "
(f) With Krsti there are a few instances of the occurrence of
V 4 • 1
lana.
(1) I, 36, 19
f ' 'mm '' ' /
ni tvam agne manur dadhe jyotir ianaya sasvate /
♦ 0 0 ' mm 00 * '//
d&detha Kanva rta.iata uksito yam namasyanti Krstayah. //
SllMk explains Sasvate ianaya as bahuvidhaya ianaya and
Krstavah as manusyah.
* • • • • *
(21IFFITH: "Manu hath stablished thee a light, Agni, for all the
race of men: Sprung from the Law, oilfed, for
Kanva hast thou blazed, thou whom the people rever-
:ence."
Krstayah here definitely stands for men but iana is used here in
306
a more wide and vague sense, particularly when it is qualified
by an adjective.
(2) uta smasya panyante iana ^Titim
Krstipro abhi bhutim asoh / ... (iv, 38, 9 ab)
GRIFFITH: "The people praise the overpowering swiftness of this
fleet steed who giveth men abundance."
GELDFER: "Und die Leute preisen ... die tfberlegenheit des
Renners, der alle Lander erfullt."
SllANA explains Krsti in Krstiprah as manusytf and the jana-s
praise. Here of course Krsti is found to have a wider sense"
• © • ~
than the .1ana.
(3) In III, 59, 1
' '
mm mm '
mitro .ianan vaytavati bruvano
mitro dadhara prthivlm uta dvam /" "




1 * ♦ w
mitrava havyam ghrtava.i.iuhota //
SSlANA explains .ianan in the first line as Karsakadi-.ianan ...
Krtyadi Karmasu prayatnam Karayati and Krstlh as Karmavatah
manusyan. GRIFFITH translates both of them as "men." GELDNER
translates the former by "die Menschen " and the latter by "die
Volker."
U) In VIII, 5, 33
vo me hiranyasamdrso dasaraino amamhata
adhaspada iccaidyasya Krstayascaramna abhito janah //
SElAKA explains Krstayah as sarvah pra.iah who remain at the foot
m i • 9
of Kasu the Son of Gedx and ianah as sarve manusyastasya bhatah.
(?) With carsani in one line and .iana in the other one example
• •
is /...
is found in X, 180, 3:




'mm 0 ' # 0
apanudo .ianam amitrayantam urum devebhyo
t
akrnortt, lokam //
carsanmam here stands for of the people i.e. of us but .ianam
qualified.by amitrayantam has no definite sense of itself it
gives a substantive sense to the adjective.




m* mm ' 0 mm mm mm
a carsanipra vrsabho iananam rata
— 99 //
Krsti am puruhuta indrah //
where carsani seems to have the meaning of man and .iananam has
the sense of sarvesam and Krstinam has the meaning manusyanam.
(3) carsanipra with .iana occurs also in VI, 4-9, 15
/ / *
mm
nu no rayim rathyam carsanipram
• • •
0 00 JL t
puruviram maha rtasya gopam /
0
mm mm ' 'mm mm '
Ksayam data .iaram yena .ianantsprdho
9
f ' 'mm
adevir abhi ca Kramama
visa adevlr abhya snavama //
where .iana has the sense of "enemy" and Oarsanipra has the
sense as in the previous instances.
G. Jana in AV.
Jana in AV. is not so numerous as in RV. and it is found that
nearly half of the number of occurrences is already in the RV. (some
of them in the AV. are slightly altered, but these changes do not
affect /...
affect the sense of jana.) Thus we wee in AV.:
janah - 7 (3 RV instances); .ianam - 8 (2 RV.); .ianasva - 3
(2 RV.) j .ianat - 1; janaya - 5 U RV.); .iane - 4 (2 RV.);
janah - 13 (3 RV.)j .iamn - 18 U RV.); .iananam - 16 ( 6 RV.);
■lana (dual) - 2 (RV.); janasah - 4- (l RV.); .ianasah (vocative)
- 17 (16 RV.); janebhyah - 2 (RV.); .janesu -6(3 RV.)
• •
Out of these 106 occurrences, we find 50 RV. instances. Besides,
the word janata occurs once (not in RV.), .janya four times of which
one instance is in RV. panca ,ianya^ .ianaraian and -janavopan*. occur
once and twice respectively but they are RV. instances, and a single
occurrence of .ianayana is a new instance in AV. while visva.ianina is
another new word in AV. occurring twice. So 53 are RV. instances
which are repeated in AV. besides the new 63 words formed with nana.
We need not discuss the occurrences which are already in RV.
Even in this small number of occurrences (compared with RV.
occurrences) is found the varied applications of the word almost like
in RV. instances, from the sense of "an individual" to the sense of
"the people in general" or even "a creature."
In the first place we notice the use of nana to refer to a person
or individual without meaning a man or people. "One?' in English might
be the correct rendering of it. Mostly it is used for someone about
whom anything is spoken either in a relative clause having a relative
pronominal adjective qualifying it or with a demonstrative pronominal
adjective before it. Sometimes adjectives are used before such a
iana only to be substantivised. In this use, nana can be called to
be simply 'a noun of reference.'1
There is of course an absolutely indefinite use of jana in plural
number /...
number like "they" in "they say", though it is not so indefinite as
the English expression, but somewhat meaning "People say." Then we
find the general sense of 'man', either by the plural or the singular
form of ,iana. When any adjective qualifies, a specified type of men
is generalised. Sometimes it appears that jana may have denoted
a particular people in the collective sense and in the plural the
groups of people might have been signified but it is not possible to
distinguish very well the plural significance "men" from "the groups
of people" without any emphasis on either the generality or partic¬
ularity of the men.
(a) Jana as the noun of reference ...
/ \ ' — ' ' * mm ' mm ' /
11; ve sraktvam manim .iana varmani krnvate /
tL ' 'mm * ' oL mm ' ' H
Surya iva divam aruhye vi Krtya badhate vasi //
(VIII, 5, 7)
("The people who make the amulet of Sraktya their defenses, -
like the sun ascending the sky, it, controlling drives away the
witchcrafts" - (W^.) )
/
mm mm * mm
(2) ye te devi samitarah paktaro ye ca te .ianah
te tva sarve gopsyanti meubhyo bhaisih 'sataudane //
(X, 9, 7)
("What people are the quellers, 0 heavenly one (Fern.) and what
thy cookers, they shall all guard thee: be not afraid of them,
thou of the hundred rice-dishes" - (W$.) )
(b) With demonstrative pronominal adjectives:
(1) idam stri puman akar iha sa stuvatam .ianah (i, 8, 1
("Whoever, woman or man, hath done this, here let that person
speak out" - (W) )
(2) /....
(2) a.jnataste 'yam .ianah (X, 1, 8 d)
(" .... this person is unknown to thee" 0 (W).) The person may
be "her or she".
( \ ' * '
(3) tvam tanindra vrtrahan praticah punarakrdhi
'
mm * * mm '
yathamum trnaham .ianam (V, 8, 7, cdef)
("... do thou, 0 Indra, Vrtra-slayer, turn (a - Kr) them back
• ' •
again that they may shatter (trh) you person (.jana)" - (W) )
The person meant here is a priest of the hostile party who is
pointed out by the demonstrative adjective amum.
, / 0 0
(4) iman .ianan t sam manasas Krdhlha / (VI, 74, 3, d)
("... cause thou these people here to be one-minded - (G) )
In the first two verses the saia-manasvakama people are addressed
and in this verse they are referred to by iman .ianan.
(c) with an adjective which is thus substantivized:
f 0 0 / — # mm /
(1) Sa cinnu tvaj.iano may! bibhaye (V, 11, 4 d)
Sa mayl .ianah could as well be translated by "that wily one."
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,
(2) vad ime Kesino .iana 2rhe te samanartisu rodena
Krnvanto'gham (XIV, 2, 59, ab)
• •
0 t t *
where "ime Kesino .ianah" may be translated by "these hairy ones."
'
— ' ' ' 000 0
(3) vat tvabhiceruh purusah svo yad arano .ianah / (V, 30, 2
("Whatever sorcery any Kinsman or a stranger has practised
against thee - (BLOOMFISLD) )
0 0 '
— . .
(4.) suvi.inanam cikituse .ianava (VIII, 4, 12, a)
Here also jana stands for a class of persons cikituse janaya =
"for the considerate."
The absolutely indefinite sense of the plural fjanah' as "they,"
in "they say" is found in the following instances of AV.
(a) (l) mo su panxr abhye tavato bhunma tva vocann
— / 0
aradhasam .ianasah (V, 11, 7 cd)
where the Ath^rvan speaks to Varuna. According to WHITNEY
the latter half signifies: "... do not thou, I pray belong to
(abhi-bhu) such panis: let not people call thee ungenerous
(aradhas).' Here of course janah may have the definite sense
also, i.e. the men who find the ungenerousness of Varuna.
e
f \ ml mm mm ' 'mm12) ma ma vocan naradhasam .ianasah
punaste prsnim .iaritar dadami / (V, 11, 8, ab)
According to WHITNEY the first half is "Let not people call me
ungenerous; I give thee back the spotted (cow) 0 Singer ..."
(iii) Jana in the Locative Singular .jane in XVI, A, 5 in all likeli¬
hood denotes "among the living people."
mi mm ml mm mm ml ' '
pranapanau ma ma ha sistam ma .jane pra mesi /
("0 breath and expiration do not desert me; let me not perish among
the people (.jana) - (W) )"*" This occurs in a Paryaya hymn and is
used in the upanayana ceremony for the good and long life of the
child, praying to Sditya.
In the next verse it is said (16, A, 6):
\ 0 0 0 0 0 0
— / 0
Svastv advosaso dosasasca sarva apah sarvagano aslya
("With /...
1
It seems that "the stranger's land" may be the meaning of 'jane'
here - "do not get me killed in stranger's land /clan." But as it is
found in the next verse that he may live long with all his gana. it
may be presumed that he fears that he may be detached from his gana
and may be killed in foreign land among stranger's clan. "Let not prana
and apana forsake me in foreign land nor kill me" is the prayer (jane
can however have the sense of enemy.) But the better sense is found
in stranger's land.
("With well being today, 0 waters, may I whole (and) with my whole
train (—gana) attain dawns and evenings — (W) ) where sarvaganah is
notable. The prayer is therefore to live with the body of living
men all around who atieast comprise the gana of the person.
(iv) (a) Jana in singular used in the sense of 'a man' or 'a person'
in general has also been translated by scholars by "people."
(1) uta nagna bo bhuvatx svapnaya sacase .ianam (V, 7, 3 ab)
WHITNEY translates thus: "Likewise greatly making thyself naked,
thou fastenest on (sac) a person in dreams ...."
f \ 0 mm 0 Of. mm ' ' 0 mm
(2) ye ma Krodhayanti lap ita hastinam masaka iva
mm * * * * *
tan aham manye durhitan .jane alpasayun iva //(4, 36, 9)
("They who anger me, making a noise, as flies an elephant, them
I think ill of like mites (?) on a man Qana) - (W) ) But
SllANA explains .jane as .iana sanghe. He further explains it
as tat sancarana sthole. alpasayu is according to SlYANA
• •
"mrimanatah alpakavah savanasvabhavah samcaraksamah Kltah
& 1 • " ' " * • ' • " • • •
alpasayavat." The imagery is explained by him in this way:
te vatha pr~ni-samcarena hanyante tadvad aham anayasena
apiinarnrbhavam hanmitvarthah. LA1MAN points out that SSYANA
*
seems to have read durhatan instead of durhitan. alpasayu-s
in any case seem to be small insects and nane seems to be "on
a person" i.e. "on a person's body" or "on people's bodies"
but "on the walk of a number of people" according to SSYANA
seems to be rather out of the mark.
When there is no general sense in the word jjana in singular
form may stand for a particular person or a particular group of
people.
(b) /
(b) The biggest group of people is denoted by the word occur¬
ring in:
t T \ • ' • "T ' Hff 9 mm mm mm





sahasram dhara dravinasya me duham
dhruveva dhenur anapasohurante / (XII, 1, 45)
(Let the earth, bearing in many places people of different speech,
of diverse customs (-dharman) according to their homes yield
me a thousand streams of property, like a steady unresisting
milch cow.)
Here .iana undoubtedly means "mankind" of different speech and of
various customs according to their (different) habitations.
(c) A more limited group of people is suggested in:
' 9
mm ^ m* 9 /
udaniato himavatah sa pracyam myase janam /
0 0
mm mm JL 9 lit
tatra Kusthasva namanvuttamani vi bhe.iire // (V, 4, 8)
In this prayer to the Kustha plant to destroy fever, it is
said: "Sprung in the north from the Himavant (mountains), thou
art brought to the people in the east. There the most superior
varieties of the Kustha were apportioned" - BIDQMFIELD.
In these instances nana appears to signify the sense of a group
of people, group small or large as it may be, somewhat like the
later word iati.
(d) A very important example is found in:
' 0 JL, mm 9 Jm /
(1) ianad visva-ianinat sindhuV-asparya^bhrtam /




atra irsya nivartana Ksamam ausadham samoodhyate / visva.janTnat
'
■» / 0
visva.ianahitat .ianat .ianapadat ity arthah (ekadesena yyapadeso
bhxmasino bhima itivat / tahta samudrat ahrtam duradesast
————_ -— jj—s
uddhrtam tvam Saktumanthalaksanam ausadham irsyayah nivartana
• • • 1 • ' * 1 '• 111 "
Ksamam ausadham janarai.
-g— _-j
But the European scholars interpret it differently.
"From folk belonging to all kinds of people, from the Sindhu
(Indus) thou has been brought hither from a distance I ween,
has been fetched the very remedy for jealousy." -(BLOOMFIELD)
BLOCMFIELD's note that "it simply tries to magnify the
cost and potency of some ordinary substance (Kau's 36, 25) by
deriving it fictitiously from an unknown country far awajr" -
seems to be right and visva-.ianinat .ianat might mean "from all
communities of men of the whole world i.e. from the group of
men comprising the people of the whole world." SSYANA's
explanation of visva.ianlnat as visva.ianahitat should be under-
:stood as consisting of visva ,iana. As there can be no such
single -ianamda which contains the people of the whole world it
is simply fanciful and we can as well call this .iana to be a
community of people comprising the men of the whole world which
is also imaginary but better than .ianapada.
(2) In gandharibhvo mu.iavadbhvo'ngebhyo magadhebhyah
s r # # t « //
praisvan .ianamiva sevadhim takmanam paridad masi //
(V, 22, A) ("We go to Gandharis, Mujavans to Angas and to
Magadhas / Hand over Fever as it were a servant and a thing 6f
price." - G ) ianam may mean either 'a particular man* or
even /....
even 1 a group of men.' The latter half of the verse is trans¬
lated by WHITNEY into "... like one sending a person, a treasure
do we commit the fever," and by BLOOMFIELD into .."We deliver
over the takman like a servant, like a treasure (i.e. they
shall hold on the takman like a treasure that he may not return.)"
Regarding praisvan IANMAN ooserves in his note: "The translation
implies in c the easy emendation to presyan (pra-isyan): the
""** ' * •
accent and pada reading (pra-esvan) view the word as future from
/
pra-i; the translators assume -svam. and reach no acceptable
sense ...")
We think however, that an emendation to presyam as in Sata
valekar edition, would mean presanlvam (to be sent) - "like a
man to be sent the treasure the fever we give over." With a
f *
reading praisyam as in Jaisankar Harisankar's MS. the meaning
would be "like a man who will be sent the fever, the treasure
we give over" and in the present reading praisvan .ianamiva ...
etc., we can translate "like one who will send a man, we give
over the fever, - the treasure." The person thus sent may be
called "a servant" but that sense is only derived from the
meaning "a man."
(3) In IV, 5, 6, a slightly changed RV. verse (VII, 55, 5)
repeated we find:
' ' f . '
svaotvayam abhito .ianah
SiTANA comments "srrhadbahih abhitah raksanartham niyuktah ayam
m 9 • • • ® *
.ianasca svaptu nidra grhxto bhavatu /"
The following verse i.e. IV, 5, 7 which is also the concluding
verse /...
verse of the hymn is:
J
n- ' ' 'mm mm '
ovapna svaona bhi Karanena Sarvam nisvapaya .janam
— ' — _ » „ > _ _ .
ot surya manyant sva payavyusam .iagrtadaham
' Jm '
indra ivaristo aksitah //
~
.4 z r '
where sarvam .ianam denotes 'everybody,' .iana here being thus
not signifying the same as that in abhito .ianah. The singular
sarvam .janam meaning everybody therefore stands for the whole
body of persons (as mentioned and even not mentioned) and the
word differs in meaning in the two occurrences in the two
succeeding verses.
In XVIII, 2, 30, we find .ianasva in
— ' a. mm ' '
yam te dhenum niprnami yamu te Ksira odanam /
'mm ' mm JL ' mm ' //
tena .ianasyaso bharta yo'trasad a.iivanah //
SSYAMA explains it thus: he preta tubhyam yam dhenum prayacchami
tatha payasi pakvam yam ca o danam tubhyam niprnami tena dhenu-
" "1" 1 i '■ i • i i
# 1 1 • " "• " ♦ •
Sahitena odanena .ianasva ,i animato lokasya bharta dharayita
posayita va bhaveh / yo .ianah asmin loke .iivanarahito bhavet
tasya .ianasva sambandhah /
WHITNEY translates :"What milch cow I set down (ni-pr) for thee,
and \Aiat rice-dish for thee in milk (Ksira) with that mayest
thou be the supporter of the person (.iana) who is there (atra)
without a living (without the means of sustaining life.)"
Both the senses of "an individual human being" as well as of
"a group of men" are applicable here.
(v) Used in the plural number .iana stands for the 'men' as the
plural of 'man' and these 'men' may be general or particular. It
stands also for 'the groups of people' as the plural of 'a group of
people.'
3r
(a) (l) tava vrate ni visante ianasas tvayyudite prerate
citrabhano (Eg. 25, 3 ab)
Although SSlANA gives the meaning prani nah it is men alone• • •
who are meant not the other beings.
("In conformity with thy course (vrata) people (iana) go to
rest; when thou are risen, they go forth, 0 thou of beauteous
luster," ....(W) )
( r\\ ' ' • ' . ' . * ^ ^
asva iva ra.io dudhuve vi tan ianan va a Ksiyan
prthivlm yad ajayata (XII, 1, 57 ab)
("As a horse the dust, she has shaken apart those people who
dwelt upon the earth since (yat) she was born." - (w) ) This
occurs in the hymn to the earth and all the people of the earth
who dwelt at that time are referred to with demonstrative
pronominal adjective and the adjective clause "ya aksivan
prthi vim".
/ . 0 mm * ' 0 mm mm
(3) yastva Karad ekavrsam .iananam
uta fa.inam uttamam manavanam/(IV. 22, 5 cd)
WHITNEY translates "who (meaning Indra) shall make thee the




SlYANA explains: iananam anyesum suraiananam ekavrsam go-yuthe
# • • •
pradhanabhuto vrsah tadvad mukhyam sarvot-ffirstam Karoti / •..
According to SSlANA ekavrsam can be construed with rajnam also,
besides .iananam or ekavrsam can be construed only with .iananam
while raj nam being qualified by manavanam is construed with
uttamam. But in both the explanations janariam remains construed
with ekavrsam - and as it is a form of the partitive genitive,
*
"fch© /••#
the King's entity as a human being is suggested — "the only
powerful man like a bull among all men." It is notable that
in T. Br. 2, 4> 7, the passage occurs with certain variations
"sa tva Kar ekavrsabham svariam atho ra.ian ..." etc. which
shows a remarkable change i.e. of _iananam to svanam. the latter
meaning "of the Kinsmen."
Here although the word jananam is not qualified by any adjec¬
tive the partitive genitive use of it has made it contextually
particularised as "of persons who are connected with the king."
(b) The phrase .iana anu occurring in many instances in AV. also
contains the particularised sense of people who follow as in
VI, 69, 2 or IX, 1, 19.
/ \ 'JL mm mm ' mm '
(1) asvina saraghena ma madhunanktam subhaspati
' '
mm mm ' mm 'mm * II
yatha bhargasvatxm va cam avadami .iana anu //
varcasvatxm
("0 ye Asvins, lord of beauty! anount me with the honey of
bees, that I may speak brilliant words among the people.")
(2) In VII, 57 (59) 1, in the hymn to Sarasvatx praying
for success in achieving what is asked for:
*
mm '' mm ' * * ' mm mm '
vad asasa vadato me vicuksubhe yad yacamanasya
p * mm *
carato iana anu
f * ' ' ' mm ' mm
vad atmani tanvo me viristam sarasvatx tada




(3) In XIX, 26, 3
avuse tva varcase tvau.iase ca balaya ca /
/ ' — JL, mm m , ' ' //
yat.ha. hiranva-te.iasa vibhasasx ,iana anu //
(c) ianesu unqualified by any adjective seems to denote "among
all men" in IV, 28, 4- (ah)
/ - \ mb. 'mm 0 9 * * * mm
ya?a rebhathe bahu sakam agre pra eed asrastam
^ ' ,
abhibham .ianesu /
Regarding the first half of this line there is difference of
interpretations of the European scholars with that of SllAlIA,
«
But the former appears to be more convincing because bahusakam
has two separate accents and is not a compounded form as
SlYANA accepts as he explains it as ,ianasamgha. The latter
portion of the line however is, according to SSXANA, "tesu
utmnnesu .ianesu abhidTptim satrvadi laksanam tattat pananusarena
vuvameva (viz. Bhava elnd Sarva) prakarsena Srstavantan".
• • • • •
"... if ye have let loose (pra - sr.i) the portent (abhibha)
among the people" - (W). "Ye ... did visit portens upon the
people" - (BLOOMFIELD.) The European scholars take the plural
form of jana as all men while"SlYANA explains it as those men
of the multitude which you two created together - all together
carrying the same purport.
(2) But .ianesu in VI, 33, 3 cd is explained by SlYANA
differently:
' ' ' ' — //
indrah patistuvistamo .lanesva //
WHITNEY and GRIFFITH translate .ianesu by "among the people /
folk" but according to SlYANA this plural of jana include the
deva.iana. mfl.misya-iana. pitr .iana etc. i.e. the word jana has
the sense of "being", or "creature", .ianesu meaning among the
different kinds of beings (godly, human, etc.) We have to
note some more examples afterwards where the sense may be
human being or being or creature.
/
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To denote all the men definitely sometimes some adjectives are
* r
one of them is sasvat.
(a) (1) In XIX, 32, 7 cd ....
tenaham Sasvato .iana asaname Sanavani ca
(" ... with it (the darbha) I have constantly won and shall
win men." - (W) )
(2) In V, 5, 2 cd also:
• ' /
^ # * mm mm ^
bhartri hi sasvatam asi .iananam ca nyancane
("As nursing mother of mankind, thou takest all upon thy lap."
- (G); "Thou art a sustainer (Bhartri) of all, and a hiding
place (?nvancani) of people." - (W) )
(vii) In one instance .iana in its plural form is "a class," although
it can be well explained by the usual meaning of a person or a human
being. This is found in III, 5, 6.
'*
mm mm JL mm mm * mm ' /
(a) (1) ve dhlvano ratha Karah Karmara ye manesinah /
uoastin parna mahvam tvam sarvan Krnvabhito ianan /
("Sagacious builders of the car, clever and skilful artisans,
Make all the men on every side, Parna, obedient to my will - G)
Sarvan .ianan may denote "all men for example the car builders,
the artisans etc." or may also denote "all classes of workers
such as the car builders, the artisans etc."
(viii) There are some instances where besides the meaning human being,
we can as well obtain the meaning of any being such as divine, ances-
:tral etc. In these instances the gods are lauded for example as
the supervising ra.ian looking over the .ianas etc. which may not
signify "human beings" alone.
(vi)
used,
(a) (l) yasam ra.ia varuno yati madhye satyanrte
'' *
ayapasyan .iananam / (I, 33, 2 ab)
This is a RY, verse repeated.
(2) Similarly in k, 16, 5:
' ' JL ' * » JL ' i
Sarvam tad ra.ia varuno vicaste yadantara rodasT
• 4 ' • • T| 11 1 1
yat parastat /
0
mmt mm ' * mm mm mm * *
Samkhyata asya nimiso .iananam aksaniva svaghni
ni minoti tani //
("All this the royal Varuna oeholdeth, all between heaven and
earth, and all beyond them / The twinklings of men's eyelids
hath he counted. As one who pays throws dice he settles all
things" -(G) ) But Varuna's interest may be with human
beings alone.
(3) Similarly in 6, 98, 2
* ' ' ' » *
tvam indra dhira ,iah sravasvus tvam bhura
bhibhutir .iananam /
* '
mm 0 mm JL 0 0
tvam daivir visa ima vi ra.iayusmat Ksatram a.iaram
te astu //
■iananam is explained by SSlANA as prani nam. Here it is, as
remarked by SllANA, indra bhedena ra.inah stutih. so when applic-
• • •
:able to Indra .iana may denote pranin. when applicable to
the King .iana signifies manusya.
("Thou fain for glory, an imperial ruler, hast won dominion
over men, 0 Indra, / Of these celestial tribes be thou the
Sovran: longlasting be thy sway and undecaying." - (G) )
U) In 7, 22 (21), I»
0 000 f * » Ji *
Sameta visve vacasa patim diva eko vibhuratithir
.iananam^
0 0 mm ' mm * 0 ' mm
Sa piinvvo nutanam avi vasat tarn vartaniranu vavrta
ekamit puru //
32.2.
.lananam is explained by SKlANA as ,ianmavatam praninam visve.
("Gome ye together all with address to the Lord of the skyj (he
is) the one mighty guest of people; - W)
(5) tvam asyavapanl jananam aditih Kamadugha paprathana/
— ' ' — _ j. j,
.yat ta unam tat ta a purayati prajapatih cratfa.ama.ia
rtasva (12, 1, 61)
("Thou art the vessel that containeth people, Aditi, granter of
the wish, farspreading, Prajapati, the first born Son of Order,
supplieth thee with whatsoe'er thou lackest." - (G) )
("Thou art the scatterer of people" - (W) )
IAFMAN notes that "a vapana"seems to mean sometimes, and per-
:haps here, a receptacle onto which things are strewn or
scattered. (In 12, 1, 57 asva iva ra.io dudhuve vi tan .ianan)
Here .iana is in all likelihood signifying "human being" although
the sense "being" in general of the earth may also be applicable.
In all the above instances, .iana denotes "a man" the plural
form denoting "men" or "people" or "human beings", but in some
instances given below a section of the people is understood by
the word. The meaning is specialised to mean enemies or
hostile men, religious men, dead men etc.
s t — m t j; _
(1) ve brhatsamanam angirasam arpayan brahmanam .ianah /
(5, 19, 2 ab) refers to the oppressors of the Brahmana, but they
are not in the collective sense as it is not warranted by the
context. ("The people who delivered (?arpay) up the Brahman
Brihat sarvan descendant of Anginas".... (W) )
(2) In I, 32, 1 (ab)
idam .ianaso vidatha mahad. brahma vadisyati /
the /'• • • •
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the .janas are addressed - "he janah idam janitha rsih mahat
vyapakam brahma vadisvati" etc. as explained by SXYANA.
• •
These janas might have been assembled to hear the braham. hence
they formed the audience at a particular time and place and
has thus a limited connotation.
(3) .iana sometimes denote a dead person, as in
mm ' ~
Krawadam agnim isito harami janan drmhantam
va.irena mrtyum (XII, 2, 9 ab)
("I quickly sweep away corpse eating Agni, Death, with his bolt
depriving men of motion." - (G) )
r * err
(X) Kosam duhanti Kalasam caturbilam1 T " I" If" II
idam dhenum madhumatxm svastaye /
1
i T 1 • 1 111"" " 1
t> '
mm mm *
ur.iam madantem aditim .ianesu-
• •
agne ma himslh parame woman // (XVIII, X, 30)
which belongs to the funeral verses:
("They milk a receptacle (Kosa). a jar with four orifices,
ida as milch cow, rich in honey in order to well being;
reveling refreshment, Aditi among the people, injure thou not,
0 Agni, in the hi^iest firmament" - (W) )
(In VS. 13, X9 cd; TS. A, 2, 10, 2; MS. 2, 7, 17 as well as
in TA. 6, 6, 1 the third quarter of the verse is read thus:
pf'm-ham dhuanam aditim .ianaya. )
G. Jana in Khila
(i) There are eleven occurrences of .jana in the Khila of Rgveda.
(a) (l) yaste parumsi sam dadhau rathas.yeva rbhur dhiya /
tarn grccha tatra te .ianam a.inataste 'yam .ianah //
(IV, 5, 10)
(AV. X, 1, 8 is almost similar where grccha is gaccha)
f \ * mm * e' mm mm * 9 9 9 9 9
(2) yatha hant'e purvasinam tayaives^Vasukr.i.ianah /
9
mm 0 mm mJL 9 9 JZ m
tatha tvaya yu.ia vavam tasva nikrnma sthasnu .iangamam
(IV, 5, 31)
/ \ ' f mm mm mm ' mm mm mm
13) Sam vo manamsi ,i anatam samakutim manamasi /
• • "II II # I. .. I ■! |. II.
9 9 9
mm " 9 JL -
asau yo vimana .ianas tam samavartayamasi (V, 1, 4)
(Aundh edition reads namamasi. and for .ianah has manah)
/ \ ' *r # ' 9 1
14) abhiva svah pra .jihite yavah pakvah patho bilam /
' ' '
mm 'mm + 9
■ianah sa bhadramedhate rastre ra.inah parxksitah
(V, 10, 4)
(= AV. XX, 127, 10)
9 0 JL JL am ' ^ ' 1
(5) nema indra gavo risanmo asam gopati risat /
9
mm ' ' JL
masam amitrayur nana indra ma stena xsata
9 JL 0 0 9 mm mm 0
(b) (1) Svapnah svaonadhikarane sarvam ni svapaya .ianam
99 mm mm 9 0 mm JL * f \
a suryam anyan svapayav yusam .jagrvamaham III, 14, 1)
(- AV. IV, 5, 7)
0 0 » 9 9 9 #
(c) (l) nunam tam navyani manyase prabho .ianasya vrtrahan /
9 9
mm 0aL ' 0
Sfltnanyasu brava vahai suro yo gosu gacchati
sakha susevo advayah // (V, 4, 9)
0 0 0
(d) (1) iriani iana upa srutam narasamsam stavisyate
# / ' ' I "
Sastim sahasra navatim ca Kaurava a rusamesu
41 • •
dadmahe / (V, 8, 1)
525"
(\ / \ ' V 'mm* ' ' Jn ' mm mme' V.1J Santi hyarya asisa indra avur janana
asman naksasva maghavann upavase
dhuksasva pipyiusimisam // (III, 6, 7)
t \ / \ ■" ' «, jJ ' mm mm mm 0 *
(f; (1) ya damsamsi .iarita dustara vara ya samsanti
• • 1 • - ' ' 4 "
.iaritarah sutesu /
• •
mm ' mm * '
yanlha pusvantu vidha .ianesu yairasnutho
vidathe somapeyam // (I, 9, 2)
(2) yapadena ta a te pranan samadade /
atho etat samadade yadanyesu janesu ca / (III, 5, 14-)
• • "
Of these instances the first one only may have the use of .iana
in the sense of a social group or the special group of men. All
others have the sense of collection of men as in (a, (3), (b), (d)
the sense of man in general in (c) (e), .iana is often used to sub-
.•stantivise the adjective.
D. Jana in YV. and the subsequent texts.
(i) In YV. there are numerous occurrences of .iana and its derivatives,
but many of them are either repetitions from ^V. or quotations from it.
(a) Of the instances in which panea .iana occurs, the following
are^uoted:
(1) MS. I, 4, A; TS. I, 6, 1, 8; KS. V. 6
J,** *» mm ** mm ' mm
"devan .ianam agan va.inas tato ma va.i nasyasiragacchatu
Pitrn .ianam .... manusvan .ianam .... vanaspatin
■ianam .... gacchatu panca.ianam ianam "
(2) In TS. I, 6, 1, 2
".. .pancanam tva panca-iananam grhnami ...."
In KS. XXXII, 6, besides this, it is said:
A* M *




These instances show a peculiar use of the word panca .iana
which does not seem to have the sense of five tribes.
(b) (1) In KS. XXII, 15; MS. Ill, 16, 5; TS. IV, 7, 15, 1
agner manve prathamasva pracetaso
vain panca-<ianyam oahavah samindhate / ...
(... whom of the pancajanas many kindle.)
(2) In TS. IV, A, 7, 2
ftgne vathe param hrnnama tavehi samQ
-rabhavahai pancaianyesvapyedhy agne
("0 Agni, thy highest name, the heart,
Gome let us join together
Be Thou 0 Agni among those of the Five races."
! - KEITH)
(3)/...
(3) In VS. (Ma) XVIII, 67, (Ka) XX, A, 9:
ye 'agnayah panca.ianyaasyam prthivyam adhi /
tesamasi tvamuttamah pra no jivatave suva //
(A) In VS. (Ma) XXVI, 9, (Ka) XXVIII, 10, 1, |tXXIX, 5, 3
' * / /«« #
agnir rsih pavamanah panca.ianyah purohitah
tarn Imahe mahagayam //
MS. I, 5, 1 exactly repeats it.
(5) In TS. V, 3, 11, 3
••• panea.i anyesvaoyedhi agne ityahaisa vai
agnih panca.janyo yah panca citikas tasmad
evam aha. (Be^hou, 0 Agni, among those of the
five races. The fire of the five layers in the fire
of the five races.)
(c) The instances devaaiana. daiyya ,iana. deva.iana etc. which
are found in some instances evidently do not signify the sense
of social group of the word ,iana.
(d) .ianesu malimlavah etc. in VS. (Ma) XI, 79, (Ka) XII, 7, 14.J
TS. IV, 1, 10, 3; KS. XVI, 7 may denote "among the different
peoples" explained by MAHlDHARA as ".ianesu grama-vartiau
vandikarah ...."
1 " 1 "
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(e) .iana and .ianata in the Agcusative are often connected with
verbs eti. esyate. agacchat etc. on the one hand and abhiprayan.
Kamayeta on the other in KS. XXVI, 1; KapS XL, Aj KS XXI, 8;
TS. V, A, 6, 1; MS. Ill, 8, lOj TS. II, 2, 5, 5; III, A, 2, 2
and in MS. II, 1, 1> TS. II, 2, 1, A, 5j II, 3, A, 2 etc.
which appears to be the instances found in connection with
gramakamah - etc.
'$2$
Here the word ,iana and janata appears to denote the people in
general, "the folk", who form the wealth of one.
(f) Of the others, notable are the instances of the genitive
case forms, of which except the following:
(1) In MS. IV, 14, 3
.... indro athaikarajo abhava.i .iananam
The others are repetitions from RV.
(g) visva.ianasva chayasi (TS. I, 3, 1, 1) may have signified
all tribes or whole mankind.
(h) The word .ianarat is also found in VS. (Ma) V, 24; (Ka)
as
^ w
V, 6, 3. MAHlDHARA. explains the word va.iamanesu ra.iata which how-
:ever might have meant the Sovereign of the people and the word
■ianara.iva also occurs in a few instances as in VS. (Ma) IX, 40;
X, 18; (Ka) XI, 6, 2; MS. II, 6, 6; TS. I, 8, 10, 2, etc.
In all these instances .iana may have denoted "a tribe" but we
cannot be sure about it. It may have also meant "the people"
in general.
(ii) In the Brahmanas, the instances of .iana are mostly repeated
from the Sarahitas, and in the new uses of the word there is no sense
of the social group.
VIS
-l-n '§!d'f two categories of the meanings of Vis occurring in RV, have
been made (l) Niederlassung, Wohnsitz, Haus and (2) Gemeinde, Stamra,
Volk.
GRASSMANN (WRV) makes five categories: "(l) Haus. Wohnung;
(2) Haus, Familie; (3) Stamm. Gesclilecht mit adjectivischen oder
genetivischen Bestimmungen, oder; (4.) ohne solche; (5) menschlicher
Stamm, Mensch. auch in dem Sinne Untergebene besorders im plur." He
further makes seven categories of the meanings of vispati: (1) Hausherr.
Stammher; in diesem Sinne bisweilen; (2) von Agni; (3) Gebieter der
Menschen. Herrscherj (4.) in diesen Sinne sehr haufig, von Agni; (5)
namentlich mit dem Gen. visam; (6) und zwar meist von Agni; (7) du.
Hausherr und Hausfrau.
MAX MILLER (SBS. XXXII) gives the meanings "clan", "tribe",
"people" for vis and "King" for vispati but OLDENBHRG (SBE, XLVI)
thinks that "house" may be another meaning of vis besides "tribe",
"clan" and he renders vispati as "lord of the clans" but vispatni
"housewife." GRIFFITH frequently translates vis by "people", "men",
"folk", "hosts" or "tribes" and sometimes by "house" and very occas¬
ionally by "family." GELDNER mostly gives the meaning "Stamm" or
"clan" (vispati he generally renders as "clanherr",) and sometimes
some other meaning like "Niederlassung", "Ansiedelung" etc. (on only
a few occasions he gives the meaning "Hausern".) MAGDONBLL (Vedic
Reader) suggests the meaning "settlement", "abode" on the one hand
and "settler", "subject" on the other. Vispati is according to him
"the master of the house." ZIMMER (AL, 193) explains vis thus:
"Die nachste Unter abtheilung des Stammes ist der Gau;
Sein einheimischer Name ist vls«"
2>3q
In 'Vedic Index1 the word is explained as one of "somewhat doubtful
significance." "In many passages of the RV. the sense "settlement"
or "dwelling" is adequate and probable, since the root is vis, "to
enter or settle." In other passages where the visah stand in re-
slation to a prince, the term must mean "Subject" " (S.V.)
Of the Indian interpreters SSIA.NA. generally gives the meaning praja.
the sense of which is not very clear (whether the subject of a king
or a creature.) Sometimes he gives the meaning yajamana / rtvij.
V. MSDHAVA generally gives the meaning manusya and SKANDASVAMIN very
often explains it as putrapautradi. In 'Nighantu' (II, 3) the word
• •
is classed among 25 words denoting "man."
»■
A. vis in RV.
Vis, with its derivatives and compounds occurs 24-1 times in RV.
The word in different cases singly or reduplicated occurs 193 times,
4 4 * r / *
the other words are vispati. vispatni. vesa. visya. vesya and vaisya
(which occurs only once.) Among the 193 instances, the singular
forms (omitting the reduplicated forms which semantically conceives
the plurality of the significant) number only 29, which is significant.
Of those which occur in large numbers Nom./Acc. plural forms are 67,
uen. Plural forms are 41 and Locative plural forms, 43.
(l) The Locative plural viksu has been taken mostly as "Haus",
"Wohnung" by GRA33MANN and only in two instances, he suggests the
meaning "Stamm, Geschlecht" (I, 153, 4 and VIII, 39, 7.)
' ' — *
(a) (l) uta vam viksu madyasvandho
gava apasca olpayanta devlh (I, 153, 4, ab)
("So may the kine and heavenly waters pour you sweet drink in
families/...
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families that make you joyful." - GRIFFITH) But GELDNER
translates "Mogen immerhin bei den rauschtrank liebenden clanen
Kuhe ... sohwellen." S5XANA explains "he mitra varunau
» 1 1 • ''
—t *
jgavah apasca ... madanryasn viksu prajasu ya.i amanalaksanasu
* "" • B "™°"
tasam abhivrdhyartham apyavavantu."
/ \ * * * ' ' *** * --
(2) agnir devesu samvasuh sa yiksu yajniyesva (VIII,39,'7,ab)
GRIFFITH: "Agni inhabiteth with Gods and men who offer sacrifice."
GELDN5R: "Agni ist der Hausgenosse unter den Gottern, er unter
den Opfertatigen Glanen."
SaYAFA explains yajniyesu viksu as yainarhasu prajasv api
samvasuh
• 7
The adj ectives vam madyasu in (l) and yajniyesu in (2) signify
✓ r
"t1ne vises to be devoted to the gods: vis-es may be the number of
groups of people, but the nature of the group (whether family or
clan or Starnrn) is not clear. Vis-es may as well mean simply
"men" specially in contrast with the words devih (in former) and
devesu (in the latter.)
.11. rr ,
(b) On one more occasion, GRIFFITH translates viksu by "in
families." Here viksu is qualified by manustsu.
—i • •
' ' £ -g. JL ' ' ' ' T i * /
(l) esa sya manusisva syeno na viksu siaati //
-~-y— — ."■T' -.-r—y—-f— • #
gacchanjaro na yositam // (IX, 38, U)
GRIFFITH: "He like a falcon settles down amid the families of
men / Speeding like lover to his love."
GSLDNER: "Derselbige lasst sich in den menschlichen Ansiedelungen
nieder wie ein Falke (im Hest), wie ein Buhle, der
Zur jungen Frau geht.
SKANA /...
e
SlYANA: "sa esa somah manusisu viksu pra.iasu ya.i amanarupasvanu-
:grahena a sldati syena iva ...
GELDNER extends the comparison of the falcon's sitting which
might be "in the nest" to Soma's sitting "in the human settle-
:ments." But it should not be plural on account of that.
"Among the men" however, might have been conceived. But the
presence of the adjective inanusisu besides viksu is notable.1
• #' ... «■ .
The other such examples are:
' JL tm '
(2) agnim devaso manusisu viksu
/ / / t
priyam dhuh ksesyanto na mitram (II, 4, 3, ab)
GRIFFITH: "Among the tribes of men the Gods placed Agni as a
dear friend when they would dwell among them."
GSLDNER: "Den Agni setzten die Gotter unter die menschlichen
Glane ... "
V. MSDHAVA explains manuslsu viksu as manuslsu pra.iasu.
SlIANA explains it as manusyasamoandhinlsu pra.iasu.
/ * t
(3) adhayyapnir manuslsu viksv
-apam garbho mitra rtena sadiian / (ill, 5, 3, ab)
GRIFFITH: "mid men's homes hath Agni been established, ful¬
filling with the Law, friend, germ of wateis."
GELDNTF.: "Agni ward unter die menschlichen Stamme gesctzt,
II
• • «
SaIANA explains that Agni established among the manusl pra.ja-s
remains like a friend of the ya.iamanas.
Hence the different ya.iamanas might have been signified by the
plural number of manusi vis.
, ft* » *
(4) ad'na. mitro na sudhitah pavako
agnir dedaya manusisu viksu / (IV, 6, 7, cd)
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'This is also explained by the interpreters in the same way as
they have explained above.
/ \ ' ' ' ~15) dvir yam panca ,j i.ianantsamvasanah
svasaro agnirn raanuslsu viksu / (IV, 6, 8, ab)
# — ~ "g 5— 7 7 7
GRIFFITH: "He, Agni, whom the twice five sisters dwelling
together in the homes of men engendered."
GELM5R: explains manusisu viksu as "mensehlichen Stammen" and
00 0
SilAHA explains manoh sambandhinlsu praiasu. In the last
• • 0
instance V. MiDHAVA emphasises the nature of pra.jasu as
ya.jnaparasu.
(6) sa manusisu dulabho viksu pravlramartyah /
1 0" "•"" ' •" " 1-. 1 ' m
duto visvesam bhuvat // (IV, 9, 2)
GRIFFITH: "May he the Immortal, Helper, hard to be deceived
among mankind, become the messenger of all."
Here GRIFFITH interprets manusxsu viksu as "among mankind"
• 10 " ' •
while all others interpret as usual.
' '
~ JL.
(7) ahelata manasa yatam arvag"'
•
asnanta havyam manusisu viksu / (VII. 67. 7. cd)
1 .
# # 1 •' 111
GRIFFITH: "Gome unto us with spirits free from anger in homes
of men enjoying our oblation."
GELDNER also tra.nsla.tes asnanta havyam manusisu viksu by "...
0 0 •
das Opfer in den menschlichen Ansiedlungen geniessend."
SiYAHA explains : "(he asvinau) ... anugrahayuktena cetasa ...
0
asmadabhlmnkham avatam / ... havih svrmadikam ... abhyavaharantau/
Kutra 1 manusyasu prajasu vartamanam.
•
There is apparently no reason in the context forgiving a differ¬
ent meaning of the same phrase.
(8) /...
^8) ta lm pratyasi punaranyarupa
' ' ' '
asi tvam viksu manuslsu hota (X, 1, L, cd)
• • ' ' " 7 7 7
GRIFFITh: "These in their altered form again thou meetest,
Thou art invoking priest in homes of mortals."
GELDNER translates the last portion by: "Du bist der
Opferpriester unter den menschlichen Stammen."
SlXAEA explains: "manusisu manusvajatisu viksu prajasu / yadva
viksv agnihotradixriyasv abhinivisantlsu
manusya.jatisu / hota devanam ahvata homanispadako
va asi bhavasi /
In all these instances manusisu viksu appears to denote "among
• • --"in #r — o
mankind" or "among human settlers."
(c) On one occasion viksu is qualified by manusvasu.
• •
t «• / f /
(1) ni yam dadhur manusyasu viksu
* / / -i // /
svar na citram vapuse vibhavam // (I, 14.8, 1, cd)
GRIFFITH: "... he whom they lave set mid human houses, gay-hued
as light and shining forth for beauty."
GELDNER: "... den sie unter die menschlichen Stamme eingesetzt
haben, prachtig wie die Sonne zue Schonheit erstrah-
:lend."
SSXANA explains: "yam agnim manusyasu viksu vapuse svarupaya
• • * 1 •
/ r
vagadlsvarupa-prakasaya sarlradharanaya va
■iatharagnirupena sthapitavantah" and explains manusyasu
viksu thus: "matva Karma Kurvatisu rtvigrupasu pra.jasu
purvam - ya.inasarera siddhaye dharayanti ya.iamanah /
yadva / purvam deva manusyasu manor-apatyobhutasu
viksu pra.iasu pranisu - "
• • •
Thus/...
Thus manusyasu viksu in the present context denotes "among
mankind" in general, and GELDNSR's "stamme" and GRIFFITH'S
"houses" are not suitable.




juhve manusvad uparasu viksu
^ * *
mm. ' '
yusme saca brhaddivesu somam (IV, 37, 3, cd)—j*—* , ———1 • " ■■■ — 7 7 7
GRIFFITH: "So Manuslike, mid younger folk I offer to you who
are aloft in heaven, the Soma."
GELDNER: "So opfere ich unter den nachgeborenen clanen, wie
Manu tat, euch in Gesellschaft der Himmlischen den
Soma."
SSYANA explains manusvat uparasu viksu as "manuriva una
^ uj ... . , '
devaya.i anasamlpe ramanta ityuparah tasu prajasu.
(e) In one instance, manusesu is found with viksu but the*—5— •
former is not apparently the adjective of the latter:




varenyo hota dhayi viksu (I, 60, L,, ab)1
• ' """T
GRIFFITH: "Good to mankind, the yearning Purifier hath among
men been placed as Priest choiceworthy."
GELDKER: "Der lautere Furb&tter der Gott unter den Menschen
ward als der auserwahlte Hotr unter die Glane gesetzt.
SElANA interprets viksu as adjective of manusesu. giving it an
etymological meaning "yajnagrham pravistesu" whereby manusesu .
is yajamines!. But it seems to De a forced explanation to avoid
duplication of the words/iaving the same meaning. But manusesu
may be construed separate from viksu as done by GRIFFITH and
GELDNER.
(f) viksu qualified by martyasu occurs in:
' ' /■ /
apasyam asya mahato mahitvam
amartyasya martyasu viksu (X, 79, 1, ab)
GRIFFITH: "I&ave beheld the might of this Great Being, Immortal
in the midst of tribes of mortals."
GELDNHR: "Ich habe seine des Grossen Grosse, des Unsterblichen
in den sterblichen Niederlassungen erschant."
SAIAKA expia ins: asya agneh mamhaniyasya mahattvam pasyami /
kidrsasyasya / martyasu viksu manusyarupasu prajasu
tasam hrdaye amaranatva-bhavasya vaisvanarai'upena
varta-manasya / yadvl / rtvigya.iama.na rupasu prajasu..
• •
With the adjective martyasu. viksu seems to be not specifying
particular tribes, nor "Niederlassungen" and SSlANA's rendering
is satisfactory.
(g) viksu qualified by ayusu in:
t f * * t
ratho na viksvrnjasana ayusu
vyanusagvarya deva rnvati // (I, 5B, 3, ad)
""
• • •
is explained by GELDTEft as "unter den Ayuclanen"
GRIFFITH: "Hastening like a car to men, to those who live, the
God without delay gives boons to be desired."
SSXANA explains viksu as lankikajanesu and a.yusu as yajamana
laksanesu manusvesu. He explains rnjasanah as stuyaminah.
1 1 * • • • • r
He means to say that the god (Agni) is eulogised among the men
represented by the Yajamanas, as the car is eulogised among the
ordinary people. The eulogy of the car is not improbable among
the Vedic people. In the Vedic hymns also there is "rathastuti.
But GRIFFITH'S meaning is also suitable where he translates
rn.iasana/...
PH.jftsana, oy "hastening" which is apt in the case of ratha as
well as of the gocls coming and immediate bestowal of boons or
riches. GRASSMANN also gives the meaning of rn;iasana as
"vordringen" or "vorwart schiessen." In any case regarding
viksu and ayusu. SSYANA's and GRIFFITH'S meanings are not
less acceptable than GSLDNER's "Syu clanen" which if accepted
should be taken ultimately to represent the people in general.
(h) Nahusxsufe on two occasions is found as adjective of viksu.
. . o __
.
\ f ' * *(1) vrsanvantam bibhrati dhursu ratham
• • • i
JL ' '
mandra ciketa nahusisu viksu (I, 100, 16, cd)
GRIFFITH: "Drew at the pole the chariot yoked with stallions,
joyous among the hosts of men was noted."
GELDNER: " - die im J0oh den mit Stieren bespannten wagen tragt,
die ent-zuckende hat unter den na^husischen Stammen
Aufs&hen gemacht."
SlYANA explains nahusisu also as derived from nahusa a synonym
• • • •
according to him of "man" ~ he says "nahusa manusyah / tat
"
• 1 1 1 * • '
sambandhinlsu viksu senalaksanasu prajasu."
" '' '
"• 1 ' » "
/ mm' * * ' Jm JL /
(2) uta tyad asvasyant yadindra nahusisva /
agre viksu pradidayat // (VIII, 6, 24.)
GRIFFITH: "And Indra, grant us allihat wealth of fleet steeds
which shone bright of old among the tribes of Nahushas."
GELDNSR: "Und jenen Besitz rasches Rosse, der beiden, nahusischen
Stammen voraus lenchtet, 0 Indra."
SiYANA explains in this instance also "nahusa iti manus.yanama /
tatsambandhinisu /" He gives an alternate meaning - "nahuso
nama kascid raja / tadiyasu viksu prajasu / ..."
In/...
In both the instances GELDNSR explains vis as "otamm" and Kahusa
the name of it in the present two instances as 5yu in the last.
But SlYANA and GRIFFITH explain both Syu and Nahusa denoting
"man." GRASSMANN explains Syu as either the name of a person
or one having movement and activity and Kahusa as neighbour or
dweller which is not quite acceptable.
nahusisu is found as an adjective of krstisu in yadindra
9 9 'y'e 9 " 1
«, -r ~ ' . ' ' / ' •. ' ~ £ '
nanuslsva o.io nrmnam ca krstisu / yadva panea ksitinam dvumnam
* *
obi * .,
abhara satravisvani panmsva // (VI, ^6, 7)
where SlYANA explains nahusisu krstisu as "manusya samoandlinlsu
pra.iasu" and GRIFFITH translates it by "in tribes of Nahushas."
(i) Syu is also found in the genitive case before viksu in
/ 0 t *
imam vidhanto apam sadhasthe
1 " •' 1 i ■
dvitadadhur bhrgavo viksvayoh (II, A, 2, ab)
GRIFFITH: "Bhrigus who served him in the home of waters set him
of old in houses of the living."
GSLDNKR: "In der Wohnung der Gewasser ihm dienend setzten die
Bhrgus ihn abermals unter die Glane des Ayu."
SlYANA explains viksu as svabhutasu prajasvrtviksu tesam madhye
^ X . Ill If r- 9 ~m - " ~ 0 0 —*>•—>
ca, and V. MlDHAVA explains it as manusyesu.—»—*7
00
SlYANA explains ayoh as manusvasya ya.jamanasya and V. MlDHAVA
PS urvasTmitrasya with dvitadadhur as dvayoh sthanat (SlYANA)III.. I. — —.-m. "" ' " " 0 0
and prathamadvaidham nihitavantah garhapatyam ahavaniyam ca.
(i) manuso viksu similarly occurs in one instance:
yatha ya.inam manuso viksvasu
dadhidhve ranvah sudinesvahnam (IV. 37. 1. cd)
"
0 • 1 #
where manusah is explained by V. MlDKAVA as manoh prajapatch
and/...
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and oy S&YANA as manoh sambadiiihisu qualifying viksu explained by
* * • •
V. MjSDHAVA as svabhutasvasu praiasu. by GUYANA as ya.iamanesu
• <■
madhye. But GRIFFITH translates:
"As ye, gay gods, accept in splendid weather, the
sacrifice among these folk of Manus."
GELDN3R: "wie ihr das Opfer des Manu in diesen clanen, ihr
Freude bringenden an glucklichen Tagen empfangen
habt."
GRIFFITH takes viksu connected with manusah while G3LDNER con-
♦ • •
snects ya.jnam with manusah but the connection of the latter with
"in diesen Glanen" is not convincing.
(k) viksu qualified by visvasu occurs in several instances:"
• """"i
* t * * t
(1) adhi visvasu havyo'gnir
t t t
viksu pra sasyate (V, 17, 1, cd)
GRIFFITH: "Then, meet to be invoked among all tribes is Agni
glorified."
GELDNER: "Darum wird der zu berufende Agni bei alien Glanen
gefeiert."
But visvasu viksu is explained by V. MSDHAVA and SSlAMA as




(2) avisto asman visvasu viksu -'
~f% i~
advum krnota samsam ninitsoh / (VII. 31. 12)
•V • •
GRIFFITH: "May he assist us among all the tribes and make the
envier's praise devoid of light."
GELDNER: "Stchet uns in alien Niederlassungen bei; machet die
(uble) Rede des Tadelsuchtigen unschadlich!"
SlIANA explains "he devah. asman sarvasu viksu prajasu raksata /
samsam ninditumicchatah satroh adeptim kuruta ca /
r- ' • •
3 i+o
f \ I 0 mm V > >(.3) visvasu viksvaviteva hawo
bhuvad vastur rsunam // (VIII, 71, 15, cd)
GRIFFITH: "Let him as Guardian be invoked in all the tribes,
the lighter-up of glowing brands."
GSLDNER: "In alien Niederlassungen soli er wie ein Gonner
anzururufen sein, der Erheller der Morgenstrahlen."
SJYANA explains "so 'gnih - sarvasu pra.iasu raksita raieva -
• • • ™"~~
rsxnam asmakam vasako devah havyah bhavatu / athava /
sarvasu yajamanarupasu pra.iasu madhya rsinam
suktadrastrnam asmakameva havyah bhavatu."
Thus SSlANA explains sarvasu viksu as "among all men" and
GRIFFITH translates it by "in all the tribes" and GELDHSR by
"in alien Niederlassungen" (the first example of course he
translates by "bei alien Glanen.")
(l) In connection with the worship of the fathers, one instance
contains viksu qualified by suvr.ianasu.
• •
' wL S ' mm
ye parthive ra.jas.ya nisatha
Ye va vunam suvr.ianasu viksu // (X. 15. 2. cd)
1 '
• • •
GRIFFITH: "Those who have rested in the earthly region and those
who dwell among the mighty races."
GSLDNER: " die sich in der irdischen Welt niedergesetzt
haben, oder die jetzt bei verbundeten Glanen sind."
HILLEBRANDT: " .... die im Bereich der Erde sich niederliessen
oder jetzt in gluckliciien Gauen sind."
SlIANA explains "ve apyanye brthiversambandhini ra.jogunakarye'
e * .
Smin ... ve va kecidanye bandhuvargarupah pitarah
viksu bandhu rupasu pra.iasu a nisattah
sraddhadisvlkarayagatyopavistah / suvr.j anasu /
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suvr.i anasu / vr.i anam dhanam / dhanasararddhaya
• «• i "—
/
sraddiiadikarma- parasv ityarthah / ...."
Here viksu stands for among the people - the relatives who are
ready to do the sraddha and other ceremonies to the fathers.
(m) In some instances viksu is qualified by some pronominal
adjectives:
/ \ ' ' ' — *
(1) tvam viksu pradivah slda asu
• " ™
'
— m m —• —i
kratva rathlraohavo va ryanam (VI, 5, 3, ab)
GRIFFITH: "Thou from of old has dwelt among these people by
mental power the charioteer of blessings."
GELDNER: "Du sassest seit alters unter diesen Glanen mit
Umsicht ...."
SlIANA: "he agne ... pra.iasu puratanakalinasu vaisvanaratmana
vartase tathatmiyena karmana "
(V. MKDHAVA: - "tvam manusyesu puranah sldasi "
0
mm JL 0 0 0
(2) vasta cakara sa kuha svid indrah
' JL ' ■» 0 / \
kama .ianam carati kasu viksu (VI, 21, 4, &b)
GRIFFITH: "And he who did these things, where is that Indra?
among what tribes? what people doth he visit?"
GELDNSR: "Wo ist derm der Indra, der das getan hat; zu welchen
Volke geht er, bei welchen Stammen (ist er)?"
* ' JL ' ' mm
(3) kva svid adya katamasv asvina
viksu dasra madavete subhaspatl (X, 40, 14, ab)
GRIFFITH: "0 Asvins, wonderworkers, Lords of lustre, where and
with what folk do ye delight yourselves today?"
GELDNER: "Wo, in welchen Hausern werden denn Leute die Meister
Asvin, die Gatten der Schon heit, ergotzt?"
sSyana/. ..
3 42-
SSlANA: "he asvinau ... kvasvit kva sthitau .jana-pade kataraasu
kasu viksu Gra.jasu atmanam tarpayatah /
• — I "-I ■« I l-M— #
These instances show specification of the vis es which seem to
denote groups of people like "tribes," but they may not be the
"tribes" in the true sense of the term.
(n) In the context of religious rites performed, there are some
instances of viksu.
/ \ ' ' ' ' f t(1) rsirna stubhva viksu prasasto
va.ji na prlto vayo dadhati (I, 66, 2, cd)
GRIFFITH: "Like a seer lauding famed among the folk; like a
steed friendly he vouchsafes us power."
GELDRER renders viksu prasastah as "unter allem Volk gefiert."
SSlANA explains: "... mantradrasta rsir iva devanam stota viksu
• • • *> • • •
t
va.iamanalaksanesu manusyesu prakhyatah asva iva
1 ' 1 '
• 1111 """"" • " « " •
harsayuktah / yathasvah harsayukto yuddhabhimukham
gace hati tadvad ayamapi devanam havirvahane
harsayukto bhavatityarthah / ..."
• •
Viksu prasastah suggests the vises to.be either men or groups of
men who have Agni among them and whom they praise.
/ # / » ' '
(2) oitro vad aohratchveto na viksu
ratho na rukml tvesah samatsu // (I, 66, 3, cd)
—1" "" • • " ' ' ''
GRIFFITH: "Br^it when he shines forth, whitish mid the folk,
like a car, gold decked, thundering to the fight."
GELDHER: "Wenn er prachtig erglantzte wie ein Schimmel unter
allem Volke, wie ein gold verzierter Wagen in den
Xampfen (vmt) ent brannt."
Here also Agni is referred to as shining bright among the people
assembled together. SSYANA explains viksu as pra.jasu.
(3) adha sma na udavata sa.iosaso
'
_ f ' mm ' fratham devaso abhi viksu vajayum (II, 31, 2, a'o)
GRIFFITH: "Yea, now ye Gods of one accord speed on our car what
time among the folk it seeks an act of might;"
GELDNER: "Dann bringet, ihr ein mutigen Gotter, unseren nach
dem Sieger preis strebenden Wagon uber (andere) zu
Ehren bei den Glanen."
SSYANA explains viksu here as pra.iii.su ,i anapadesu and udavata
as udagamayata (avatiratragatyarthah) but V. tffiDHAVA explains
the latter as udraksata. According to GELDNER udavata sig-
:nifies "bring" having its object ratham. but instead of that
the meaning of V. KlDHAVA seems to be better, as in the previous
verse also to the gods, the protection of the car is prayed for.
GRIFFITH considers here a reference is made to the chariot race
and notes WIHDISGH's view to understand "car" as a figurative
expression for "hymn of praise," which appears to be supported
by GELDNER also. The word ratham seems to be qualified by
va.iayum. which may mean "seeking anna" (SlYANA and V. MlDHAVA,)
or "an act of might" (GRIFFITH,) or "honour" (GELDNER,) "among
the people or in the settlements of the people" (SlIANA,) or
"the folk" (GRIFFITH) or "bei den Glanen" (GELDNER.) It is
difficult to find out what viksu actually signified in this
verse.
' JL '
(4) evi no agne viksva dasasya
tvava vavam sahaslvannaskrah / (VII, 43, 5, ab)
GRIFFITH: "So, Agni, send us wealth among the people: may we
be c3.osely knit to thee, 0 Victor."
GELDMSR/...
GELDNER: "Also, Agni, sei uns in den Stamm sitzen gewogen
Hit dir, Maohtiger, sind wir befreundet, wir
Festgenossen."
SEYAKA and V. MADHAVA explain viksu as pra.jasu. a dasasya as
dhanamabhi prayaccha and abhimukhyena dehi nah as asmabhyam.
*
(5) amuro hotS nyasadi viksu
f r *
agnir mandro vidathesu pracetah / (IV, 6, 2, ab)
* T
GRIFFITH: "He was set down mid inen as Priest unerring, Agni,
wise, welcome in our holy synods."
GELDNER: "Als der unbeirrte Opferpriester ward er bei den
Stammen eingesetzt, Agni der beliebte in Weisheit
erfahrene."
SlYANA explains rtvigrupa.su pra.iasu madhye.
/ / / / r
(6) aciha hi tva jagrbhrire martaso viksvidyam (IV, 7, 2, c
V. MlDHAVA explains martaso jagrbhrire as manusyah ya.inartham
• •
parigrhnanti and viksu xdyam as manusyesu stutyam. SlYANA
"
# . 9 m •
explains viksu as vidbhih pra.iabhih.
"
• 9 9 9
GRIFFITH: "For mortal men have held thee fast, adorable in all
their homes."
GELDNER: "Benn darum haben dich die Sterblichen festgehalten
als den in den Clanen zu berufenden (Priester.)
(7) adiaa hi viksu idyo'si priyo no atithih (VI, 2, 7, ab)
GRIFFITH: "For in men's houses, thou must be glorified as a well
loved guest."
GELDNER: "Denn nun bist du unser lieber Gast, unter den Clanen
anzurufen."
SlYANA and V. MEDHAVA respectively explain viksu as prajasu and
• *
s
manusyesu. In these two instances GRIFFITH understands vis
as/»••
3-4 S"
as 'home' while others find no difference from their usual
meanings.
(&) saparyenyah sa priyo viksvagnir
hota mandro ni sasada ya.jiyan (VI, 1, 6, ab)
GRIFFITH: "Dear priest among mankind, adorable Agni hath seated
him, joy giver, skilled in worship."
GEESBER: "In Ehren soli man den bei den Glanen beliebeten
Agni halten ...
SlIANA explains pujyah agnih kamanam prerakah prajasu agnir
• • • ' •
hota nisldati madayita etc.
'
— '« ~JL *
(9) accha no angirastamam ya.ihaso yantu samyatah
hota yo asti viksva yasastamah // (VIII, 23, 10)
GRIFFITH: "May all our sacrifices go to him the truest Angiras
who is among mankind the most illustrious Priest."
GELDNER: (translates the second line by) "der der angeschenste
Opferpriester bei den Stammen ist."
SSlANA explains the latter portion as "manusyesu homanispadakah
san a sarvatah yasasvitamah bhavati ...."
1
• ' •
t • ' »
_ >
(10) bahubhyam agnim ayavo 'jananta
viksu hotaram nyasadayanta // (X,.7, 5, cd)
• •
GRIFFITH: "Man with their Arms have generated Agni and stablished
as Invoker mid the people."
GELDNER: "den Agni erzeugten die Syu's mit den Armen, sie
setzten ihn als Hotr bei den Glanen ein."
S5XAM explains viksu as "manusyesu (i.e.) tadakaresu
devisvityarthah / hotaram."
GRIFFITH and GELDNER consider viksu as "among the human oeings"
while/...
3 iti
while SlYANA considers it implying "among the divine beings who
have similar appearences as the human ones."
(o) In the following instances GRIFFITH and GSLDNER translate




havante viksu .iantavah / (I, 45, 6, ab)
GRIFFITH: "0 Agni, loved by many, thou of fame, most wondrous
in their homes men call on thee
GELDNER: "Dich du Ruhmglanzendster, rufen die Angehorigen in
den Nieder—lassungen an
S5YANA explains viksu .iantavah as pra.iasutpannah ya.iamanah.
• 0.0 • 0
V. MlDHAVA also explains manusyesu jatah. GELDNER's trans-
• • •
slation seems to bp^he most satisfactorj^. But viksu could
also denote 'In different social groups," so that the meaning
would be "people in different social groups call thee."
/ ' '
(2) atranyasmai sadbhih sambharanty -
uttanahasta namasadhi viksu / (X, 79, 2, cd)11,1 ' ' ' * " ■
0 ' "
GRIFFITH: "With hands upraised, with reverence in the houses,
for him they quickly bring his food together."
GELDNER: "... mit ausgestreckten Handen (nahen sie ihm) unter
Verbeugung in den Nieder-l&ssungen."
SlYANA explains adhi viksu as usual by pra.jasu and further
elucidates it as rtviksu madhye. But GRIFFITH and GELDNELR
consider viksu differently.
0
(p) lis in the hymn to Agni generally denotes "sacrificers" or
"Agni—worshippers" but in the hymn to Indra mostly tne people
seeking military power from Indra.
(1) /...•
/ V ' ' #
^ /
U; vrtamcayah sahurir viksn arita
• • « """" ""
indrasya vocam pra krtani vlrya // (II, 21, 3, cd)
GRIFFITH: "Host-gatherer, triumphant, honoured mid the folk.
Indra's heroic deeds will I tell forth to all."
GELDNER: ".. als Heer saramler, als Bezwinger unter den Stammen
aner Kannt - des Indra voll brachte Heldentatenten
will ich Verkunden."
Though SlIANA gives the usual meaning prajasu. V. MSDHAVA
explains viksu as satrusu in connection with arita which he
explains as tadayudhaih sanjatarah which SlIANA explains as
* ® •
palakatvena prapito bhavati. In any case here the people are
meant either on the invoker's own side or on the enemy side.
f ' * *
(2) satakrato madayasva sutesu
/ W i> * / /
prasrna ava prtanasu pra viksu (VI, IX, 5, cd)
GRIFFITH: "Rejoice'ihee, SatakratuI in the juices: guard us in
wars, guard us among our people."
GELEH5R: "Du ratreicher berausche dich apden Saften, hilf uns
in den Kampfen und zu Hause weiter."
SSIAM explains prtanasu sangramesu - prakarsena raksa / na
# ■■■' • " • • • •




If prtanasu is samgramesu. viksu seems to denote among the
friendly people as clearly found in GRIFFITH'S translation.
SlYANA seems to suggest that the protection is sought not only
in battles from the enemies but everywhere among all men.
' • ' ' '
(3) aham pungubhyo atithigvam iskaram
isam na vrtraturam viksu dharayam / (X. 18, 8, ab)
*• *• * •
GRIFFITH /...
GRIFFITH: "Against the Uungus, I made Atithigva strong, and
kept him amid the folk like Vrtra-conquerdng strength."
GELDNER: translates the latter half thus: "wie eine gute speise
und befestigte den Feindetoter bei seinen Glangenossen .
SAYAM explains this portion thus: satrunam himsakam viksu
pra.iasu madhve annamiva tasamannam yatha bhogaya
tadvad annasthanlyam dharitavanasmi.
Isam as vrtraturam is more likely to be "strength." But if it
is "food" according to GELDNSR and 3AYANA viksu may signify among
* •
the subjects of the King.
0
mm ' 0 '
(q) (1) nrcaksa raksah pari pasya viksu
0 0 00 0
tasya trlni prati srnihy agra / (X, 87, 10, ab)
GRIFFITH: "Look on the fiend mid men, as Man-beholder: rend thou
'
his three extremeties in pieces."
GELDNER: "Mit dem Hertscherange erspahe den bosen Geist in den
Niederlass'ungen, brich dessen drei Spitzen abj"
HILLE3RANDT: "Kannerkundend beobachte das Raksas unter der
Leuten, Zerspalte seine drei Spitzen; ..."
SlYANA explains viksu as manusvesu himsakatvena vartamanam
# —• • • •
raksasam pari pasya sarvato vilokaya ....
t f '
(2) manusvad vrktabarhise rarama
'
• • • • '
rnflndii hitaprayasa viksu yajyu // (X, 61, 15, cd)
GRIFFITH: "Blithe, bounteous, manlike, to the Sacrif'icer honoured
among our men with offered viands."
GELDNSR: "der gjeich Manu das Barhis ungelegt hat, die Erfreu-
:lichen, denen ein Opfermahe bereitet ist, die in den
Niederlassungen Opfer erwarten."
SXYANA /
oSYANA explains viksu as rtviksu asmadivesu let Mitra and
• : : a—r—
Varuna be worshipped (yastavyafe. bhavatam.)
• • """""
grbhayata raksasah sampinastana (VII, 104, 18, ab)g 9 # # • •
GRIFFITH: "Spread out, ye Maruts, search among the people:
seize ye and grind the Rakshasas to pieces."
GELDNER: "Verleitet euch, ihr Marut, in den Ansiedelungen
suchet, nehmet fest zerquetchet die Dunxel manner."
HILLEBRANDT translates viksiAcchata by "suchet in den Wohnsitzen.
In all these instances GRIFFITH translates viksu by "among men"
while according to GELDNER and HILLEBRANDT vis denotes
"settlement."
(r) In three instances viksu occurs along with osadhlsu.
• "'1 • •
/ / f * *
(l) sam yaddhananta manyubhir janasah.
GRIFFITH: "What time the men in fury rush together for running
streams for pastures, and for houses."
GELDNER: "Wenn die Volker ingrimmig aufeinander Schlagen, die
Tapferen um Flusse, Pflanzen, Ansiedlungen."
The next line:
shows that the prayer is for protection in battles. V. MSDHAVA
also explains vahvlsu as mahatisu but viksu as pra.jasu ca
(3) vitisthadhvam maruto viksukcfehata
-. . ■ " ■ — -j
sura yahvisvoaadhisu viksu / (VII, 56, 22, ab)u
• • • •
adha sma no maruto rudriyasas
' '
mm ' //
trataro bhuta prtanasv aryah y/
i
* -r
Amlsins viksu as nivesavitrTsu and yahvisu as mahatisu. He
j. - 1 «T • e
comments "nsadhinam hi yudhyante." SlYANA
S . ■ • '• » • •
(2) /...
3So
(2) spaso dadhathe sadhxsu vixsu -
"• ' • '
* / / 0
rdhagyato animisam raksamana // (VII, 61, 3, cd)
GRIFFITH: "Have in the fields and houses set your warders who
visit every spot and watch unceasing."
GELDNER: "Eure Spaher habet ihr in dem Pflanzen und Ansiedelungen
aufgestellt und "
According to V. MlDHAVA osadhlsu manusyesu ca prthak prthak
• • • • • •
tejamsi dadhathe.
SaIANA explains osadhisu and viksu as pra.iasu nimittabhutasu
• • r • •
rupam dharayethe.
f
, e * /
(3) yamv sthananyasvina dadhathe
'mm ' ' , / .
divo yahvpisvosadhxsu viksu / ( te . "73 , ^ )
• "*"• "" • • 1 ' \
0
GRIFFITH: "Whatever dwellings ye possess, 0 Asvins, in fields of
men or in the streams of heaven."
r
GELDNER: "Welche Standorte ihr Asvin eingenommen habt in den
jungsten Tochtern des Himmels, den Pflanzen, den
Ansiedelungen."
'
mm mm mm mm mm mm mm
SlYANA exolains "he asvina yuvam dyulokadagatya yani sthanani
• " •
kuruthah / Kutreti ucyate / yahvisu mahatxsu osadhlsu
——— "1 ■ --y —— • " ■" 1 ■ • • ' •
viksu ya.iamanesu ca / ....
V. MlDHAVA's explanation is more or lass similar.
Although nothing can be said definitely of the nature of vis
from these examples, we can say that osadhi (the herbs or useful
plants) are placed parallelly with vis which may signify "man"
in general.
Thus, from the detailed discussion of all the instances of
viksu the Locative plural form, it transpires that not in any
single/...
3 si
single instance the meaning "settlement" is quite evident"'"
altnough the Locative cs.se itself gives a suggestion of locality.
The Indian annotators in all the instances have given the mean¬
ing pra.ia / manusya. In some examples, "man" in general
seems to be the meaning of the word, but we have to admit that
the sense of "group of men" is plausible in some instances.
(ii) The only three instances of Locative Singular may oe discussed
in this connection to see if in singular the sense of a man or of a
tribe is applicable.
/ \ / \ ' ■■ * ' t r t f
(a) (1) yadva u vispatih sitah suprlto manuso visi
• • ~T~~~' ""
' f / / /
visved agnih prati raksamsi sedhati // (VIII, 23, 13)
• • • 1 " *
GRIFFITH: "Soon as the eager Lord of men is friendly unto Manu's
race. Agni averteth from us all the demon host."
GELDNER translates: "Wenn namlich der Glanherr Agni in den Clane
des Manu scharf gemacht wird und recht befriedigt
ist, dann wehrt er alle Dunkelgeister ab."
SSlANA however gives an etymological meaning of vis - whereby we
get the meaning of vis as "house" which the European scholars
do not agree with. But in the next instance
//_ ' mm mm ' '
(b) (l) pra visvasamann atrivadarca pavaka socise
/ / * f
^ * <•/
vo adhvaresvxdyo hota mandratamo visi (V.22.1)
"""
• •'
the latter portion is translated by GRIFFITH thus:
"Who must be praised in holy rites, the Priest, most
welcome in the house."
1
With verb stha-(ni) sad- etc. the sense of "settlement" may be
arrived at, but it can as well signify "among the settlers", "among
the people dwelling together" etc. instead of "in the settlements."
(Examples (m - 1), (n - 5,3), (b - 1) etc.)
and by GELDNER thus: "... der als der Wohlredenste Opferpriester
in Olan bei dem Opfern zu berufen ist."
while SlXANA explains visi as jane and V. MlDHAVA explains it
as manusyesu.
(2) Almost the same expression is in
' f * ft t / /
dvita yo bhud amrto martyesva hota mandratamo visi
• • "** """
(VIII, 71, 11, cd)
hota mandratamo visi whereof is translated also by GELDNSR into
"in der liiederlassung der wohlredendste Opferpriester ward" and
by GRIFFITH into "Old Priest ... the most delightful in the
/
house," while SAXANA explains "visi viksu yaiamana'Tflipasu
a " ""S*™" ■ —
prajasu hota horaanispadakah mandratamah madayitrtamasoa bhavati" /
In the first instance it may oe "the race of Kanu" or "the
people having Mam as their forefather" that is "the human race,"
which may have been denoted by manuso vis. (GELDNER's "clan"
is not acceptable as the term presupposes certain characteristics
which were not embodied in vis) and SAIANA's etymological mean-
:ing is not satisfactory. But there is no justification that
this meaning, viz. "house," is applicable in the other two
instances, and GELDF:® already gives the meaning "clan" in the
second instance, in the third instance also there should not be
a separate meaning of the word and hota mandratamo visi can be
interpreted as the Hotr. the most pleasant one among the people.
(iii) That the word vis stands for a "group of people" is evident
from certain examples. In the following examples by vis a group
of people is specified.
(a) (1) tatte janmotaikam vasisthagastyo yattva
visa ajabhara (VII, 33, 10, cd)
GRIFFITH: "Thy one and only birth was then, Vasistha when from
• •
thy stook Agastya brought thee hither."
GELDNER: "... $as was derne eine Geburt und eine, 0 Vasistha,
• •
als dich Agastya dem Glane braehte." (he notes:
"Der Clan der Trtsu's ist gemeint.)
SAYANA explains visah with an etymological reference: visah
* • '""" ' »
*
nivesanan mitravarunaM- avarn .janayisyava ityetasmat
purvavasthanat-tvam yada agastyah a.iahara / (This
is said by Indra or by the sons of vasistha accordin
• •
to SEYAWA.)
V. MSDHAVA explains visah as manusyan prati meaning that while
Agastya brought you to the mankind.
visa (4 a.jabhara) is explained by GRIFFITH and SSYANA as in
— • •
Ablative case (visah.) But GELDNER with 0LDEN3ERG considers
it vise (Dative) and also HILLEBRANDT who translates: "... als
dich Agastya fur (deinen) Glan herbei brachte, war das deine
eine Geburt, Vasistha." But V. MlDHAVA probably understands
« •
it to be Accusative plural. Here if SKYANA's meaning is ig~
r
:nored, V. MEDHAVA's suggested meaning of vis as "man" is set
against the narrowed meaning "clan" etc. as suggested by the
European scholars and we cannot be definite about the latter
meaning.
/ f ' J. — / \
(b) (l) snmnayannid viso asmakam a cara (I, 114, 3, c)
*
is explained by SEYANA as "tvam ca asmakam visah pra.iah£ o
^ • * ' 1 • ♦
abhilaksva a cara agaccha / tasam pra.ianam sukham icchanneva
enk-haprada eva bhavetyarthah.
V. KEDHAVA explains visah as putra-pautradln and SKANDA SVEMIN
explains rtvi.io va prati.
GRIFFITH translates: "Gome to our families bringing them bliss .."
According to WILSON: "Gome to posterity purposing to promote their
happiness." GELDNSR however translates "Wohl wollend Komme zu
unseren Niederlassungen." HILLEBRANDT translates: "... Komme
in unsere Gane."
* *
(2) upa tva bahni gamato visam no
raksohana sambhrta vllupanl (VII, 73, A, ab)
• • • # • "T-
GRIFFITH; "And these two Priests come nigh unto our people,
united, demonslayers mighty handed."
GELDNER: "Diese beiden Zugrosse mogen zu unserem Glane Kommen,
die Unholdtoter, in voller Ausruhstung, die Stark-
:hufigen."
/
V. MABHAVA- explains visam as prajam. SlYANA further clarifies
it as pra.jSm rtvi.jam.
4»
t *
In both these examples no vis and asmakam vis probably denotes
"our men" in the general way.
f r ft* *
(c) (l) pra vo yahvam purunam visam devayatlnam
• m
tt* r f f
agnim suktebhir vacobhir unahe yam sim idanya
Tlate (I, 36, 1)
GRIFFITH: "With words sent forth in holy hymns, Agni we suppli¬
cate, the Lord of many families who duly serve the gods, yea,
him whom others also praise."
GELDNER translates yahvam purunam visam devayantinam by "den
Jungsten unter vielen, (den Herrn) der gottergebenen Stamme,"
y— T •—
thus he understands visam as qualified by devayantinam.
SilYANA explains "... devan kamayamananam bahunam visam
oraiarupanam - yusmakam anuaraiiaye mahantam agnim ..."
According/...
35^
According to SAIANA these vises are the rtvigyajamanas who are
addressed. V. MSDHAVA keeps visam unexplained. SKANDA
explains it as manusya—jatxnam. Here the adjective purunam
suggests the many groups of people longing for the gods.
(2) by visah mrdhravacah in I, 174., 2, ab;
' ' * ' 'mm ' t t ft
aano visa indra mrdhravacah sapta yat purah sarma
saradlrdart /
evidently some people are understood. But the question is
f
whether vis denotes "a man" here or "a tribe." The Indian
commentators generally take the former meaning and the European
scholars, the latter (V. MlDEAVA manusyan. IASKA "danamanaso no
manusyan indra mrduvacah kurn", GRIFFITH "thou humbledest
• ———— # "" " """n
tribes that spake with insult," GELDNER "Du, Indra, bezwangst
die miss redenden Stamme." SlTANA however explains "he indra.
vrtra sambandhyasuranam purabhedanasamaye mrdhravacah
• "' • « #
i 4
marsanavacanah visah tadxyah prajah sarma sukliam yathabhavati
tatha danah adamayah.") As yisah mrdhravacah are plural we
' —
♦ • • " • *
cannot be sure if vis is "a man" or "a tribe."
' ' 4 _ *
(d) (l) sa vit suvira marudbhirastu
sanatsahantx pusyanti nrmnam (VII. 56, 5)
" 1
• • •
GRIFFITH: "Ever victorious, through the Maruts, be this band of
Heroes, nursing manly strength .... "
GELDHSR: "Dieser clan muss durch die Marut helden haft sein,
von jeher siegend, ...."




Here ft vis %n the singular number specified by the pronominal
adjective sa.
3^
(2) visarn again abhayanam adhiksitam'
• •
girbhiru svayasasam grnlmasi (S, 92, 14, ab)
; • •
GRIFFITH: "With hymns of praise, we sing him who is throned as
I
Lord over these fearless tribes, the Self-resplendent
One."
GELDEER: "Den Insassen dieser furehtlosen Glane loben
wir mit Loored&n."
S£lANA4xplains visam asam abhayanam as samsarabhaya-rahitanam
• *" • """"" ' ""
. r
asam visam manusyanam
Visam is here specified by asam,
(iv) Following are the instances where vis is used for the Aryan and
the non Aryan peoples who were caLled Dasas or black people.
(a) Dasir visah the non Aryan peoples known as the Dasa-s.
" L 1 1
•
/ /
_ ' ■ Z ' ' _
(1) visvasmad simadhama indra dasyun
' ' Ji f Jm f J r* \
viso dasir akrnor aprasastah / (IV, 28, ab)
GRIFFITH: "Lower than all besides hast thou, 0 Indra, cast down
the Dasyus, abject tribes of Dasas."
WIISON translates according to SlYANA's interpretation: "Indra
thou hast made these Dasyus devoid of all (good qual¬
ities); thou hast made the servile races abject."
SlIANA explains dasir visah as karmahlnah manuslh prajah which
in the view of WILSON "is not incompatible with the literal
purport sl&ve or servile."
V. MSDBAVA explains it also as upaksapayitrlsca visah.
(2) abhir visva abhiyujo visuclr
aryaya viso'va tarlr daslh (VII, 25, 2, cd)
GRIFFITH/....
GRIFFITH: "With these chase all our foes to every quarter:
Subdue the tribes of Dasas to the Irya."
GELDNER: "Kit diesen (treib) alle Angriffe auseinander, unter
wirf dern Arier diedasischen Stamme."
SaYANA explains here also dasih visah as karmanarn upaksapayitrih
• ~ ^ ' • ' ' • • •
and aryaya as ya.i nadikarma-Krte ya jamanaya and visah is ren-
• ' •
:dered pra.jah. V. M3LDHAVA explains dasih as asurlh and keeps
* ' •" •
visah as aryaya are unexplained.
(3) rsvastvajii indra sura .iato
• •
dasirvisah suryena sahyah ,/ (S, 14-8, 2, ab)
GRIFFITH: "Sublime from birth, mayest thou 0 Indra, Hero, with
Surya overcome the Dasa races."
GELDNER: "Du, Held Indra, als Recke geberen, mogest mit der
Sonne die dasischen Stamme uberwinden."
*
— **
SlYANA explains "sarveyavan indra mahan darsanlyo va tvam
iatatnatra eva dasih upaksayakarino dasa asurah /
tatsambandhinih visah prajah suryatmana abhyabhavah."
/ / / „ ' '
(4.) subhrastvam indra vavrdhano asme
daslr visah suryena sahyah (II. 11. A. od)
# #
GRIFFITH: "With us mayst thou, 0 Indra, waxen splendid, with Surya
overcome the Dasa races."
GELDNER: "Wenn du Indra, der Glanzende, dich bei uns Aufgereichtet
hast, sollst du die dasischen Stamme mit der Sonne
bezwingen."
i
According to V. MlDHAVA and SlIANA daslr visah is upaksapayitrih
and asurih ora.iah and WILSON folloi-dng SlIANA translates "...
do thou INDRA, radiant increasing in strength, and (encouraged)
by the sun, overpower, for our (good) the servile people."
Although the Indian commentators do not go any further than to
call the dasxh visah as the people of a particular nature or
the Asuras, it is very probable that they were the non-Aryan
people.
(b) a-^siknft vis or krsna vis denoting the black non-Aryan people.
/ \ ' mm '' mm *(1) tvadbhiya visa ayann asiknir
/
asamana .iahatlr bha.ianani / (VII, 5, 3, ab)
GRIFFITH: "For fear of thee, forth fled the dark-hued races
scattered abroad deserting their possessions."
G3LDNER: "Aus Furcht vor dir zogen die schwarz&q. Stamme fort,
indem sie Kampflos ihren Besitz Zuruckliessen ..."
Here Agni is called the leader of the Aryas against the aborig-
:inal tribes, black in colour, who are "prajah asitavarnah
raksamsltyarthah." according to SSYAMA.
• •" "** ' •' •
/ * J, ' mm mm ' 'J. .
(2) puram na dhrsnava ruja krsnaya badhito visa /
anti sadbhutu vamavah // (VIII, 73, 18)
"" " ' '
• -
GRIFFITH: "By the black band encompassed round, break it, bold
one like a fort. Let your protecting held be near."
GELDNER: "Zerbrich du Kuhner (dasQefangnis) wie eine Burg, von
dem schwarzen Stamme bedrangt .... "
But SSYANA explains krsnaya with reference to the etymology
• . • •
giving it a new meaning from krs viz. altarsaya and visa also as
pravesayantya petikaya and this is not very satisfactory.
krsna vis in all likelihood suggests "the dark-hued races" as it
• •
/
is said by "asixni vis".
(c) adevlr visah
(1) /....
W fcsayaia data.iaram yena ,i anantsprdho adevlr
f ' — ' ' ' ^ » t ^
abhi ca kramama visa adevlr abhyasnavama (VI, 4-9, 15,od)
GRIFFITH: "Give us a lasting home that we may battle with god¬
dess bands of men who fight against us and meet with
tribes to whom the Gods are gracious."
GSLDNER: "Nun gebet uns ... unmerbhihenden Wohnsitz, womit
wir die (anderen) Leute, die gottlosen Nebenbuhler-
:schaften uberbieten, es mit den gottlosen Stammen
aufnehmen Konnen."
/
SSlANA explains adevih janan satnen as adevasambandinih asurlh
• • "~V
*
senah and adevih visah as agata deva yasu havih svikarartham
* ""
* 1 1 " • • " 1 1 • " • "~-*v
ta adevyah / tadrsisca visah pra.ia ya;j nanus thayiniryena. dhanam
grhena ca abhyasnavama tadrsam dhanam srharn cadatetyanvayah.
V. KADHAVA connects sprdhah with .ianan as spardhayitrn manusyan
« •"'JrT ° •
/ r 4
and then again with visah as spardhayitrlscasurih viso1
bhikramama and not only the asurxh visah but also adevih i.e.
r » '
the devasambandhinlsca visah. In any case we find here visah
used as "people" or "classes or men such as those who worship
the gods and those who do not."
/// / /
(2) viso adevlrabhyacarantlr brhaspatina
yu.iendrah sasahe (VIII, 96, 15, cd)
GRIFFITH: "And Indra, with Brhaspati to aid him, conquered the
godless tribes that came against him."
GELDNER: "Die anruckenden gottlosen Stamme hat Indra mit
Brhaspati als Bundesgenossen bezwungen."
SlIANA explains "adevih" as "adyotamariah krsnarupa" or as
r
"paoayuktatvad astutyah" then acarantih visah as agacchantl
asurasenah. Thus, visah here also denotes "classes of men like
the god worshipping men etc."
(d-) Zi§ probably referring to the Aryans.
, \ ' -r -r ' ' 'J.
W yadx viso vrnate dasmamarya
/ '
— ' ' r
agnim hotaram adha dhlrajayata // (X, 11, 4, cd)
GRIFFITH: "Then when Aryan tribes chose as invoking Priest Agni
the Wonderworker, and the hymn rose up."
GELDNER.: "Sooft die arischen Staiame den Meister Agni zum Hotr
wahlen, entstand auch das andachtige Lied."
SSlANA explains aryah as a'bhigamaniyam tam (may be the drapsa,
the Soma .juice referred to in the first line) vra.iantah and visah
• 1
as ya.j amanah manusyah.
•" • •
/ \ ' ' ' '
(2) tam medhusu pratnamam devayantir
• •
/ / * f '
11
visa upa bruvate dasmam arih // (I, 77, 3, cd)
GRIFFITH: "The pious Aryan tribes at sacrifices address them
first to him who doeth marvels."
GELDNER: "Ihn, den, Meister rufen zuerst die gottergebenen
arischen Stamme beiden Opfernan."
But SSlANA explains "visah" as "pra.jah" and the visah is ex-
• • • •
:plained as dasmam darsa_>hlyam tam agnim arih gacchantyah
r-
ityarthah. SKANDA SVAMIN explains visah as brahmanadimanusya-
.jatayah. WILSON following him translates dasmam arih visah
by "men approaching the well looking Agni "
/ ' ~ JL
(3) tamrlata prathamam ya.inasadham
9
visa arlr ahutam rniasanam / (I, 96, 3, ab)
GRIFFITH: "Praise him ye Aryan folk, as chief performer of
sacrifice
GELDNER: "Ihn beriefen die arischen Stamme als den ersten
Opferausrichter, den (mit Schmalz) begossenen,
bevorzugten, . "
3U
SXYAWA explains however arlh visah in the same way as the
previous instance. WI ISON following him translates "Approach-
:ing him, let all men adore Agni " But this meaning of
SSlANA and other Indian annotators (SKAHDA however explains
t
visah as manusva.jatayah) seemingly do not take into consider-
:ation the historical fact of the Vedic Aryans at fight -with the
non-Aryans, and although we cannot say definitely about arih.
'
•
aryaE in the first instance at least has in all probability
the sense of "the Aryans" and visah in that connection "the""" '
class of people."
(e) The names of certain vises.
0 0 0 0 0 0
(1) yadim sumitra viso agra inahate
/ ^ / // /
ghrtenahuto .iarate davidyutat // (X, 69, 1, cd)
GRIFFITH: "... When first the people of Sumitra kindle it, with
butter poured thereon it crackles and shines
bright."
GELDNER: "...Wenn ihn die Sumitra - clane Zuvor anziinden, so
wird er mit schmalz begossen munter, hell leuchtend
0 0 ,0
(Sumitra visah offenes komposition fur Sumitrasya
. .... I !■ I II I
m
visah. Sind die trtsunam visah VII, 33, 6, zu
*" •—-y •' •
vergleichen?)
_ ' mm mm m,.




' — ' *
(2) abhavacca puraeta vasistha
adit trtsunam viso aprathanta (VII, 33, 6, cd)
" 1 r -r*~
•
GRIFFITH: "Vasistha then became their chief and leader: then
• •
widely were the Trtsus' clans extended."
GELDNER:/...
2-
GELDNER: "Als Vasistha ihr Fuhrer ward, da breiteten sich die
• •
Glane der Trtsu's aus."
HILLE3RANDT: "...Da trat Vasistha an die Spitze, und die Stamrae
der Trtsus breiteten sich aus."
~~
mm mm 4
SAYANA also explains trtsunam visah as trtsunam pra.iah.
• " • 111 - « e
/ \ ' ' ' / r
(3) naksadcUhavam arunih purVyam rat
• # # #
' 'mm. 0 • mm ' £ It
turo visam angirasamanu dyun / (I, 121, 3, ab)
SllANA explains the last portion thus:
»
' (anu i/un) anudivasam (visam) manusyanam angirasam'
rsinam tadapatya bhutanam va asmakam /
•
• • • ' -
*
GRIFFITH does not translate visam in his translation of the
passage. GELDNER translates the latter portion "(es Kara auf
den Ruf) der Angiras1 der Gebieter der.Glane alle Tage." In
this instance we are not definite if the people belonging to
the Angirases are signified here although SKANDA explains it
like that.
(f\ Wft have seen in connection with viksu the adjective nahusisu
which has been understood by some as the people belonging to
Nahus, according to some, Nahus is the representative of 'man.'
(1) sa nirudhva nahuso yahvo agnir
in'Rfiscakre balihrtah sahobhih // (VII, 6. 5, cd)
1 ' '
• '' •
GRIFFITH: "Young Agni, who with conquering strength subduing
the tribes of Nahus made them bring their tribute."
GELDKER: "Agni, der Jungste,. machte durch seine Ubermacht die
Stamme des Nahus tributff#Lichtig, nach deni er sie
nieder gehalten hatte."
** *
V. MlDHAVA,and SlIANA, explains nahuso rajnah visah prajah cakre.
(2) /....
(2) tvamagne prathamam ayum ayave deva akrnvan
• *
' it
nahusasya vis|iatim / (I, 31, 11, ab)
GRIFFITH: "Thee Agni, have the gods made the first living One
for living man, Lord of the house of Nahusha."
GSLDNER: "Dich Agni machten die Gotter zum ersten Ayu ffur den
Xyu, zum Stammes fursten des Nahuste. (GELDNSR
thinks that Nahusa is one Aryarytribe.)
Among the Indian interpreters SAIANA and SKANOA explain that it
refers to the fact that the god Agni was made a vispati i.e.
senapati in the human form of a human king Nahusa but
V. MSDHAVA explains vispatim nama putram. Holding SSlANA and
» 0
SKAFDA's explanation is more convincing nahusasya vispatim. may
denote the lord of Nahusa's people.
* f ' '
(3) trnaskandasya nu visah
• • •
pari vrnkta sudanavah /
• •
urdhvannah karta .jivase // (I, 172, 3)""""""
»
GRIFFITH: "cjbounteous Givers, touch ye not 0 Maruts, Trinaskanda'
folk; Lift ye us up that we may live."
GSLDNER: "Verschonet doch den Clan des Trnaskanda ihr
• -
Gabenschonen! Richtet uns zum Leben auf
SllANA explains: "trnaskandasya51 as "calanasvabhaxvasya
• • •
susyamanasva va mama visah putra bhrtyadirupah prajah ...
Following SlYANA to some extent NILSON translates:
"Maruts, liberal benefactors, protect my people,
(although I be) as insignificant as grass; lift
us up, that we may live."




Zl®es his people are the enemies of the invokers of the hymn.
v4j yuvam kavi sthah paryasvina ratham
/
f
viso na kutSo .iaritur nasayathah / (X, 40, 6, ab)
/
GRIFFITH: "0 Asvins, ye are wise: as Kutsa comes to men oring
your car nigh the folk of him who sings your praise."
GSLDiER translates the latter half 'fhr kommet wie Kutsa in die
Mauser des Gangers."
SlXANA's explanation of the latter half is confusing. He
interprets the latter half: 0 Asvins you approach the car to
reach the sacrifice of the invo'ker, like Kutsa and Kutsa and Indra
mounted the same car.
Hence vis in all these instances may be understood as "man"
in the narrow sense, the plural form signifying "group" or "class
of men" almost similar to "tribe" or "clan" but not necessarily
to be called by these terms, and it may also denote the suojects
of a king for which the following instances are given.




(a) (!) apam upasthe mahisa agrbhnata
visojrajanam upa tasthur rgmiyam (VI, 8, 4, ab)
GRIFFITH: "The mighty seized him in the bosom of the floods
the people waited on the king who should be praised."
GELDNKR: " die Glanleute huldigten dem preis wurdigen
Konig."
SlIANA explains visah as prajlh. SKANDA as manusya iva approaching
the King (rajan) who is laudable.
' ' '
- ' ' ' - '
(2) visam rajanam adbhutam adhyaicsam dharmanamimam
agnimlle sa u sravat / (VIII, 43, 24)
GRIFFITH /...
GRIFFITH: "ifjray to Agni, King of men, the Wonderful, the Pres¬
ident of the Holy Laws, may he give ear."
GELDNER: "Den Konig der Stamme."
oSYANA explains visam as praj anam. rajanara as lsvaram
/ . ' ' ' * /
(3) dhruvam visvam idam jagad
/ r * /
dhruvo raja visam avam / (J^ 173, 4, cd)
GRIFFITH: "Stedfast is all this living world, Stedfast also
is this king of men."
GELDNER: fest dieser Konig der Glane."
HILLEBRANDT: "....fest hier der Konig der Stamme."
. JL mm 'J. ' ' JL '
(4) raja visam atithiscarur ayave (II, 2, 8, d)
GRIFFITH: "... fair guest of living man and King of all our folk.
GELDNER: "... er der Konig d?r Stamme, fur den Xyusohn ein
gerngesehner Gast."
S5IANA: raiamanah svaml prajanam atithivatpujyah.
V. MSDHAFA: raja manusya nam atithih
• ' •
'mm. ' ' ' Jm /
($) pavamano abhi sprdho viso ra.ieva sidati (XX, 7, 5? ab)
GRIFFITH: "When purified, he sits as King above the hosts among
his folk ...."
GSLDNER: "Sich lauternd schuohtert er die Gegner ein wie ein
Konig seine Untertanen, ...."
SSYAKA: "...ksarannesa somah ... sparkhamanan yagavighnakarino-
• j * • •
raksasan (visah) spardhamanan manusyan rayeva _abhi
~
.
' sidati nasayituxa a'bhigacchati."
Here SlIANA's meaning seems to be confusing. GELDNER's trans-
:lation is very satisfactory - viz. "As the Xing his subjects
Soma overpowers the adversaries."
(6) The scholars are mostly unanimous to hold the word
visah in IV, 50, 8, cd as denoting the subjects of a king:
tasmal visah svayameva namante
' JL JL ' '
yasmin brahma ra.iani purva eti
manusyah jana padah (V. MlDHAVA), prajah (SlYAMA), "(To him)• • • •
the people (with free will pay homage)," according to GRIFFITH,
"(Vor dem Konig beugen sich von selbst) die Untertanen,"
according to GELDNER.
(b) Very important are the following examples which are often
cited as illustrations of the Vedic people electing the King.
r *
(1) ta lm viso na ra.ianam vrnana
' 1 4" 1 1 •" ' '• •
i
ojbhatsuvo apa vrtrad atisthan (X, 12.4, 8, cd)
'• • •
GRIFFITH: "And they like people, who elect their ruler, have
in abhorence turned away from Vrtra."
GELDNER: "Wahrend sie ihn wie die Glane ihren Konig erevahlten,
haben sie sich sprode von Vrtra abgewandt."
m
SSIA.NA explains . pra.ja yatha ra.ianam svaminam sambha.jante
w
Instead of understanding vr as "to elect" as GRIFFITH does, or
even as "to select" as GELDNER (which is still better) we can
take the meaning of "to honour" as SSlANA probably understands.
But the following example has similar occurrence with verb
vanch which seems to denote "to choose" i.e. "to select."
(2) visastva sarva vanchantiA
ma tvad rastram adhi bhrasat // (X, 173, 1)
GRIFFITH: "Let all the people wish for thee: let not thy King¬
ship fall away."
GSLDNER/...
GiLDiJER: "Alle Glane sollen dich wunschen; die Herrschaft
soil dir nicht entfalien."
HILLEBRANDT: "Mogen alle S'tamme dich lieben fcht weiche die
Herrschaft von der."
In all these instances we can at best say that the people's
liking for a raj an was important at Vedic times. (Both these
instances oelong to the last Mandala of the RV.)
/ \ / \ * '— — ' ' ~ —(c) (1; aryo visam gatureti pra yadanad divo antan
(X, 20, U, ab)
GRIFFITH: "Kind, Furtherer of men, he comes when he hati| reached
the ends of heaven,
GELDNSR: "Der (Tages) lauf des hohen Herrn (und) der Glansleut
geht weiter,
S$5ANA however explains aryah as gantavyah of the yaj amana men
« • •
which meaning is not satisfactory.
p p / f
(2) yuvam tasam divyasya prasasane
'JL ' ' — / \
visam ksayatho amrtasya majmana (I, 112, 3, ab)
• •
SlYANA suggests two meanings ~ (l) lou two be capable of
(Ksayathah) instructing all'the praja-s (visam) living in the
• •"
three regions, and (2) lou two be lords over (K&ayathah) the
matter of giving the rain-water which is the heavenly nectar
for the people (visam)
GRIFFITH translates divyasya prasasane visam Ksayathah by "are
in supreme dominion Lords of all these iollc."
GELDNER however translates visam ksayathah by (Ihr habt auf
Geheiss .... uber diese Stamme."
(d) /...
36g
(d) In all these examples vis in plural number is found to be
the subjects of the raj an. the King, and there are some instances
where via-pati appears to be the same as raj an being the Lord,
protector of vis such as:
' ' ' ' f t
vispatim yahvamatithim narah sadi
Ji ' / / /
yantaram dhxnam usijam ca vaghatam (III, 3, 8, ab)
But as the Rgvedic verses are essentially religious, vis,~pati
ultimately stands for a god^mostly for Agni (even by calling
raj an not the mortal king but a god is meant.)
(vi) There are thus almost all uses of vispati to signify a god
where vis does not have any sense of the social group of man and
need no detailed discussion:
(a) - signifying Agni:
' Off f *
(1) orivo no astu vis^patir hota mandro varenyah
(I, 26, 7, ab)
t ~ ' ft '
(2) sa reva iva vispatir daivyah Ketuh srnotu nah
. (I, 27, 12, ab)
t t
^
(3) divascit ourvo nyasadi hota -
z / / /
prcohyo vispatir viksu vedhah (I, 60, 2, cd)
• • •
, t t f * *
(4.) sa manuse vrjane saatamo hito... 1 .in i.".'
.
m 9 • "
t 1 {
'gnir yajnesu jenyo na vlspatih (I, 128, 7, ab)
t ' ' ' ' '
(5) agne jaritar vispatistepano deva raksasah
'
— ' ~ '
aprosivan grhapatir maha asi
divaspayur duronayuh (VIII, 60, 19)
tt* ' w ' '
(6) agnim agnim havimabhih sauahavanta vispatim
(I, 12, 2, ab)
(7) /...
/ \ *~' ' ' ' '
(7) devasasca martasasca .iagrvim
'
•
vibhum vispatim namasa ni sedire (VI, 15, 8, cd)
(3) yuvinam vispatim Kavim
' JL '
visvadam puru vepasam (VIII, 4-4, 26, ab)
/ x ' ' ' ' '
^
(9) suscandra dasma vispate havyavat
*
tubhyam huyata isam stotrbhya abhara /
• • • — * —
(V, 6, 5, cd)
, ' * / *
(10) samrdho vispate krnu .lusasva havyam amgirah //
(TO, 2, 10, cd)
(13) ni tva naksya vispate dyumantam deva
dhrftiahl (VII, 15, 7, ab)
r f t f
(12) srustyagne navasya me stomasya vxra vispate
• • ' "
*
«— ' * r
nimayinas tapusa raksaso daha // (VIII, 23, 14-)
r * * r *
(13) visam adhayi vispatir durone (VII, 7, 4-, c)
(visam is explained as "of men" (in general)
t / / * f *
(14-) ubhe toke tanaye dasma vispate parsi' " " ™—
#
radho maghonam (VIII, 103, 7, cd)
' JL ' ' ' JL -r '
(15) visam kavim vispatim manusir isah' — V c S~ ~V •—T
' ' ' '
f
sam slm akrnvantsvadhitim na te.iase (III. 2. 10. ab)
—^ .
t t _*
(163 rkvano agnim indhate hotaram vispatim visam
• ' • " ™
(III, 13, 5, cd)
' ' ' ' ' JL mr mm f X
(17") visam kavim vispatim manusinam (V, 4-, 3. a)
/
# • 1 • * ■' " '* ' •
/ / ' ' ' ' * -r ~ ,
(18) visam kavim vispatim sasvatmam (VI, 1, 8, a)
——^ • •
M / * ' / ' '
(19) va.inasya vo rathvam vispatim visam
hotfra-^ram aktor atithim vibhavasum (X, 92, 1, ab)
(The word vispatim in all the above instances appears to be
connected with some word other than visam and vispati seems to
3jo
be "the lord" while visam may mean "of human beings (in general)"
or narrowed to the meaning of the devotees of Agni.)
(b) Maruts are referred to as vispati in:
'
—' ' my ~
yesarn a.jmesu prthivi jujurva iva vispatih
• • •
bhiya yamesu ra.iate // (I, 37, 3)
GRIFFITH: "They at whose racings forth the earth like an age
weakened lord of men, trembles in terror on their
ways."
GSLDl'ER translated jujurva Iva viapatih by "wie ein alter
Stammes furst."
m
SlYANA and V. MSDHAVA understand vispati as " a king" " pra:iapalaka".
• ——*—-
but SKANDA explains "putrapautradlnam manusyanam patirvispatih/"l. i, —
^ # n
(c) To Indra is addressed:
indra pra no dhitavanam ya.inam visvebhir devebhih /
"™*"- " " "
• • • •
r
— ' It




SlYANA explains vispate as visam pate, marutampate.
GRIFFITH: "Lord of men," and GSLDNSR: "Stammesfurst.)
(d) In averse belonging to Mitra and Faruna, it is said:
f / mL mm ' ' ' / /N
ayameka ittha pururu caste vi vispatih (Fill, 25, 16, ab)
GRIFFITH: "Here, this one god, the Lord of men, looks forth
exceeding far and wide,
GELDNSR: "Dieser Stammesfurst darl/schatf/ganz allein iiber
vieles weithin." Mitra is here called visam
palayita according to SlIANA.
(e) Soma is described Fispati which denotes "a King" as visam
vahnih ("Prince supporter of the tribes"- GRIFFITH) ("pra.janam
vndha visnatih ra.i eva" - SlYANA.)
. • •
in /...
in IS, 108, 10, ab: a vacyasva sudaksa camboh
' 'Ji » * * t
suto visam vahnir na vispatih /
v^) atra no vispatih pita purana anu venati (X, 135, l,ed)
GRIFFITH: "The Father, Master of the house, tendeth with Love
our ancient Sires."
GELDHER: "... dort schaut sich unser Vater, der Glanherr nach
seinen Alt vorderen um." This is said about Yama
the god who is the lord of the dead men, who may be considered
his subjects.
SSYANA explains vispati here asvisam prajanam adliipati or
prajanam prakasana-pravarsanadina palayita.
• • ™°
(g) In a hymn to Visvedevas
» r r *
trtxyo bhrata gnrtaprstho asya
• • • • •
/ f t
-trapasyam vispatim sapta putram // (I, 164-, 1, cd)
• " "" • ■■
GRIFFITH: "... The third is he whose Pack with oil is sprinkled.
Here I behold the Chief with seven male children."
G3LDNER: "Sein dritter Cruder tragt Schmalz auf dem Rucken.
In diesem erschante ich den Stammhern mit sieoen
Sohnen." (HILLEBRAKDT translates almost similarly.)
/ f
— mm m. —
SlYANA explains vis oatim as visam prajanam palayitaram.
SKAMDA in the commentary to 'Nirukta,' tries to elucidate it
thus: visvasya pataram bhaumasye rasasya palayitaram va rasmibhi
i (
raksitaram itvarthah, thus explaining vis by visva.
• •
DURGA also explains it as sarvasya jagatah palayita.
In all these instances however we find vispati referring to the
gods, generally as the Lord protector of all men or the people
who are ritually in suojection to them.
(h) But there are a few instances of vispati which do not refer
to the gods.
/. I ' mm JZ ' Jm ' ' JL ' ' '
U; sastu mata sastu pita sastu sva sastu vispatih
•
' ' / / / r
sasantu sarve .inatayah sastvayam abhito .janah
(VII, 55, 5)
GRIFFITH: "Sleep mother, let the father sleep, sleep dog and
master of the house, Let all the Kinsmen sleep,
sleep all the people who are round about."
As noted by GRIFFITH this and three following stanzas fiom a
sleepsong sung as a charm by a lover on a secret visit to his
love. SSYAHA's account that Vasistha entering Varuna's home
» • « p
for food was chased by the house dog when he chanted these
ksb
versesis acceptable.
GSLDNER: " .... der Clanherr soli schlafen Alle Verwandten
sollen schlafen, diese Leute allent halben sollen
schlafen."
HILLS3RMDT calls vispati "Hausherr."
(2) Save vavriscarati jibvaya dan
' ' ' ' '
rerihvate yuvatim vispatih san (X, A, 4, cdj
GRIFFITH: "There lies the form: he moves, and licics and swallows
and as Houselord, kisses the youthful maiden."
QELDNER (latter half): " .... als der Glanherr l&ckt (Kusst) er
helftig die vJugendliche."
t
Here Agni is compared to the vispati and the licking of the
oblation (yuvatim is atraanah misrayitrim ahutim according to
SalANA) by the flame which is like tongue is poetically said to
be the kissing of a maiden. But we should not draw an inference
from/...
t
from it that the vispati used to kiss the maidens of the house
or anything like that because the comparison may not be drawn
t
very far and vispati which may suggest the "head of the house"
as found in the previous instance is actually said in respect
of Agni of the house who is also called grhapati (I, 12, 6;
VII, 15, 2; VII, 16, 5; I, 36, 5; VI, 15, 13; X, 122, 1
etc.)
(vii) (a) The use ov vis in the sense of people devoted to the gods
or the ritual attendants of the gods is numerous, where the
religious context is apparent. These examples need no detailed
discussion as the word vis here does not signify any social
group.
/ \ ' "■» t t ' t mm '' ft! f
(1) hotaram visvavedasam sain hltva visya indhate
(I, 4.4, 1, ab)
(2) 'ora yad anad visa a harmyasyoru kramsate adhvare
yajatrah (I, 121, 1, cd)
t t t / t t
(3) sociskesam vrsanani yam ima visah pravantu
t
.iutaye visah (I, 127, 2, ef)
r t ^ t t t
(4.) tvam agne dama a vispatim visas
* / t ~
/
tvam ra.janam suvidatrain rn.iate (II, 1, 3, ab)
t t t
mm mm ' mm '//
(5) tvam viso anayo dtdyano divo as:ne brhata rocanena //
• • •
(VI, 1, 7, cd)
f f t r t rt*




adhvaresu (VII, 10, 5, ab)
/ t t t e t
(7) tam tva havismatir visa upa bruvata utaye
/ — ;
/ '
uru.irayasam indubhih (VIII, 6, 27)
(3) /...
(s) indre havismatlr viso aranisuh (VIII, 13, 16, ed)• •TTT
(9) visam agnim svadhvaram ... bharata vasuvitJtamam
# ™~~———• ■■ ■ „i ...
(VI, 16, 40, cd & 41 b)
\ 00 ' ' '
^
vlO) viso yena gacchatho ya.ivarlrnara (X, 41, 2, e)
/ \ 0 * 0 00
(11) agne yadadya viso adhvarasva hotah (VI, 15, 14, a)
(12) svastida visaspatir vrtraha vimrdho vasl (X, 152, 2,
• • 7 77
/ \ 0 mm 0 '• '
(13) agne accha videha nah pratyan nah sumarta bhava /
• " • ' i'
t t f
pra no yaccha visaspate dhanada asi nas tvam //
(X, 141, 1)
0 f f 0 t
(14) viso visa idyam adhvaresu
^
adrptakratum aratim yuvatvoh // (VI, 49, 2, ab)





havyavaham dadhato manusesu // (X, 106, 4, cd)
''
mm mm mm ' wL ' mm
(\KQ-) visvasam tva visam patim havamahe (I, 127, 3,a)
(16) vesi hyadhvariyatam agne hota dame visam (VI, 2,10, ;
/ r * t r ft /
(17) hota mandro visam damunas tirastamd dadrse
ramyanam (VII, 9, 2, cd)
(18) atah samgrbhya visam damtfeaa (X, 46, 6, cd)
• • • '
'mm. _C ' _ jl




/ / * f
mm. ' mm f \
visam aktor usasah purvahutau (VII, 39, 2, abc)
, -
#
, / r r f t
(19) tam iiuvema vatasrucah subhasam sukrasocisam
/ . —mmm —
• ~ •
0 0 0 0 0
-r % / \
visam agnim ajaram pratnamidyam (VIII, 23, 20)
, r * / * ' r
(20) agne ketur visam asi presthah srestha upasthasat
bodha stotre va.yo dadhat // (X, 156, 5)
, f , 'mm '—
(21) mandro hota grhapatir agne duto visam asi (I, 36, 5,
/
(where visam evidently denotes "of the people
worshipping Agni.")
(22) /...
(22) patir hyadhvaranam agne duto visam asi (I, AA, 9, ab)
(k) yispatnl in the following two instances has vis in the sense
of not any social group of men but people denoted to religious
practices in general.
f V JL ' ' ^ — ^11) etam vispatmm a bharagnim manthama purvatha
(III, 29, 1, cd)
GRIFFITH: "Bring there the Matron ("visam palayitrim aranim" -—
'c
V. MlDHAVA, "die Stammesfurstin" - GELDKER, "die Herrin des
Gaues" - HILLE3RANDT.)
n f m * t t ~
(2) ya suoahuh svangurih susuma oahusuvarT /
• •" 1 1 •
tasyai vispatnyai havih sinivalai juhotana ,// (II, 32,7)
Here Si'nivali is called vispatni evidently agVisam '6f mankind"
in general, or "of people devoted to the religious rites." We
' f
have already noted that vispatni is understood by OLDENB.ERG as
"housewife" and oy GRASSMANN as "Hausfrau, Gebieterin," but
these are not acceptable with regard to the instances cited.
(viii) The .following instances of vis appear to oe unconnected with
any religious activity, and seems to oe not the group of men on
religious occasions.
w / t
(a) (1) vvan.iate divo antesvaktun
viso na vukta usaso yatante (VII, 79, 2, ab)
The latter portion is translated by GRIFFITH into "The Dawns
come on like tribes arrayed for battle," - by GELDNER into
"wie Kampfgerustete Stamse wetteifern die Usas miteinander."
t
mm mm
SiYAMA also explains visah as praja iva sena eva. But
V
V. MlDHAVA explains it as manusyah and, unlike SlYANA who
explains/...
3 J6
explains "yuktah .. yatante" as " paras oaram samyuktah . ...
#
• • •
i2r;.,/atante tamanasanaya atra yamanaya va." V. MlDHAVA explains
^ as yu^tah karyesu ... prayatnam kurvanti. The European
scholars are led by SSlANA's explanation. But V. MADIiAVA's
e
explanation suggesting "all people engaged at their work' seems
to be more suitable.
( \ '' ' ' ' _ _
pra ye visas tiranta srosamana
^ / r
a ye me asya didhayannrtasva // (VII, 7, 6, cd)
GRIFFITH: "Who, listening, have advanced the people's welfare,
and set their thoughts on this my holy statute."
SATAHA explains "ye ca visah janah ..." and V. MlDHAVA
e • »
annarthinih pra.jah vaisvanaradhisthitah.
GELDNER translates visah srQsamanah by "die gehorsamen Glane."
(c) visah in 1' 25, 1
f * r f / f
(l) yacciddhi te viso yatha pra deva varuna vratam /
mihjmasi dyavidyavi //
is explained by GELDN3R and HILLE3RANDT as "die Untertanen,"
seemingly because Varuna is very often called "the King " (rajan.)
But the emphasis here is probably on its sense of "human being"
in contrast with the word deva as Varuna is called so. GRIFFITH
translates "Whatever law of thine, 0 God, 0 Varuna, as we are
men. day after day we violate." (SlYANA - "yatha loke visah" J
• *
pra.iih kadacit pramadam kurvanti hatha vayamapi ....")
"
• ~ °
(V. MSDHAVA - "vlso yatha" - "anya manusyavat.")
This verse , is compared to IV, 12, A'•
' ' JL J- ' —
yacciddhi te ourusatra yavistiiacittibhiscakraia
*
kaccidagah /
krdhl sva - Sma aditer anagan vyenaiasi sisratho
—?— —~ •
/ *
visvagagne // (IV, 12, 4-)
(2) Again in I, 35, 5, cd
* * * ' * t * 00 /
sasvad visah savitur daivyasyo pasthe visva bhuvanani
tasthuh //1
•
WILSON translates according to SSYANA's explanation: "Men and
all the regions are ever in the presence of the
divine Savitr."
GRIFFITH: "Held in the lap of Savitar, divine one, all men all
beings have their place forever."
(3) In I, 117, 2, ab:
# # 0 / 0 0 0




WILSON following SSYANA translates the line into "With that
car, Asvins, which rapid as thought, drawn by good
horses, appears before men
e
••
V. MSDHAVA also explains visah here as manusyan.
U) In IJ 70, 2, Cd:
0 ' '
adrau cidasma antar duro-ne
""" ' " '" ' 111 1 1
. """""" •"
0 0 0 *' '
mm my / \
visam na visvo amrtan svadhih (I, 70, 2, cd)
_____ i I r
GRIFFITH: "To him even in the rock and in the house Immortal
One, he cares for all mankind."
GELDNER:is not sure about his meaning when he translates the
second half of the line into "er ist wie der Glangenoase (?)
unter den Clanen, der wohl meinde Unsteroliche" as he is supposed
to derive visva from vis or reads it as vispa like OLDENBERG
who translates this portion by "He is like a protector of the
Clans the immortal one, he wno is ox a goo o. mmd. But i*iAA
MULLSR translates it thus: "To him also who dwells in the rock
and/...
and. in the house every immortal like everyone among men is well-
disposed." Among the Indian interpreters SKANDA explains
visvah as sarvah - sarva karyakaratvacca sarva iti vyapadesah
an<^ visam as yastraam stotrnam manusyanam. But V, MSDHAVA and
• • • • ' 1 ■ ■ "V
Sj&YANA explain visvah as nivesakah and nivesayita sukhenavastiia-
:pa;yita raja. SA1ANA comments "pra.janam yatha raksana rupa
• • •
sobhanakarma/ukto bhavati tadvat." It is found that visam
na visvah has not been satisfactorily explained by anyoody, yet
it does not seem to have referred to any special group of men.
(5) In I, 94, 5, ab:
f J* JL '
visam gopa asya caranti jantavo
' , > , ,
dvipacca yaduta catuspad aktubhih /
• •
visam gopa is translated by GRIFFITH by "the guardians of the
folk," by GELDNER into "der Hirt der Ansiedelungen," and SlYAMA
explains the first part thus: "asya agneh jantavah .iatah
» »> *
/
mm. mm. mm mm —
rasmayah visam sarvesam pran.ina.rn gopah goparyitaro raksaicah
" ■ -'jj' 1 11 # ' • • • • » •
santah caranti udgacchanti.
•
(ix) Sometimes vis is found in the military context, when it seems
to denote the army.
, , / f / t f f mm /
(l) outro na .iato ranvo aurone vajlna prlto viso vitarlt /
> ' ' ' ' ' JL ' ' _
viso vadahve nrbhih sanila agnir aevatva visvany
• - • •
asyah (I, 69, 3)
GRIFFITH: "Born in the dwelling like a lovely son, pleased like
a strong steed, he bears on the folic. What time
the men and I, with heroes call, may Agni then gain
all through Godlike power."
SlYAHA /...
SSYANA explains the first visah as samgrame vartarnanah
• '' ' 9 ^
satrubhutah pra.iah - visesena tarati atikramati and the second
* # • • ' 11 -■"-■Ml.®
0
visah as daivTh oralah ... ahvavami.
7. MlDHAVA explains the second visah as rtvi.iah manusyan.""""
* a •
SKANDA explains the first one as stotrn yastrsca m&nusyan, and
the second as devavisah or devan.
But v;e cannot oe definite about the military idea lying in the
first word visah here. GELDNER just translates both the words
as "Olane" although the word vajI is translated by "Streitross."
(2) sam yad viso'vavrtranta yudhma
—~
9 . 'n #*"
~ /
adinneme indrayante abliike (17, 24, 4, cd)
In the first portion of the line visah is rendered by all
interpreters as "people in war fighting."
'
0 r t r
(3)sam yadviso 'yanta surasatah (71, 26, 1, c)
• •*
visah here is rednered by SAYANA as jaiiah, by 7. MADHA7A as
surah (in the samgrama). by GELDNER AS "die Stamme(in der
• 9
Schlacht)," by GRIFFITH as "the tribes (on the field of oattle).
f r
^ t 00
(4) adhi yad asmin va.iinlva subhah
0 ' £ ' ' ' t f \
spardhante dhiyah surye na visah / (IX, 94, 1, ab)
GRIFFITH: "When beauties strive for him as for a charger, then
strive the songs like soldiers for the sunlight."
GELDNER is not clear in his translation: "Wenn urn ihn die
Dichtungen, wetteifern wie die Auszeichnungen um
einen siegreichen (Renner) wie die Glane um die
Glane um die Sonne."
SlYAMA explains dhiyah as the "fingers" wnich "vie" one with the
other" ("aham •pnrastacchodha /amyahampurah sodhayamity
aha-mahamIkayopatisthanti.") Trie word visah however stands as
"the/...
38^
"the sun's rays" and has no military sense, only they challenge
one another in going to the sun.
/ \ ' mm JL '
(5) eko bahunam asi manyavllito
f ' r 0 / / f
visam visam yudhaye sam sisadhi (X, 81, 1, ab)
GRIFFITH: "Alone of many thou are worshipped, Manyu sharpen the
spirit of each clan for battle."
This translation follows the explanatioi>6f SSlANA: visam visam
tarn tam asmadvirodhinim pra.iam yuddhaya samyak tiksnikuru.
• • " • • "**— ———
GSLDNSR's translation also follows his explanation.
Here vis appears to be "groups of men" who are to be ready for
battle.
(x) Vis qualified by minus! etc. (as we have seen in the instances
of manusisu viksu and so on) denotes "mankind." We cannot be certain
whether vis in these instances stands for a "being," for like manusl
, / f
vis there is also daivi vis. If Vis indicated a group of human
beings, manusi vis would be tautological, and daivi vis would be
absurd. Let us take the examples
(a) Qualified by manusi
0 ' Ji my 'mm
(1) vadi viso manusir devayanteh
pravasvatirilate sukramarcih // (III, 6, 3, cd)
'
- T T ' '
(2) tvamaane manusir llate viso
/ ——
# 9
hotravidam vivicim ratnadhatamam/ (V, 8, 3, ab)
(3) vat samprccham manusir visa
avantvam nrbhir a.iayastvavrdheohih // (X, 69, 9, cd)
1 11 1 1 ' •' • •
/ ' '
T JL T JL
(1) agnim visa ilate manusir ya
agnim manuso nahuso vi.jatah (X, 80, 6, ab)
(GELDWER's /...
381
(GELQNER's rendering seems to be the most satisfactory: "Agni
berufen die menschlichen btamme Agni die verschiedenen Abkommen
des Manus, des Nalius" - whereby in the first part it may have been
said about all groups of Agni worshippers in the second half
specially about taose descending from Manu sjid from Nahus.
nanus and Nahus as the forefathers of the races of men are
already noticed in the examples manusTsu vlksu and nahusisu viksu)
~ /
also agnim hotaramxlate ya.inesu manuso visa.h (VI, IX, 2, cd)
/ v 7 ' ' , J. -r ~
(5j manyum visa llate manusiryah
• • "* •
pahi no manyo tapasa sa.josah (X, 33, 2, cd)' n r"~
• •
t t t t t t
(6) adabhyah puraeta visamagnir manusinara (III, 11, 5, abj
f t f f
mm J
(7) priyo visam atithir manUsxnam (V, 1, 9, d)
t t t t f
mm f ,
(3) visam kavim vispatim manusxnam (V. X. 3, a)
tt / /
(9) dhartaram manusxnam visam agnlm svadhvaram
(V, 9, 3, cd)
(10) vlsvasam grhapatir visamasi
tvam agne manusxnam (VI. X8. 3, ab)
' - ''
•
We may understand vis (in plural) in these instances, as SAYANA
specially understands, as the ritual attendants of Agni, and the
epithet manusI, probably signifies that these attendants of Agni
are human.
The singular form, in vena nu kam manual bho.jate vit (l, 72, 3, d)
(b) With manusya




7/77 — / s \
coskuvate visa indro manusyan (VI, 47, lb, cd)
• •
ij;GRIFFITH: "King of both vrords, hating the high and haughty
Indra protects the men who are his people.")
Here/...
Site.
Here visah may stand for the group of men who are followers
of Indra and then manusyan is said to emphasise that they are
men.
(GRASoMANIJ understands manusyan as'Genitive plural in connec-
:tion with yisah as devan visa and martan visa in antariyase
arusa yujano
M|| * r
yusmamsca devan visa a oa martan (IV, 2, 3, cd)
Out the essential meaning of the line does^iot differ if they
are Accusative plural.
(c) The gods are called divo visah."""
•
(l) tvam hota manurhito vahnirasa vidustarah
• • •
f * ' '
fft
agne yaksi divo visah/(- VI, 16, 9)
(GRIFFITH: "Invoker placed by Manus, thou, Agni, art near the
wisest Priest: Pay worship to the tribes of heaven."
GELDNSR: "... opfere den Glanen des Himmels."
SllANA explains - "dyulokasambandhineh daivih pra.jah ... ya.ja"
• « * • •
But V. MADHAVA gives a derivational meaning of visah -
r
"dvulokasva nivesayitrn devan yaksi."
f *
(d) By devanam visah. the gods are denoted, so that vis here
stands for a group wider enough to express the groups of gods
even.
JL — ' ' • • ' JL /
(l) pratvan devanam visah pratyan nudesi manusan /
pratvan visvam svardrse (I, 50, 5)
GRIFFITH: "Thou goest to the hosts of Gods, thou comest hither
to mankind. Hither all light to be beheld."
GKLDNER: "Den Glanen der Gotter zugewandet, den Menschen
Zug&Wandet ...."
V. MlDHAVA /
V. ,MJlDHAVA explains devanam visah as devan.
• '•
SKATTDA explains: devanam svabhuta yjgu visastam. but he is not
very clear, as SSlANA explains devanam visah as marunnaniakan
• r —
devan quoting reference to T&. II. 2, 5, 7 "maafinfe vai
devanam visah." But it is not understood why the sun rise
is specially made before the presence of the Maruts. With
V. MSDHAVA's explanation we can be satisfied, the whole commun—
:ity of the gods being suggested by devanam visah.
( O \ ' ' -V ' '(2; ta asya sudadohasah somam srinanti prsnayah /
• "" • •
jjanman devanam visas trisva rocans diVah (VIII, 69, 3)
GRIFFITH: "The dappled kine who stream with milk prepare his
draught of Soma juice Glans in the birthplace of
li
the gods, in the three luminous realms of heaven.
GRIFFITH suggests that by the "Glans" possibly the cows are
meant.
GELDNER translates the second line thus: "Bei seiner Geburt
sind der Gotter Glane in den drei leicht raumen des
Himmels."
GRIFFITH follows SilANA who connects devanam with .janiaan
*
(devanam ,ianmasthane.) But GELDNER connects visah with
devanam. SlIANA explains visah as nivisantyah and comments
'
• • •
"va.inarthopaivuktanam gavam dyu-praptih. prasiddha." but it can
be doubted whether SlXANA's suggested meaning wafactually
intended by the Vedic poet, Specially the derivational mean¬
ing of visah. GELDNER 1 s meaning on the other hand is quite
satisfactory.
* ' ' ' — 4 JL
(ma no devanam visah prasnatirivosrah
\ / II INI I ■ 1 1 » ' ♦
krsam na hasur aghnyah (VIII, 75, 3)
GRIFFITH /....
3^
GRIFFITH: "Let not the Companies of Gods fail us, like Dawns
that float away, like cows who. leave the niggardly."
GELDNER: "Nicht sollten uns die Glane der Gotter im Stich
lassen wie die badenden Kuhe (ihr Kalb), wie die
Kuhe ein Schwachliches (Kalb)
SAYANA explains devanam visah as devanam sarvesam pra.iabhutan
paricarakan asman and connects it as an obj ect with agnih ma
• """
paritya.iatuh which he thinks is understood from the context.
The European scholars' explanation of devanam visah as the
T
subject of hasuh without conceiving an ellipsis like SSlAKA,
is also satisfactory.
(e) Daivxnam is again found as the adjective of visam in




/ * / r f
visam daivxnam uta purvayava (ill, 34, 2, cd)
GRIFFITH: "0 Indra, thou art equally the leader of heavenly
hosts and human generations."
■GELDFER also translates similarly; "Indra, du bist der Anfuhrer
der menschlichen Volker und der gottlichen Stamme."
/
V. MSDHAVA while leaving visam unexplained renders ksitxnam as
/
prajan"™ and SlYANA explains visam as (devasambandhinxnam)
prajanam,.
(f) As SIYANA thinks deva vis refers to the Maruts, actually we
#
find several instances of vis with marutam. marutxr. marut vatxr
and marutah.
t r / ' — ' ' ' JL '
(1) viso adya marutamava hvaye divascid rocana dadhi
(V, 56, 1, cd)
' JL mm ' * ' /
(2) vada te marutxr visas tubhyam indra niyemire /
aditte visva bhuvanani yemire // (VIII, 12, 29)
3fcr
( \ ' ' ' ^ /
(3) indram vardhamtu no gira indram sutasa indavah
' t r *
indre havismatir viso aranisuh (VIII, 13, 16)""" " ' " ' '
• " ' • • •
/ \ ■ « * ' ' '
\4) abhi svarantu ye tava rudrasah saksata sriyam—— ~
•
' / ft tt
uto marutvatlr viso abhi prayah (VIII, 13, 28)
/ y ' — ' mm ' ' mm 'mm
(5) pro arata maruto duraxada-iva devasah sarvaya visa
*
•
(I, 39, 5, cd)
/ \ ' ' ' / / / /
(6) edam raaruto asvina mitrah sidantu varuna
• " ' • ~ ' •
t
___ r
devasah sarvaya visa (V, 26, 9)
From all these instances the nature of vis appears to oe "a
group of men or manlike beings under the domination of a lord"
(who is Indra here, over the Maruts) and Indra is called
vispati in III, 40, 3.)
(g) But as we have seen, vispati generally refers to Agni.
In VI, 15, 1, b
visvasam visam patim rn.iase gira
where Agni is called the lord of all the vises and this suggests
/
that people were probably divided into various vis-es. SlKANA
however seems to understand them as all invokers probably not
in any group and by sarvasam, all of them are meant ov.er whom
Agni lords over.
(h) with visva the adjective.
(1) In VIII, 6, 4
Sam asva manyave viso visva namanta krstayah
Samudraveva sundhavah // (VIII, 6, 4)
"■ 1 11 """ •
visah occurs with Krstayah and GRIFFITH renders: "Before his
....
hot displeasure all the peoples, all the men bow down As rivers
bow them to the sea," and GELDNER also translates: "Seinem
Grimme/...
Grimrae neigen sich die Stamme alle Volker, .
SSlANA gives a derivational meaning of visah as visantyah and
°i" yisva krstayah. sarvah pra.jah which somehow avoids the' prob-
:lem of having two synonymous words side by side. But there
is reason to believe that krstayah and visah are not synonymous.
• • • •" — 0
visah in tnis instance may be taken as "bands of people" while
visvah krstayah as "all men." - "The bands of people - nay all
the men bow down or bend themselves down together to his great
wrath ..." may be what the poet has wanted to say.
f *
(2) viso visva occurs in VIII, 11, 8 and VIII, 4.3, 21:
~ ' .
purutra he sadrnnasi viso visva anuprabhuh /
• "" •
Samatsu tva havamahe //
(i) with Sasvati
' ' '
mm ' — ' t
(l) piba somam madaya kam indra syenabhrtam sutam /
' ' t * f
__ t ' m* ' mL //
tvam he sasvatinam pati ra.ia visamasi // (VIII. 95, 3)
• """ •
SSlAHA explains sasvatinam visam as bahvlnam marud sananan
c ' " •
sarvesam devagananam ca (patih palayita svami bhavasi.)
1 " "l" 1 ' lL" *
GRIFFITH: " .... For thou art King and Sovran Lord of all the
families of men."
GELDNSR: "... du bist der Herr rend Konig uber all die vielen
Stamme."
(j) Vis in Dual number
Visau in Accusative Dual number is found in IX, 70, 4, cd
vratani panoarnrtasya caruna
f / / ' ' '




to denote both the vises, human and divine.
GRIFFITH/
GRIFFITH: "While he is watching over the lovely Amrit's ways,
looks on both races as Beholder of mankind (Both
races: Godsend men)
GELDN3R also translating visau by "beide Stamme" notes that it
denotes "Gutter und Menschen."
SixYANA explains how tile god looks on both the vis-es
"manusyan abhimata-danena. devan havispradanena."
(xi) (a) The Accusative in the Singular number occurs only once in
RV. in VII, 73, U, ab:
r / » t »




GRIFFITH: "And these two Priests come nigh unto our people
united demonslayers, mighty handed."
V. MlDHAVA and SlIANA explain "Let those two Asvins carrying
oblations approach our pra.ia (visam) - i.e. The priest (accord¬
ing to SSlAMA.) 9ELDNER translates: "... mogen 2U unserem
Glane Kommen, ...."
vis however seems to denote not an individual but a collection
of people, probably as suggested by GRIFFITH.
c »*
(b) The reduplicated form of it, viz. visam visam occurs four
times in RV. and the
(1) avam vam ahve 'vase sacivasu
visam visam hi gacchathah (VII, 1U, 1> cd)
11
• " 1 ' "" "" "V
SSl'ANA explains visam visam as pra.jam pra.jam prati but GRIFFITH





visam visam maghava paryasayata
. v ^ _ J~ , ' _
jananam dhena avacakasadvrsa. / (X, 43, 6, ab)
SftYAM explains visam visam as sarvan manusyan. GRIFFITH trans¬
lates it by "to all the tribes of men" and GELDE3R also trans-
:lates "Zu einem Glanen urn den anderen."
(3) eko bahunam asi manyavllito
•'
r r r / , ,
visam visam yudhaye sam sisadhi (X, 34, 4,ab)
T - * f ' — —
According to SaXANA visam visam denotes "tam tam asmadvirodhinim
® " — — . — . r
pra.jam." In GRIFFITH'S translation it is "(the spirit of)
each clan" and in GELDNER's it is "(mache) jeden Clan (Zum
Kampfe scharf.)
(4) .ianam .ianam .ianyo nati manyate
>/-4 ' 4 ' ' ' , .
vis a a kseti visyo visam visam (X. 91, 2, cd)
" ' ''
• ' •
SAYANA interprets janahitah so '.gnih sarvam .janan, ... na
• " 'r " •'
/
visrjya gacchatityarthah and vidbhyo hitah so'gnih visah manusyan1 '• • • • • •
mm f mm *" mm-
abhigacchati sarva visah praja adhi t&sthatiti.
- - h ~
e » ""
GRIFFITH translates by "Benevolent to men, he scorns no living
man, Friend to the tribes of men, he dwells with every
tribe." GELDNER translates the second half of the verse
by "er haust bei den Glanen bei jedem Glane als der
Glangenosse."
t
These instances no doubt give the meaning of vis as a group of
people.
(xii) Instrumental form
(a^ vidbhih in X, 28, 3, ab:
mrnmmm «. .... - .i
/•
__ '£
devasa avan parasur abibhran
/ ' ' ' ' „ /




may denote "with the attendants" according to GRIFFITH who
appears to follow LUOHG understanding this "obscure stanza"
referring to the beginning of agriculture, "mit ihren
Dienstmannen" according to GELDNER who may have considered this
to be an account of the first sacrifice, or "maMudadipra.jabhih"
according to SlYANA who suggests the reference of the Gods'
expedition to break open the clouds and to bring out the rain-
f
water. All the interpreters however suggest that vis here
stands for "a follower."
(b) The use of visa the Instrumental form in .the Singular
number can be discussed in this connection.
t *
(1) pro arata maruto durmada-iva
'
— ' — n
devasah sarvaya visa //
GRIFFITH: "Onward, ye Maruts, drive like creatures drunk with
wine, Ye Gods with all your company."
WIIllON following SllANA translates: "Go, diving Maruts, whither
you will, with all/our proginy, like those intoxicated
Pra.jaya of SSYAITA is rendered by WILSON as "with all your progeny
but elsewhere SlYANA seems to have used praja in the sense of
"the suDject." GELDNSR translates: "Ihr Marut Zoget wie
Bretnenkene los in vollzahligem Glane, ihr Gotter. V. MADilAVA
renders it as Sarvaih anucaraih Saha and SKANDA suggests sarvaya
• ' •
svapar icaraka-manusya.i atyasaha.
ft ' ' ' -r '
(2) ftdam maruto asvina mitrah sidantu varuna
' —— — • - -
rievasah sarvaya visa (V, 26, 9)
" 1 "
•
Sarvaya visa here is interpreted by V. MSDKAVA as Sarvaih
anucaraih saha, by SlIANA as sviyena parijanena sardham. by
— ~~i •
GRIFFITH/...
GRIFFITH As "the godswith all/their company," by G3LDNSR as "rait
••
voll zahliger Gemeinde."
(3) te_ no gopa apacyasta udakta ittha nyak
purastat sarvaya visa (VTII, 28, 3)
Here sarvaya visa is explained by SSlANA as sarvena
anucaravargena. saha. by GRIFFITH as"with all the trice," by
GELDNSR as "mit ihrem voll standigen Glane."
The singular number of visa appears to have the collective
sense and as the Maruts are addressed here, "with your full
company" seems to oe the best meaning of sarvaya visa as sug¬
gested by GRIFFITH.
'
mm ' mm ' ' _ '
\h) yatha ksayama sarvaviraya visa
tannah sardhaya dhasatha svindriyaa (I. Ill, 2, cdj
GRIFFITH: "Grant to our company this power most excellent, that
with a family all heroic we may dwell."
WILSON following SllANA trans?Lates: "... so that we may live
(surrounded) by vigorous descendants; ..."
SKAFDA: putraiscopetaya paricaraka-manusyajatva saha.
1 ' 1 1 i 1 '■ 1
•
GELDMER: "Dass wir mit unserem Stamm aus voll Zahligen Mannen
sicher wohnen moget ihr unserer Heerschar doch ja die
indragleiche (Kraft) verleihen."
Here GRIFFITH'S meaning "family" (in a wide sense) agrees with
SKANDASVSMIN1s meaning. GELDNER's meaning "Stamm" may be the
same as SlIAHA interprets (race) or as GRIFFITH suggests
(family.) visa in the Singular number however has to be inter¬
preted by a word like "family" or "race" in the collective
sense to include the members of the household who live together.
(5) /....
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(5) In one instance VIII, 63, 7 visa is qualified by
panca.i anyaya:
' ^ **
^ mm * / /
yat panca.i anyaya visendre ghosa asrksata /
'
_ 'mm ' JL / /
astrnad'oarhana vipo-rvo manasya sa ksayah //
• • 1 '• 1 4
GRIFFITH: "When the Five Tribes with all their men to Indra
have sent out their voice, And when the Priest
hath strewn much grass, this is the Friend's own
dwelling place." (He admits that the second line
is very obscure.)
GELDNER translates the first line: "Als von dem Zum Funf
volkerend gehorigen Stamme die Rufe zu Indra entsandt worden
waren, ..."
SlYANA explaining pane.a:i anah as the four varnas with Nishada
as the fifth, renders panca.i anyaya visa as tatra bhavaya
pra.i aya.
r
Here also visa appears to be a collective noun denoting
comprising the people belonging to the panca.i ana..
(xiii) Dative form.
(a) vise, the Dative Singular form occurs 8 times, in RV.
, , f f t t
(l) vise ianava mahi sarma yacchatam
occurs twice in I. 93, 8, d and in VII, 82, 1, b and in IX,
86, 15, a
, / / / t
so asya vise mahi sarma .yacchati
SAIANA gives® derivational meaning of vise as yagesu pravisate
5anaya i.e. vaiamanaya. GRIFFITH also follows him in I. 93, 8.
GELDNER translates vise by "dem Glane" and .]anaya by "dem Voile."
In /•..
In IX,86,15, a,where there is no janaya. SSYANA still gives the
9>
meaning pravesanaya to it. In VII, 82, 1 GRIFFITH translates:
"Grant us your strong protection our people and our family for
sacrifice." For IX, 86, 15 a his translation is: "He ....
bestowed upon his race wide shelter and defence."
/ . ' — ' '' ' — ' '
12 j agnir hap vaj mam vise dadati visva-
-carsanih (V, 6,3, ab)
• • T
V. MaDHAVA considers vise as manusyaya. SAfANA ya.iamanaya.
GRIFFITH translates: "Agne the ^od of all mankind, gives verily
e
a steed to man." GELDFTER translates vise by "dera Glan."
f t t ft




sa vise dati var.yamiyatai (VII, X2, 4, cd)
tt / /
(4) Saca yadi pitumantamiva ksayam
ratnam giadhati oharahutaye vise // (V, 48, 4, cd)
bharahutaye vise is explained by SlYANA as Sangrame ya.jne
va hvana yuktaya ya.iamanaya. is translated by GRIFFITH into
"...(he gives) the man who calls on him in fight ...", by
GELDNSR into "(bringt) zum 'Triumphruf fur den Stamm, ...."
ft' t f t
(5) Soca socistha di dihi vise
mayo rasva stotre maha asi (VIII, 60, 6, ab)
SlIANA explains "dipayasman vise prajayai stotre mayah sukham
dehi - "
GRIFFITH: ".... send bliss unto the folk."
GELDNER; ".... scheine dem Stamme Freude zu, spende dem Sanger
t
..." Thus GELDNER connects didihi with vise.
(6) pitur na putrah kratuohir yatana a
oavasva vise asya ajltim // (IX, 97, 30, cd)
SlIANA /
S$YANA: "... asyai vise prajayai a.iltim aparabhavam a pavasva
a prapaya ,..."
GRIFFITH: "... grant to this family success and safety."
GELDEER: "... lautere du diesen Glane Schutz vor Gewalttat
zuJ "
Thus in all these instances the word vise seems to stand for "to
(our) band" which band may be similar to "clan" or "family."
i i
(b) The reduplicated vise vise occurs 5 times.
(1) In I, 27, 10
'mm ' iff "•
.jarabodha tadviddhi vise-vise yajniyaya /*"~ '"L"
• '•
stomam rudraya drsikam //
• "r •"
V. MlDHAVA explains vise vise as manusyasya. SlIANA exnlains
it as "he stutva bodhamanagne tattad-yajamana-rupa-
pra.i anugrahartham .... ya.j nasambandhyanusthana s iddhyartham
devaya.janam pravisa /
GRIFFITH: "Help thou who knowest lauds, this work, this eulogy
to Rudra, him Adorable in every house."
GELDNER: "... der fur jeden Glan verehrungs - wurdig isti"
llSKA ('Nirukta' X, 8) "... manusyasya manusyasya yajanaya .gtomam
w
rudraya .. darsaniyam."
which is translated by SARUP - "0 thou who art skilled in praise
be active for the worship of every man a beautiful hymn for
Rudra."
' '
_ ' . '
(2) vam apnavano bhrgavo virurucur
vanesu citram vibhvam vise-vise ("IV, 7, 1, cd)
""
• •
SSYAHA explains vise vise as "vipsaya sarva.janavyaptir grhyate /
sarvasya vi.sah prajayah." MADHAVA renders "manusyaya manusyaya
MAI-llDHARA /...
liAHlDHARA (commentary to VS (Ma) III, 15) explains "ya.jamana-
-HU-paya tasmai tasmai manusyaya tadupakaraya."
GRIFFITH: "Whom Apnavana and the Bhrigus caused to shine bright-
coloured in the wood, spreading from home to home."
GELDNER: der fur jeden Glan."
/ ~ \ — mi mm X ' ' '
13; prataryavanam vibhvam vise vise
"" ' '"J
/ 'mm JL * '
vastor vastor vabamanam dhiya sami (X, 40, 1, cd)
GRIFFITH: "Starting at daybreak, visiting each morning every
house borne hitherward through prayer unto the
sacrifice."
GELDNER: "den in der Fruhe Kommenden de fur jeden Glan zu
haben ist, ...."
SAYAI'TA explains "... pratahkaJ&gantaram vyapiman vise vise
a • • ""
sarvesu manusyesu vastorvastoh anvaham vahamanam
•" ' "" • •
dhanam prapayantam ...."
t 'mm ' ' ' ' * / I
(L) a .iabhruh Ketumayavo bhrgavanam vise-vise //
(IV, 7, K, cd)
GRIFFITH: "The ruler over all mankind, moving like Bhr^bAin
each home."
GELDNER.: "ihn den Bhrgugenossen Brachten die Ayusohne als
Wahrzeichen zu jedern Glane."
SAYANA explains vise vise as "sarvasyai prajayai." and V.MADHAVA
as "manusyaya manusyaya."
, / ' * *
(5) tvamagne putu rupo vise vise
vavo dadhasi pratnatha purustuta (V, 8, 5, ab)
GRIFFITH: "Thou Agni, multiform God who are lauded much! givest
in every house, subsistence as of old."
GELDNER:/....
3^5"
GELDNER: "... verleihst jedem Glane Lebenskraft ...."
V. MaDHAVA explains vise vise as manusyaya and SSXANA explains
" * "" •
it as sarvasmai ya.i amanaya (annam prayacchasi.)
9
In all these occurrences vise vise seems to be "for every vis"
which may be "for every band of people" rabher than "for every
man" as given by the Indian scholiasts. GRIFFITH 1s rendering
"in each home" is not suitable in all occurrences.
(xiv) Genitive form.
(a) visah in the Genitive Singular occurs six times in RV.
. C ' r
(l) In bhava payur viso asya adabdhah (IV, A, 3, b)
the adjective asyah specifies the vis which after all has a
e
collective sense, viz, "of this group of ours."
(2) In VI, 15, 1A, ao - Agni is addressed-
/ / / t f
agne yad adya viso adhvarasya hotah
t t f t tt
pavakasoce vestvam hi ya.jva /
" ' """
• • •
and V. MlDHAVA explains *'yad adya ... manusyasya yajnasya
ksrtavvam ianasi tatastvam eva yajva na;ino manusyah" - SAIANA
" t' 1 - 1 "■ ■■»... —— ® ® «
explains visah as manusyasya ya.i amanasya and yaj va as devanam
/
yasta (bhavasi tasmat tvam.) In any case visah in the
Singular number may have been used here in the sense of "of
the human being." GELDISR, of course translates it as "Da du
heute (der Opferpriester) des Stammes (zu sein) be^irst .
but the sense "des Stammes" is not very convincing. GRIFFITH
translates viso adhvarasya into "from the man's rite.
(GRASSMANN considers this example as Abl. Sg. GELDNER
however mentions the case to be Genitive.)
(3)
3°| k
(3) In X, 152, 2, ab, visah (Gen. Sg.) is found in con¬
nection with pati:
wL ' ' ' / / ^
svastida visaspabir vrtraha vimrdho vasi /"
• • "i "" " ""
GRIFFITH translates visaspatir by "Lord of the Clan," like
GELDNER (der Glan herr) and SAYANA explains it as sarvasyah
• —. f •
pra.jayah palayita. The Singular number of the word suggests
that tiie word has been used in a Collective sense and it may
be "of the group of people" but it may not be exactly "of the
clan." visaspati refers to Indra here.
(4) visaspate in X, L4I, 1 is used to address Agni,
where GRIFFITH translates it by "Master of the House" although
GELDNER sticks to his rendering "Clanherr," and SlYANA explains
it as "yajamanalaksanasyah prajayah palayitah", but in this one
has to conceive by vis a collective sense of all (ya;iananas and
others) who are benefited by the Agni-worship.
(5) visah (Gen. Sg.) is connected with atithi (in two
r r r r *
instances.) In V, 3, 5, cd visasca yasya atithir bhavasi
*
where according to SlYAHA visah is pra.jaya rtvigrupayah and
atithih is atithivat pujyah. GRIFFITH and GELDNER considering
atithi as "guest/Gast" translate visah by "house" and by "Clanes"
respectively.
(6) In V, 13, 1, ab again
/ / r t
pr-fl-har agnih ourupriyo visah stavetatithih
while GRIFFITH and GELDNSR translate the words similarly, SAYANA
* mm
explains visah as ya.i amanasya.
f r 3
(b) The reduplicated form viso-visah is alsofound once connected
with atithi
(1) /...
(1) in VIII, 74, 1, ab
' ' ' '
^ / f
viso viso vo atithim va.iayantah pnrupriyam
where the other priests oeing called va.jayantah are said to' '
•
glorify Agni who is adorable like atithi (according to SSlAMA)
among all (sarvasyah pra.jayah) -- "the darling guest in every
home" (according to GRIFFITH) - "Gast einer jeden Hiederlassung"
(according to GELDNER.)
(2) Another use of viso-visah is found in VI, 49, 2, ab
viso visa ldyam adhvaresu-
' ' '
/
adrptakratum aratim yuvatyoh /
• • •
/ / » t / / /
divah sisum sahasah sunum agnim
- ' ' ' '
ff
ya.jnas.ya ketum arusara ja.jadhyai /
GRIFFITH: "Him, to be praised at each tribe's Sacrifices, the
two young Matrons' soberminded Herald The Son of
Strength, the child of Heaven, the signal of
Sacrifice, red Agni I worship."
viso visah is rendered sarvasya by V. MSDHAVA and sarvasyah
— ■ ■' " ""y *
prajayah by SX'IANA and "des Staminas" oy GELDSER. but viso visah
in this instance could also be interpreted in the same way as in
the last instance.
(c) atithi is very often used with visam also.
In II, 4, 1, a1°
huve vah sudyotmanaia suvrktim
visam agnim atithim suprayasam /
where visam ... atithim is explained by SAIANA as ya.j a-mananam
atithevat sada puivam - translated by GRIFFITH by "the guest of
men," by GELDNER by "Gast der Olane."
In /...
37 s-
In III, 2, 2, d ... dulbho visam atithirvibhavasuh with the
' T
same interpretations of SSlANA and the Western scholars.
/ /
In V, 1, 9, d priyo visam atithir manusinam.
• •
(xv) (a) Vesa is found thrice occurring in RV. as vesasya in IV,3,13
and as vesam in V, 85, 7 and in X, 49, 5. But the last has been
explained by SSlANA and translated by GRIFFITH as the name. 1
(1) vesam in V, 85, 7, cd:
* *
mm ' JL
vesam va nityam varunaranam va
-
*"• 1'"sr*" • 1 " ""*
*
mm ' .mm ' ' 'it
yatsim agascakrina sisrathastat //
is translated as neighbour ("The neighbour ever with us or a
stranger, 0 Varuna, remove from us the trespass." - GRIFFITH,
"... oder einem Insassen - sei es einem Angehorigen oder Fremden
- vigend eine Unrecht getan haben, so nimm das (von uns), 0
VarunaJ" - GSLDKSR,)' SllANA explains it as"nikatanikitamavartinam"
• •
V. MADHAVA as "8amipagrhasthah."
• •
(2) Vesasya in IV, 3, 13, a'o:
r / * * t
ma kasya yaksam sadamiddhuro ga
Jm ' ' — /
■
ma vesasya praminato mapeh /
is explained by SlIANA as " (himsakasya) prativesasya (ya.inam ma
gaccha)1.' The line is translated oy GRIFFITH into "Go never to
the feast of one who harms us, the treacherous neighbour or
unworthy Kinsman," by GELDHSR "Geh nicht zu der Heimlich Keit
vigend eines unehrlichen, eines tauschenden Insassen oder Freundes."
1
BELDNSR however does not think so. He notes that in man Sr. S
I, 3, 5, 14 and Ip Sr. S III, 10, 2 vesa occurs opposed to sa.jata
("dern Stammesgenossen oder Landsmann.)
(b) (1) vi.sya iva vrah occurring in I, 126, 5, cd:
' / / * t
subandhavo ye visya-iva vra
f /
anasvantah srava aisanta pajrah" "
• • ' "* T
GRIFFITH: "Pajras, who with your wains with your great Kinsman,
like troops of subjects have been fain for glory."
GELDNER: die auf Karren wie die Glandirnen fahrenu den
Ruhm fur sich begehrten, die Pajras."
HILLEBRANDT,: "... Treffliche Genoasen sind die Pajras die wie
Trupps eines Stammes mit Lastwagen auf Ruhn
ausZiehen."
S^YANA explains: "... visah prajah /tatra bhava visyah vriyanta
iti vrah vratah visam vrata yatha parasparam
anuragavantah tatha ete 'pityarthah."
'
• "" •
On the whole visya has been derived similarly by allihe inter-
:prefers (GELDEER1 s meaning is not very convincing) but the
difference of their meanings is based on the difference of their
interpretations if vis.
(2) visya occurs in another verse (X, 91, 2, cd)
a ' j;
.lanam janam janyo natimanyate
t ' J, , , A
visa a kseti visyo visam-visam //
**• 1
• ' * ' — —
• It is said aoout Agni who is benevolent to men(visya) (SAYANA,
GRIFFITH.)
A
(c) yesya-occurs twice, once in IF, 26,3 as vesyam and once more
'
_ 1
in 71, 61, H as vesya.
(l) vesyam in IV, 26, 3, cd
/ * ' ^ f mm mm'
Satatamam vesyam sarvatata
< '
t ' ' JL
divodasam atithigvam yadavam
1
vesya is also found in VII, 18, 17. But this is the Instrumental
Singular of vesl meaning "a needle."
is explained by S5YANA as "jour, where one enters." According
to him it is said that the hundredth fort of Sambara was
destroyed, while in the sacrifice Divodasa Atithigva was res¬
cued. GRIFFITH follows SSYANA but GELD1ER translates:
"Zur Voll Standig Keit als Hundertsten den Ins-ssen
als ich Gem Divodasa Atithigva beistand."
He also thinks that the word may stand for "die Insassen-schaft"
according to VI, 61 , 14.
(2) vesya in VI, 61, 14, cd,
f / / -
jusasva nah sakhya vesya ca
* ' •
JL ' _ « ,f
ma tvat msetranya ranani ganma /
where Sarasvati the river is addressed, is explained by SSYANA
as pravesanani. The line is translated by GRIFFITH into:
"Gladly accept our friendship and obedience, let us not go from
thee to distant countries."
GELDKER translates: "Freu dich unserer Freundschaft und unsur
Glangenossenschaft and notes "Die Sarasvati heisst MS. 1,
f r * *
p. 51, 7 vesyamanx und vssa bhagma."
*
HILLEBRANDT gives the meaning of vesya as "Gaugemeinschaft."
(it can however be translates' thus:
"Do serve us with friendship and neighbourly feeling
May not we get our lands away (or uninhabitable from
you.)
(xvi) (a) Vaisya occurs once which has been considered(heidedly late
in RV. in X, 90, 12 where the origin of the four castes from
Purusa is described.
brahmano1sva mukhamasld
bahu ra.ianva krtah /
• •
«. j; ' ' '
uru tadasya yadvais/ah
JL ' — '
padbhyam sudro a.iavata /
(°) occurring in VIII, 35, 13 seems to denote the people
of the Vaisya class:
/ ft
dhenur .jinvatam uta .jinvatam viso /
' '
_ t f
hataia raksamsi sedhatamamlvah //
In verse 16 of the same hymn, the first line contains brahma
' r
.iinvatam uta .iinvatam dhigo arid in verse 17, the first line
contains:
' ' /
ksatram .iinvatam uta .iinvatam nrn
• •
Here only we find the reference of the three classes of people.
In VIII, 37, 1 and 7 there is the reference to the functions
of the Brahmin and of the Ksatriya also.
«
From this instance, however, we find that probably the Vaisyas
were the classes of vises the ordinary people and were the lords
of cattle. Brahmins were the masters dhl intelligence, Knowledge
and Ksatriyas were the masters of nr-s the heroic men, armies.
t> *
t
mm, . * * mm
visah is rendered here by SAB.NA as vaisyan.
""" "" Y *
t
(xiv) There are some verses where jana and vis occur closely, the
study of which is significant for determining the nature of the two.
(a) Among all these instances in RV. only one has been quoted
by Z3MMER (AL. 159-60) and that is II, 26, 3.
- * / ' ' mL ( f mm —
(l) Sa ijjanena sa visa sa ;ian ana saputrair va.jam
e /
bharate dhana nrbhih
' "" 111 ■ u
/ ' . — ' — ' J. mm ' —
devanam yah pitarauavivasati sraddhamana havisa
brahmanaiT\iatim
"Wer den Vater der Gutter fur sich zu gewinnen sucht, glaubigen
uinnes durch opfer Brahmanaspati, der erlangt Beute und Reichthum
durch die Manner: durch Stamm (janena)«, durch Gau (vi^a), durch
Verwandschaft (janmana) durch Familie (putraih)." He draws a
conclusion from this that the Vedic people was divided into
"cantons" (vis,)"Cantons" into" joint families " or "clans" or
"village communities" (arama. vrjana) and these again into "sin^e
families." ^Vedic Index^ doubts whether this precise division
of the people can be pressed, it opines that the division of the
jana into several vis may be regarded as probable for it is
supported by the evidence of another passage of the RV. viz.
X, 84, 4 (discussed already lit p . 3 2^ ) which&entions the
Vis as a unit of the fighting men and shows that relationship
was deemed a good principle of military arrangement.
Rv. II, 26, 3 is translated by GRIFFITH thus: "He with his folk,
his house, his family, his sons, gains booty for himself and with
the heroes, wealth, / Who with oblation and a true believing
heart serves Brahmanaspati the Father of the Gods."
GELDNER: "Der tragt mit seinem Volke, der mit seinem Stanmie,
der mit seinem Geschlecht, der mit seinen Sohnen den Sieg, mit
einen Mannen die Beute davon," etc.
LUDWIG: "mit seinen leuten, seinem Stamme, seinen geschlechte
seinen Sohnen gewinnt er beute, besitz mit den helden;" etc.
vaiam bharate is explained by SlIAKA. in tils passage as annam
bibharli samoharati va / lie find in II, 24, 9 from a hymn to
■■ 1 " V" 1 1 -0-
the same Brahmanaspati vajam bharate is explained by SlIAM as
» * *
annam bibharti vrstidvara posayati. Here also if va.iam bharate
—— • •» ' * r •
becomes /...
HO 3
becomes annam posayati. there is no question of getting booties
in the war. SlfANA explains nrbhih dhana as netrbhiranyaih
pancarakaih dhanani bibharti sampadayati va. But generally
nrbhih in RV. denotes "by heroic men." There are other
instances as we have seen where vis is '■ explained in a military
context. But that does not lead us to a conclusive statement
that vis was a regimental section of men. Far from it, vis is
much more used in the religious contexts. Besides, in the
passage in question (viz. II, 26, 3) there may not be the
military context in the former half of the first line va.iam
bharate may be simply increases the wealth by his putra pari.ianas
(viz. the people related and unrelated under his control.
(b) In his treatment of "jana et apparentes" (EVf. 34 ff) RENOU
remarks:
"Suit-il de la que ;jana ait atteint une acuption
positivement tribale? Le vois4nage du mot vis
<clan> pourrait I'indiquer, jana etant un terme plus
comprehensif I, 93, 8; VI, 21, 4; a, 91, 2 passages
d'ailleurs asser pen instructifs."
" ' mm ' '
(l) tasya vratam raksatam patamarahaso
vise .janava mahi sarma yacchatam / (2nd half of 1,93,8)
t f
where vise is explained by SllANA as pravisate .janaya. i.e.
vaiamanaya. GRIFFITH: "Protect his Sacrifice, preserve him
from distress, grant to the sacrificer great felicity."
GTLDNSR: "Schutzet (ihn) vor Not, geivahet dem Glane, dem Volk
euren rnachtigen Schutz."
GRIFFITH seems to agree with SAIA.NA somehow but GELDNER suggests
that/...
Hbh
that the prayer is for Vis (clan) and ;jana (tribe), which is not
quite unlikely.
\-~J yasta cakara sa kuha svidindrah kam a .janam carati
•r •
kasu viksu /
' * 0 f f t t ,
kaste ya.ino aanaso samvarava ko arka indra katamah
T " " ' ''' ' 1 " ~ •
sa hota // (VI, 21, I,)
According to SSlANA the firstfialf means this is an enquiry as
to where Indra lives, in which region (.ianam kam api desam) he
moves and with (or in) which vls-es he stays.
GRIFFITH: "And he x^ho did these things where is that Indra?
among what tribes? what people doth he visit?"
SUlXANA's meaning of jana as desa is less satisfactory. In RV.
a with the accusative may have the sense of the Locative, so
here a .ianam is equivalent to .jane in the sense of ;janamadhye
while vis here may mean either 'people' or 'residence.1
/ r
(3) .'ianam .ianain .ianyo natimanyate visa akseti visyo
visam visam (X, 91, 2, cd)•"*" ,r
GRIFFITH: "Benevolent to men, he scorns no living man: Friend
to the tribes of men he dwells with every tribe."
GELDNSR: "Jedweden Menschen verachtetder Menschen Freundliche
nicht; er haust bei den Clanen, bei jedem Glane als
der Glangenosse."
SlYAIIA explains janya as .janahita and visya also as vidbhyo
hitah. As this Agni does not ignore siLl men (.janam .ianam i.e.
sarvam .ianam) he goes towards (akseti abhigacehati)men (visah
i.e. manusyan), what more, he lives amongst all men (viso visah
sarvah "prajah adhitisthatrti sesah.)"
""• • * •
GELDNER /...
GELDNVjR remarks "janyah and visyah entsprechen sich .... etc. arid• •
translates visya as "a clan-mate" as ,janya is according to him,
'der Brautfuhrer oder uberhaupt der Vertrauens—mann, vgl
2, o, 7; 3, 23, 8; 10, 27, 12; 22, 1" (note 2 c in 10, 63 hymn.)
t /
visya would then be friend to vis which is not far away from
Si IANA' s explanation.
(c) The other examples where the two vis and .jana occur together
are given below.
(l) indra varuna vuvam adhvaraya no
vise .janaya mahi sarma .yacchatam /
(I, 93, 3, cd) and (711, 82, 1, ab)
where vise is explained by SlYANA as nivesayitre imricarakaya
and .ianaya as putrapautradi laksanaya"'' (GRIFFITH: "Grant us vour
~~9 *
strong protection, Indra 7aruna, our people, and our family.")
(GELDNSR: "Indra und 7arunaJ Gewahret fur unser Opfer dem clan
und Volke euren grossen Schirm!)
' ' ' ' r
\~) Sam yaddhananta manyuohir .janasah
sura yahvlsvosadhlsu viksu / (711. 56. 22. ab)
SSZANA explains surah janasah as vikrantah .ianah who go together
/
with fury among the great osadhis and vises, i.e. the people to
be conquered. Thus jana may have the sense of a military horde,
according to SlTANA and vis is the people who are to be conquered.
GRIFFITH translates: "What time the men in fury rush together
for running streams for pastures, and for houses."
/ / / / _ ' / __
(3) visam-visam maghava paryasayata
0
t / / * /
iananam dhena avocakasad vrsa / (X. A3. 6. ab)
u— j— - - —- # -
1
But SAYANA1s explanation appears to be despairingly reckless. This
may as well be " .... grant us the people as a whole and the person
(collectively and individually) your prelection "
GRIFFITH: "Maghavan came by turns to all the tribes of men:
the Steer took notice of the people's songs of
praise."
G&LDNER: "Zu einem Glan un den anderen Kommt der Gabenreiche
herum auf die Lippen (Reden) der Leute achtend, der
Bulls."
SAfANA explains: kamanam varsita dhanavan. indrah visam visam
. - —5
t
sarvan manusyan parisete / Kimca iananan
stotr.jananam stuteh abhipasyati /
/ \ . ~ ~ ~ f(4) inia satani venyasya vajino yena .iana ubnaye bhunjate
visah (II, 24, 10, cd)
SlIANA explains ubhaye janah as both the Sfotrs and the yajamanas
* '"T"iri"° " • '
of gods and men. (V. liSDHAVA gives only the latter meaning)
and avoids the difficulty of explaining visah by suggesting the' •'
derivational meaning nivistah santah while V. LffiDHAVA omits the
• . • *
word to explain.
GRIFFITH: "These are the boons of him the strong who should be
loved, whereby both the classes and the people have
delight."
GELDNER: "dicse Gewinne ... von dem beiderlei Geschlechter,
(alle) Stamme Nutzenhaben.""'"
(5) In VI, 49, 15, already discussed we find visa adevir
in the second line and janantsprdho adevir in the first and it
is prayed for that the latter i.e. the challenging godless men
may be overpowered and the former viz. the peoples to whom the
Gods are gracious may be met. Here ,jana and vis may have been
used /...
1
This may also be explained "... by which these two viz. the sacri-
:ficer(s) and the priests may enjoy as well as all (their) people."
used synonymously, the denotation of the two may still be
different: the former may beyindividual and the latter the
people.
/ / \ , mm ' ' mm *16; yat panoa.iem.Taya visendre ghosa askrsata
9 '■
mm 'mm * ' *
astrnad barhana vipo'ryo manasya sa ksayah
(VIII, 63, 7)
GRIFFITH: "When the five tribes with all their men to Indra have
sent out their voice; And when the Priest hath strewn
much grass, this is the Friend's own dwelling place."
GELDHER: "Als von dem zum Funf volkerend gehorigen Stamme die
Rufe zu Indra entsandt worden waren, ..."
SSIANA explains Panca.iana as usual as the four varnas with
e
Kisadas and the first line as "... tatra bhavaya visa pra.iaya
""" 1 ~~ "
indre stutayah sr.iyante." In any case vis here appears to
3 •
denote a group of people firmed by panca.iana - may be the
priests and the sacrificer also.
(xvi) Thus examining the instances of vis in RV. for which the mean¬
ings "house," "dwelling," "settlement" etc. are suggested by the
European scholars, (the locative forms are mostly considered to have
this sense the Plural of which are numerous, and have been considered
at first) we have seen that there is no unanimity in ascribing this
sense and can be justified with the meaning "the people" etc. The
Locative Singular forms also seem to denote "in or amidst a group of
t
people." Agni is called the most delighting hotr in the vis, a
vispati in the human vis. (ii) also (i, b -f) In a large number
*
of instances Agni lives or is prayed for living in the j^s-es, as
Hotr
""" M ' •"
Hotr (I, 60, X; IV, 6, 2; VIII, 23, 10; X, 1, X? X, 7, 5; etc.) -
in or among the ya.miva vises (VIII, 39, X) among the human vises
(I, 1X8, 1; III, 5, 3; II, X, 3; IV, 6, 7; IV, 6, 3; etc.) Agni
shining birght (I, 66, 3) is praised among the vis-es (I, 66, 2.)
He is called vispati Hotr (l, 26, 7; I, 60, 2) vispati and Kavi of
the vises (III, 2, 10; VIII, XX, 26) atithi (honourable like a
guest) (III, 3, 8; V, 1, 9.) He is the vispati of the vises in
the house (VII, 7, X) and is dressed in the house as a vispati by
the vises.
All these instances and many more are found in religious con—
*■
:texts where vis seems to denote a group of people performing rel—
:igious rites together (i and n and vii). But there is also a
number of instances where the vises are military and they sometimes
seek the protection and grace of Indra (i, p and ix). Not only
Agni, the Maruts, indra, Mitra and Varuna, Soma, and Xama as
referred to in (vi, a - f.) In addressing a hymn to the Visvedevas
/ \ * 'mm ' '
(vi, g) a god is called vispati. The adjective visva. sasvatl
also seem to indicate the whole or all groups (x). The Instru¬
mental Singular and plural also appear to denote the group-sense
of vis (xii.) But again (in viii) we have seen vis stands for
various kinds of men. Besides these and the examples in (v) where
e
mm
vis opposed to ra.ian denotes the subjects of the King, there are a
few examples in (iii) and (iv) and seem to indicate either tribe or
clan.
^
The examples cited in 'Vedic Index1 for which the sense of "settle-
:ment" or "dwelling" is said to be adequate and probable are found
translated by GRIFFITH and GELDNER both into "people" "folk" "tribe"
and "clanen" "Stamme except in VII, 56, 22 and VII, 61, 3 where the
meanings are given "houses" and "Ansiedelungen."
Hoi
In iv, a, b and c the dasi vis. Krsna vis and adevi vis of the
• • * " ''
earlier books denote the Dasa tribe, the black skinned aboriginals,
and the non-god worshipping tribes. In the later books also the
mm mm *
arya vis denotes the Aryans (d) and Sumitra vis appears to signify
a tribe of that name (e, 1). The vis of the Angirases (iv, e, 3),
*
r
"k*1® the Trtsus (iv, e, 2) vis of Nahusa (iv, f) and the via
of Trnaskanda and Kutsa may be a clan or a tribe. The vis of
the Purus etc., in iii (c) of Vasistha (iii, a) and the pronominal
*
adjectives also define the vis to denote either a particular tribe
or a clan. But we cannot be sure whether the word vis stands for
"a tribe" or "a clan" specifically, due to the aosence of the other
evidences on the point.
The meaning "house" or "settlement" conceived as the primary
meaning of the word by the European scholars on the basis of its
*
derivation from verb vis, can be justified in certain instances.
But in all probability if it actually had been the meaning originally
it was already changed at the time of RV., for we find the word
occurring with grha (VI, 4-8, 8), dama (II, 1, 8; III, 2, 10) durona
(VII, 7, 4.) The word visnati which is generally used to denote
some god is in VII, 55, 5 probably used for 'a man in charge of
protecting the vis', which may be the group of persons living together
in a house. The arani is called vispatni (III, 29, 1) probably
because by kindling the household fire it protects the people of the
vis. Sinivalx is also referred to by the word (II, 32, 7.) There
are different senses of grouping developed, besides this group of
people in a common dwelling. The group in a common line of descent
h*- / '
seems to .have developed ispa®*?® in the early stage (viz. the vis of
Vasistha /...
• ♦
Vasisfiha - VIII, 33,10; vises of the Trtsus - VII, 33, 6)
r
besides vises of the Purus - I, 36, 1 ( in the later book.)
The group of men which, is otherwise known as "a tribe" is
f
also denoted by vis in the early RV. books, viz. dasl. krsna
and adevx (iv - a, b, c) and in the later books also arva
and sumitra (iv -dt e.) The vises of Trnaskanda and Kutsa——- * —— n ■ —
(iv -f 3, U) belonging to the later period might have been
used for the people of the king. The meaning "subject'11 of "a
king" (ra.ian) is derived from the sense of the group belonging
to a king i.e. following the rule of a king. In the earlier
» t
book of RV. The gods are mentedned ra.ian of the vises. "Hie
fighting men"-' may also have been derived from the meaning
"group of people subordinate to one ".
Ljit
/
B. Vis in A'v.
(i) X~§ occurs in some 50 new occurrences in Av. (pai and Sau)
besides in. 21 repeated RV. verses (with or without variants.)
(AV.(Sau) IV, 32, 2 and (Pai) IV, 32, 2: RV. X, 83, a;
AV. (Sau) VI, 87, 1 and (Pai XIX, 6, 5; RV. X, 173, lj
AV. (Sau) VII, 94, 1 and (pai III, 1, 8 and XIX, 6, i,;
RV. X, 173, 6; AV. (Sau) XIII, 2, 20 and XX, 4-7, 17:
RV. I, 50, 5; AV (Sau) XVIII, 1, 21; RV. X, 11, 4;
SV. (Sau) XX, 73, 3; RV. VII, 31, 10; AV (Sau) XX, 107, 1;
RV. VIII, 6, 4; AV. (Sau) XX, 137, 9; RV. VIII, 96, 15;
AV. (Sau) I, 21, 1 and (Pai) II, 88, 4; RV. X, 173, 6;
AV. (Sau) VI, 88, 1 and (Pai) XIX, 6, 4; RV. X, 173, 4;
AV (Sau) VII, 52, 2 and (Pai) XIX, 9, 9; RV. I* 134, 6;
AV. (Sau) XX, 11, 2; RV. Ill, 34, 2; AV. (Sau) IV, 5, 6
and (Pai) IV, 6, 6; RV. VII, 55, 5; AV. (Sau) IX, 9, 1 and
(Pai) XVI, 66, 1; RV. I, 164, 1} AV. (Sau) XX, 101, 2:
RV. I, 12, 2; AV. (Sau) VIII, 3, 10 and (Pai)XVI 6, 10:
RV. X, 87, 10; AV. (Sau) XI, 6, 3: RV. Ill, 40, 3;
AV. (Sau) VII, 46, 2 and (Pai) XX, 10, 11: RV. II, 32, 7;
AV. IPai) II, 30, 3: RV. X, 15, 2 and Av'. (Pai) XII, 1, 6:
RV. I, 96, 15)
It is noticeable that of these 21 instances, 7 only belong to the
earlier books of the RV., the rest occurring in the later books
especially of the hymn X, 173, the subject of which is the benediction
of a newly consecrated king.
(a) Wot only in the repeated verses, in many of the newly used
instances /...
tf l2~
inst^nces of AV. also vis is found to occur with the meaning
"the people" in respect of the ra.ian.
(l) In A?. (Sau) IV, 8, 4-, visastva sarva vanchantu only,
of Rt, X, 173, 1 occurs:-
mm ' *
t * -, r * f .
vyaghro adhi vaiyaghre vikramasva diso mahih /■ ~r n "" ' f
' '
— ' — — JL JL '
visastva sarva vanchantu apo divyah pavasvatih //
• •
where vlsah is evidently for "the people who wishes one for
their king." BLOOMFISLD's rendering "clans" for visah is
T
not suitable.
(2) In AV. (Sau) III, K, 2, (PAi III, I, 2, ab:
/
tvam viso vrnatam rajyaya
tvamimah pradisah panca devxh /
visah has evidently the same use as above, but GRIFFITH instead
r
of "the people" translates visah by "tribesmen" which is not
suitable. Besides the verb vr is rendered by him as "to
elect" which has led the historians to infer the system of
election of the King by the- people in the Vedic period for which
inference the word helps very little, because the verb may
mean simply "choose" (3L00MFIELD, WHITNEY) if not "honour" or
welcome (sarabhaj) (SSYANA.) InRV. X, 124-, 8 (c):
• 1 •
/ f f ' JL mm mm JL
ta Im viso na ra.ianam vrnana
• " ■ • * •
e
the same meanings of vis and vr are found.
(3) In AV. (Sau) IV, 22, 7
> ' ' " —
Simhapratlko viso addhi sarva
/• ' * *
mm t






— J. ~ — ' — . / /
chatruyatam a khida bhojanam //
"Of /...
"Of lion aspect, do thou devour all the duns" - translates
WHITNEY, and GRIFFITH renders:"Gonsume, with lion aspect, all
tneir/iamlets, with tiger aspect, drive away the foemen, Sole
lord and leader and allied with Indra, seize, conquer thine
enemies' possessions." BLOOKFIELD however translates visah
by "(their) people." ZIlGlEi translates it by "alle ihre (der
Feinde) Gaue." SlIANA explains the line thus: "3imha~.sarjBrah
* • " *
simhatulyaparakraraah san a.jnamatrena sarva visah svarastrasthah
• • ~k 1 ^ -• # - m
prajah bhunksva / vyaghravad akramya paryantastlian satrun apa
• • —— " " 1
badhasva /..."
visah here may be the people at the King's control the subjects
as opposed to those who are hostile. The King's attitude
towards the former will be like a lion and to the latter like a
tiger. The majestic lording over of the lion might have been
suggested towards the King's subjects.
(4.) AV. (Sau) III, 4, 6





— ' — ' /
hvajnastha varunaih samvidanah /
sa tvayam ahvatsve sadhasthe
sa devan /aksat sau kalpayad visah //
• " •
This is said about the King who left his kingdom that he may
return ot it, worship the gods and "arrange" (WHITNEY) or
"manage" (BLOOKFIELD) "the people" ("sa eva raja pra.jah svasva
yy"P.aresu nivunktam■" - SlYANA) GRIFFITH'S translation -
"guide the clansmen" is not^atisfactory.
(5) In AV. (Sau) III, 3, 3; (Pai II, 74, 3, it has been
said about the King who left his kingdom that he may be called
by/...
tf/Lf
by Va.runa from the waters, by Soma from the hills and by Indra
from the vises (SAYANA)
*
.■kjLrasybva (yam (Pai) ) hvayatu (/hvayati (P&i)
- ' ' ' ' vidbhya abhyah
Syeno bhutva visa a patemah // (cd) 1 y
But GRIFFITH: "Let Indracall thee hither to these people. Fly
hither to these people as a falcon."
WHITNEY: "Let Indra. call thee for these subjects, becoming a
falcon, fly unto these&ubjects."
BLOOMFIELD: "Indra shall cite thee to these clans.' Turn into
an eagle and fly to these clans."
Here however obviously visah stands for the prajas (Subjects)
of a King - "the people."
(6) Further in Av. (Sau) VI, 93, 2, (pai) IE, 12, 14, cd:
t t / r t
tvam daivxr visa ima viraja yusmat ksatram
ajaram te astu //
where Indra is glorified -- "devasambandhinTh imah prajah tvam.
• • • " »
isisva" (SSYANA), - "Of these celestial tribes be thou the
• ♦
sovereign; long-lasting be thy sway and undecaying" - GRIFFITH.
WHITNEY translates visah by "over these folk." With viraja
however the sense of "the subject" is implied.
(7) In AV. (Sau) IV, 22, 1; (Pai) III, 21, 1 a charm to
secure the superiority of a newly consecrated King is said: (ab)
/
"imamindra vardhaya Ksatriyam ma
■■ "" 111 — ——
' /I
imam visam ekavrsam krnu tvam /...." x
• — •' • ' • • •
SSYANA seems to have read vrsam ekavrsam in the sense of
^ #'■«
*
"mukhyasektaram. asahayasuram." GRIFFITH: "Exalt and strengthen




1 In verse 5 of the same hymn (c), yastva karadekavrsam iananam. seems—
^ a —- —
to have said the same thing,whereby we find that there is probably
little difference between vis and jana.
in] l:Ii.L: "Increase, 0 Indra, this Kshatriya for me; make thou
this man sole chief of the clans (vis)..."
BLOOMFIaLD: "This warrior, 0 Indra, do thou strengthen me do
thou install this one as sole ruler (bull) of the
Vis (the people.)
(3) In the same hymn in (Sau) IV, 22, 3; (Pai) 111,21, 2
again it is said: (ab)
' ' /
"ayam astu dhanapatir dhananam
ayam visam vispatir astu ra.ia / ..."
SSYANA explains that the repetition of dhana and vis in
* """ 1 ■ ""
/ /
dhanananam dhanapatih and visam. vispatih signifies the multi-
• "" •*'
jplicity (bahutva-Khyapanartliam) of dhana and vis.
GRIFFITH: "Let him be the treasure-lord of goodly treasures,
let him as King be master of the people ,...."
WHITNEY: "Let this man be riches - lord of riches; let this
King be people-lord of people ...."
BLOOMFISLD: "May this one be the treasure lord of riches, may
this King be the tribal lord of the vis (the people..
ZIMMER: ".... dieser Konig soil sein der Gauherr der Gaue.."
(9) In (Pai) VI, 9, 6 again, (abd)
0
avus^mantam varcasvantam atho adhipatim visam
1 11 li" " " "
....... imam indra vrsnam krnu /
a similar benediction is found.




tubhyam sravantu balayas tubhyam sulkah pradiyatam /
tubhyam virat payo ruham tvam vanchantu viso mahih //
which/.....
which almost echoes the example (l) above.
In all these instances visah appears to denote the people of
the King - his suojects..
(b) Of the IV. instances repeated, we also find a number of
occurrences of vis qualified by daiva etc.. devanam visah ....
'"'a1""""-1*""* '•
rnanusih (I, 50, 5 RV.). Ksitxnlm manusinam vision daivinam
• • T~ ;—? —;—
(ill, 34, 2, RV.), sam aaya rflanyave viso visva nainanta Krstayah
^ o * ' "i"
(VIII, 6, 4, RV.) viso aclevxr abhyacarantir brhaspatina
%" """
yu.iendrah sasahe (VIII, 96, 15, RV.)
(1) (Sau) IX, 4, 9, (Pai) XVI, 24, 9, ab,
/ * *
^ *
daivlr visah payasvana tanosi"
* """"" •""
~ ' — /
tvam xndram tvam sarasvantamahuh /
GRIFFITH: "Thou vigorous, reachest to the tribes of heaven.
Thee they call Indra, thee they call Sarasvan."
WHITNEY: "Rich in milk, thou stretchest unto the people (vie)
of the gods; etc.)
/ ~ / / f r tf
(2) Kena deva anuksiyati Kena daivajanxr visah /
"*"TO"L r "" '
• • •
in (Sau) X, 2, 22, ab (GRIFFITH: "Through whom doth he abide
with Gods? Through whom with the celestial Tribes?", WHITNEY:
"Wherewith does he dwell upon the gods? Wherewith (upon) the
people of the God ffiLk ?") has the distinct uses of deva and
daiva.janxr visah, and in the answer to this question the next
versd (Sau) X, 2, 23 also has:
"hrahma. deva anu ksiyati brahma daivajanxr visah"
1 " "" ' « «
(GRIFFITH: "Brahma inhabits with the Gods, Brahman among the
Heavenly Tribes." WHITNEY: "The braiiman dwells
upon the Gods, the brahman upon the people of the
god folk; ....")
Here visah seems to denote not the tribe, but the demi-gods like
gandharvas, or like Vasus who have non-earthly origin.
(3) In a laudatory hymn to Rohita who is described as the
source of all lives, (Sau) XI'II, 1, 2 and (Pai) XVIII, 15, 2:
'
- Jm J, ' ^ f
ud va.ia a gan yo apsv antar
' ' -L ■ • JL ,
visa a roha tvadyonayo' yah / ,
Somam dadhanopa osadhlr gas
1
IT V "
' • ' JL '* ' //
Oatuspado dvipada a vesayeha //
(WHITNEY: "Up hath arisen the power (vaja) that is within the
waters; mount (a-ruh) thou the clans (vis) that are sprung from
thee (tvadyoni); assuming (dha) the soma, the waters, the herbs
the Kine, make thou the foorfooted, the two footed ones to
1 *
enter here." GRIFFITH translates visa a roha tvadyonayo yah
into "Mountoer the tribes which thou hast generated." BLOOMFIELD
translates it by "ascend upon the clans that are sprung from
thee."
(4.) In the same hymn in (Sau) XIII, 1, 10, (Pai) XVIII,
15, 10 (ab) it is said:
* ' ' ' _ .*
yaste visastapasah samoabhuvur
/ _£ ' J. ,
vatsam gayatnmanu ta ihaguh /
""
• •
WHITNEY: "What clans (vis) of thine came into being out of
ardor (tapas) those have come hither after the young
(vatsa) the gayatri; "
GRIFFITH: "The tribes thy heat produced have followed hither the
Galf and Gayatri the strain that lauds him."
BLOOMFIELD: "The peoples that have originated fron they tapas
(heat or creative fervour) have followed here the
CHLf the Gayatri."
In the last two examples' vises are said to be emanated from the
■tffiiRjL Rohita, a form of Fire and of Sun and there is no
reason to call them as "clans" or "tribes."
(5) In (Pai) III, 27, 2, (cd)
tasmai viso devakrta namanta
• '
sa hy antas sa hi hav.yo vabhuva //
it is ss.id that the gods made the vises for him.
(6) In (Pai) IK, 23, 3 (cd)
vayantu sarve vo devas
Sarva vo vrnvatam visah //
Here the verb vr suggests the choosing or welcoming of the King
by his subjects.
(7) B^Fai) X, 3, 6 an interesting expressioi>6ccurs:
' e
asuro 'sxndranama 'yusman Sata Saradah /
Sa indra iva devesu tvislman visa avada //
'1 " " "
• ' •
f
where visa avada echoes the problematic expression vidatham
avada of R7.
Excepting the first two instances here, vis seems to denote "the
(human) people." In the first two also it seems to denote the
celestial beings subordinate - like the common people or the
snbiects of a King. By deva-krtah visah and the visah sprung
from Rohita, the human common people who are so made subordinate
to the King by the gods, may have been indicated.
(c)(1) In a typical Av. instance, in (Sau) XII, 6, 2, (Pai)
XVI, HI, 2.
✓ ' _ :' '
brahma ca ksatrara ca rastram ca visasca
• ——■-———- "™g* • • " • "• "" • ~
* * '' ' ' ' ' //
tvisasca yasasca varcasea dravmaa ca ff
connected /....
connected with the 5th verse of the same hymn:
—
. ' — ' — 4 /
tani sarvany a pa kramanti brabjnagavlm /
— — ' t
adadanasya .iinato brahiaanam ksatriyasya /
• • •
it is laid down that a Ksatriya who takes a Brahmin's cows or
oppresses a Brahmin will lose all their orahman (holiness,
according to WHITNEY, energy according to GRIFFITH), ksatra
(dominion according to WHITNEY, vigour according to GRIFFITH),
rastra (Kingdom - WHITNEY, power - GRIFFITH) vis-es (subjects -
WHITNEY, might - GRIFFITH) and tvls. yasas, varcas and dravina
(according to WHITNEY, brightness, glory, honour and property, -
according to GRIFFITH, the speech and mental strength, the glory
and duty.) There is all likelihood that interpreters will have
difference of names for these words, but among the powers of
Ksatriya we find not only Ksatra and rastra (most possibly
"~T — • • •
kingdom) and vis (probably the subjects) but also brahman.
Probably brahman and Ksatra form a pair denoting mental and
physical power and rastra and vis also form a pair denoting the
land of his ruling and the people he rules.
(2) vis and rastra occurring in AV. (Sau) XIII, 1, 9 and" 1 *
# •
(Pai) XVIII, 15, 9 :
t / '» j; _ '
yaste ruhah prarufco yasta aruho
/ J, ' ' !
yabhiraprsasi' divam antariksam /
taslra brahmana payasa yavrdhano
visi rastre .jagrhi rohitasya /
•"
(GRIFFITH: "Thy risings up, thy mountings and ascensions -where-
.with thou fillest heaven and airs mid region. By
prayer for these, ay milk of these, increasing in




is also in Singular, which suggests the aspect other than
the rastra element of the King's Kingdom. The former may be
trie population (and the sovereign power over the people) while
the latter may be the territory (and thefuling of it.)
(3) In AV. (Sau) XV, 3, 2:
Sa visah saoandhun annam
annadyam abhyudatisthat //
• •
Prior to this the first verse is;
So 'rajyata tato rajanyo jayata //
mm f
So the Rajanya came up to the vises with their Kinsmen, the
food and foodeating. In the next verse i.e. XV, 9, 1, sa viso'
/
nu vyacalat he is said to move out towards the vises. here
i
vis also seems to be the common men over whom the Rajanya rules.
U) In XV, S, 3;
/ / / / /
visam ca vai sa sabandhunam cannasya
Jm ' JL / / /
cannadyasya ca priyam dfaama bhavati ya evarn veda
following the aoove verse has once again vis with sabandhu
occurring simultaneously with anna and annadya„ in a formulaic
pattern but no certain meaning can be derived from this.
(5) In Sau VI, 13, 1:
namo devavadhebhyo narno rajavadhebhyah
■ ' ' " ■" ' " •*
atho re visyanam vadhas tebhyo mrtyo namo'stu te //
"" ' 1 i" ■ ■■ •'" •
we find the parallel occurrence of deva vadhas rajavadhas and
vlsya vadhas, where vadfaa is supposed to denote£he weapons.
The deadly arms are said to comprise these three.
(6) vis occurring with ksatra in Pai V, 4, 12 (cd)
mam visas sam&anaso jusantam
" '— 11 '**" J •""" ""•* """
pitr/am Ksatram prati janatvasmat (?)
which /....
which also gives the meaning of vis as the subject of the King
"Let the subjects be of one mind and let the Father's power
which I shall inherit respond me .... Here vis seems to be the
King's "Subject."
(7) In Pai V, 5, 5 (ab):
/
vid vasa sa ksatriyam garbham dadhe
• • • •
is said in a successive pattern following
x
prthivi vasa sa agnim garbham dadhe. then
antarlksara .... vayum etc., then"V •" •
dyaur .......... suryam etc ., then
rg sama- - etc .,
where from we find as Agni is the lord of the earth, Vayu of
the firmament, Surya of the Sky, Saman of the RO (the Samaveda
baring the Rgvedic hymns as its text), Ksatriya is also the lord
r
of the vis which seems to denote the common people who are
ruled.
(8) Pai II, 65, 2;
Satarn hemantan damaya sapatnan
i^-
visastva sarva gungavo bhavantu
seems to have said xfriat has already been said in RV. X, 4-8, 8
(ab):
ariam gungubhyo atithigvamlsnaram




Here also visah seems to be the subordinate or dominated people
"~J",J"
•
the subjects of the King.
(a) (l) visam purohita occurs in Pai XIX, 25, 10:
J/-2-2-
aham saiaityano (?) aham visam purohitah /
• - • **"• ' 1 ■ •
aham mitrasya kalpayam mayi agastu dnarunyasi
It is not possiole to be definite about the meaning here due
to uncertain reading, but visam purohitah may denote a leader
• *" If ^
of the people and not probably the religious priest nor also
of the subjects of a King.
(2) The same expression occurs in Pai XIX, 29, 9
/
aham visam purbhito madhuhasto madhujihvah
• t
may^a^siijP'dharunl // and then
f
aham visyena Ketuna samagacchema ...
• ' -
/
also shows that the visam purohlta will meet all others with
JJ"""" '"r
•
ensign of vis-'es or marked for (the good of) the vis-es.
(b) (l) In Pai XX, 13, 3 there is a verse:
janad visva.ianlnam visam uruksitxnam /
durat tva man ye nrtu (?) xrsaya nama bhesa.iam /
"""""
Ii/Sau VTI, X5, 1 there is no visam. it has only some agree¬
ments :
/ / J. mm *•■'«£ /
.ianad visvajanlnat sindhutasparyabhrtam /
'
_ - j. _ j. ,,
durattva manya udohrtam irsyaya nama bhesa.iam //
—~
• • "
Thus in Pai recension we find almost the same idea in two
/
different expressions side by side .ianad visva.ianlnam, where
probably there is a confusion of cases. Here if jana does not
stand for the later ^.-/ord janapada, it signifies people of all
people and visam uruksitTnam signifies of people comprising a
lar-o-e number of men (Ksiti) the only notable point is that while• La •
r
jana occurs in the Singular number vis occurs in the Plural.
Hence vis in plural seems to denote "people."
(2) vispatnyai referring to 3inivati in Rv, II, 32, 7 is
epeated in AY, But there is another occurrence of vispatni
in the Nominative Singular referring to 3Inivati in AV. (Sau)
VII, 46, 3:
' / * * t r
ya vispatni dramasi pratlcl sahasrastukabhiyanti devi
' r / / /» /
visnoh patni bubhyam rata havimsi patim devi radhase
codayasva
WHITNEY: "Who, mistress of the people, art a match for (pratici)
Indra, the thousand-braided goddess coming on, to
thee, 0 Spouse of Yishnu, are the oblations given,
stir up thy husband, 0 goddess unto bestowal."
/
GRIFFITH also renders vispatni as "Queen of men." . SlYAlA
explains it as visain palayitrl.
r
(c) (l) vis in Locative plural which is very often found in
RY. is found in a few instances in AY., viksuidyah occurs in
(Sau) II, 2, 1 (Pai) I, 7, 1: (ab)
divyo gandharvo (gandharva in Pai) ohuvanasya yas patir
' ' '
^ .
eka eva namasyo viksvidyah /
1 "
• • •
tam tva yaumi (WHITNEY: "The heavenly Gandharva, who is
"lil"
r
the lord of being (bhuvana) the only one to receive homage to
be praised among the clans (vis).♦..
SlYANA explains "namasyo viksvidyah" as "prajasu eka eva
"#' *
namaskarvah stutyasca." V. MlDIIAVA in the RY. instances of
—- ■-
m
viksvidya, such&s in IV, 7, 2; VI, 2, 7 explains vikpu as
• •
manusyesu.
(2) 3au VIII, 4, 16, Pai XVI, 10, 3 (ab)
vi tisthadhvam maruto viksu
• •
icchata (ipsata in Pai) grbhayata raksasah
sampinastana /
(3) Sau IX, 5, 19, pai XVI, 99, 5 (ab)
' ' ft t
ye brahmane nidadhe yam_ca viksu
va viprusa odananam ajasva /
(4) Pai XIV, X, 5
/
Siyam ratrim ahni Suryamca
himasya mata suhava no astu /
/
asvastomasya subhage'va bodha
yena tva vande visvasu ylksu /!
• I ,
^
In all these instances "amon'g' or amidst the people" appears to
he the meaning of viksu.
(5) Among the metres ,jagati is said, to represent the
folk-element which is thus connected on many occasions with
vis in the Xajnoveda. In AV. (Pai) XV, 1, 6:
vairupe saraanniha tacchekayam /




Among the vises therefore means "among the common men."
(iii) (a) (l) We can compare with the above instances the Singular
r /
i locative form of vis used in (Sau) III, 3, 5 (Pai) II, 74, 7:
nvayantu (hvayanti in Pai) tva prati.janah
(panca.janah in Pai) pratimitra avrsata /
' ' ' J. ' ' ' -r » 1
indragnl visvedevaste visi ksemamadidharan /
(GRIFFITH: "Let thine opponents call thee back. Thy friends
have chosen thee again. Indra and Agni, all the
Gods have kept thy home amid the trioe." wherein
we find GRIFFITH might have misunderstood Icsemam.
WHITNEY translates the last line: " Indra and Agni, all the
sods, have maintained for thee security (ksema)fc> " •
in /...
in the people (vis)."
SSlAHA explains this line "in&ragni visvedevasca visi
# ... ... m.-.r \ .. I . —
(,j atavedavacanam) viksu pra.jasu tava ksemam raksanam
• • i •
dharayantu kurvantu." All consider te to be connected with
ksemam except 3L00MFIELD who is not very clear regarding it as
he translates the latter portion thus, "Indra Agni and all the
gods have kept prosperity with this people."
The following verse syas whoever of the Sa.jatas be antagonistic,
etc. Indra will divert him (from his antagonism,) thus appar-
f
:ently vis is the group of the sa.iatas. In the previous
verse i.e. III. 3. U (Sau) ... ta imam sa.iata abhisamvisadhvam
• •
might also be helpful to form the idea. Another locative
singular form has already been discussed as visi rastre jagrhi' «"• '
rohitasya in (c-2) above.
(a) (1) In (Sau) IV, 23, 1 (Pai) IV, 33, 1:
agner manve prathamasya pracetasah




' w / .
Sa no muncatvamhasah //
'' """ '
• •
(WHITNEI: "Irreverence first the forethoughtful Agni, him of
the five peoples whom men kindle in many places;
we pray to him who hath entered into clans (vis);
let him free us from distress.")
GRIFFITH translates viso visah pravisivamsamimahe by "We seek
him who hath entered all our houses."
SSfANA however explains viso visah as sarvaii pra.jah and then
says ,/....
says " ,j atharadirupena pravistavantam tarn asnim imahe yacarnahe."
♦ • ' »———
This Diight not be improbable in the conception of the Vedic
poets and the word pravisivaiasam is well explained. ' hut we
can say that this word might be used for alliteration and
euphony also. The meaning of it might be only appearing among
each and every vis. It can be argued that Agni was not wor¬
shipped by all men. But poeticism has generally hyperbolic
uses. Although SAlAMA's explanation is the most suitable one,
there is some chance of using vis here also as a social group,
especially as RV. contains many instances where Agni is placed
/
among the vises as hotr etc. etc.
(b) (l) In the nuptial hymn in Pai XIV, 2, 27, Pai XVIII, 14, 7
/ ft* * f f .
Syona bhava svas&rebhyah syona patye grhebhyah /
"m 1,1 " " *" *"•
t
Syonasyai sarvasyai vise syona pua^bayaisam
(in Pai, patyayaisam) bhava //
(GRIFFITH: "Be pleasant to thy husoand's sire sweet to thy
household and thy lord. To all this clan be
gentle and favour these men's property.)
This singular vise is again indicative of a social group of
people, but as grhebhyah is also there, it does not perhaps
denote "household."
(2) In another instance in Pai IV, 10, 3:
'
_ _ /
nttara svasru va'va nanandur upasiksah /
*"''"*L' —"" ~
• •
visas tva patya(m) (?) krnvantu bhavasu
■ —~S* • •
ueVrsu priya //
• • '
Here we find the mention of the father in law the sister in law,
the brother in law and visah here seems to comprise all others
of/...
u
of the husoand's family. Thus it may denote an exogassfcpus
social group.
(v) Thus in AV,, the possibility of the use of vis in the sense of
"house" is significantly little. The most notable in this period
r
is the large number of uses of vis in connection with the ra.jan. or
ksatra or rastra (as discussed in(i).) In (ii) "people" at lar^e
* "# •
sometimes appears to be the meaning of it. The singular locative
/
visi as discussed in (iii) seems to be a group of sajatas. and in
the nuptial hymn in (iv) (b) vis appears to be the exogamous social
group of persons who are probably the Sajatas of the husband to
which group the wife is taken after marriage. viso visah in (iv)
(a) also if it does not indicate an individual as SSlANA has explained
9
is likely to denote a kind of social group, as is mostly found in
RV.
Vasistha - VII, 33, 10;/vises of the Trtsus - VII, 33, 6) besides^
vises of the Purus -/I, 36, 1 ( in the later book.) The gpotip of
men which is otherwise known as "a tribe" is also den^h€d by vis
in the early RJ. books, viz. dasX. Krsna and adeyi [iv - a, b, c)
and in the later books also arya and sumitrS^fiv - d, e.) The
vises of Trnaskanda and Kutsa (iv 4) belonging to the later
period/might have been used fovytfns people of the king. The mean-
:ing "subject" of "a kingV^trajan) is derived from the sense of the
g^foup belonging to^a/king i.e. following the rule of a king. In
the earlier hebk of RV. the gods are mentioned raj an of the vises.
"The fighting men" may also have been derived from the meaning
"group of people- 'subordinate to one."
C. Vis in YV.
e
The occurrence of vis in IV. presents a striking contrast to
that in RV. and AV. In the different texts of YV. the plural forms
are significantly less numerous and the reduplicated forms are
almost absent, while the singular forms in general are more numerous.
of the plural the Instrumental, Dative, Ablative forms are not found
in any Book of the YV., the Nominative /Accusative (visah) Genitive
(visam) and Locative (viksu) occur but much less in number than in
/* / *■ 4 i 4 *
RV. Of the reduplicated forms viso visah. viso visah. visam visam
r /
are conspicuous by their absense and only vise vise occurring in
RV. IV, 7, 1 is found in the repeated verses VS. (Ma) HI, 15;
(Ka) III, 3, 5; (Ma) XV, 26; (Ka) XVI, 5, 7; (Ml) XXXIII, 6; (Ka)
XXXII, 1, 6; KS. VI, 9; KapS IV, 8; MS. I, 51; TS. I, 5, 5, 1.
Conversely, again, more numerous are the Singular forms of Nominative
(vit) /...
(vit)(only three in RV) Accusative (visam) (only one in RV.) Instru-
:mental (one in VS.,five in TS.,eight to ten in MS.,six to seven in
KS., while RV. has seven), and so on. The dual from visaiiA-occurs
once in RV. and in KS. of YV. also once. This contrasting feature
is significant; it shows that vis is at this period a well-defined
class i.e. the common-people-class. Among the derivatives remark-
*
:able is the large number of uses of the word vaisya in YV. which
/
exists once in RV. The word visya also occurs in many instances
in YV.
(i) In AV. (Sau) V, 17, 9 (Pai) IX, 16, 7, it has been said that
Brahmana is the lord not Rajanya nor Vaisya and in AV. (Pai) III,
t *
mm mm
13, 8 vaisya is mentioned with sudra and arya.
In MS. I, 6, 5 and 9, in III, 1, 5; IV, 2, 7 vaisya is used as a
__ *
class like rananya. and sudra.
In TS. II, 5, 10, 1 and 2 it is said, besides the warrior there are
/ /
three other sorts of men, the Brahmana, Vaisya and Sudra and for a
Vaisya, Seventeen is the number of repetition of Samidheni-s and in
TS. VII, 1,1, 5 where an^quation of the Vaisyas among men is made
with All-gods as deities, Jagati among the metres, Vairupa Saman,
cows among the cattle.
In VS. (Ma) XXXI, 11; (Ka) XXXV, 1, 11 only once the RV. verse
X, 90, 12 is repeated. This has also been repeated in AV. (Pai)
IX, 5, 6.
*
(ii) Visva is also indiscriminately used for vaisya in the different
texts of YV.
In /...
In V3. XVIII, 48 and TS. V, 7, 6, 4 the four classes are mentioned
Brahmanas. raian-s. visya-s. sudra-s.
In VS. XXVI, 2 they are mentioned as Brahman. rajanya. Sudra. and Arya
(iii) (a) 0f the instances in YV. there are some which have repeated
RV. verses (e.g. TS. I, 2, 8, 2; VS. (Ma) IV, 31 etc. repeat-
ling RV. V, 85, 2; TS. II, 6, 12, 4, VS. (Ma) X3X, 68 etc.
repeating RV. X, 15, 2; TS. IV, 4, 4, 3 repeating RV. I, 45, 6
etc. etc.)
(b) There are only a few instances in YV. where Agni is said
to be placed in the vis-es (viksu) which is very often found
in RV. e.g. TS. VI, 1, 11, 3:
hrtsu hi Kratum viksvagnim ity aha varuna
hi viksvagnim divi suryam ityaha
(" ... Varuna placed Agni in dwellings "
e
(c) In YV. there are numerous uses of vis, where Maruts (some-
stimes Visvedevas and sometimes Xdityas) among the deities,
Jagati among the metres, vairupa among the Samans etc. are
equated with vis among men. (TS. IV, 4, 12, 2; KS. XXII, 14;
MS. Ill, 16, 4; TS. Ill, 5, 7, 2; TS. I, 8, 13, 1; KS. XV, 7;
MS. II, 6, 10; VS. (Ma) X, 12; MS. II, 1, 20 and TS. IV, 3, 3,
1; TS. VI, 6, 5, 3; KS. XXIX, 9; KapS. XLVI, 2; MS. IV, 7, 8;
TS. V, 4, 7, 7; KS. XXI, 10; MS. Ill, 3, 9; KS. XI, 6;
MS. II, 2, 1; TS. II, 3, 1, 3 - 5 etc. etc.)
t
"Common man" is in general the meaning of vis in these instances
The Maruts are called the deva-vises. By equating the manusya-
vis-es/...
vis-es with the deva-vises (TS. II, 2, 5, 7 and Iff, 1, 5, 3
KS. XI, 6) the sacrificial formulas generally arrange for
having full control over the rastra (the realm) and the vis
(the people) where vis has some abstract sense. In any case,
the word in these examples do not carry a sense of social
group.
(d) Vis is sometimes mentioned as opposed to Ksatra where this
is clearly a word for an abstract notion the corresponding
form of it with concrete notion might have been conceived by
visya (TS. V, X, 6, 7; MS. Ill, 3, 7, and 10; KS. XXI, 10)
(e) There are a few instances in TV. however where vis appears
to have the sense of a social group.
(1) In VS. IX, U0; X, 18:
"imam amusya putram amusyai putraa asvai
/
visa* esa vo'mi ra.ia somo'smakam brahmananam raia"
.' 1 " T "
(GRIFFITH (following MAHlDHARA): "Him Son of such-a-man and
such-a-woman, of such-a-tribe. This is your King, ye tribes¬
men. Soma is Lord and King of us the Brahmanas" with a note
on "Tribesmen": "here the name of the tribe or people e.g.
Ye Kurus or Panchalas or Bharatas."
(2) In KS. XV, 7; MS. II, 6, 9 it is said:
___ f
"avam asa amusyayano "musyah putro 'musyam visy
esa te .iana te ra.ia somo asmakam brahmananam rail
(3) In KS. XI, 6 again a similar expression is found:
"... nirvapan bruyad isam amum amusyayanam amusyah
'111
• ' • • • •
0
_
putram amusyam visy avagamayateti bhagadheyam
evaibhyah Kurvan praha ...."
If 32-
(Having offered he should say -"Do make him attain it him of
such and such father, of such and such mother in such and such
*
vis i.e. social group." -
In TS. I, 8, 12, 2
mm 0
"avinno'vam asav amusyayano 'syam visy asmin rastre
n
("Notified is he N.N. descendant of N.N. in this folk .... in
this Kingdom ...)
/
These instances show the special use of vis as a social group,
but the specific nature of this social group cannot be under-
:stood for want of sufficient evidence.
*
Hence in IV. the sense of vis has generally been fixed
either for the concrete sense of "common man" as opposed to
rastra or for the abstract sense derived from it with which
the nobility (Ksatra) is set in opposition, one wishing to
dominate over the other. The sense of "common man" is also
attached to the word visya. and Vaisya which are more frequent
in the IV. than in RV. and AV.
The RV. sense of "group of men" is also retained in a few
instances where vis probably stands for groups of men like
Bharatas, Kauravyas, Pancalas etc.
D. Vis in the Brahmanas and onwards
Vis occurs in all the Brahmanas in many instances. But nowhere
is it used for any special sort of social group. The word occurs
in a large number of instances quoted from RV. and IV. and the uses
r
of the word are mostly as (l) common men or the vaisya class of
people/....
433
people as opposed^o Ksatra the class of nobility or power (As
* r
manusyavisah they are often equated or compared to the deva visah
the Maruts or Visvedeva-s or Sdityas and to the JagatI metre etc.
This use of vis follows from its use in the Samhitas) and as (2)
©
the subjects of the King, which is generally obtained with the
connection of words like rastra. ra.ian etc. As they do not have




A. Relationship between the words:
Our study has attempted to exploit directly ali/6he sources of our
information regarding the employment of the proposed words in the
early texts of Indo-Aryan to the sense of a social group. Investig¬
ations have been made to solve the following queries (l) what were
the social group terms as such at the time of the RV. (2) how each of
these terms were used (3) how some of them were replaced and (4.)
how their meanings were changed.
The wor^Kula as we have seen was employed first of all probably
in the sense of "the line of descent" signifying the people belonging
to the line forming a social group. Because of close ties of relation
between the members of this group, it was highly probable that they
lived together in the same house, from which the sense of the members
of the family living in the same house might have developed^ RV. X
and A^. It has been noticed that the sense of "house" occurs to the
word much later and it must have been developed from the sense of
household and the members of the household. We have also noticed
that grha was the term used for "the house, the place of residence"
as old asin RV. "The line of descent" or "the members of the line"
is the meaning of the word as we find it in the use in RV. I and the
Kalpasutra. But gradually another word comes into being to stand
*
for "the genealogical line." The word is vamsa. It is used in the
Samhitas1 in the sense of rafters or beams of the house while in the
*
Brahmanas /...
• - - — ■ - — — ■■■ i.
RV. VII 58 lj IV, 56, 3 and II, 15, 2 - avamsa in the sense of "one
without prop or support." In MS. also vamsa is used in the sense of
"a post" in IV, 8, 10.
1+3S-
Brahmanas (S Br. X, 6, 5, 9; Br. Up. VI, 3, 14 etc.) first it is
used to indicate a genealogy - the spiritual genealogy (a list of
teachers.) In Panim Sutra IV, 3, 77 - the relation is described
as of two typers, spiritual or genetic, (vidya yoni sambandha-.)
The word vamsa is however established as a synonym of K"Ta for
"genealogical line" in the later days. In Hir. G.S. I, 7, 12 under
brahmacaridharma it is said about "... ye tasyam guror vamsyah."
• • c
The other word that stands in relation to Kula is gotra but that has
also taken up the sense of a social group quite late, not possibly
before the Brahmana period. Prior to that the word may have had
the sense of "a group" only, but BROUGH (SBSGP) argues that the
Gotra-system was prevalent even at the time of RV. which is evident
from the family Book of hymns in the 8th Mandala. The references
to Vasistha-s or Bhrgu-s in RV. may point out that families were
named by the clan-name, but no term as a "Gotra" was probably in use
in the Samhita period. "Pravara" is another term in the Sutra period
which marked the line of rsi ancestry of persons. Srseya is a
synonym of pravara but it occurs in RV."*" in the sense of "belonging
to a rsi. In AV. (Sau) XI, 1, 16, 25, 26, 32, 33, 35} XII, 4, 2, 12;
XVI, 8, 12, 13 and in VS.(Ma) VII, 46} XXI, 61; TS. I, 4, 4, 3; VI,
2
6. 1. 4. it is used in the sense of "the descendant of a rsi . Thus9 7 ^9 ••
the word "Kula" only may have been used at the time of RV. in the sense
of a social group of persons of near relations, maybe of common line
of /...
1
RV. IX, 97, 51
2
It may have beeptised the earliest in S Br. I, 4, 2, 3 - in the sense
of a social group "atharseyam pravrnlte"
(t3l
of descent and/or residing in common. The word gostha is found in
• •
RV. which was "the place for the cows." It clearly denoted the cow-
:stall in the habitation of the people. The cows return from their
pastures to the gostha to their young ones eagerly. Gotra in its
earlier meaning besides denoting "a collection of cows" also denotes
" a place where the cows are kept confined by the enemy" which is
generally crushed down by Indra or other gods to set free the cows.
The latter is invariably the enemy's enclosure of the cows used never
in the sense of the ordinary fold of the domestic cattle for which
the former is used. The cows went out to graze in the aranya and
returned to the gosth& in the grama, as it is found in RV. Besides
the local sense, grama appears to have an earlier meaning in which
there are some uses not only in RV. but also in the later days. It
is found that in the period of YV., one wants to possess a grama, and
as a result of certain ceremonials can obtain the hold over his
sajata-s and becomes gramin. As KEITH (3YV p. 7 fn. 2) says
"sa.iata indicates primarily "a man's relations," and then more gener¬
ally'his equals generally of whatever their rank may be."(Cf. also
EGGELING, SBE XLI, 107, 111). Sa.iata and sajatya occur in RV.
although fewer in number than in YV. The words grama and ,jana are
often used to denote the same as the Bharatas are referred to by
either of the words in III, 33, 11 and III, 53, 12. But while jana
is directly attached to the name, grama is qualified by gaVyan. Thus
jana_ seems to be more specific in the RV. and grama is a general
term for a host of people. There might be the sense of a group but
the nature of the group wis in all probability not fixed, as it was
used for people assembled for battle etc. Jana is also used some¬
times /....
:times for a number of people in the military context. The sense
of "tribe" might be present in .jam at the time of RV. as is used
with yadva-s. and also used as panca .ianah. But the meaning seems
to be faded even at the time of RV. The word .jana as studied by
RENOU (BVR) is often U3ed with pronominal adjective or other adjec-
:tives to substantivise the adjective. This is a peculiar use of
the word which is not found with either grama or vis. The meaning of
grama as "settlement" is already derived in the RV. from the sense
of "the group of people" assembled far some common purpose viz. to
collect the cows, to fight out a common enemy and to reside together
amiably. Thus the sense of both jana and grama as groups of people
seems to be earlier than RV. The use of panca .iana as "five tribed
people" or "five tribes" might have been pre-Vedic as concluded by
HILLEBRANDT (ZH) and in IV. its use seems to have been fossilised.
Some attempts might have been made by the Vedic poets to ascribe the
sense of five individuals even in RV. considering the meaning of .iana
also as "individual^! a The use of .iana in connection with ra.ian
or gppa etc. does not necessarily point out that its meaning has
f-
developed to the sense of "suoject." The word vis on the other hand
has developed the sense of "people" in the RV. stage while its pre-
Vedic meaning might have been "dwelling" or "settlement." The mean-
:ing of this word has gradually changed to the meaning of "the host
of common men" from which in the AV. period definitely, the ra.ian.
and ra.ianya or small kings and also the Brahman-s have taken them-
:selves out. This necessarily presupposes a system of "occupational
class-system" - widely known as the "caste" system.
Varna'V....
The word is also usedin the sense of colour generally used to denote
the effulgence of Agni (IV, 5, 12; II, 1, 12; V, 2, 3; X, 3, 3) and of
Soma (IX, 66, 8; 71, 2; 97, 15; 104, 4; 105, 4.)
Yarns, which is originally found in connection with arya (ill,
34, 9) and disa (II, 12, 4), (to which the word vis is also attached,
as we have seen) is later used to denote the "caste" - division (dis-
:cussed by RMOU in EVR.) The word pra.ja which in RV. denotes "child"
"descendant" etc. s in the post Vedic stage takes the sense of "sub¬
ject'of a king, which, in the meanwhile is signified by the word -vis
at least from AV. onwards.
The word .iati which in the Vedic period is used for the abstract
sense "birth," is found in the Sutra period denoting the social group
fixed by "bir|h" (jatibhede tu bhidvate pankti vaisamyat in Hir Gr. S
XXIV, 4, 17) .iatyantara in Bau Sr S XXVIII, 2, .iatisamhara in Lat.
Sr S VI, 6, 14; 7, 10; 7, 17; etc.) and later on this becomes also
the term for "caste" or "class." The word jnati which might have
had its same origin as that of jana, is found on four occasions in
RV. (But in'Vedic Index' the references are not quoted.) ZIMMER
thinks that the term might have been taken from law meaning "witness"
and ROTH also suggests its original sense," Surety" and thus they
think about different origin of the word. Whatever may be its origin
it is used in RV. in the sense of 'relation' (VII, 55, 5; X, 66, 14;
X, 85, 28; X, 117, 9)
(ii) Social History as depicted by the words:
T|re dynamics of social history can be roughly hinted at by the
study of the words looking at the motivational processes of human
beings. Although one cannot say with all emphasis that the presence
or absence of a word or a group or words can be a reliable proof of
anything, there must be some material which if handled with care can
give /...
give some idea about the past history of the society. The uncertainty
of the meaning of the word itself is a barrier to form the necessary
idea of the history. But one must carefully omit all uncertainties
and must remain satisfied with as little idea as one can get from it
instead of filling up the lacunae with imagination.
The linking of the meaning of mahakula in RV. BKI in the sense of
one having noble line of descent with Kulapa in RV. Bk. X and AV. in
the sense of the chief of the houae (male and female) points out a
fact that might be probable that the people belonging to one line of
descent used to live together at the time of RV. (latest.) In the
Brahmanical period the household comprised the students also and the
system of having all the members of the same line of descent dwelling
t
in the same place is changed. The word vispati living in the house
who is other than the father of the girl whom a man likes to meet at
night (VII, 55, 5) is in all probability a man in charge of the vis.
At the same time there is a K|flagopa who is functionally entrusted
with protecting the Kula. But there may be slight difference between
vispati and Kulagopa. The former may be one outside the blood
relation and may be in charge of a bigger group of dwellings as vis
might have denoted. As grama never denoted a definite social group
and just signified a number of people united for some common purpose
and very soon in the RV. period developed the local sense the word
gramanT who functioned as a leader of a group of men as in the function
of giving ^nksiria in a sacrifice., gradually was known as a leader of
*
a _grama, a local body. The words vispati and Kulapa and Kulagopa
were eventually out of use and gramani is used as a •
a prosperous man in the settlement. In the YV. he is cleariy a
e
Vaisya, but at this time the Varna classification of Brahman,
• *
Ksatra (Rajanya), Vis(Visya/Vaisya) is fully established,. The
*
word vis, on the otherhand, primarily" having a locational sense
has already attained the sense of the people in general and thence
to the "common man". Gana having the sense of followers is generally
understood as a particular type of gods in bands, although devavis
is sometimes also used to denote it . The primary meaning of gana
as a retinue however took a turn to indicate the human followers
of a Rsi like Atri (as in RV.) But it was rare in use and in the
• •
Gotra systemin the postVedic days gana was also a term for marking
the spiritual line of descent. The development of the word .iana
shows a tendency of fading its group-sense even from the early
period 0f RV. and thi^has a peculiar vague sense and the function
of substantivising the adjective to indicate either a group or an
individual.
In conclusion from what we have studied above in detail,
we can emphasise that the Vedic condition was not uniformly
t
«■
represented by the terms kula.radbt vis, jana. grama.gotra.gana.
Their changed meanings in the successive stages have to be taken
in to account. It was not the fact that a collection of kulas formed
a gotra,an aggregate of gofcras formed a gosthl,an aggregate of
gosthls formed a gxstx grama, an aggregate of gramas formed a vis,
, 1
and an aggregate of vises formed a jana, as one would fondly
theorise. Kula and jana were the terms for "social gropp" in the
early stege of the RV, grama was only a general term for a group,
vis attained the meaning of a "social group" (bigger than kula.the
group of kiss dwelling together.) and gana and gotra attained the




Vidatha occurs with its derivative vidathva in as many as 120
instances in'different case endings in RV. The use of the word is
frequent in RV. but is gradually less and less in the later texts.
ROTH1, GRAS3MANN2, BERGAIGNE9, LUDWIG^, ZIMMER5, REGNAUD6,
MAX MtfLLER7, OLDENBERG8, BLQOMFIELD9, GRIFFITH10, GELDNER11, among
other Europena Vedic scholars have tried to interpret with all
seriousness the word occurring in the RV. passages, but their meanings
are all varying with one another. Some of the scholars sometimes
interpret it as some kind of institution or assembly. The Indian
annotators, namely SlYANA, VENKATA, MlDHAVA and SKANDASVEMIN generally
~ TO
explain the word as "yajna" as it is found in 'Nighantu" (IH,17).
But sometimes they suggested different meanings, such as va.ina-grha.
grha. vedana. .inana etc. and the three very often disagree. XESKA
suggests the meaning ya.ina in IX, 3 (RV. I, 162, 1) and vedana in
III, 12 and VI, 7 (RV. I, 164, 21; III, 27, 7). Of the European
Vedic scholars, WIISON zealously followed SEXANA and in spite of his
departures in certain places, in general he translates vidatha by
"sacrifice." According to ROTH ('SW') the primary meaning of the
word is either "Weisung, Gebot, Anordnung, Ordnung" on the one hand,
and "Ansage" on the other. He says that these meanings have also
certain developments. From the first meaning is derived, as he says,
e
"Weisung geben, entscheiden, zugebeiten haben," for the word vidatha
in the accusative singular with the verb a-vad. From the second, he
thinks are derived (i) "Versammlung einer Gemeine u. dgl. verein Rath
Versammlung"/...
I
'SW', 2 'WRV', 9 discussed SBE (XXXII), ^ DRV, ^AL, ^ as quoted by
MAX M0LLER SBE (XXXII), 7 op.oit., 8 SBE (XLVI),9 JAOS(XIX), 10 HI*
II HOS(XXXV) ZDMG(LII), 12 "vidanty asmin karma .jitam adhvaryvadaya
iti vidatho yajnah" SEXANA III, 26, 6 of RV.
Versammlung" which is the secular meaning, (ii) "Versammlung zun
Gottesdienst Festgenossenschaft, Feier"— the religious meaning, (iii)
" Kriegerisches Aufgebot zug, geschwar Aufgebot"- the military meaning.
'Vedic Index' argues that this threefold meaning of assembly has been
derived by ROTH from the primary meaning "Order" through an inter-
:mediate meaning "a concrete body giving order."
GRASSMANN ('WRV') makes nine categories of the different meanings of
Vidatha. although between some of them clear discrimination is not
possible:
(1) Versammlung; insbesondere.
(2) Versammlung zum Gottes dienste. religiose Festversammlnng;
(3) Genossenschaft. Gemeinde; insbesondere
(4-) Schaar der Gotter;
(5) drei solchej
(6) du, die beiden Gemeinden der Gotter und Menschen
(7) vidatham avad Versammlung durch Ansprache, Anordnungen
U.S.W. leiten, namentlich die gottes dienstliche.
(3) die Versammlung. oder Haus-oder Ortsgemeinde;
(9) Kampf. Treffen.
For vidathya also he makes out three kinds of meanings (i) in der
Versammlung hervorragend. (ii) ubertragen auf den Reichtum; (iii)
fur das Ooferfest geeignet. festlich. We shall have to examine how
far these meanings are tenable in the respective examples.
ZIMMER ( 'Mj' ) while discussing RV. II, 27, 12 takes the word in the
sense of "an asylum" like the house of a Brahmin, according to him,
it is a "Versammlung" sft&Ller than samiti taking the people not out-
:side the clan(?)
luewig/...
LUEWIG gives it the sense of "Bekanntschaft" then "Gesejlpchaft" and
lastly as synonymous with "ya.ina (sacrifice) assemblage." He con¬
sidered it a type of samiti which was of the maghavans and the
Brahmanas ("Vedic Index").
BLOOMFIELD (JAOS XIX) suggested the primary meaning of the word to be
"the estaolishment (where Sacrifices are performed)" and the secondary
meaning is derived from it which is "the sacrifices in the establish-
sments." He dismisses the meaning "Opferversaramlung" given by the
older translators. But some of his arguments are not well-founded,.
Thus "there was in the main no public cult," or "the sacrifice is
strictly a private affair" or "there was always one yajamana" is not
a sound presumption and SHARMA ("APII".7A-77) controverts it nicely.
According to 3L0GMFIELD there is a point of contact between sabha and
vidatha but that is of extreme opposites, - vidatha connected with
home matters while sabha generally with public matters.
GRIFFITH in his translation of the Rgveda generally follows LUDWIG
and at times MAX MILLER, but his renderings of the word vidatha are
generally "assembly", "synod", "Holy gathering", "festivals" and some¬
times "sacred rites" and "sacrifices."
In GEHFER's translation of the Rgveda into German the most common
meaning attributed is the etymological meaning "weish&fc" or "weiser Rede"
and sometimes also "Kenner Schaft" or "erkenntnisse"; but "Opfer" or
"Opfer rede" is also not scarce. In 'Vedic Index" it is said that
GELDNER's primary meaning is "knowledge", "wisdom" and "priestly lore"
while the secondary sense is "sacrifice" or "spiritual authority"
(•'Ved. St"). In ZDMG (1398) (730 ff) GELDNER makes a thorough exam¬
ination of the word vidatha. and is of the opinion that the word is
bordered/...
bordered neither on the political nor domestic affairs, it is used to
denote a social conception (p.734)» He thinks that the expressions
"Gelehrtenzunft" and "Gelehrtenfamilie." often fall together in the use
of the word vidatha.. He points out here, as also in many instances
in the translation, that between two "Gelehrtencliquen", there was
"Redeschlachten" or "wortkampf" which obtained for the participants
glory and reward from the rich Xajamanas, and in his opinion in
vidatha-s such battles of speech took place. The word is sometimes
interpreted as "the persons of the household" (in connection with
avad whic h according to GELDNER - is "to speak a word of authority"
or "to give direction") which he says is a peculiar use of the word.
MAX MILLER in SHE XXXII, (110 note 3) (RV. I, 60, 1) criticises
ROTH's "assignment of too exclusively political meaning of vidatha"
by pointing out that "public meeting at that time had always a
religious character", which however cannot be denied so far as the
social condition of the Vedic period was concerned. Further at P.34-9
under Note 2 of V, 59, 2, the different etymologies given by different
scholars (ROTH, GRASSMANN, BERGAI5NE and GELDNER) according to REGNAUD
are discussed and MAX MOLLER rejects REGNAUD's derivation of the word
from the verb root vidh- 'to sacrifice' by saying:
"But in vidatha if it stood for vidhatha. there would be no
phonetic excuse for changing dh into d at least in Sanskrit ...
there is no phonetic law to prevent the formation of such a word
as iHrfVia-hha If therefore vidatha signifies "sacrifice",
this is not because it is derived from vidh "to sacrifice."
Vidatha may have been the name of a sacred act as veda is of
sacred knowledge."
MACDQNELL.also in his *Vedic Reader' under I, 85, 1, derives the word
from the verb-root vidh in the sense of 'to worship' and gave it the
meaning 'divine worship.1
OLDENBERG (SBE XIVI) derives the word from vi—dha and similarly
accounts for the change of vidhatha to vidatha and he gives it the
meaning of "distribution", "disposition of business" and "ordinance"
derived from the root-idea. But these meanings can not suit to all
the instances.
A. Vidatha in RV.
As GRIFFITH and GELDNER give complete translations of the RV.
text, it has been possible to compare their interpretations with
SllANA's. The interpretations of the other scholars are occasionally
cited when they are considered necessary.
SlYANA interprets vidatha mostly as ya.ina. sometimes he suggests a
special or particular portion of the performance of sacrifice by
explaining it as savana (II, A, 8). Once he gives the meaning
'battle' (VII, 18, 13) although both GRIFFITH and GELDNER translate
the word into "sacrifice" and "Opfer" respectively. On a few occas-
/ f t
:ions (The 22 occurrences of bihadvadema vidathe snrvTrah. of Book II' *
• " •
and X, 85, 26, 27; VII, 84, 3; II, 27, 12; I, 130, 1) SllANA suggests
the meaning grha (one of them is etymologically explained as
labdhavya grha). Sometimes this meaning is suggested as an alter¬
native one with ya.jna (e.g. Ill, 3, 3.) For the others he suggests
the meaning (veditavya) karman/sthana or vedanlya/kriyamana jnlna or
simply .inana/jnatavya (I, 31, 6; I, 164, 21; III, 1, 2; III, 27, 7;
IV, 16, 3; IV, 38, 4; VI, 51, 2; VIII, 39, 9) His meaning of ya.jna
found/...
found agreement with GELDNER's and GRIFFITH'S, Opfer/sacrifice on some
9 occasions (I, 60, 1; I, 64, 1, 6; I, 92, 5; III, 4, 5; III, 39, lj
VI, 11, 2; VII, 43, 3 and X, 92, 2). Sometimes GRIFFITH renders it
as 'holy synod' while SSYANA and GELDNER render ya.ina and Opfer res-
rpectively (I, 40, 6; III, 1, 18; VI, 24, 2). In several other
places SSlAHA and GELDNER agree with their meanings ya.ina and Opfer
while GRIFFITH gives a different meaning (I, 143, 7j I, 186, 1; III, 1,
18; III, 28, 4; III, 54, 2, 11; III, 56, 5 ah, cd, 8; III, 55, 7;
V, 59, 2; VII, 21, 2; VII, 37, 2; VII, 93, 5; VII, 99, 6; X, 11, 3;
X, 12, 7; X, 96, 1; X, 100, 6.) Again, between SSXANA and GRIFFITH
there is agreement in the meaning ya.ina/sacrifice on 9 occasions while
GELDNER differs (I, 85, 1; I, 89, 7; I, 151, lj I, 166, 7; III, 26, 6;
III, 38, 5; V, 33, 9; VII, 73, 2; X, 41, 1.)
(i) Vidathe. the locative singular form is the most frequent. It
occurs 50 times in the RV. (a) some of these have apparent connec¬
tions with words which indicates its connection with religious rites,
(b) some have not so apparent connections, (c) some are connected
with number three and (d) some are connected with words meaning
"to speak."
(a) (l) vainasca bhud vidathe caruramtama
a sarvatatim aditim vrnlmahe (X, 100, 6 (cd) )
Notable is that besides vidathe there is ya,1 nah. SSXANA
explains vidathe as ya.ine and yajnah as yastavyah. It might
be poetically said of Agni that he is the sacrifice in Vidatha.
that is how GRIFFITH translates but he translates vidatha by
"Synod." GELDNER translates "Und das Opfergebet moge der
kennerschaft/...
kennerschaft genehm sein, ..." From this instance, however, we
*0
can say ya.jna takes place in vidatha which is either a place or
a function of religious rites.
(2) somasya ma tavasam vaksvagne
vahnim cakartha vidathe vaiadhvai (III, 1, 1 (ab) )
vidatha ya.iadhyai is explained by SSYANA as ya.ine yastfrfam. by
GRIFFITH as "to worship in the assembly", by GELDNER as "bei dem
Opfer ... urn den Weihspruch zu sprechen." Thus we find
SlYANA emphasising on the religious rites performed in vidatha.
■GRIFFITH, on the gathering of the people for that purpose, and
GELDNER insists on an etymological meaning which we also notice
in the other instances. GELENSR makes tavasam (GRASSMANN (WRV)
gives its denotation "Kraft" or "Kraftig" or "Stark") connected
with somasya and vahnim (as "leader") connected with "vidathe".
His construing is all right but vahnim should better be under-
:stood as vodharam (S]fYANA) in the sense of "one who carries
• •
the whole show of the Vidathe."
/ 0 0
(3) asminno adya vidathe yajatra
visve deva havisi. madayadhvam / (VI, 52, 17 cd)
SJlYANA explains vidathe as ya.ine. GRIFFITH translates it by
"in ... assembly." GELDNER translates it differently as havisi:
he translates evidently by "an dem opfer." He insists on the
etymological meaning of vidatha as weisheit rede, but in view
of a call to the gods to take delight in the havis. the importance
of "weisheit rede" is diminished.
00 000 0
(A) nra somaso madacvutah sravase no maghonah
suta vidathe akramuh (IX, 32, 1)
The Soma-sacrifice is suggested in vidatha.
ftr\ 4 • . ' > # ^'5; ya .Iagrvirvidathe sasyamanendra
yatte iayate viddhi tasva (III, 39, 1 cd)
//\ . # ' wL mm mm .and (.63 diva scida purvva jayamana
vi .jagrvir vidathe sasyamana (III, 39, 2 ab)
clearly states that in the vidatha. sasyamana praise4wakens
the gods.
/ \ «■ ' 'mm —
(7) brahmaneva vidatha ukthasasa
duteva havya .ianya purutra (II, 39, 1 cd)
/
Here the twin gods Asvins are compared to Brahmans chanting
praises in vidatha. though GELEE'ER translates "An weisheit wie
zwei Hohepriester, die das Lobgedicht vortragen."
/ t
^ 0 * *
(8) a na ilabhir vidathe susastl"" ""4" mmmmmmmmmmmm
'mm mm '
visvanarah savita deva etaA (I, 186, 1 ab)
In vidatha offerings are also given to gods.
(9) pra te mahe vidathe saiasisam hari (X, 96, 1)
/ 0 0 JL mm mm mm
(10) vasuh samso naram karudhaya
mm ' '* mm mm
va.il stuto vidathe dati va.iam (VI, 24, 2)
The god gives strength being praised in the,vidatha.
(11) tvam amiso vidathe deva bhajayuh (II, 1, 4 d)
bhaiavuh is explained as "distributor of the portions to the
gods" by V. MSDHAVA, as "begetter of the fruits or good results"
by silAHA, as "liberal" by GRIFFITH, "Anteil gewahrt" by GELDNER
who gives an alternate meaning "... oder: fur die weisheitsrede
belohnt". 'Vedic Index' infers that vidatha is used here in a
secular sense. But it is possiole that Agni is called a dis¬
tributor of the oblations given by men among the gods like
Amsa who is supposed to be a distributing god. In the other
portions/....
4<f1
portions of the verse comparisons are made with other gods,
mentioning their characteristics. The inference as made by
SHARMA (APII, 68) from this verse that vidatha as a primitive
assembly had the function of distributing what the people
"procured as food" is perfunctory. The verse VII, 4-0. 1
quoted by him for further evidence is also based on a miscon¬
ception which is discussed under the study of vidathva (where
the invokers would share the wealth that Savitr would give, no
doubt indirectly, to them in lieu of their invocations.)
OLDENBERG's meaning derived from vidha "to distribute" etc. may
be applicable here, but is not valid for many occurrences and
it is aptly criticised by MAX MILLER (SBE XXXII, 110, 3X9)
(b) In the following instances vidatha is not evidently con-
:nected with any word of religious import.
0 0 0 *
(1) hinoti yfldvam vidathe saparyant
sa ratahavyo manuso na hota (I, 153, 3 cd)
Rata havva according to SlIANA is the name of a king, whereas
according to the European scholars is not so and it denotes
"one who presents oblation to gods." Even if it is not, the
word saparyant signifying "he who worships" which gives vidathe ,
a religious significance. GELDNER of course translating
ratahavya by "opfer spendend" gives the meaning of vidathe
saparyant as "ttenter weiser Rede hurldigend."
, *' mm ' / \
(2) vasmin deva vidathe madayante (X, 12, 7 a)
S5XANA refers to Agni by vasmin and means to say that Indra and
other gods delight themselves by oblations on account of Agni.
GRIFFITH'S construing is not clear who translates "They, ipthe
Synod/...
Synoc^iere the Gods rejoice themselves," and GELDKEEt prooably
connects yasmin with vidathe - in his translation "Bei welchem
Opfer die Gotter schwelgen." In any case vidatha is a cause
of delight to the Gods.
(3) a^devayum vidathe devavubhih
satrahatam somasuta .ianena (VII, 93, 5 cd)
GELDN5R suggests that there may be a sacrifice contest between
the godly andthe ungodly people in his translation: "dann
schlaget uir Opfer (Wettstreit) vo{>{ Standig den Gotterfeind-
:lichen durch die Gotterfreundlichen durch das somapressende
Volk." Satra however according to GRASSMA1JN (WRV) is "zusammen
mit". The word somasuta .ianena however suggests the connection
°f vidatha with religious rites.
(4) -iato jayate sudinatve ahnam
'mm ' * mm
samarya a vidathe vardhamanah (III, B, 5 ab)
Born in the auspicious time (the auspicious time in Rgveda is
invariably termed "sudinatva ahnam" - "gluckliche zeit" -
GRASSMA1N) the sacrificial host grows glorified in samarya
vidatha - which according to GELDNER is "in the contest" but
according to SSYMA and GRIFFITH, manusyasahite ya.ine or savane/
"in the men frequented synod." As it is said about the sacri-
jficial host vidatha may be connected with religious rites.
/ #
(5) tvamagne vr.iinavartanim naram
sakman pioarsi vidatlxe vicarsane/(1. 31, 6 ab)
SlIANA gives the meaning of vidathe here as karmani not ya.ine.
• •
SKANDA gives the meaning grhe. but V. MlDHAVA renders
vr.i inavartanim as sobhanamargam which is according to SlYANA
and /...
and SKAT DA viplutamargam sadaeararahitam and kutila-margam.
Thus SSlANA and SKANDA explain almost similarly whild according
to V. MiDRAVA sakman is yuddhe. but SSYANA explains it as
sacaniye samavetum yogye adjective to vidathe. i.e. Karmani
and SKANDA derives sakman from "saca sevayam" in the sense of
devanam sevito sevyo va. Thus according to SlYANA, Agni is
said to protect (palayasi) or fulfil (purayasi) a man of not a
good way of living in the work that is to be done together
and according to SKANDA - Agni being addressed as serving and
served by gods is called to protect that sort of man in the
sacrificial hall. GELDNER in HOS XXXII translated differently
from what he did in ZDMG (LII) and is probably near the true
sense as he gives the meaning "Du Agni hilfst dem in der
Freundschaft im Opfer auf krumme Wege geratenen Mann heraus du
Ausgezeichneter ..." although he remarks that the line is
"nicht ganz klar." GRIFFITH translating sakman as an object
denoting "pursued" which cannot oe correct concludes after the
translation that "the vidatha. synod or sacrificial assembly
seems to have been regarded as an inviolable asylum." But
sakman seems to have the sense of "in the companionship" as
also given by GRASSMAM (Geleit, Genossenschaft). But SSlANA's
meaning is interesting but instead of the meaning "Karmani" it
would oe better with a rendering "ya.ianakarmani" which is done
together (with a religious sense.)
0 ' " . V
(6) svadhyo vidathe apsu .iihanan (I, 151, 1 b)
vidathe is explained by SlIAHA as yage. is translated by GRIFFITH
into "at the sacrifice." GELDlIER's translation of this portion
however/...
however is "in guter Absicht unter weiser Rede im Wasser
erzeugten - " But this meaning would be convincing if vidathe
would be instrumental. For it is not conceivable how anything
is produced in or amidst wise speech. SlYANA's meaning yage
can be justified if by performances (like sacrifices and
mutterings of mantras) in the sacrifice (yage) is produced
fire in the sky for the rainwaters. SAYANA elucidates apsu
thus "antarikse vaidyuta rupena vartamanam / apa ityantariksanama"
Hence vidatha here in all likelihood is the function of holy
rites propitiatory to the gods.
(7) Samra.iavasya bhuvanasya ra.iatho
mitravaruna vidathe svardrsa (V, 63, 2 ab)
SSlANA explains vidathe here as "in this our yajna" connected
with samrajau. GRIFFITH connects vidathe with ra.iathah. while
GELDNER connects ra.iathah directly with asyabhuvanasya. but he
is not definite about the connection of vidathe. SlYANA's
construing samrajahtwith vidathe is satisfactory as we find
vidathyah samraiu in IV, 21, 2 and also vidathesu samra^T(in III,
55, 7 and III, 56, 5.) It may not be understood from these
examples that vidatha was a court of the king emperor which was
however not the meaning of samra.i in RV. It had the sense of
ekara.i. the sole lord or the overlord, "Oberherr" (GRASSMANN).
This verse is found repeated in MS. IV, 14, 12.
(8) antarmahe vidathe yetire narah (V, 59, 2 d)
SlIANA explains narah as netarah referring to the Maruts and
an-bar as dyavaprthivyor madhye. mahe as mahate havise havir-
-bhaksanaya and vidathe as yajne. GRIFFITH's translation "...
the/...
the heroes press between in mighty armament" may be due to mis-
:take for "in firmament" as vidathe cannot evidently be trans¬
lated by "in armament". GEL DNER ' s translation is "... die
Manner innerlich eifersuchtig auf die grosse Opfer Rede." MAX
MILLER translates "The heroes who appear on their marches
visible from afar strive together within the great assembly."
GRASSMANN thinks that vidatha here denotes "Schaar der Gotter"
because the Maruts are the gods of this hymn, and in 'Vedic
Index' it has been opined that the assembly meant here was not
religious but military. But it does not follow from here that
vidathe denotes a military gathering. Rather an tar satisfac¬
torily denotes the firmament which is between the heaven and
the sky and this may be considered a vidatha figuratively, as it
is discussed later on how the heaven, the earth and the firma-
:ment are called the three vidathas. The basis of this meta-
jphorical conception may be vidatha, a place of performing
congregational religious practices, viz. sacrifice and others.
(c) There are some four instances of vidathe occurring in con-
:nectIon with number three.
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(1) nu te purvasvavaso adhitau
trtlve vidathe manma samsi (II, U, 8 ab)
Here t.rtive vidathe is translated by GRIFFITH by "in the third
assembly" - no contextual reference cf which is found. GELDNER
translates it into "dr.itten opfer." It is explained by SAIANA
as "trtlve savane." In 'Vedic Index' this is said to be referring
—s—
to the religious assembly. But the third time function of
religious rite as suggested by SSfANA and GELHISR seems to be
more satis fac tory.
(2) trir a divo vidathe (patvamanah/santukevah)
(III, 56, 5, 8 od and III, 54, 11 ab)
Difference of interpretation lies mainly on the meaning ascribed
to the vord divah. GELDNBt always gives the meaning "of the day"
along with SJlANA only in the first two occurrences. GRIFFITH
on the other hand gives the meaning "from heaven" in all the
occurrences. SAlANA attributes this meaning in the third
instance only. WHSON follows SSlANA in the third instance
and deviates from SSlANA in the first while giving the same
following
meaning "from heaven", but/SSXANA in the second instance inter-
■ •
:prets divah as "daily." Though interpretations differ in
detail, in substance they are the same, that is, the gods come
down in the daily sacrifices thrice. Vidathe here may be
either the function or place of the religious rites. 'Vedic
Index' is in favour of 'religious assembly.1
t J. ' ' mm (
(3) trini vrata vidathe amtaresam (II, 27 , 86)
SSXANA suggests two meanings, (1) There are three duties viz.
the three savanas in our vidatha i.e. sacrifice, '(2) There are
three functions of these Sdityas viz. taking up holding and
releasing the water amidst these regions (esam lokanam antar)
for vidatha or sacrifice. WIISON translates S&XANA literally,
but comments "The expression is rather obscure." GELDN3R
translates "die drei Gebote sind in ihrem Wissenbereich." But
nothing is known of the three orders belonging to the
"Wissenbereich" or the threefold functions of "the assembly"
as said by GRIFFITH. SlYANA's meaning savana-traya can be
accepted, but for his second meaning, the purposive use of the
locative/...
locative of vidathe (ya.ine nynnittabhute sati) can be called
unusual.
(4) trini ra.jana vidathe puruni
0 00
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pari vlsvani biiusathah sadamsi // (III, 38, 6 ab)
sadamsi according to SEfANA is savanani and vidathe is ya.ine.
V. MXDHAVA's meaning is also on the same line. GELDH5R gives
the etymological meaning "in Weishe.it" but the three seats which
might be locked in the wisdom of the said gods are not known.
GRIFFITH renders "Three seats ye sovrans, in the holy Synod,
many, Yea all ye honour with your presence," and comments "The
three seats are heaven, the firmament or mid-air and earth.
The poet appears to mean by the words that follow that no place
of sacrifice is duly consecrated unless these gods are present."
If this is so, vidatha has the figurative expansion of meaning
from "the earthly religious assembly" to "the cosmos."
(d) A pair of instances of vidathe occurring with words con¬
founded with vac may be considered together.
/
_ * 0 0
(1) .iesma purum vedathe mrdhrayacam (VII, 18, 13 d)
£ 0 'mm /
(2) somamado vidathe dudhra^vacah (VII, 21, 2, b)
Although GELDNER translates vidathe in both the instances by
"bei dem Opfer", SlYANA explains the former vidathe as yuddhe
and the latter as ya.ine. GRIFFITH also connecting the former
with iesma translates: "May we in sacrifice conquer scornful
r
Puru" and connecting the latter with dbadhra-vacah he translates
the second instance into "... these Soma drinkers eloquent in
Synod." Mrdhravac is generally said of the inimical peoples
the /...
4si
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the Dasyus "anaso dasyur amrno vadhena nx duryona avrnan
mrdhravacah" (V, 29, 10 cd); apadam atram mahata vadhena ni
duryona avrnan mrdhravacam (V, 32, 8 cd); nyakratun grathino
mrdhravacah panir asraddha avrcLha ayajhan (VII, 6, 3 ab);
*
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yo vaca vivaco mrdhravacah puru sahasrasiva jaghana (X, 23, 5 ab);
' ' ' 'mm. ft * fit f f fi
dano visa indra mrdhravacah sapta yat pxrrah sarma saradir dart
(I, 174-, 2 ab). S"KlkM. explains the word in many places as
himsita-vacaska. These examples and the word mrdhra as in
• •
' jL '
puragne duritebhyah pura mrdhrebhyah (VIII, 43, 30) denoting
t f t t
"injury" or the like, and also as ghnan mrdhrani apa dvisas
(VIII, 43, 26) denoting "enemy" (the concrete meaning) and the
verb mrdh used in many places in RV. in the sense of "let one
down," "ignore," "leave," or "to be indolent" may suggest the
meaning of mrdhravacah to be those who speak hostile and injur-
:ious words. Puru an adversary of Sudas the patron of Vasistha
m •
the seer of the Mandala VII, is here called mrdhravac. If an
• • • 1
emphasis is laid on the element vac in mrdhravac. vidathe
suggests to be a place where contests in words take place, where
there is a scope for conquering the word-assailant Puru by
Vasistha and his men. Otherwise vidathe suggests "in battle,"
but dndhra.va.cah with soma madah probably suggests people speaking
obstinately or irrelevantly, being drunk with Soma drink, and
the two instances can be tagged together to give the meaning
of vidatha as a place or a function of religious rites of people
belonging to various parties (may be in word contest) assembling
and there Soma drinking was the practice possibly being a part
of the religious function.
There/...
There are two more instances of vidathe in connection with the
verb "to speak."
(3) pra vaksyamo vidathe vlryani (I, 162, 1 d)
(4) brhad vadema vidathe suvirah (II, 1, 16; 2, 13, 11,
21,• 13, 13; 14, 12; 15, 10; 16, 9; 17, 9; 18, 9;
19, 9; 20, 9; 23, 19; 24, 16; 27, 17; 28, 11; 29, 7;
33, 15; 35, 15; 39, 8; 40, 6; 42, 3; 43, 3.)
The former instance occurs in the first verse of the hymn of
eulogy of the horse. GRIFFITH translates vidathe by "amid the
congregation"and GELDNER by "in weiser Rede", while SSlANA
interprets it as vedanasadhane va.ine. I5SKA also in Nir. IX, 3
renders vidathe to ya,ine. V. MlDHAVA also explains it as
ya.ine and SKANBASVlMIN explains it as ya.ine asvamedhadan. This
is repeated in TS. IV, 6, 8, 1; MS. Ill, 16, 1; KS. XLVI, 4
(where it is varyani for viryani) and SlYANA explains the word
by the same in TS.
The whole verse is:
/ 00 £ 0 j0_ 0
ma no mitro varune aryamayur indra rbhuksa marutah
parikhyan /
mm mm ' JL '
yadva.iino deva.iatasya sapteh pravaksyamo vidathe
viryani //
—f—
It shows that the general practice is to sing the laudations of
gods in Vidatha but as the seer is going "to declare the vir-
:tues of the strong steed" here, he prays to the gods not to
slight him and his men for this.
The latter instance is the peculiar refrain of GRTSAMADA
the seer of most of the hymns in the second Mandala where
twenty-two/...
twenty-two hymns close with this. With the general meaning of
Xa.ine given by SAYANA (once in II, 27, 17 he gives the meaning
ya.jne grhe) one can explain the line. But GRIFFITH translates
it by "in (the) assembly" and GELDNER by "in der weisen Rede."
For "brhad vadema" the rendering of SSYANA is brhanmantra.iatan\
uccarayama" or "prabhutam stotram vravama" or prabhutam
sastradikan vakyam vadema" and that of GRIFFITH is "may we speak
aloud'1 and that of GELENER is "Wir mochten (wollen) das
grossewort fuhren." LUDWIG translates the quoted passage
thus: "Laut mogen wir sprechen mit guten helden in der opfers-
amlung," and BERGAIGNH translates "puissions nous en parlant a
voix haute dans l'assemblie obtenir de bons heros." OLDENBERG
translates "May we speak loud in the assembly, rich in valiant
men." BLOOMFIELD of course criticises this rendering of
SuvTrah to "rich in valiant men" instead of having strong sons.
•
•
(ii) Similarly the word vidathesu occurs (a) definitely in connection
with sacrifice or religious rites, then (b) without any apparent con¬
nection with any religious matter excluding instances connected with
verb meaning "to speak" which are considered (c) in a separate group.
* f
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(a) (1) tvamidatra vrnate tvayavo
r ' ' .
hotaram agne vidathesu vedhasah (X, 91, 9 ab)
According to SlYANA, the Rtvijs pray for Agni the Hotr to be
present in the vidathas. where vrnate is interpreted as
prasthayante which according to GRIFFITH and GELDNER "elect."
GELDNER/...
1 Y5SKA explains it in Nir I, 7 as "brhadvadema sve vedan^brhaditi
maha-hr. namfldhavam parivrdham bhavati and DURGA annotates "vidathe
ya.ine / athava svegrhe"
GELDNER connects vidathesu with vidhasah and gives the etymolo-
1
•
:gical meaning of vidatha 'die Meister in den Weisheitsreden."
GRIFFITH'S construing of hotaram with vidathesu and the mean-
:ing "... the arrangers, those attached to thee elect thee as
their priest in sacred gatherings" is not warranted by any
cogent reasons, on the other hand it leads one to confusion
that in vidathas election of hotr-ship was the practice.
t \ ' — ' — '(2) ni tva vasistha ahumta va.iinam
• • ' 4 r L-
*
grnamto agne vidathesu vedhasah (S, 122, 8, ab)
GELDNER translates vidathesu vedhasah by "die Meistei/in weisen
Reden (in ZDMG (LII). GELDNER seems to be inclined to the
meaning, "die gelehrten in der Genossenschaft." GRASSMANN's
"huld voll Fursorger oder Ordner" for vedhasah in connection
with vidathesu seems however to be near to SllAMA's ya.inesu
karma-vidhatarah. In this instance, they appear to be singing
preparatory hymns. GRIFFITH also more or less agrees with
this meaning.
(3) vavorha stome vidathesu devah
saparyavo madayante sacayoh // (III, 54, 2, cd)
Here evidently in vidathas (vidathesu) the gods are found to be
lauded and worshipped. GRIFFITH however translates the word by
"Synods", GELHIER, by "bei den Opfern."
'mm ' '
(/) rare vam stomam vidathesu visno
' V "" "" • * '
' '
//x
oinvatam iso vr.ianesv indra / (VII, 99, 6, cd)
Laudations are given jointly to the two gods but singly to Visnu
a ®
specially in vidathas. prayers are made to both for bounty of
food/...
food but to Indra specially in vr.ianas Obamps" GRIFFITH.
*
"sangrama-s V. MlDHAVA and SlYANA,) GELDNER translates the
line quite differently: "Ich habe euch in weisen Worten den
Lobgesang gewidmet, o Visnu. Lasset bei den (Opfer) parteien
die Speisegenusse aijschwellen, 0 Indra." But he could as well
translate vidathesu by "bei den Opfern" as the previous one
which he suggests in the footnote "Die weisen Worten" would
perhaps be suitable if it was Instrumental.
(5) pra dyava yajnaih prthivi„rtavrdha
mahl stuse vidathesu pracetasa / (I, 159, 1)
SllANA's rendering of vidathesu as yagesu is difficult to
justify in view of the presence of ya.i naih in the same line.
He connects ya.inaih with rtavrdha in the sense of yagais
tatpradanair nimittabhutair havispradanartham. V. MADHAVA1s
renderings of yajnaih and rtavrdha as ya.inaih Saha and udakasya
vardhayitryaa appear to be more convincing. GRIFFITH gives a
new meaning of vidathesu here i.e. "at festivals", but it is
not very satisfactory. GBLDNSR's "in der Weisheit" can explain
the passage well. But we can also explain thus with the usual
meaning of vidatha. viz. the function of congregational reli-
:gious rites including sacrifices, with reference to the next
instance: "I (i.e. we) go to praise Earth and Heaven, the two
great, the promoters of Rta (rtavrdha) with sacrifices (yajnaih)
who are wise in the functions of vidatha (vidathesu pracetasa)
(6) amuro hota nyasadi viksu-
agnir mamdro vidathesu pracetah (IV, 6, 2, ab)
Here vidathesu pracetah is according to V. MaDRAVA ya.jnesu
nrfilerstainanah, and /...
r
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and according to SSlANA. is "..prakrs ta.inanah .... yagesu
nimittabhutesu ..." SlYANA assumes the connection of vidathesu
• • 1111 "r ""
with nyasadi in the sense of mtaram Stfecapitah. GSLDKER
construes like V. ifSUIAVJ^, but vidathesu. he translates by "in
Weisheit," pracetah by "erfahrene." GRIFFITH seems to connect
mamdrah with vidathesu as he translates the line into "He was set
. • i
down mid men as Priest unerring, Agni, wise, welcome in our
holy synods."
/\ mm ' mm ' * * ' *
w) sthurasya rayo brhato ya Ise tamu stavama
vidathesu indram / (IV, 21, 4- ab)
Here vidatha-s are mentioned where Indra is glorified. SSIANA
as usual explains it as ya.jnesu and GRIFFITH translates it by
assemblies. It may mean either - places or the functions of
holy rites. GELDNER's "in weisen Reden" is not suitable in the
Locative case.
/ / * *
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(8) nrpesaso vidathesu pra .iata
* w '
mm * /
abhxham ya.inam vi caramta purvih (III, A, 5, cd)
This line contains a praise to the gates of the sacrifice and
here both ya.jna and vidatha occur, and they are in all likelihood
not synonymous as SlYANA and V. MlDHAVA explain vidatha as
ya.jna. But the two may not be absolutely exclusive either (as
SHARMA assumes, APII, 71) GELEPER translates "sie Ziehen zu
diesem Opfer ein durch die vielen (Tore), die Mannerfigur haben
und bei den Opfern den Vorang bekommen." GRIFFITH1s rendering
of vidathesu as "at assemblies" creates no difficulty, but the
"
•
nature of the assemblies is to be determined. In this instance
it is said that the gods presiding over the gates of sacrifices
came/...
came into being in the vidatha and now let them come to preside
over this sacrifice.
(9) krtam no ya.inam vidathesu carum
» * —a 1 , t
krtam brahmani surisu prasasta (VII, 84, 3, ab)
Here SAl&NA gives the equivalent of vidathesu as grhesu as the
word occurs with ya.inam. The parallel construction of the two
parts is notable and in GRIFFITH'S translation it is made clear:
"Make ye our sacrifice fair amid the assemblies: make ye our
prayers approved among our princes." SSlAM and V. MllIIAVA
have not given satisfactory explanations as they explain surisu
1
•
as stotrsu (asmasu). GELDNSR also translates: "Machet unser
• *
Opfergebet der Kennerschaft genehm, machet unsere feier lichen
Reden bei den Lohnherrn gutgeheissen!" Thus a good sacrifice
in vidathas is always desired as good pieces of eulogy to the
gods are appreciated.
(10) vidathesu dhirah occurs twice in RV. In III, 26, 6 d
—00 0 -v .
gamtaro yajnam vidathesu dhirah where the word ya.i nam occurs
beside vidathesu and SSYANA once again explains vidathesu as
% . Ox
ya.inesu and ya.i nam as ya.ianiyam havirabhilaksya which does not
appear satisfactory. GRIFFITH and GELDKER find no difficulty
as they translate the word vidathesu by "at our gatherings" and
"in der Weisheit" respectively. Like SAYAHA., GRIFFITH also does
not connect dhirah with vidathesu, but GELDNER does - while
translating the piece into "Sie kommen zum Opfer Kundig in der
Weisheit." ROTH however takes vidathesu here in the military
sense.
(11) In HI, 28, 4 again yjdat.jjARn rlhTngh occurs
ague/...
agne yahvasva tava bhagadheyam
* * / /
— // /
na pra minamti vidathesu dhlrah // (cd)
SAIANA. explains vidathesu dhlrafa as ya.inesu karmakusalah
adhvaryvadayah and it is translated by GELDNER into "die in
der (Opfer-) kunde erfahrenen" and by GRIFFITH into "the sages
in assemblies."
* * / / k /
(12) apo na dhiro manasa sufeastyo
girah samam.je vidathesu abhuvah / (I, 64-, 1 cd)
Regarding vidatha SlYANA, V. MllHAVA, SKANDA on the one hand and
. •
GRIFFITH AND GELDNER on the other, give almost the same meaning
"ya.ina / solemn rite / Opfer". Viclathesv abhuvah is "efficacious
" ""
• *
in sacred rites" (WIISON following SaYANA) "Zum Opfer dienlichen"
(G3LDNER) "that hath power in solemn rites" tGRIFFITH.)
(13) pinvanty apo marutah sudanavah
pavo ghrtavad vidathesv abhuvah (I. 6A. 6. ab)
^ iii # 11 '4"
vidathesv abhuvah according to SlYANA is "the priests at sacri¬
fices, as WIISON following him trans-lates "The munificent Maruts
scatter the nutritious waters at priests at sacrifices the clari¬
fied butter." But in MAX MULDER's translation the meaning of
SlYANA in the previous instance is retained: "The bounteous
Maruts pour forth water mighbjat sacrifices ("efficacious" in
the last instance) the fat milk (of the clouds)." GELDNER giving
the same meaning of vidathesv abhuvah as before comments on it:
"meist auf die Marut bezogen (So Schon SlYANA), besser auf die
Gewasser (So M. Muller a.a.O. 106) Das Wasser wird ja zum
Soma opfer benofcigt." The concept of "sacrifice" however is
present in the word vidatha in everyone's interpretation.
(14-) / • • *
(14) iffldhano akro vidathesu didyac
-chukravarnam udu no yamsate dhiyam // (I, 143, 7, cd)
GELDNER gives the meaning of vidatha as "Opfer" agreeing with
SlYANA. But GRIFFITH translates the word into "gathering" where
Agni is said to be "refulgent" and thus means by it "the sacri-
:ficial gathering." LUDWIG also understands vidathesu as "bei1
•
den Opfern."
( \ * * — ' —
(15) pra skambhadesna anavabhraradhaso. . . . 1 ' "1 1
C ii-ii ' i
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•latrnaso vidathesu sustutah / (I. 166. 7. ab)
1
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GRIFFITH and GELHTER connect vidathesu with sustutah. GRIFFITH
• X
translating by "at sacrifices glorified" and GELDNER translating
by "die in weisen Reden gefeiesten," but SSYANS seems to connect
vidathesu which is yagesu with arkam i.e. arcaniyam. the adjec-
• • " ———
stive of Indra in the next line. But that makes no difference
with the meaning of vidatha which appears to be "a sacrifice" or
better "the function of religious rites."
f t
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(16) anakti yad vam vidathesu hota
sumnam vaan surir vrsana viyaksan (I, 153, 2, cd)
• 1,1 1 i *
SSIANA connects vidathesu with hota. meaning "ya.inesu homanis-
• * •
: oadakah avam adhvaryuh". It does not disagree much with
1 "" 1 " 1
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GRIFFITH or GELDI-IER who translate the first line respectively
into: "As the priest deck you, Strong ones in assemblies" and
"wenn der Hotr euch unter weisen Reden salbt."
f * e r / ~
(17) Svarum na peso vidathesvam;ian
citram divo duhita bhanum asr<gt // (I, 92, 5, cd)
It is said about Usas. WILSON following SllANA translates:
• *
"She (Usas) annoints her beauty (nabhasi .... samslistam karoti)
asX•••
as the priests annoint the sacrificial food (mistaken for "post")
(svaru namna sakalena yuktam vunam)in sacrifices .Thus
with vidathesu is connected svarum na not only by SSYANA but" * 1 •
also by GRIFFITH and GELDNER. V. MlDHAVA explains vidathesu as
grhesu which is not so satisfactory.
(IB) asmakam adya vidathesu barhir
_/
a vitaye sadata pipriyanah // (VII, 57, 2, cd)
GRIFFITH translates, "Seat you on sacred grass in our assembly
this day ..." where "the assembly!' is given a religious signif¬
icance as the sacred grass is spread for the seat of the God.
GELDNER also translates similarly only in place of GRIFFITH'S
assembly he has "zu unseren weisen Reden." GRIFFITH agrees gen¬
erally with the explanations of SSYANA and V. M&DHAVA only in
place of ya.inesu he has "in our assembly."
'mm ' — JL
(19) pracodayamta vidathesu karu (X, 110, 7, c)
* *
The reference is to daivya hotara in the first line who are Agni
and Sditya according to SllANA. They are designated further as
* ** ' ' ' /
"mimana ya.inam manuso ya.iadhyai" ("arranging sacrifice for man to
worship" - GRIFFITH) in part (b) and praclnam .jyotih pradisa
disanta ("showing the eastward light with their direction " -
GRIFFITH) in part (d). Hence in the verse the two are said to
be the divine Hotrs, arrangers of sacrifices, and directors to
light the Shavaniya fire and the inspirers in vidathas and
singers of hymns (which is the explanation of SiJlANA and GRIFFITH
also.) Hence vidatha might be certain functions connected with
the religious rites to which the bards inspire . GELDNER trans¬
lates "die beiden zu weisen Reden anregenden Dichter," and here
his/...
^ yi>
his etymological meaning is suitable. But more suitable may be
the meaning of some religious function other than sacrifice or
fixing the site of the Shavaniya fire etc. probably comprising
'the invocations to which the divine bards inspire.
(b) vidathesu without any apparent connection with religious
terms is to be examined in the following instances more carefully:
/ \ ' wm mm ' '
W sa revan yati prathamo rathena
mm mm ' / t
vasudava vidathesu prasastah (II, 27, 12, cd)
SlYANA explains vidathesu yati as vedyesu labdhavyesu -grhesu
yati. thus making another etymological meaning"'". But it is not
clear. Vidathesu prasastah should in all likelihood be construed
together as done by the European scholars, which is rendered by
GRIFFITH as "landed in assemblies" and by GSLDNER as "in weisen
Reden gepriesen" which is not very suitable in respect of a human
being, GRIFFITH'S meaning seems to be suitable, but it cannot
be said with all definiteness that vidatha has the secular meaning
here as said by ROTH (vide 'Vedic Index' S.V.)
(2) tvamasi prasasyo vidathesu sahantya /
agne rathir adhvaranam // (VIII, 11, 2)
Here also vidathesu is connected with prasasyah. SaIANA explains
yajnesu stutyo'si. GRIFFITH translates "thou must be glorified
at our festivals." GKLDHSR however connects vidathesu with
sahantya in his translation "Du bist zu preisen, du an Weisheit
uberlegener." On the other hand 3AIAM's rendering "he sahantya
** f
sathlRam abhionavitah agne vidathesu ya.jnesu tvam prasasyah
stutvah asi / adhvaranam yaganam rathih neta ca bhavasi" seems
quite /...
1
In X, 110, 7 vidantyatrartvijah sva sva karmanlti vidatha ya.inah
H7
quite satisfactory except that vidathesu should be something
more than yajnesu. It may denote the function of various
laudations.
(3) subhamyavano vidathesu yagmayah (I, 89, 7, b)
t
It is said aoout the Maruts. suohamyavanah is explained by SlYANA
as sobhanagatayah. by V. MXlMAVA as udakam prati gantarah. by
• • ——— ' #
/
SKANDA as subhamityudakam / tadartnam meghanpratigantarah /.
With this meaning of V. MaDKAVA and SKAHDA we notice that the
Maruts ready to go to the clouds for bringing out water are goers
to vidathas. This meaning however cannot be definitely clear.
GRIFFITH translates it by "moving in glory, oft visiting holy
rites." GELDMER translates: "die prinkvoll ausfahrenden, die
gern zu den weisen Reden kommen," where his etymological meaning
does not seem to be very apt. The plural form of vidathesu
and the intensive form, of jagmayah are to bq6oticed, whereby they
are called frequently going into the vidathas. The verse is
repeated in KS. XXXV, 1.
f JF / *
(4.) madanti vlra vidathesu ghrsvayah (I. 85, 1, d)
This is also said about the Maruts. GRIFFITH translates - in
sacrifices, they delight the strong and the wild. GELDFER
translates "die Manner berauschen sich an den weisen Reden daranff
begierig." MACDOHELL in 'Vedic Reader' translates "The impet-
:uous heroes rejoice in rites of worship." virah and ghrsvayah
are the epithets of the Maruts and sums up "somapanena hrsyanti."
(5) vidathesu ghrsvayah is found once again
• *• > *
/ * _ ' ' '
nityam na sunum madhu bibhrata
t * * ' *
urn krilamti krlla vidathesu ghrsvayah (I. 166, 2 ab)
Here/...
Here vidathesu. ghrsvavah is explained by SEYAM. and V. MEDHAVA
as yagesu (ya.jnesu) raksah prabhrtinam (vrksadlnam) gharsansilah.
but upakrTlamtiknta seems to make the sense secular. On the
• • •
other hand madhu bibhghta before it which is explained by SSYANA
as niadhuram havirdharavanto marutah and the word namasvinam and
"" '
• ' "
haviskrtam again suggests a reL igious import. GRIFFITH1 s
translation is: "Bringing the pleasant meath as 'twere their own
dear son they sport in sportive wise gay at their gatherings,"
which is without any religious significance and is acceptable.
GELDNER's translation is not very convincing. Here he trans¬
lates vidathesu ghrsvayah by "auf die (worte der) Weisheitung-
-geduldig wartend." ROTH's suggestion that vidatha is military
here, is based on no convincing evidence.
' ' *
mm.
(6) asthapayamta yuvatim vuvanah
fi ' * ' ' mm t
subhe nimistam vidathesu pa.iram (I, 167, 6, ab)
By yuvatim SSlA®. means nityataninim va vidyudrupam rodasyam
striyam, and V. MlDHAVA means vacam. subhe is explained by
the former as vrstvudakartham. subhe ratha iti va yo.jyam by the
latter. Also udake - vidathesu is explained by both as ya.inesu
but SlYANA explains it further as nimittabhutesu with which is
connected asthapayanta. GRIFFITH translates "Upon their car
the young men set the Maiden wedded to glory, mighty in assemblies
GSLDNER translates vidathesteLpajram by "die dem Prunkzugetane, in
weisen ileden feste." If the maiden is the lightning, how can
we call it "Mighty in assemblies" or how can we call its roaring
firm in wise speech? Pa.iram is explained by V. MSOHAVA as
p»irakuta-iatam. Accepting S&TANA's balavatrm for it, V. MlffiAVA
rendering/...
rendering may be considered satisfactory i.e. the Maruts the
ever-young male ones placed the speech the ever-young Maidens,
mighty in the vidathas. attached well to the water.
vidathesu followed by samrat is found on two occasions.
♦ •' •
(7) trl sadhastha simdhavastrih kavinam
' * ' " • ' "r " J" 1
uta trimata vidathesu samrat / (III, 56, 5, ab)
. . . ' mm mm ' mm ' JL
(8) dvimata hota vidathesu samrat
• T
anvagram carati kseti budhnah (ill, 55, 7, ab)
No satisfactory explanation can be given if according to the
Europeap^cholars we take the words dvimata and trimata as "the
child of two mothers" and "of three mothers", and samrat "the
King emperor." There may be a pun with the word mata but the
etymological sense "measurer" is chiefly intended. Trimata is
Surya. "Sun, the measurer of the three regions," dvimata is
Agni. Samrat is the "sole lord" or "overlord" and both the
gods are said to be the sole lord over the vidathas which may be
the religious functions.
' ' ' 'mm
(9) vavam samarye vidathesu ahnam
'
mm mm ' /
vavam raya sahasasputra martan (7, 3, 6, cd)
The connecting verb anticipated by V. MSMAVA is "abhibhavema."
by SSIAKA, "orapnuyama." SllANA is also rea^y to attach the
verb vanuyama in the first line to the second line and vanuvama
according to V. MADHAVA is prayacchemahi and according to SllANA
is satrun pidavama sambha.iemahi va dhSnam. Samarye is clearly
"in the battle." As suggested by GELDNER we can explain the
line thus: "May we outbid the other mortals in contest in the
daily vidathas by means of riches."
(c) /...
^fo
(c) Vidathesu connected with verb "to speak."
Is \ ' ' ' '11) tamid vocema vidattiesu sambhuvam——
V " 4'
mamtram deva anehasam / (I, 4.0, 6, ab)
All the interpreters attribute religious nature to vidatha here
probably on account of mantra being the object of vocema.
/ \ 00(2) vibhvatasto vidathesu pravacyo
""" 1 ' 41 1 ■ 1 •
f
— / mm * *
yam devaso'vatha sa vicarsanih // (IV, 36, 5, cd)
V. MiDHAVA says it is about the rayi. mentioned in the first
line, that all these are said but SSlAMA considers, it to be
vibhvavirrsibhibtastati taksanasampannascamaso1svino ratho va
5-5 — -3-5—E - . . —
which are praised in the vidathas. GRIFFITH supports it, but
GEIDNSR translates vidathesu pravacyah by "in weisen Reden zu
ruhmende" which is suitable in the present instance.
/ 00 t 00
(3) ya co nu navya krnavah savistha
0 '
mm / \
predu ta te vidathesu bravama (V, 29, 13, cd;
SlYANA explains: " ... tani viryani ya.inesu praiva vadama" which
• • •
WIISON translates by "we ever celebrate at sacred rites ... the
exploits." According to GRIFFITH vidathesu is "in sacred
Synods," and according to GELDNER is "in weiser Rede." Both
the meanings are suitable.
0 0 ' » - '
(4) asnltam madhvo asvina upaka
a vim voce vidatnesu prayasvan // (VII. 73. 2. cd)
i ,
GRIFFITH translates, "With food I call you to the sacrifices,"
which agrees with SiYANA's explanation: ".. ya.inesu .. yuvam ..
ahvayei' GEIDNER as usual translates vidathesu by "bei weisen
Reden" which also suits the context.
(iii) /•••
hi I
(iii) There is one instance of vidathe which is Nominative dual in
the Padapatha', but SSYATTA explains it as Locative Singular:
agnir devS anaktu na ubhe hi vidathekavir
' '
_ * ' ^ ' % //amtascarati dutyaa nabhamtam anyake same //
nabhantam anyake same is a refrain in this hymn. So there are three
#
ideas in the extract according to SAYAM, "Let agni annoint the gods
in our vidatha i.e. sacrifice"; "the great seer Agni moves on errand
between the two (ubhe), heaven and earth"; and "may he injure all the
a separate idea, i.e. two are the vidathas. In that case the sky and
the earth become the two vidathas. GRIFFITH translates: "... Between
both gathering places he goes ..." and GELDNER's translation is sim-
:ilar: "... zwischen den beiden geletirten Standen."
(iv) The word vidatha occurs in a few instances:
SSlANA explains vidatha here as instrumental in the sense of vedanena
,inanena i.e. with the idea that we have to do this. WIISON trans-
slates "Where the smooth-gliding (rays), cognizant (of their duty)
distil the perpetual portion of ambrosial (water)." GELDNER's trans¬
lation "nach weisheit schreien" is very near to SlYANA's. YlSKA
also in 'Nirukta' III, 12 explains vidathani as vedanani. In
DURGA's explanation of 'Nirukta1 we find further exposition of SlYANA's
asmabhih kartawam i.e. the duty of taking up holding and releasing
water and similar duties. GRIFFITH'S translation is confused.
(2) divah sasasur vidatha kavxnam
?» Ufc —
enemies. But according fPada patha1 ubhe hi vidathe my be taken as
'
— £ ' — '
(1) vatra suoarna amrtasva bhagam
animesam vidatha bhisvaramti / (I, 16A, 21, ab)
cittavase eatumlsuh // (III. 1. 2. cd)
1 1 "" •' *
Here/,
LfJZ.
Here vidatha is the accusative plural (Neuter) and according to
SSXANA isjnanani stotrani va. GEEDNER's translation almost agrees
with SSlANA's - "Des Himmels (Scher) haben die weisen Reden der Scher
angeleitet."
/ \ — ' ' *(3) avir r.iiko vidatha nicikvat
tiro aratim paryapa ayoh // (IV, 38, 4, cd)
V. MXDHAVA and SSlANA give the meaning of vidatha as ,jnatavyani.
But as it is said with regard to the Dadhikras, GRIFFITH 's trans-
:lation "Shown in bright colour, looking on the assemblies, beyond
the churl, to worship of the living" is acceptable. Bubonicikyat
denotes janan as given by SSlANA and V. MlDHAVA, the explanation of
SlYANA as given roughly by WILSON in his translation "Whose vigour
is manifest who understanding what is to be, known, puts to shame
the adversary of the (pious) man" seems better with GSLDNER's trans¬
lation very near to it (die weisen worte verstehend ...)
' '
mm mm JL ' — '
(4) agnistrxni tridhadhatuny a kseti vidatha kavih (VIII, 39,9 ab)
SBfANA giv® the meaning vedaniyani sthanani with akseti as avasti.
GF.T.DNF.R translates akseti by "besitzet" and vidatha by "erkenntnisse."
GRIFFITH translates "inhabiteth the gathering places." We can remem-
:ber however the instances of vidathe occurring in connection with
number three where it has been seen that the religious assemblages were
held thrice a day.
(5) In pra nu vocam vidatha .iatavedasah (VI, 8, 1)
vidatha is ya.ine according to sayana, pravocam having its object
Sahas in the sense of valam abhibhava-Samaftham of Agni. (the preceding
line being:
' ' ' ~ ' ' \
"prksasya vrsno arusasya nu sahah )
geldner/. ..
4-7-3
GELDNER interprets vidatha as accusative plural but he remarks in
his note that it may be instrumental singular, "die weisheit" or
"mit wei she it" both being satisfactory.
(6) tvam hota mamdratamo no adhrug
amtardavo vidatha martyesu / (VI, 11, 2, ab)
Agni is the hotr in the vidatha(s) among men as understood by all
interpreters except GELDNER who takes vidatha as accusative plural
neuter with the transitive verb "brings about" - understood (GRIFFITH
says that he follows UJDWIG in taking vidatha as an old Genitive
plural and not vidathe as SSfANA does.)
(v) (1) vidathasya ketum in
vahnim yasasam vidathasya ketum (I, 60, 1, a)
is explained by SlXANA as yalnasya prakasayitaram. by GRIFFITH as
"banner of sacrifice," by GELDNER as "das Banner des Opfers" referring
to Agni.
/ "*■£ mm ' mm
(2) ketum yajaanam vidathasya sadhanam
vinraso agnim mahavamto cittibhih. (Ill, .3, 3, ab)
Here vidathasva sadhanam occurring beside ya.inanam ketum which denotes
"va.inanam oralnanakam" (SlXANA) is explained as ya.inasya grhasya va
praotisadhanam asadharanakaranam santam (SlXANA.) GRIFFITH and
GELDNER however give their usual meanings for vidatha distinguishing
it from ya.ina. "ensign of sacrifices" - "who fills the synod full"/
"das Banner der Opfer" - "den Erwirker von weisheit."
/ » ^ '
(3) i.mamaniaspam ubhaye akrnvata
y ' ' £ , .
dharmanam agnim vidathasya sadhanam (X, 92, ab)
Here vidathasva sadhanam is explained by SSXAMA as ya.inasya sadhayitaram
and/...
and. GRIFFITH translates "who completes the sacrifices," and GELDNBR
"wirker des Opfsrs," thus all agreeing on the whole.
(4.) medhakaram vidathasya prasadhanan
* *
mm JL
agnim hotaram paribhutamam matim (/, 91, 8, ab)
SlXANA explains vidathasya prasadhakam which is adj ective to agnim
as ya.inasya prakarsena sadhakam and is translated by GRIFFITH into
"who fills the assembly full," and by GELENER. into "die weisheits rede
zustande bringt" making very little difference with vidathasya sadhanam.
This is repeated in KS. XXXIX, 13 and T3. Ill, 11, 6, 3.
(5) patim daksasya vidathasya nu saho (I, 56, 2, c)
SlXAFA renders it into pravrddhasya ya.inasya palayitaram valavawtam
• » """ UJJ°
indram, GRIFFITH into "To him the Lord of power, the holy synods'
might"wherein vidathasya is drawn with saho while daksasya is connected
with patim. GELWER translates "Zum Herrn der Kraftsteig mit der
weisheit Macht."
'
— — ' ^ '
(6) In III, 38, 5, c.divo napata vidathasya dhibhih.
vidathasya is explained by SAIANA as yajna-Karinah s totub, but in other
instances he holds the meaning of vidatha as ya.ina. So the name of
the action standing for the actor is doubtful for the Vedic expression
GRIFFITH'S "by hymns of sacrifice" and GELDHER's "ubet im Geiste der
Weisheit." In 'Vedic Index' however vidatha here is called to be
secular.
(7) In V, 33, 9, b. kratva maghaso vidathasya ratau.
is explained by SSXANA as karmana sighra gamanadilaksanena mahani^Ji
asvah dane vinivuktah. GRIFFITH translating it into "bestowed as
sacrificial guerdon." GEIDNER's translation into "unter der Ehrengabe
des Vidatha" helps us little to find out -fee true sense of vidatha.
It/...
It seems "bestowal" of horses is a function of vidatha.
(vi) Vidathani is found on several occasions, although we have seen
vidatha is also used in the same sense in certain instances.
/ \ ' ' ' >
(1) veda yastrxni vidathanyesam
devanam .ianma sanutara ca viprah (VI, 51, 2, ab)
SAIANA explains vidathani as veditavyani sthanam the adjective trxni
is also notable, which GRIFFITH understands to be "three ranks and
orders" - but according to SSlARA they are the three stations of the
gods, the earth of the Vasus, the firmament of the Rudras and the
heaven of the Sdityas. GELDNER translates the former part, "Der
die dreifache kunde von ihnem ..... kennt .... " which is also suit¬
able. But GRIFFITH'S meaning is weakly founded.
' JL JL mm '
(2) bahavah suracaksaso' gni;i ihva rta-vrdhah
/ / f ' j£m ' mm
trxni ye yemur vidathani dhltibhir visvani paribhutibhih
(VII, 66, 10)
r
Here trini vidathani visvani is explained by SlIANA as trxni ...
——J ' • •
vyaptani ... ksityadisthanani. GRIFFITH translates the second line
into "They who direct the three great gatherings with their thoughts,
yea, all things with surpassing might," and GELDNER translates the
trxni ... vidathani by "die drei Erkenntrisse." One differs from
""""
•
the other in the meaning of vidatha here. LUDWIG suggests^hat here
the three castes Brahmana, Rajanya and Vaisya. But we cannot be sure
of any meaning here.
(3) ni durone amrto martyanam
ra.ia sasada vidatoane sadhan (III, 1, 13, ab)
Here according to SAYANA durone is grhe. vidadhani sadhan as ya.jnan
saciiiayan which accords with GELDNER's interpretation. GRIFFITH *s
meaning/...
meaning of "sacred synods" seems to be not quite suitable here because
already the word durone (in the house) is there ("within the house
hath sate the King Immortal of mortals, filling full their sacred
synods.") Agni is thus the performer of vidathas in the house.
/ \ mm ' ' ' *
(4) hota devo amartyah purastaditi mayaya /
vidathani pracodavan // (ill, 27, 7)
V. M&DHAVA explains vidathani as prajnanany rtvi.iim. SSlAHA explains
« •
it as veditavyani karraani. iSSKA ('Nirukta' VI, 7) explains it as
vedana which is according to DURGA, the coramentator, "esamrtvi.ian
• •
... .vi.jnanani ..." ana according to SKANDA, vi.inanani svakarma-
visesanani. GELDNER translates "die (Wort der) Weisheit anregend."
But GRIFFITH translates "Immortal, Sacrificer, God, with wondrous
power he leads the way, / Urging the great assembly on." The plural
form of vidathani could be translated 0 "urging all assemblies of
sacred rites on." The meanings given by all others however seem to
be satisfactory.
'mm * '
(5) emdra yahyupa nah paravato
• •
'
mm ' — mv
nayamaccha vidathanxva
' ' Jim '
Satpatirastam ra.ieva Satpatih
According to V. MlDHAVA vidathanTva is grhaniva. SAIAWA explains
vidatbam as vedanany anustheya~1 rxanani but the connection of this
word is not veiy clear. GRIFFITH translates it into gatherings,"
while GELDNER into "zum Rate der Weisen." The connection of accha
presumes the word vidatha to signify more suitably a place or a
gathering but the abstract sense is not improbable.
' ' ' ' -
• -j,
(6) kavir na ninyam vidathani sadhait
vrsa vat sekam vi-pipano arcat / (IV. 16. 3. ab)
—T~i
SSYANA /...
SJlANA explains vidatliani as vedaniyani karya.iatami object of
sadhane; the subject is'Tndra." SAIANA says Indra reveres the Soma
juice while drinking it as the Kavi reveres the vidathas while per¬
forming them like finding a hidden meaning. SAYANA's explanation
is thus quite satisfactory. But GRIFFITH'S translation which is:
"When the Bull, quaffing, praises our libation, as a sage paying
holy rites in secret " is not very suitable.
/ \ — ' — ' ' _ „
(7) a hota mamdro vidathanyasthat
it / / /
satyo yajva kavitamah sa vedhah (ill, 14-, 1, ab)
The connection of a asthat with vidathani suggests that it denotes
a place where the function of Hotr is needed. GRIFFITH translates"""
•
vidathanyasthat into "is come into the Synod," GELDNER translates
"Der wohkredende Hotr hat die weisen Reden besteigen." SHARMA
(APII, 67) assumes OLDENBERG1s meaning and considers that Agni came
to Vidatha as an ordainer.
(vii) Vidatham occurs five times in RV:
(1) suviraso vidathama vadema
fat
which occurs three times in RV. at the end ofyhymns (I, 117, 25;
II, 12, 15) and in the penultimate verse of VIII, 4-3 (i.e. in the
14.th verse.) This refrain evidently makes some departure from the
more popular closing prayer brhad vadema vidathe suvlrah which occurs
22 times in the 2nd Mandala. But there seems to be very little
• •
difference in the substance of the two expressions.
SSYANA explains ".. .vidatham ya.jnam abhimuklyena stutrin
uccarayama. He gives an alternate meaning which is etymological viz.
vedavantam atithim. GRIFFITH generally translates " .. may we speak
with brave sons to the Synod," and GELDNER - "Als Meister wollen wir
(das wort der) Weisheit reden." GELDNER makes a difference between
the/..
the two expressions - vidathe being connected with suvirah in the"
■ ' •"
sense of "Meister" but here suvirasah is the subject of the verb
a vadema. But the sense "Meister" is not very apt for suvxra
although vidatha in both the occurrences is translated by Weisheit.
BLOOMFIELD makes no difference (JAGS XIX). 0LDENB1RG (SBS XLVI,26)
translates "ma.y we with valiant men mightily raise our voice at the
determining of ordinance."
(2) The other two instances of vidatham occur one after another
in the marriage hymn of Surya, X, 85, 26 and 27.
JL ' ' JL m,
grhan gaccha grhapatni yatfaaso
/ / * f t
vaaini tvam vidatham a vadasi (X, 85, 26, cd)
' '
mm * ' m M.
ena patya tanvam sam srlasvadha
.iivri vidathama vadathah (X, 85, 27, cd)
S5YA1®. esqslains vidatham as patigrham. signifying grhasthitam
e ' • • •
bhrtyadi.ianam. The two verses are applied in the marriage ceremony,
the farmer verse is to be said while getting up on the chariot etc.,
and the latter is to be said while entering the husband's house.
BLOOMFIELD1 s and GRIFFITH'S translations are more or less in the same
line. But GELDNER translates "... Du mogst als Gebieterin weise
Rede fuhren." "... und noch im Greisenalter sollt ihr beide weise
Rede fuhren ..." (in ZDMG (LII) he translates, " Als Herein sollst
du der Hansgenossenschaft die Weisung geben" .."Im hohen Alter sollt
ihr beide der Hausgenossenschaft die Weisung geben.") Thus vi'hatha
is generally interpreted in these instances not as a social assembly
but as either the household or wise words/decision. (ROTH ('SW')
o_Tgo suggests the meaning Weisung, uebotj etc.) oHiihilA (APII)
carelessly/...
4 71
carelessly draws an inference "It appears that the female member was
not a mute participant in the affairs of the assembly. Thus Surya
is instructed to speak to the assembled people in the vidatha."
Jsgg»=fe»-has.. ass timed-.
/ t _ ,
v3J upo ha yad vidatham va.iino gur
tqt ' * mm ' '
dhibhir viprah pramatim icchamlnah (VII, 93, 3, ab)
vidatham in connection with upo guh i.e. upagacchanti is ya.inam
according to SSYANA, "assembly" according to GRIFFITH, and "Opfer-
:schreiten" according to GSLDKER (who thinks that there a kind of con-
:test of sacrifice was held and which assumption is quite suitable
here.) All these interpretations though varying are satisfactory.
(viii) vidathaya occurs only once in RV.
t * / /




agnim hotaram vidathaya .jlnanan (X, 11, 3, cd)
As here the producing of Agni is referred, vidatha seems to be an
assembly (as understood by GRIFFITH) where sacrifice ("Yajna" -
SSYANA, "Opfer" - GELDNER) was a notable function. ROTH illustrates
this as having a religious connection.
(ix) The derivative vidati^. ("tatrabhava ityarthe ... .SSlANA 111,54,1)
occurs nine times in RV.
, f mm ' '
(1) imam mane vidathyaya susam
, / / JL mm ' ( x
Sasvatkrtva idyava pra .jabhruh (III, 54, 1, ab)
vidathyaya with the other words in the Dative case refers to Agni in
the sense of "to be lit in the vidatha." SllANA explains it as ya.ine
ma nt.ha.ri ena nispadyamanaya. GRIFFITH translates it by "meet for Synods*
(but/...
H-£t>
(but does not explain the nature of the Synods.) GELDNER translates:
"in weiser Rede bewanderten," but the point is whether it is
necessary here to call Agni versed in wise speech." It does not
follow the context.
/ \ * * f
(2) pra vo mahlmaramatim krnudhvam
V "*■" *
' * % * r
pra pusanam vidathyam na vlram (VII, 36, 8, ab)
SSlANA explains vidathyam as ya.jnarham. and viram as sarvesam prerakam
adjective to pusanam. GRIFFITH translates: "Bring ye the great
Aramati before you, and Pushan as the hero of the Synod" - this mean-
ring is satisfactory. GELENER translates vidathyam na viram by
"wie einen in weisen Rate bewanderten Meister." According to GRASSMANN
"excelling in gathering.!'
(3) Sldanyam vidathyam sabheyam
pitrsravanam yo dadasad asmai (I, 91, 20, cd)
Here also vidathyam occurs with viram. and SAIANA e:xplains it as
ya.inarham. GRIFFITH translates by "meet for Synods," GELDHER by "in
Rot der weisen ... tuchtig ist" (F.N. moglich auch: in weisen Reden
tiifihtlfr.1 SAfANA1 s ya.inarham, as in this instance it refers to a
j",
• 11
human being rather a son to be born, seems to imply ya.inakaryakusalam
*
as sadanyam according to him is grharham and then grhakarya kusalam.
t t *
^
In this instance, ipline (b) somo viram karmanyam dadati is mentioned
then the three adjectives in G., sadanyam. vidathyam and sabha|am may
denote karmanya or dexterous in the activity of house, of vidatha and
"""
•
0f sabha, wherein vidatha and sabha may signify some places greater
than one's house where people outside one's family assemble and
perform religious and other duties.
Here/...
Here also vidathya has the sense of "excellent in vidatha" or "expert
in vidatha - work."
(4) mimyaksa yesu sudhita ghrtaci
j j ,—5
r
hiranyanirnigupara na rstih /
guha earanti manuso na yosa
• •
sabhavati vidathyeva sam vak // (l, 167, 3)
Here is another instance of the occurrenceof vidathya beside that of
sabha and here it is in the feminine gender referring to yak as com—
:pared with a yosa.
According to SiiXAiA vidatho ya.inah tadarhatiti vidathya praisastotradi
rupa vak / Sa yatna ya.inasabham prapyavirbhavati tadvat." V. FiSDHAVA
explains it as ya.inabhava, MAX MILLER (SEE XXXII) explained the
conception of lightning and thunder as the two wives of the Maruts,
the former remaining in seclusion, and the latter being in public and
loud. But the conception of lightning alone could be taken compared
with one wife, because yosa is singular here and the lightning remain-
ring in seclusion sometimes comes out in public (sabhavati) and loud
like the vidathya vak. Following MAX MULL®, GRIFFITH translates
vidathya into "eloquent." GELDNER renders vidathyeva sam vak into
"wie die gelehrte Rede." BLOGMFIELD renders - "a genteel woman of
good house and with an establishment."
^ / ' £
(5) vasva kratur vidathyo na samrat
saixva'tarut^o abhyasti krstih (IV, 21, 2, cd)
vidathyah samrat. according to ShAM., is compared to Indra's action
(Kratur) which overpowers the Krsti-s (the people) of the enemy. So
vidathya is vainarhah sakalalokanam adhipatir iva. GELDNBR translates
"wie/...
"wie ein weiser Konig," but the power of vidathya samrat seems to be
overpowering the people of the enemies which is not expressed by
"weider." GRIFFITH translates "Whose will is like a Sovran in
assembly, who rules the people, Conqueror, all-surpassing. Following
this translation where samrat is given its later meaning, SHARMA
draws the inference that the King would be present in the assembly
called Vidatha.
(6) yuge yuge vidathyam grnadbhyo
/ p /
'gne rayim yasasam dhehi navyasim (VI, 8, 5, ab)
SSYANA explains vidathyam as ya.inarhayri and connects it with tvam
*
uddisya (understood) grnadbhyah. GRIFFITH as well as BLOCMFIELD1
•
and GRASSMAM connects vidathyam with rayim. We find however all
except navyasim as masculine. GELDNER understands vidathyam and
yasasam as adjectives to viram (son) understood while navyasim adjec-
:tive to rayim. SlYAMA's interpretation however can be accepted
thus: "In every age to those praising you fit for (or lit in) the
vidathas. 0 Agni grant glory and every new wealth."
* *
—
(7) o srustir vidathyasametu
, / p
prati stomam dadhlmahi turanam (VII, AO, 1, ab)
vidathya is explained by SSlANA as vidathena tvadiyena cittena
sampadya. or he gives an alternate explanation, ya.ine kriyamana qual¬
ifying asmadiya stutir. GRIFFITH translates: "Be gathered all the
audience of the synod; let us begin their praise whose course is
rapid." It is not understood what GRIFFITH really understands by
finishi but vidathya he translates by "the audience of the Synod."
GELDNER's translation is: "Die fur weise Reden empfangliche Erhorung
Soil sich enfinden." GRASiMANN gives the meaning "fur das Opfer-
festgeeignet, festlich" i.e. sacrificial or festive.
/ \ ' mm
(8) a visvaci vidathylimanaktamagne
mano devatata mrdhaskah (VII, 43, 3, cd)
3y Vidathyam here S5XAKA means yajnayogyam being .the adjective of the
flames of Agni, the fire-god who is invoked. GRIFFITH translates the
first portion of the line: "Let general fire make bright the flame of
worship." GRIFFITH here follows SlXANA's meaning; of vidathvam.
GELDNER: "Der fur alle bestimmte (Opferloffel) Soil die fur das Opfer
bestimmte (Flamme) betraufeln." Here vidathya thus suggests the
sense of "sacrificial" as also suggested by GRASSMANN.
f \ ' ^ '
(9j pari.jmanam vidathyam suvrktibhir
•"" If —
/ / »
vayam vyusta usaso havamahe (X, 41, 1, cd)
SSYANA explains vidathyam as ya.jnahitam ratham here. GRIFFITH also
e
follows SlYAM here and translates: "That circumambi&it car, worthy
of sacrifice, we call with our pure hymns at earliest flush of dawn."
So GRIFFITH also thinks the word vidatha from which the word is derived
may here have the sense of "sacrifice" as considered by the Indian
scholars. GSLDNER however translates vidathyam into "weiser Rede
wurdigen." GRASSMAKN also gives the meaning "sacrificial" or "festive
/
(x) BLOCMFIELD ri^itly points out: "Decidedly it should oe noted that
the word vidatha does not occur in the nominative at all, but over¬
whelmingly in the locative singular and plural whereas ya.ina is very
common in the nominative ...." and therefrom he draws the conclusion:
".... rendering it clear that the sacrifice took place in the vidatha."
/Or
We have seen that the Locative forms of the word occur in 50 + 33 ~
83 instances. Besides, vidatha which is generally explained as the
accusative plural form is once connected with a •+ Ksi (a Kseti vidatha)
and/...
and once again with amtar (amtar devo vidatha ...) which suggests the
"""♦ " ' ■ i " i n
locative sense although formally it may be&ccusative. Similarly in
ii ••• vidathanyasthat the connection with a + stha has a locative
denotation although vidathani is accusative. The word vidathe the
accusative dual form occurring only once is also connected with amtar1 "rV
having thus a locative significance. It can be pointed out here in
this connection how a 4 vas changes the connected locative to an
accusative. There might be a tendency of considering the accusative
form with an a preverb to denotqlocative, because out of the six
instances of the occurrences of vidatham. five are in connection with
a vad and the expression suviraso vidathama vadema seems to be echo-
sing the more popular expression brhadvadema vidathe suvirah.
• 1 1 •
4'
vidathama being thus probably equivalent to vidathe. the change might
be required for the sake of metre. With vidatha also there is one
use of the verb vac (to speak) (vocam vidatha)"UJ< 1 •
Therefore, only in a very few cases we have non-locative use of
/
the word vidatha. The remaining instance of vidatham is connected
with verb gam with a pre-verb upo- which suggests also a location to
which a motion is directed (upo ... vidatham gun)
With vidatb"r>i also we have seen the use of a verb of motion " emdro
yahyupa vidathani."
The instances of the use of the word in accusative senses are:
vidathabhi svaramti (I, 164, 21)
sasasur vidatha (III, 1, 2)
vidatha nicikyat (IV, 38, 4)
veda vidathani (VI, 51, 2)
vemur vidathani (VII, 66, 10)
vidathani sldhan (ill, 1, 18)
r
vidathani pracodavan (III, 27, 7)
Except in one instance vidathani sadhan. in all the above, SlYAHA
*
refrains himself from explaining the word with his usual meaning
22uLH§: gives the etymological sense veditavyani = ,jnatavyani
(Karmani or sthanani like the earth etc.) which is a significant
point to note. In all other instances however there is an intrinsic
locational sense in the word vidatha. There is besides one use of
- £vidatha in the dative case and seven uses of the word in the genitive.
We can now put together all our information regarding vidatha
from its different occurrences.
Vidathas are three in number (VI, 51, 2) - they,are of the gods,
that is, they are directed by the gods with their thoughts or wisdom
(VII, 66, 10.) Between the two vidathas. Agni moves like a messenger
(VIII, 39, 1.) Agni is lauded in the third vidatha (II, A, 8)*
Thrice the gods come to the vidatha (III, 56, 5, 8 and 5A, 11)
There are three seats (better settings) in Vidatha (III, 38, 6.) In
it there are three vratas (II, 27, 8)** The gods are often invoked
with awakening songs (III, 39, 1, 2.)
In Vidathas were born some gods of human form who appear in the
sacrifices (III, A, 5.) Some gods are the frequenters in Vidathas
(I, 89, 7) of,/...
* This Vidatha is very likely to be figuratively the three regions
viz. Earth, Heaven and Firmament. Agni moves between the two i.e.
the Earth and the Firmament or Heaven. The third vidatha is the
Earth where Agni is lauded, dvimata vidathesu samrat (III, 55, 7) is
thus Agni while trimata vidathesu samrat (III, 56, 5) is Surya.
** The three savanas at three times in a day may have been referred to
here.
Although GELDNER mostly translates vidatha into wisdom, wise speech, etc
we have seen that he has somehow tried to avoid the controversies in
favour of the house on the one hand and in favour of the assembly on the
other by giving etymological senses, which are in many places
unsatisfactory.
of whom Agni is the most important. He is practically the hotr of
sacrifices (IV, 6, 2) and is present in Viaathas urging men to
Vidathas (III, 14, 1)(HI, 27, 7) and as the director of sacrifices
is praised in the Vidatha (VIII, 11, 2.) In Vidatha practically Agni
is the sacrifice (X, 100, 6.) He is the banner of sacrifices (III, 3,
he is the banner of vidatha (I, 60, 1) and the performer of Vidatha
(X, 92, 2; X, 91, 8.) He is rather born for the sake of vidatha
(X, 11, 3.) Agni, the performer of Vidatha may be the same who is
called Kavi. the seer (ill, 1, 18.) Ho wonder the enkindled fire is
an essential requirement for vidatha (I, 143, 7.) Agni is received
with full honour as a hotr by the vedhasas of the vidathas (X. 91. 9.)
9 l l*' "
They also invite Agni by singing est, 122, 8.)
Besides Agni, Maruts are also named in connection with Vidathas*.
They are well lauded there (I, 166, 7), they delight in vidathas
(I, 85, 1) and dally in them (I, 166, 2.) They place the young dam-
:sel in vidathas (I, 167, 6.) They strove hard in the great vidatha
(V, 59, 2.)
Sometimes Mitra and Varuna together are praised in the Vidatha
(III, 38, 6.) As rajans they lead in the vidatha (V, 63, 2.) The
priest pleases both in the Vidatha (I, 153, 3.)
Indra also is sometimes praised (III, 39, 1, 2) (VI, 24, 2) (In
I, 56, 2) Indra is referred to as the might of the Vidatha (I, 56, 2)
There are the mentions of Vedhasas and Hotrs engaged in vidathas
(X, 91, 9; X, 122, 8; I, 153, 2) and also the mention of dhlras who
might/...
* Except in the last reference, Maruts are mentioned in the 1st
Kandala only. The last reference has vidatha in the singular which
• * •
ma7 mean the firmament. In the same meaning the word might have
been used in the plural also in the 1st Mandala in the general sense.
The singular vidatha might be in the "firmament" while the plural may
be the three regions.
4-e
might be referring to the gods or the priests in Vidathas (III, 26, 6 ;
III, 28, 4-) Their dhi-s as "praises" may have been referred to as
the dhis (thoughts) of a vidatha (III, 38, 5.) References are made
to abhuvas who dress the words of praise and scatters santifying water
(l, 64, 1, 6.) Sacrifices are made in vidathas (VII, 84, 3) where
the sacrificial post is annointed (I, 92, 5.) Gods delight in the
havis offered (VI, 52, 17) they are invoked to accept the ilas (I, 186,1)
(S, 12, 7) and they are prayed for taking their seats on varhi
(VII, 37, 2) in vidathas. The soma yagas were held there (IX, 32, 1)
The priest drinks the Soma-juice for gaining strength to bear the
burden of sacrifice in vidatha (III, 1, 1.) In vidathas others also
drink Soma-juice and they become garrulous (VII, 21, 2.)
Invokation to gods is the general function in a Vidatha. The
gods take delight in the hymns of praise (III, 54, 2) (VII, 99, 6.)
Hymns of praise were often attended with sacrifice (I, 159, 1.) It
was with the offering of the food for the gods in vidathas (VII, 73, 2.)
It was customary to speak out salutary hymns (I, 40, 6) praising the
gods exploits (V, 29, 12) and being glorified (II, 39, 1; X, 96, l)
in Vidathas, grant the invokers food (VI, 24, 2) and good sons so that
along with the good sons the invokers may speak aloud bigger hymns
of praise later in the vidathas (II, 1, 16; 2, 13; 11, 21; 13, 13; etc.
I, 117, 25; II, 12, 15; VIII, 48, 14.)
The invokers seek the favour of the gods by chanting in vidathas
(VII, 93, 3.) They believe that the good result of pious deeds is
distributed in vidatha (evidently among all participants.) (II, 1, 4)
A hymn of praise for a chariot newly built up was often spoken of in
the vidathas with the pious belief that the gods will protect it from
all/...
all evils (IV, 36, 5.) The eulogy for horses was not customary in
Vidathas which were the fitting place for the eulogy of the gods or
things connected with gods; that is why the invoker is hesitant to
speak it out in a vidatha (I, 162, 1.) In the vidathas is also
praised a rich man who bestows riches, who goes at first in a chariot
(II, 27, 12.) Of course, if it does not mean a god, as it does in
VIII, 11, 2 where it is Agni who is praised in Vidatha. In VTII,
18, 13 we find a reference^o a tribe who is mrdhravac (sneaking
• 1 1 •
hostile and injurious words either in the vidatha or outside) whom
an other tribe likes to win over either outside or in the Vidatha.
It may be a contest referred to in V, 3, 6 and in III, 8, 5 where
people are won over by money. But we are not very sure about the
meaning and to rely on these doubtful passages to draw some theory
on the social condition of Vedic India seems to be precarious. The
difficult verses X, 85, 26 and 27 where the bride is advised to speak
(or speak in a) vidatha after being vasinx and both the husband and
wife to continue to do the same up to their old ages (;iivrlQ can
not also be depended upon.
In fact these few references do suggest that the vidatha was not
confined to invoking the gods, though this appears to be its main
business but had other functions also though these may still be
regarded as religious, as set in a religious framework: these are
deliberations » aaJLpoetic contest between Kavis
perhaps with the idea of invoking the gods more successfully than a
rival. The whole universe and every action probably had religious
significance in this period, hence the sacrifice (in its assemoly)
could well be dU.* i/vxcliu^vj .
Vidathya /
Vidathya the word derived from vidatha refers to Agni (III, 54, 1.
It also refers to Pusan (VTI, 36, 8.) It is also an adjective of
samrat referring to the Indra's valorous deed which overpowers the
people of the enemy side (IV, 21, 2.) vidathya refers to the flames
of the fire in vidatha (VII, 43, 30 It is also the adjective of vale
(I, 167, 3) also of Srustir (VII, 40, 1) which is rather ooscure.
But vidathya is the adjective of vlra 'the son' who may be an expert
in vidatha's functions (I, 91, 20) and on another occasion it refers
to the car (X, 41, 1) that is built and which may be sung about in
the Vidatha. Hence vidathya is derivationally vidathe yogya
wherefrom we can hold that vidatha is a place where sacrificial fire
was burnt in favour of gods who were invoked to be present there
where oc.ro wore also praised along with hymns for gods whoro cars
were also praised along with hymns for gods and a son adept in the
function of vidatha was very much desired.
It can however be concluded that vidatha in RV. was convention-
rally the name of a congregational religious function in which sacri¬
fice.. was essential along with the invocations of gods. As it was
a sort of religious gathering, people indulged in a sort of contest
also, and many things other than religious matters might have been
held. A change of meaning from "the function" to "the place of
function" was not improbable. This solves the controversy between
SSXANA and GRIFFITH on their respective general meanings sacrifice and
assembly. An etymological sense also came into being which was
"wisdom", "a wise action", "wise word" and "a knowable place" etc.
wherein we find some of the interpretations of SSXANA and GELDNSR's
interpretation in general. In addition to these conventional and
etymological /
etymological meanings there were certain figurative employments of
the word. For instance the cosmic region is conceived as a vidaibha
where religious or disciplined practices are noticed.
B. Vidatha in AV.
Vidatha in A$. is much less numerous than in RV., occurring only
in a score of instances. The Locative form which is so numerous in
RV". is found only in six instances, the plural form only once and the
singular, five times. The Accusative singular form occurs seven
times, and twice occurs the definitely Accusative plural form
vidathani. Another form vidatha. also Accusative plural according to
the European scholars, which however, in one or two instances, appears
to be used as the Instrumental singular, occurs thrice and once occurs
each of the Dative singular and the Genitive singular forms.
These instances in AV. can be grouped in three (i) one group
comprising instances of repeated RV. instances with or without changes
of certain words, (ii) another containing the adapted RV. instances,
(iii) the third group comprising new uses of the word.




(1) XVIII, 1, 35 (Sau) jasmin deva vidathe madayante etc.
is RV. X, 12, 7 repeated exactly.
(2) XX, 30, 1 (Sau) pra te mahe vidathe samsisam harl etc.
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V, 12, 7 (Sau) daivvahotara ... pracodazanta vidatiiesu Karu etc.
is RV. X, 110, 7 exactly repeated.
(c) containing vidatham
(1) XIV, 1, 20 (Sau) and XVIII, 2, 9 (Pai) is the same
verse as X, 85, 26, only RV. starts with pusa while AV. starts
with bhagas. but the main portion is in cd. of the verse which
is acactly the same:
mm ' '
grhan gaccha grhapatni y&tnaso
' '
-r ' ' JL _
vasim tvam viciathama vadasi
1
• ■ i in i. J
(2) XIV, 1, 21 (Sau) corresponding to XVIII, 2, 10 (Pai)
repeats RV. X, 85, 27 but for prajaya in a. of RV. instance, in
AV., a. has prajayai and for srjasvadha .iivrl vidatham a
r ' f
vadathah at the end of the verse, AV. has sprsasvatlia .jirvir
' ' '
(Sau)/cirVir (Pai) vidatham a vadasi while in RV. the newly
married couple are both addressed, in AV., the bride only is
addressed.
(3) XX, 34-, IS (Sau), cd has the same reading as II, 12, 15,
cd of RV:
' ' * J.
vayam ta indra visvaha priyasah
'
mm ' mm f f
suvxraso vidatham a vadema //
(d) containing vidathEni
f * 'j ' ' m. J,
(l) XX, 77, 3 (Sau) Xavir naninyam vidathani sadhan etc.
is exactly the same as the RV. verse IV, 16, 3.
(e) containing vidatha
(l) IX, 14, 22 (Sau) has almost the same verse as RV.1,164,21
only/«••
only for bhagam in RV., (ab):
'
— — ' «. '
yatra suparna amrtasya onagam
• ■
'
. ' _ ' ,
animesam vxdathabhisvaramti /
AV. has bhaksara. and also for ino at the beginning of the next
line A?, has ena.
(f) containing vidathaya
(l) XVIII, 1, 20 (Sau) is RV. X, 11, 3 exactly repeated
while has in (cd)
' ft tt» /
yadlm \Ktsantaia usatam anu kratura
' '
— ' _ /
agnim hotaram vidathaya .ii.ianan //
RV. verses are adapted in certain AV. verses.
(a) containing vidathe
(1) In XVIII, 3, 24. (Sau), the first line:
t 'mm





has been taken from RV. IV, 2, 19, ab which belongs to a hymn
to Agni,
and the second line:
, / t t t t ^
visvarn tad bhadram yad avanti deva
S
brhad vadema vidathe suvxrah //
________
has been taken from one of the hymn-closing refrains with
prayers to the gods in Mandala II viz. II, 23, 19 and 24, 16.
(b) containing vidatham
(l) VIII, 1, 6 (Sau) corresponding to XVI, 1, 6 (Pai)
has only the last quarter of the verse from the last portion of
RV./...
4^3
RV. X, 85, 27 viz. atha .iirvir vidatham a vadasi. where of course
RV* lilfl is changed to ,jirvir as is also done in AV. (Sau)
XIV, 1, 21 where the whole RV. verse is almost intact. In the
present verse which runs thus:
— JL '
udyanam te puruaa navayanam
«r Ji ' ^
.ilvatum te daksatatim krnomi /'
» # #
— ' '
a hi roiiemam amUam sukham
~
•
f * t ft
rathamatha .1 irvir vidatham a vadasi /
the young Jrahman is blessed that he may have uprise and no
downfall, endowed with life and vigour he may ascend the immor¬
tal easy-running chariot and lastly it is said "then full of
years shalt thou address the meeting" (GRIFFITH), "then in old
age thou shalt hold converse with thy family" (BLOOMFIELD),
"then shalt thou in advanced age (?.jirvi) speak to the council"
(WHITNEY.) SSlANA explains this line differently from what he
explains in RV. (grham abhimukhyena vadatam) SllANA explains
* "a"' "** e
this verse as allegorical. It is wished that the man be over
the fetters of death - that a life-tonic (,j Ivanausadliam) and
strength will be made for him, that he may ascend the deathless
chariot agreeable to the senses, i.e. his soul may remain in the
body and reading a i irvih for ,i irvih SlYANA explains the extract
as ailrnah san vedanam a vada / labdhasam.ino' smlti acaksvetyarthah/.
8 0 — a #
(2) In XII, 2, 22 (Sau) and XVII, 32, 2 (Pai)
f * f /jf ' JL ' _
ime ilva vi mrtair avavrtann aoud bhadra devahutir
...... mmm .11. m i. — y— ——-j- ... . j i... 1
no ad;ya /
pranco agama nrtaye hasaya suvlraso vidathama vadema /
the last quarter of RV. verses I, 117, 25; II, 12, 15 and VIII,48,IX
is/...
